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Socio- cultural community develoPment

For some years now, overnments haw. considered that secio-cultural
community development i a necessary corollary to permanent education, and
that it is one way of -hAping to resolve certain.sobio-cultural prpb/enzo which
dre becoming more and more keenly felt throughout Europe.

rt

It is for these reasons that the CCC has always given an important place to the,
studtfoj "socio cultural community 'development" in its cultural development
programme.

4
Originally (IJ69-1971), tie problem was tackled from the point of vieui of the
necessary facilities and buildings for a rejuvenated cultural policy. It became
apparent, however, after the. Rotterdam Symposium on "Facilities for cultural
democracy" in October 1970, that a new type of more informal building would
not by/itself,: encourage a wider participation in socio-cultural activities; and it
was at//Rotterdam that the concept of `cultural democracy/' was first formulated.
That phrase, in opposition to the democratisation of culture, signifies the
differenccb between supporting a policy whose objective is to popu/ariSe the
arts and one whose objective is- to support popular art forms. In other words,
it is designed to provoke a change from restricting one's interpretation of
culture to the heritage of the arts and increasing its absorption by the

/ consumer society, to a ,much *eider definition which, while including the
artistic heritage, also conceives culture as a continuous creative piocesb going
on inevitably not only amongst" artists but all soda/ groups. The wider
definition stresses that active participation in culture UncV,in sociocultural
activities is something that shbuld be supported by governMents and that the
provision of encouragements to do this, would help give a much greater reality
to the "right' to culture". (one of the: rights in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights) than policies for popularising the artistic heritage will ever do.
It also reflects a common. European feeling that when partiOpating in cultural
activities, the yardstick of success is not the quality of the end - product so much
as the sheer process of involvement and discovery, the use of curiosity and
creative imagination. Opportunities for the use of these faculties innate in. all
of us will, if they are developed, achieve several desirable, things: it will
encourage personal self - fulfilment, communication between people and groups,
and the exchange of views and ideas: It is not idealistic to imagine that 'the'
consequences of that will be to develop it new spirit of constructive involvement
in cbminunity affairs.

It is all these objectives That the CCC's- project o_n socio-cultural community
\ development pursues.

The second stage took over the ,problem asked at Rotterdam, and at the next
Symposium on "Methods of managing .socio-cultural facilities in pilot
experiments", at San Remo in April .1972, European experiments and
innovations aiming at the realisation of a cultural democracy were analilsed
and compared. The first list of these trial projects appiared in the symposium
report, and the bewildering variety of them, seemingly delving classification,
is updated in the revised list which appears at the end of this Bulletin.
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The third stage of tha project stemmed togica y from the second: to study the
problems resulting from the need for the spect l'type of worker required' for
socio- cultural community deve?opMent.,He or she needs some of the qualities
of a priest, a doctor, a teacher, a concellor, an artist. These problems were the
subject of the next Symposium,, herd at Brussels in 19N on the "Deontology;
status and training of animateurs ", which focussed on the aspects concerning
rights Ad duties, status, ana

.
During these threb distinct staOes of the CCC's work (the fourth and next is the
study of animation in new towns) lector studies have been written. On the
basis of these studies, both conceptual and practical, the lessons learnt have
been tied together. The four studies reproduced hereafter deal with. the
overall objectives of socio-cultufai community development policy as
understood by the CCC and its relationship to permanent education; . with the
implications of such a policy; and a hypothetical town is used as the setting,
for a trial implementation of the policy, in which an' the elements are entirely
facp.taliy-based.

1

.

. ,i-,. ,
The Bulletin includes also the papeis prepared for the Brussels .Symposium,
together with the gAmming7up lecture. The information contained in them may
provide help in solving some of the pioblems Mai inevitably arise from the
introduction 'f a. new policy. It .should be mentioned that these papers are
based on tl practical everyday experiences of Europ'ean'working annimateur5".

0

it is honed that the reprinting of these papeh will show the importance of the
problem, which is' at the heart of the CCC's profect; :present.some of the
ccopse/uences dof trjing to grapple .with it; u/ demonstrate how, in neatly
ever' ,European country, 'ways are ,being fourid of .translating the striving for

,a culturql democracy'in .

to effect.

if



GENERAL ASPECTS OF ANLMATION

Guidelines ''for &policy

To avoid confusion,,and toell:fpair in advance
trio restricted and selective .mature of this c/icifi
policy autement,, it must be made ciee.that it
is concerned only with socio-cultural community
development, not with cultural deVdopment
policies in the most comprehensive 'Pence. These,
at both national' and European level, should
cover many other important fields of activity..

NEED FOR A CCC STATEMENT OF
SOCIO - CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY

"Animation socio-culturelle" (which is- translated.
as "socio-cultmral community development") is a
response Oa gravdand widespread problem of ou'ir

° times, common in.all our countries, -- a eglture bp
which, apart. frorfOts qffehce tocour ideals a soda'
justice, vitiates the work of econonfic; political and
educational policies::. designed to bring to Ourg
societies a 'greater Measure -of true democracy,
compassion and equality of opportunity. (9

The initiatives being made in many countries are
of widely differing kinds, ranging freih the work
of large socio-cultural centres, with their own
permanent° pretniSes, to street-cornet exhibitions;
and from small protest grant's to government-
sponsored schemes of urban lenewal. They all have
the following features in common. They seek to

-provide ihat stimulus to the mental; physical and
emotional life -. of people in a particular area which

move them to -undertake a 'wider range of
experience through which they will find a greater
degree of self-realisation, self-expression, and
awareness of belonging to a community a com-
munity over which they exercise some control and
to which they, have a contribution to make: As this
animation is priniarily designed for,' people who, -

(1) The origins of this "Problem and details about its
nature and effects have already been' stated in. doi.
CCC/EES e72) 7II. There, too; will be/found the first
list of the efforts being made in Many countries t
tackle this problem by various forms of socio-
cultural community development. An up-dated list
is at the eudof this Bulletin. - ,

by J, A. SIM'PSON,
Project Director, Exeter,

for one.! reason or another, are very -seldom
attracted to the kinds Of educational and cultural
programmes -available to them, special -techniques
are employed for arousing and holding people's

'interest. The aim of thith action is not to assert the
superiors 'of- any particular set of tastes and
activities or any, form. of culture, but°.merely- to
Widen the "repertoire" of experiences, roles and
values which constitute-a the personality of a human
being.

Some concrete examples of socio-cultural Com-
munity development work given at the end of this
Bniletin show that they range kora complex

' operations like the iniegi4ted meld-cultural and
educational 'facilities at Yerres or illingham, or
the use of video by the people of ervies, or the
revivification of museums and gall ries in Bologna,
to simpler techniques like the Day Mother Project
in Bonn or the Centreprise sly p in Hackney,
London.
. '' ,,

In the last decade the existence 4f this probleM has
been widely' recognised, althou, h in view of its
gravity the response to it mu ni, seem timid and
minuscule. Indeed, a 'limo at the heart of that
cultural crisis about which cil much has' been
written, and which was the 'thme of the Colloquy
on European Cultural Policies held at, Arc-et-
Senans in 1972, Speaking tiler the. French Minister
for Cultural Affairs announces a new "mop'
imperatiVe" for Governmeng: to go beyond enact-.
nient of cultural rights to the'people and to take
all possible- action to ensure" they exercised them.

Even earlier, with 'this problem in mind, the Com-
mittee for Out-of-School Education and Cultural

:Development see up the project on socio-cultural
facilities apd animation to examine these initia-
tives, -to. catalogue and classify them, to identify
their underlying aims and principles, and to 'give
deeper study to any methods, which seem effective
end replicable, and to difficulties which, beset the
work. Difficulties there are .1n abundance, but all
our experience so -far in the project leads to the
conclusion that the most serious of them all is some-
thing which afflicts the, work in nearly all our
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countries. The progress of code-cultural community
development is held up everywhere for lack of a clear
concept, accepted and formulated by governments. as
a policy for national development, comparable with,
say; housing or education policies a policy to
which governmental practice and structures can be

'adapted. For lack of Such a policy socio- cultural
initiatives tend to be mounted in a tentative and
obscure way, and they are fragmented between a
number of flifferent public authorities to which
they are often only of marginal concern. They are
inadequate in volume and vigour and scope for the
dirnension and 'urgency of tile needs. This
conclusion was endorsed by the proceedings. of the-
Sympogium on secio-cultural animation held at
San. Remo in 1972 Where more than 'a hundred,
delegates from member countries exchanged views
op progress' and problems. The report of this
Symposium states certain "guide lines" indicating
action which the CCC may take to help. The first
of these reads: "To bring about. a more active
awareness on the part of local . and, 9central
governments that socio - cultural animation is a
distinct area of work of great and urgent political
and socio-economic importance, for which govern--
ments should have an explicit policy supported by
adequate resources and administered by a purpose-
fully integrated structure of goVernment depart-
miOnts". .

It was clear from the proceedings of, the San Remo
conference that the difficulty doss .not lie in lack
of sympathy among individual government repre-
sentatives. Rather, it lies in the dead weight of the
existing conipartmentalfsation of dovernment poli-
cies and structures.

stimulus has already been given effectively by
the CCC in the field of permanent .'education. The
elaboration of this .policy and As. presentation
Council of Europe level have been of great
significance in the development of governmental
coneeptUalisation, planning and practice in a
number, of our countries. Largely by this means
the very "term "permanent eduaatien" has become

ts a part official language and thinking. And in
consequence there has been much un-freezing of
the tr,aditional compartmentalisation which has
been a hindrance to educational progress, .and an
attempt te' liquidation of narrowly academic,
technical and, elitist concepts of education. Similar
results could be expected from a CCC lead in the
socio-cultural

Indeed a lead of this kind is,a necessary corollary
of what has been achieved in the educational
sphere, and, as will be shown below, permanent

4

education needs to be complemented with a
vigorous policy of cocio-cultural community
development if it isNto be fay effective.

The relationship betWeen two policies so closely
allied needs some explanation. While pressing the
urgent need for a distinct statement of a sego-
cultural 'development policy ;-°.- separate _froth .'
permanent education we no that this need is
merely the outcome of forces which operate at
present. It is not rooted in the theory of the two
concepts; 'and i1, doe's no represent an ideal state

... of affairs, Idealli,' we look forward to a global
educational policy 'vhich gives full weight to the
aims of socio-cultural community development and
which is reflected by structures and practice which
include the realisation of these aims. .As things
stand at present, however, this is far from the case.
Even where educational policies pay verbal tribute
to the aims of "animation socio-cultarelle", they
are lost and neglected among the main preoc-
cupations, of educational 'administration the
schools, universities, °education' for productivity.
This is understandable en ugh. Enormous tasks Of
reform are in process in e existing structures of
education, and they are surrounded by contro-
versies and problems -- qUestions of university
entrance, of the curriculum in printery and
secondary schools, of selection or, comprehension at

..the secondary stage, of, "second chance" education
and industrial training, of qualification by credit
unit, of pupil , and student 'autogestion, of the
inslividuation of learning by multi -media systems.

/ ,
As things are at, present, moreover, there are
'marked differences between the content of any
actual educational and animation programmes. The
work of the latter is increasingly geared to the
needs of people who, are outside the threshold of
'educational facilities as they exist. It is part of the
specialist work of the animateur to overcome their
4ttitudes of mistrust, contempt or hostility or sheer
'apathy. Again, all animation processes are itlyier-
taken on an entirely .voluntary basis. To bi--rig
people to them there can be no question as in
the case of Schools ,of any compulsion, nor of the
motivation operative in education for a better job,
a qualification or more -Pay. Animation has to be
its own Motivation. By contrast, educational pro-
grammes imbued With the spirit of 9ziermanent
education are chiefly concerned with the improve-

'. meat of existing systems to bring about a genuine
equality Of opportunity whereby the individual
may do 'justice to his innate abilities, go as' ibr as'
he can in ,society, and make his maximum gontri-
bution to it, -A system of "animation socio-cultu-
,relle" has yet to be created. This is the task which
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confronts it; and its emphasis is more on the qua- < liave many of the features of free adult sociability,
lity of life in a community of ineaningful,dialogue play, entertainment or the action-meeting with a
and equality of esteem, on personal fulfilment and specific cocidtpkirpose.
non-competitive creativity and self expression.
is because -of such differences that, for immediate The need for a clearly defined policy of r:',OCi0-
purposes, there is need for a separate formUlation tultdral commum development is equally evidentof, policy in respect of cocio-cultural community from the progress reports and transactions of other,
development. .. cultural development projects set up by the Out-

. .of-School and Cultural Development Committee.
For example, the consolidated report on the Euro-As we have said; these differences are merely prag- F xm
peon Towns Project (2) , suggests that where cul-matical and there is nothing final about them. And tural development is treated as a part of -ecitleatio-

,

education can be mutually
in this imperfect relationship animation and nal programmes it will remain elitist in conceptinteractive and suppoi- ll

and limited in its appeal., This and other projtstive in several ways. Animation seam to affect the refer to rdifficulties arising from attitude barriers,totality of life in a community, from the town hall and from a widespread "refits" which cgverely ,to the corner shop, from the pub td the factory
floor. Naturally, then, it will envisage an effect limits -the diffusion of culture in any of its_ dimen-
°upon the place of the school in the community, sions, restricting .participation to the same already-

interested section of the population. As a Swisson the attitude of teachers and parents and pupils report puts it, all that new effortt achieve "c'estto each other. Indeed, the specialised techniques remplir les ccalles (Am centre pour 'eider cellosof animation can have great utility for teachers, des autres". There is more than one reference inparticularly those whose pupils are less motivated these papers to the need for an overall govern-,by career ambition and preparation for qualifica- mental initiative which will create the pocio-lions. The schools, in their turn, can do much to cultural framework for cultural development.further the cause of socio-cultural development in
an area, 'where the teachers are sympathetic and
co-operatiVe and where school premises such as The foregoing point.; have been made at some
studios and gymnasia are made available to the length to explain the logical place, in the project
public at large. The mutual #ependence of educe- on, socio-cultural facilities and animation, of the
tion and animation is recognised in certain cases draft Guidelines for a pony given below. A lead
still rare at present where integrated 'facilities from the CCC will set an ex mple for national poli-
are provided such as -those at Yerres or Gre- cies.
noble-Vilieneuve.

There is, finally, one particular area of consider-
able overldp, between animation and education.
Here only a clinical, "intentional" definitiOn can
allocate certain ,forms of instruction or information
either to socio-cultural development or adult edu-
cation, and the deCinion must be made in the light
of circumstances. 'Usually, the conventional kind
of progressive .course; or the set -piece lecture
followed by discusIsion, is held to be "adult educa-
tion",Adventurofts adult educationists, however,
increasingly adopt techniques which will appeal tdi
less c4phinicated people; the reluctance of the
working class to participate in adult education has

° long been, a source of self-criticism for adult edu-
. cationists. They then tend to do much the same sort

of work as the socio-cultural aninateur. The ani-
xnateur introduces what is fundamentally educe-.
tion (in, say, such matters as hygiene, puny rela-
tionships, creative hobbies or civic activity) in ways
which are spectacularly attractive,' which are free
from the reaellent associations of the school,
including a teacher-pupil relationship, and which.

.

IMPORTANCE AND URGENCY OF PROMOTING
NATIONAL POLICIES, OF SOCIO-CULTURAL
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The culture-gap which socio-cultural, community
development must bridge places millions of people,
wether they are aware of it or not, in a disadvant-
aged situation. This is a state of affairs in conflict
with thok declarations of human rights to which
all nations have pledged allegiance and width
imply equality of opportunity for full participa-
tion.in the life of our societies. There is a conti-
nuing obligation upon governments to reduce this
gap.

As we have already said, the .problem is not sus-
ceptible of solution by educational action alone.

(2) Summary of programmes'by B. Duvapel, Doc. CCC/
S (72) 108,
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No matter how its facilities are refined and im-
proved it will not reach those who shun it. The
wbrk of cOgio-cultural animation is necessary
first. An illustration may be drawn from the
United Kingdom where, with a highly demodratised
educational system, constantly improved since 1944, -5."

only 29 0/0 of the students at universities in 1973
were drawn from the 64 Vo of families Which are
supported by manual workers. It may be added that
OECD statistics credit British universities with
the highest percentage of sitiidents dravfm from
working class homes in Western Europe, In France,
according to A. Girard (3), in ,spite cif far - reaching
egalitarian changes in the{ educational system since
19,00, the direction of society remains 750/o in the
hands of people who are the children, at very least,
of minor 'Civil servants. The democratic nature of
educafion in the Lander of the Federal Republic
is well known, yet W. Schmieding (4) :can write

, "good theatre is theproduct,of a cultural tradition
which, because of our educational system, is shared
only by a minority.' In Holland, in the city of
Apeldoorn, with a progressive and liberal munici-
pality, 820/o of the users of the public library come
from that minority of the population which has
had more than the: compulsory minimum of edu-

jtion. There random, facts only exemplify a pro-
lem which is now a commonplace of the thinking

. of educationists. As Edgar Faure has said, "Il fait
d'abord creer le besoin de lasculture," Without this,
improvements in educational systems will tend
rather to widen than to cldse the gap.

Its continuance constitutes a menace to democra-
tic institutions and procedure. There is little rea-
lity in democratic citizenship for those who are
socio-culturally disadvantaged. Their democratic
rights may be exercised only once, every five years.
They are cut off by their apathy or timitidy or lack
of know-how from taking any other part in the
public dialogue and movement which mould the
environment and community in whip they live.
Even where machinery for, participation in indus-
trial and social management is created, such people
can avail themselves of it only minimally. At the
same' time, they are aware that their voice does
not count, that somehow it is always "they" who
make the decisions. Thus the democratic frame-
work, so dearly won, coin's to be regarded by many
as a farce. There is a spreading apathy about. de-
mocratic politics, and a claptrap cynicism 'about

(3) Girard, A.: La r6ussite sociaie; Presses, universitai-
res de France, Paris, 1967.

(4) Schmieding, "Kulturbrief", in Inter Nationes,
1973.

politicians. And these attitudes can be .seen too
often expressing themselves in a belligerent, blind
violence, not unconnected with the re-emergence
in several countries of non-democratic political'
movements.

This dangerous frame of mind is not confined to
a spectacularly deprived or intransigently malcon-
tent fringe of our societies. Some hint ,of its pre-
valentot can be' derived from the findings of a
"Sondage SOFRES" as reported in the Derniclres
Nduvelles d'Alene, 8 May 1973. According to this,
11 qo of the respondents considered that a child of
working-class parents has no More, or even less,
chance of succeeding in the society of today than
that of twenty years ago; 77 qo believed that the
difference betweep. the way of life open to higher
and lower income groups has remained the oath
or grown even greater over this period;. G3 0/o
thought that thiS difference is too great, and 45 °%
think it is of just as great or .even greater signi-
fiance than it was twenty 'years ago. The 'editorial
comment of the newspaper puts it that while the
egalitarian spirit has never ceased to animate the
French, "il reste un bon bout de chemin, l'essen-
del; sans doute, a parcourir".

7

Of similar gravity in its threat to the healthy .de-
velopment 'of our societies is the effect upon mil-

lions of people of accumulated under- satisfaction,-
the under-usage of life-potential, the inadequate
enlargement and expression of personality. That
this is the case has now become a commonplace
of contemporary social psychology and social an-
thropology. In these sciences, indeed, personality
is commonly defined as the sum of the roles which
a human being can play; and one personality is
distinguished from others by the repertoire of
roles which the person has selected. Clearly, then
the wider the familiarity with and mastery of nu-
merous roles, the greater the development of per-
sonality, and: the greater the freedom for its ex-

- pression.'When people are restricted in their choice
of roles.. circumscribed, within the repetition of
only a few and even where this limitation is
voluntary in the sense, that It sterns from igno-
rance, timidity or prejudice, rather than fr* any
economic or societal pressure then their loerso-
nelities are stunted and their lives fall short of
fulfilment in ways that become manifest in scarce
understood discontent.

Closely linked With this are the znerally accepted
findings of the social sciences that group -life
participation, in the life of an enduring f ace-to-
face group other than the nuclear family is a
necessary ingredient in the formula for mental



health, a sort cif social vitamin. ,It is in member-
ship of such groups that0 opportunity occurs for

. trying out new roles and for developing them if
they are successful, It is true 'that the family itself
is a face-to-face group, but it is largely based upon
the assumption that roles are fixed; and family
relationships are so charged with emotion that
attempts by a member to extend tbcirange of Me-
playing, even in minor matters, are,diccouraged by
hostility and ridicule as bein disruptive. Those
whose lives are confined to th small family unit
sooner or later manifest syrntrt ms of frristration
and malaise.

It will readily be understood why the types of
under-development of personality and social mal-
nutrition outlined above are widesprend and on

. the increase. They progress hand in hand with
urbanisation and the housing and re-housing of
the people in hygienic, low-density dwelling areas.
The decrepit villages or run-down city centres and
slums from which they come had, for ail their lack
of air and light and modern gadgetry, a commu-
nity life "on the street" which could be rich in
opportunity for the development of personality in
group-life. Too often in the new housing areas
this is conspicuously ,lacking. Indeed in the report
on the Yerres Colloquy of 1970 (Foundation for
Cultural DeveloPment) they are described as
"cities without a soul", and it is pointed out that
in such'places a soul cannot be expected to emerge
of itself, but_ must be (0 trived by a policy of
socio:epural anifnation.

This type of housing, with its built-in labour-
saving features 'end standardised decor, allies with
commercial provision to take the creativity out of
housework and home maintenance, much as modern
technology takes the creativity out of work in the
factary. There is a steep decline in the call for
creative craftsmanship in ddmestic daily life as in
induistry steady diminption of the extent to
hichc,the product carries any personal imprint of

the skill ,or strength or judgment of the worker,
4 And the liberated time the fruit of all this

labour-saving is not Made available for the
Satisfactions of creativity and community. It is
filled with the passive reception of vicarious ex-
perience on the telescreen or the aimless encapsu-
lated nomadism of the family car, Sociologists who
have worked in the new towns and housing tates
speak of a widespread sense of loneliness, and
frustration, of life passing by fruitlessly. As H. Le-
fi.)bvre has said "Today we do not known how we
live. You can scarcely say, after ypu have passes'
through the hours, what you did what it all
amounted to. And what bitterness there is in this

4.

feeling!". At no point has the self been realised,
or reflected in challenging human contacts,
except in sexual relationships. The increasing'
concentration of interest on these and their eleva-
,tion into the key value in life, the prestige. 'ear
glamour attached to adolescence and the ,feVerish
efforts/ supported by a profitable branch\ of in-
dustry, to prolong it ever later into life, N-c- all
these may be interpreted as symptoms of a society
where there is 'a serious deficiency of personal
satisfaction. Where there is a well developed soeio-
cultUral life accessible to all, sexual relationships,
while retaining their mighty powers of motivation,
take a less neurotic place among a wide range of
other experiences which are less vulnerable to the
pas6age of biological time.

Because television, whether provided by public or
independent authorities, is dominated by the dyna-
mics of commercial entertainment, it does not form,
as it could do, the starting-point of creative ex-
perience. Instead, it dominates each household as a
luminous vortex down Which the content of family
life is'drained away. In no way are its effects more
harmful' than in the disappearance of active play,
whether the family games of the:past or the out-
door pursuits and sports which are ,now watched

4 rather than. practised. G;11ilagnave is not the AMly
sociologist' to draw attention to the basic play
needs of people living in Western European= socie-
ties needs to which there is inadequate resporfse.
Only in play and sport can the average wage-
earner be the maker of his own 'destiny; only as
homo ludens has he a chance of having 'his sins
washed white and being reborn as successful as the
rich, the talented, the industrious; only in play can
he find an outlet, in thinerror-balanced age, for his
aggression and violence which is socially accepta-
ble. And it is in the skills of play, as well as in the
arts and crafts, that mankind can find that en-
during satisfaction which anthropologists call a
"drornenon", something Which was once of ;the
essence of word- satisfaction, but which has tended
to disappear as the worker becomes More and more
a Mere human stop-gap in flow-production: A
"dromenon" is a pattern of dynamic expression in
which the performer shares in something which

. has objective value and which transcends himself;
in which he finds release in a'rhythm that is thera-
peutic; in which he makes a saciallyi appsoved,
creative reaction to the chaos and unpredictability
of life by asserting shape, order and form. ,

Little needs to be said here about the arts a music,
painting, drama, the plastic arts 1 and the crea-
tive crafts. The need' for wide dissemination of their
practice and appreciation is too well established.
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.
for ioALve matter of mere desirabilitY sane-
thing' forthe adernment of life; itrrfrille and graces,;
It is.. a',,,loaeic "need for 'satisfactory living -among
.drdinary pOople.

-

It is Ulu, notewerthy that to be iinfamillaf, with
the traditional. arts, with the Cultural heritage and
its continuing developments, and .to-he incapable
of appreciating and-rdeponding to . them,- is -to be
cut of frdm mankind's, storehouse of recorded
vaine-judgment,, not about aest,betie technicalities
but about the vary stuff of life.asiivedbY everyone

judgments which can be made 'Available to all
regardless of intellectualattainment Or educational
background, .fo ad R. Gayaudy, ("L'Alternativel
kas said "they are based on an 'immediate rela-
tionship of the senses with the world about us
not one that : has been mediated through logic and
the intellect." Unfortunately, Much of this treasury
is a closed book still too ar to many -Working class
people. in former clang- it ;was not thought neces-
sary that they Should. hove the key.. .

.p is an unfortunate fact that opportunity acrd
centive for making the effort to obtain all these
ingredients of h fulfilling life tend to diminish as
one deccerad& the socio-economic scale and on the
lower ;rings the Conditions are often actively dis-
couraging. It is- her that are to are ,found most
acutely the sad side effects of what should, be a
positiVe advance for,, humanity its increaced°
longevity. Experienced geriatric and social case
workers agree ,that "le troisierne Age" accentuates
the disadvantage de those who are socio-culturally
under-developed, Loneliness, listlessness, -aimless-
pegs and boredom are .prevalent among this age!.
group.

Although what has been said in the foregoing secs
tions is a'mere outline, it has been set forth in suf-
ficient 'length to show 'the reality a the wider..
satisfactions which build up, ainong people who do

.not Wake the most of their potential because they
la& the know-how, or because their attitudes
el.:clude many aspects of experience -from their ex-
pectation and aspiration. It IR; to speak on no
higher plane, a matter of urgency for goverinnent6
to appreciate the cash costs-of this

Without any headline exaggeration one can speak
objectively sole a disturbing growth everywhere in
-mental disorder and sickness. The legal prescription
of tranquillising drugs far exceeds the volume 'of
illegal drug-taking. Under this optic, socio-culttual
corinnunity development could, be seen as a form of
preventive medicine in which it is folly not to

invest. rrend once said that psychiatry .-conyerted
neurotaie misery into ordinary human unhappiness:-
Socio-cultural-torninunity6 development can ,pre-
venf ordinary' unliappinerE from degenerating intO
mental illness.

1

Our cocieties,pay'n heavy price for the'oscociated
, evils of inflation and industrial disputd and-dis-

location. Increase in the quantity, And,eimprove-
-, 'rnents in the quality, of technical and academic

education do not eliminate these trOubles. They
Are, Of, course, rooted deep in world -wide factdra,

. Which must be overcome by political and economic
action. Neverthelees, this'actioh 'ir5 pootponed by, a 'i
widespread under - development of pprponality which
prevents people from comprehending it and parti

,,.-. cipating in it. Meanwhile the 41oribles pr'e Acceilt
, tuatediby the socio-cultural factliet a`majority °of
. ..., people find their chief form of expressive. outlet in

purchasing and consumption; in 'acquiring things
. wilt* help them towards a sense iii identity. The

rage for more And more purchabeg Makes for int-
flatien without giving- satisfaction. The 'wage
disputes which emerge*, areeinbittered. by the
"culture zap" which obscures eaonornie Issited with
the social polarisation of "us" rnaykd "the".

. I
. , ,

Longer -term, but of even deatek gravity; Are the, ,;
mounting costs of repairing, eii -fax; as it may: be
repaired, tire, damage done to the °human cnvirOh-
meneby p4ocesscs of prOduction and consurriptiori
on such a.scale. There is no need to -elaborate' this
point here. It is .Aufficient to refer to the report of
the Arc-et-Senans Symposium. which, kat been
widely acclaimed and studied; and to say. that
socio-cultriral commUnity, de' elopment has, As one
of its central aims; the objective of alerting people
to the vulnerable nature of the biosphere, and of *

14- enabling them to . develop resources' in. t emselves '
powers of exPresSion, creativity and ,ommuni- °

Cation , independent of :comMerciai ttocesses. It
(melts to help people to &kola) things in their z.

environment which can be *enjoyed without eon-
stimption, without destruction- or conversion, and
Without pollution. , .('-'.'

,' c?

SOCIO-CULTURAL COMMUNITY DEVELOP-,
MENT AS AN ETHIC; POLITICAL AND
CULTURAL IMPLICATIONS

We have laid collie stress on the lenitive, not. to ;
say therapeutic, contribution of socio-cultural corn- ,

munity development, and,at times s'ave .thowir, it
rather as a palliative for negative elements irr our



,
society,` 61 Something to ,assuage imbappinals and
eliminate ohd *material ,I.;.7.as'te. If 'CO, it iaa
because misery and waste are Anattels calling* tor
immediate "action. It must; Thoweveri be. qtrongly
asserted that "animation socio-culturelle" is no.,mere

.mechanisin of adaptation. It rests -on .positive
ideals which i.t.seeks to realise:, The enimateur, to
Auote li",lyloulinier, is Working not only-74%; society
but on society" in the service -of .a dear social -ethic.

it 'tau 'teen -reeently. assOciated with. .fashio 6 e
'Pais is not .some newfangled irnperhtfv,eraltbali=t

words euch--as ``Coromitment"; "IrivolVernnt", "ap-
propriation" and '''participation". It has 4rvery long.
tradition which InclutaeS the: valdes. of A.thepian
democracy Pericles in his famous funeral ,,oka;-

contrasted the good citizen with the'uutet,,
passive; nierely law-abiding citizen and of non:
sacerdotal Christianity. It is an ethic Akrhich has
been persistent European Idatory; and when it
has become obscured it had been .ru,-,isserted by
political -philosophers ins the world of ;events,
by an upsurge of popular action. Among 3to chief

' tenets is the belief that .people have not reached
their full ,human stature unless They are active in
exercising control over the,cornmunities which ch

° they are members; and that withoutthis, as pdasive
recipients of social ills and benefits, they.,.are be-
littled and ' frustrated, no matter how they are
replete and diverted with broad and circuses. Allied
to this is the fundarriental belief that to wish . fof
the well-being Of 'others is a.. compelling human
impulse, neglect or 'denial of whiCh brings perporia
dissatisfaction and tension and is morally reprehen-

'siblo, This creed commands acCeptance ,froni° the
overwhelming majority of people in Weatern'Euro-.

. pe, and ifir.questioned only by a handful of,bizaFre
MOralisti. Those whO serve the cause of soap-

. cultural. community development are encouraging
people towards aqulfilling way of life 'Which can
only be.-- found if th6se ephical principled are fol-
lowed. Active and compassionate' participation in
coiiimunity life .is not merely a way of getting
amenities, or getting rid-of nuisances;:it, is a moral
goal in' Welt

ignoree-- then talk :of a participatory society is,
nonsense, and democracy becomes merely one

-more in- the bazaar of ,possible` mechanisms for
. _rum' ing an organisation. It is for this 'reason that

socio-cultural counnunity development envisages
'and' seeks to promote the participatory society,

. and In, so4 far as this. is a political aim, soeio-
cultural community ,development Cannot claim to
be 'non-political. It is non-political, 'however, m
that it is associated with no political Party or
programme, either of the right or the left, and it
is not through any of these ti at it 'works towards
a 'truly, deinobratic society. Nor does it envisage
such a- society in terms of any particular type of
pcio:econdmic legislation or structures, but in
terihs of 2:101V human relationships,' a- new blimatet.
of public opinion and an improved, quality of life.
It pals forward to an "open society" in the
sense in which 'K. Popper used the 'term where
there is .a multiplicity, of -dialogue based upon
equality of 'esteem for the opinions , and values of
the bus-driver and the surgeon; the bishop and the
hippy and the industrialist and the working ,clasS

.11OuseWig. It looks. forward, to a society where
there is full ac.Ceptancuft of the right of the man in
the street, to question and challenge the decisions
of authorities political authorities, sociological
and scientific awl cultural experts and where
these authorities, give , such questioning serious

., consideration; andovhere he humblest of the
"anonymous masses" can feel as .assured of some
voice in the decisions that affect his life as are, at
present, those of. known name, the great ones of
industries and technology and trade unions and

. literaturo and the arts; from whose diaries and
fl.memoirs we .leam hOw easily they alter history
or "fix, things". by a word here, a telephone call
there, the formation of a junta the confident
communications of a fraternity Avhieh includes
government and governed. Socio-cultural community
development' wants this fraternitY extended to
include' everyone. And 'of equal, importance it
looks.. forward to a' society where there is
acceptance of the right to withstand 'Majority
pressures, the right, as Camus has put it, to-
"faire face a l'histoire et ses susses ", the right to
pursue minority interests.

.
'

0

"Active, citizenship-P, "community participation", '
call it how we will, it can only be nourishedAnto

.)life where the conditions care favourable; that is,
where the individual can pee clearly that his action
has a real influence on the decisions whiCh affect.
the community in which he lives. When this in-
fluence is degraded., to a ritual ilod, when the real
dUcisions are removed from his ken to the ante-
rooms of functionaries, or the bask-rooms of tech-
nologists, -- when any questioning of the autho-
ritative voice of politicians or administrators or

' scientific experts.is frowned upon, discouraged and

Ofs course, all this represdnts air ideal, and it,'
.cannot be denied that there is much iii contem-
porary society, perhaps in the, psychological
"make-up of most people today elenients of
competitiveness, exclusiveness arid love of hierarchy

to say nothing of insensitivity and impatience --,
Which will make prdgress in the realisation of this
ideal, difficult and troublesome. As "animation
socio- culturelle" brings more and more people to*-

0
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a sense of -their 'and competence as
equally-sharing roemberg of a community, it wilk
no doubt, increase the number of eases which many
Will call "conflict". But real conflict only'.occurs
where there is an unwillgness on one side to
enter into sympathetic dialogue. Disorders and
"demos" and confrontations. occur today because
of the lack of any widespread habit or acceptable
pattern for constant communication between the

ublic and its authorities. Socio- cultural, community
development seeks to brinkback to life, the roots
of community life v.thic*Jiave been ,buried too
deep in our mass urban, societies. .

Culturally also, socio-cultural community develop--
went rests on a positive value judgment. This is
not a judgment as between ceitain styles of life
and others, or between, certain. forms of art, and
others. 01t is a simple reassertion' of a *general
European faith inliberty as an ultimate good a
belief that, freedoni. of choice is preferable to
restriction of choice. NeVertheless, some critics,
whose degree .,:of sincerity is known only to
themselves, have attempte to see in socio-cultural
community development' a value-judgment in
favour of certain life-s es or art-forms- and the
invocation, of the resources of the state in their
diffusibn by action which is, therefore, fundamen-
talli dirigiste. Such critics !-L some of whom are
avowed fo6s of Western dethocracy can have a
damaging effect. Social scientists have laid great
stress on the need to- accept cultural pluralism

.plurality of values' "as a healthy feature of
our societies.. Governments, therefore would be
reluctant to appear to impose cultural norms which
are open to the charge that they derive from
culture:patterns of *a. dominant elite. If this
accusation of dirigistne were to hold.good against
socio-culturai animation it would be better to leave'
it in its present relatively glucose position as the
fringe concern of'vaiious ininikries and municipal
departnients, and to voluntary organisations. It Is
therefore essential to make the following points'
very clear:

,

in any meaningful sense, is not at
any time a feature of socio-cultural `community
development. Let us, however, be clearheaded
about "dirigisme" and "pluralism". Opposition to
animation as dirigtste can spring from a passionate
,concern for liberty and equality. It canr however,
'also mask anAndolent laisser-aller; or ,worse, a
more or less cynical acceptance by the culturally
advantaged that theirs is, in the nature of things,
a minority position for whilh' the majority, of their
fellow citizens are intrinsically unsuitable andoto
which, in 'any case, they .have no aspirations. A

*

phrase like "acceptance'-of cultural pluralism" can
be used as a comfortable piece of social science
with which to clothe the- naked abandonment of
large sections of the population to a qualitrugife
which, in our hearts, we know to be less satislying
than our own --- a scientific neologism fot the
older and cruder "It's all they want all they're
fit for". Even people of good will in moments of
tiredness and discouragement, .are prone to this
type of cultuial apartheid, but with the vast.
majority it can never be a permanent frame of
mind.

The principle of "pluralitrof values" iu plies. a
ft healty tolerance and'esteem for a multiplicity of

minority views the "open society" referred to
earlier. It can never be pushed to the point where
it produces the total inhibition of all societal action.
Almost . all° state or" municipal or community
intervention has cross-cut somebody's system of
values. FronV the outset to the present day the
creation and 'improvement of systems of is
education- have overridden the values of `'thus is
believe in the absolutely unrestricted:free-play of
competitive individualism; None the less, govern-
ments have acted because too great a regard for
minority values would plunge education back into
an atmosphere of early nineteenth century
amateurism and fragmentation. Interpreted in one,
possible sense, "plurality of values" could mean
an oriental acceptance of the eternal yegterday
paralysis lest the balance of the universe be
disturbed.

But .we return to the main point. Sodio-cultural
community development is not dirigiste.. The
value-judgMent on which it rests is no more than
d-,restatement of e,probosition which is one of the
corner-stones of our type of free society. It is a
judgment in faVour 'of an enlarged personality as
contrasted with a hunted personality; in favour of
opportunity 'for 'the greater use of life-potentialj. in
favour of freedom of choice of activity rather than
restriction by.' tradition, ignorance or habit;'. in
favour of the greater rather than the lesser
enjoyment of all cultural styles in our society; of

'greater rather .than lesser- competence to partici-
pate, in the *Control and development of the
community.counity. /Mo. and hoikE many are those who
will stand up and declare that they have judged

. otherwise? And who will deny the justice of .

invoking state support in the service of this
freedom? Few iiideed! Beyond this value-jUdgment
in favour of 'freedom socio-cultural community
development does-not go. It implies no imposition
of. any ,"establislunent" t culture or life-style. It
envisages no compulsion, no career reward, no
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a.

snobiste status-achievernent, no badge of civic
virtue for participation in particular cultural
experience or community affairs nOthiiiCeiccept
the rewards which are inherent in expressive,

_out-going activity, It calls for no clirigisme on the
part of the state ,,which goes. beycind the provision
and support of facilities and workers, and
favourable publicity,

is a N rilt-in feature of socio-culturai
community development that it shall be a non-
directive process,: voluntarily undertaken, and
dependent for its form and direction upon the
co-direction of the participants. Techniqubs for
this, even among the most timid or apathetic
sections a the population, have been worked out
in considerable detail, especially in France. Parti-
%potion of this kind is an essential feature of
animation socio-culturelle for two reasons. Firstly
because it is a safeguard against u socio-culturaj,
environment which, while it represents the opinion
of experts, is out of touch with broad human needs.
A somewhat frightening example of such a
tendency' can be found expressed in N. Sombart's
Stadtetrukturert. von Morgen (5) which states that
the habitat of tomorrow must be of a soaring
architecture which forces people away from a
dwarfed, chthonic \way of life onto an aeolian
plane, for "the city l'hust be the measure of man
not man the measure of the city", In the second
place participation is an indispensable feature of
socio-cultural animation betcause it is not only an
ethical aim of the process, but also an essential
method. One cannot animate people towards an
active share in control over their own community
by methods which familiarise them only with the
prOvision made by leaders, wardens,tutbra and
cultural shepherds, no mat how benevolent.

o 0

The positive? missionary aspects of socio-cultural,
community z.) development, both on the socio-
political side and on the cultural side, are bound
to encounter criticism. It is no mere assemblage
of techniques. It is a movement:'. As a movement, it
springs from certain articles Of .faith, and, it is, of
course, open to assault by those who do not share
this faith which is the fundamental creed of ,all
who seek to promote or practise >nimation socio-
culturelle". They believe that, across the plurality
of cultures which coexist today in all our countries,
* cultures of factory floors,. of rural communitites,
of middle-clasS suburbs and concert halls, of

students' cafes and common rooms, certain
values and truths 'hold good, such as that

ileedom is, better than restriction; the wider a
mark range of choice between experiences, the
greater his freedom;

that active experience is better than passivity;

that self-government is better than direction,
regardless of any considerations such as
contentment, efficiency or productivity;

that social commitment and critical community
and societal participation are better than entire
preciecupatibn with private pursuits;

that complacency and unawareness of Po.cio-
cultural need can be symptoms of personal and
social deficiency just as- apathetic somnolence
can be a feature of. malnutrition and pellagra;

that whatever evokes the sincere reaction of
mind and heart is better than that which
merelt lulls or diverts or distracts.

All this must be stated or the sake of complete
fEankness. The chinas for socio-cultural community
development were out-lined above objectively as
base upon sociological factors and needs. It would
be disingenuous not to add that they are also urged
akyrestipg upon a faith, While this may be open
ta' thallenge, no ones it must be granted, can
accuse it of representing any mono-cultural elitism,
any attempt to impose particular cultural forms on
the Reopk at large.

GUIDELINES FOR A POLICY IN RESPECT OF
SOCIO-CULTURAL comigunrY
DEVELOPMENT

In view of the facts
d"

that in the national societies which compose the
of Council of EuroPe certain fundamental propositions
" area held as self-evident truths with which the

actions of governmenls should be in accord; and
that all the nations concerned have been signato-
ries to charters setting forth these obligations;

,. and that these propositions involve governments
in, the continuing duty to ensure that, within the

(5) Sombart, Stadtstrukturen von Morgen, Schiff- ' - framework of the constitution and the law, alltenreihe Siedlungsverband Suhrkohlenbezirk, 11r. 24,
Essen, 1969. . citizens shall have the fullest possible measure of

0
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freedo to expresS2and develop themselires, and, ,

withou restriction, to avail themselves to the
whole ange ' of sodo-cultural :experience which'
society

and th t when individuals or groups or sections,
of the po ulation are found to be restricted in tile
exercise o these freedoms, then governments are
in duty bound to seek to eliminate this disadvan-
tage;

- and that inspite of the great progress made in
the elimination of disadvantage through fiscal,
welfare and educational policies, there is to be
found in all our countries a substantial section of
the population which is severely restricted in the
range of socio- cultural experience from which it is
free-to select;

-- and that Una,. disadvantage is accentuated by
elf-restrictive ha its of mind, of low-expectation

attitudes and be aviour patterns which are a
legacy of the pas , not an emergent, feature of
existing socio-economic or.$ducational systems;

and that the processes which are normally
regarded as constituting the educational system
and, coming under the public 'authorities for
'education, fully occupied as they usually are With
ensuring equality of career opportunity and
maximum productivity, are ineffective, of them
selves, to remedy this disadvantage which eounter-
acts their own contributi 11 to social investinent;

and that this situatio calls, as a matter of
urgency, for governmental ction because

it is to a great extent responsible for growing
disillusionment in the processed of democracy,
and for an, impatient rejection of the rule of
law;

it is one of the factors making for inflationary
censumption and for embittered, industrial
relations which militate against a sound'
economy;

it is one of the causes of widespread under-
satisfaction and frustration which constitute a
drain on, social resources, particularly in the
sphere a mental health;

it is a potent factor in the escalating processes
wof a wasteful misuse of the environment and

damage to the biosphere;

and that democracy carries an ethical impera-
tive to work towards a society in which every

12

cztiz6n.knows that he has a voice which commands
respect in decisions whiek"affect his life and that
ofhis community.

it is therefore taghl

That governments should take fuller cognizance
of this whole area of disadvantage among their
populations, and note that only an insufficient

- response .to it can be made by the existing
authorities which have it in 'their purview

'education, health, housing, welfare etc. because,
at present, responsability is fragmented among
them and none of them is charged with it as .a
chief, central task ,having a high order of priority
among other manifold responsibilities.

That governments should formulate a definite
and comprehensive policy of socio-cultural com-
munity development, /.!,to be of comparable
importance in national planning with education,
welfare and similar policies,

That this policy should envisage the following
objectives: .

diminution and ultimate elimination 'of socio-
cultural disadvantage, and equalisation of
opportunity in the socio-culturels sense;

reduction and ultimate bridging of any socio-
cultural gap between different sections of
society;

creation of conditions which, evoke from the
greatest possible number of people the fullest
use of their potentialities and of the resources
to be found in themselves and in association
with their fellow men and women. .

That while note be taken that the effects of
such a, policy cannot Ve quantified, it should be
framed in such a way that some objective estimate
of progress can from. time to time be made from a ,
such indicators as:.

the number a those who take an active part in
voluntary groups, such as tenants' associations,
parent-teacher associations, protest . groups,
religious, welfare or pplitical associations;

the number of those who exercise their right to
vote in elections of all kinds;

the number who take part in amateur musical
or dramatic activity; or.in active sport; or in
educational courses; or who use the public
library,
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That adminittrative arrangements should be
made to focus the work of a consortium of national
and local government departrhents and non-
governmental organisations for the implementation
of this policy; and that adequate resources be made
available.

That a prior task should t plan and arrange
both as to curriculum and rganisation for

the training of professional animateurs (socio,-
cultural community development workers) and
also for the additional training as animateurs of all
those, whatever' their profession, whose work is,
or can be made, a means of socio-cultural
animation.

That an equal, - ',I rtant task should be to
work out an ope nal relationship between the
work of aniinar, -1 agencies and ;that' of the
educational system so that the two can complement
each other so as to be more effective.

That of comparable priority is the task of
finding technical and other methods whereby
Radio and Television, with their immense,

* enduring influence upon the mass of people, can
be so developed that as well as., offering passive
entertainment, they also evoke an active and ,
critical and creative response for which organisa-
tional arrangements are (made.

That in the formulation as well as in the
operation of policy it should be made clear- that,
apart from an assertion of fundamental belief in
the enlargement of freedom, there is no imposition
of any particular cultural values or life-styles. or
behaviour patterns. It should be made clear that
this policy envisages a true cultural democracy in
which all legitimate style% of life and forms Of
activity have a respected place in so far as they
are means of self-expression, self-realisation and
social communication. Naturally, this includes
those culture patterns which were formerly
inaccessible for the most part to the majority of
people but which are now being democratised.

That similarly the formulation and operation of
policy should stress that, while initiative will come
in many cases from government or government-
supported agencies, it is, a fundamental part of
socio-cultural community development that it shall
involve the fullest possible 'participation in its

planning and direction by the people and
communities concerned; and that this participation
is indispensable both as p method and a goal..

That, -further, it must be recognised that such
participation, is very 'difficult to secure among
these very people whose -socio-cUltural disadvan-
tage is greatest; 'and that it therefore needs to be
fostered by spedial techniques which take account
of the fact that participation may involve delays
and troubles which, while they seem pointless to
the planners, need to be patiently 'overcome by
genuine dialogue.

That there should be overt acceptance of the
fact that the concept of socio-cultural community
development envisages an alteration in personal
relationships across -society as a whole; that it
looks forward to a more compassionate and
egalitarian type of socio-cultural and socio-
economic life brought about by widespread
enhancement of awareness, critical faCulties;
competence, confidence in self-expression and self-
respect; and that, as this will affect all aspects of
life, including the industrial and, political, socio-
cultural animation will be a factor of social change,
while remaining non-political in the sense of not
being the outcome of the associate of any
party-political action.

That care must be taken to avoid the
misconception that a policy of socio-cultural
community development is something which
concerns only a special sphere of activitie,s, such
as the arts, or culture in the traditional sense of
the term; or that it is something only for certain
sections of society such as the poor and needy or
dwellers in slum-clearance areas. While the
conspicuously disadvantaged stand foremost in
claims upon attention; socio-cultural community
development looks towards the enrichment ,of all
spheres of community activity at all social levels. '

That in planning the operation of their policy
governments should have regard to the continuing
investigation and comparative studies and reports
under CCC aegis into such matters as methods of
assessment, suitable governmental structures, the
training \ of animateurs, effective relationships
between educational and socio-cultural program-
ines, mass media animation, and techniques for
securing productive participation.

ti
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cio-catural community-development
permanent education

V

A comparative articulation of their concepts with
reference to their. operational relationships

There are three planes upon which the relationship
between the two concepts of permanent education
and socio-cultural community development calls for
consideration:

The plane of educationa/ and socio-cultural
theory, 'here we are concerned with the
response 'Which sliotild be made by societal
action to the needs of the individual and of
society.

The level of policy-making and the "intentional
definition" which .are essential- to policy. (This
includes policies in member countries and in
the CCC itself).

The operational plane of relationships between
educational and socio-cultural structures 'and
workers.

It will be Convenient to summarise here and now
the conclusions to which examination of this whole
question in the Project "Socio-cultural Community.
Development" has led, and which pwill be elabo-
rated in the remainder of this paper. .)

ti

There is a root unity in these two concepts, both
emerging from the same social objective the
creation of a fully democratic society of, equal
opportunity in which all citizens are encouraged to
make the most of their personal potential and of
their social environment,, sharing actively in ifs
constant amelioration. This radical identity stands
out clearly from most statements of either concept,
despite differenees of emphasis between them.
Conceptually, they can be regarded as two aspect
of the same set of ideas.

Strategically, also, they are interdeperulpit.
Effective realisation of one implies the co-existence
of the other. .

1.0

Nevertheless, at present it is neither practicable
nor in the interest of either concept that it should
be politically and administratively treated au:an

by J. A. SIMPSON;
ProjecDirector,.Exeter.

aspect of the other. This conclusion b forced on us
by a cOnsideration of existing governmental
structures. Moreover, at present, also, there are
marked differences of emphasis between the two
concepts on the operational plane.

These operational differences affect the scope,
circumstances and *priority of concern as between
the work of those engage4 - at any level in
Permanent Education and Socio-cultural ceinnumity
development. They are, for the time being, so wide
that they would ;make the integration of the two
into one policy and one adininistration imprac-
ticable and =desirable:,

..
Even at prsento,ho ie are substantial

areas of overlap &h&c between the two.
This is leading to an Ming measure of
conscious co-operation. at operational level, and, in
some eases, at the planning, stage. These, we hope,
are pointers to a longer-term future.

In this future it is to be ,expected that those
.elements of the theory of Permanent Education
which cover or imply the full theory of socio-
cultural community development will be amplified
and strengthened, and translated adequate130 into
the , formulation and application of permanent
education policies; that the methodology and
approach which have been elaborated by workers
in the field of animation will be more widely
adopted in educational establishments and systems;
and that it will be possible to think in terms of a
single, unified .policy educational and socio-
cultural.

Ideological unity of the two concepts

No one is likely to gainsay this. Both sets of ideas
are grounded in the same basic propositions which
are held as self-evident truths by member nations
of the Council of Europe. They involve govern-
ments in "the continuing duty to ensure that all
citizens shall, within a framework of law, have the
fullest posSible freedom and encouragement to



express andand develop themselves, and to avail them-
selves at will of the 'full range of socio-economic
and socio -cultural experience which society pre-
sents; and to, enlarge the common stock of such
eXperience by their creativity, productivity and
participation in the decisions which affect the
development of society.

Explicit corrollaries of these obligations are the
duty of governments:

0

to eliminate' any disadvantage which restricts
the exercise a this freedom, creativity, produc-

. tivity. and participation by any individual or
group or section of the population;

to move towards an educational system which.
compensates for handicap;

to prOrnote a socio-cultural environment which,
in all socio-economic Sections of society, con-
duces. to the enlargement rather than the re-
striction of personality, . and to the 'dent
`possible use of We- potential unfettere by
ignorance, habitual attitudes, low expect) tions
or lack of means.

The /eve/ of policy

Yn current practice the two concepts are almost
invariably given realisation through separate poli-
cies. This L5 the case even in those rare cases where
one ministry subtends both. The more `usual pat-

'tern is 'of a Ministry 'of Education responsible for
the schools and for further and higher education,
and,' perhaps, some elements of socio - cultural
development. The other elements of socio-cultural
community development are shared between sever-
al ministries Interior, Health, Culture, Housing
etc. working in conjunction with voluntary
'organisations.

1

This is a situation whichAs gravely disadvantageous'
to the cause of sotto- cultural community. develop-
ment Which, by contrast with education, -lacks, in
most 'cases, a clearly °formulated policy covering
all these fragmented elements. Its aims 'and claims
are stated piecemeal and with insufficient weight
and coherence. To. focus the whole battery' of
socio-cultural. agencies, upon any given area it is
necessary first to set up special machinery for Co:
operation between the various authorities involved.

For, this- reason the immediate objective for socio-
cultural Community development, as seen. from
within the project, is the clear formulation in each

B

country of a pOlicy of socie-cultural development,
comparable in coherence and importance with the
educational complementary to it, but, for
the time being, separate from A. Only when this
has been established and administratiVe machinery
cot up to co-ordinate the various agencies in its
service can there be Useful consideration of the
amalgamation of this policy with education. If
amalgamation were to take place at present, it
would be to the detriment of socio-cultural com-
munity development. Experience shows that where
it is already in come measure the responsibility of
education ministries it forms only a Peripheral
part of their work, with .leZ esteem than other
parts and with a budget that is low in the queue
for increases. and in the forefront at times of
retrenchment.

To say this is pot to apportion blame ,hut to come
to terms with realities. Socio-cultural community
development is a fairly recent additiori to the duties
of government, one Vvhich lias not everywhere been
fully accepted or clearly defined. By contrast the
education statutes of our countries lay a clear duty
upon ministers to ensure the provision of schools,
technical colleges, universities etc.; and this 'educa-
tional provision has a century or more 'of growth
behind it and the momentum of a formidable body
of law and of physical structures representing
thousands of millions of dollars a investment .

to say 'nothing of teaching professions counted in
their hundreds of thousands. comparison socio-
cultural community developinent can scarcely be
described as a system. Governmental expenditure
upon* it is very often permissive, not obligatory,
and much of it consists in subsidy to voluntary
effOrt. Many of t1 manifestations of socio-cultural
animation are 'experimental and \ transitory, and
permanent 'facilitieS are still comparatively few,

is not, theriv surprising that for education Minis-
tries, to indeed, for public opinion, socio-cultural ,

community development:occupies a marginal posi-
This state of affairs is not likely to alter In

the immediate future.

One can, however, foresee a time when the two
policies can be amalgamated and seen, as ig.Hicter
said some years ago, as "les deux faces du lame
processus". Wolekers in the field of animation are
increasingly aware of the' enormous reinforcement
which could be brought to their efforts by the
active co-operation of educational institutions which
can dispose the young to be interested and recep-
tive and creative and, participatory in a curriculum
which is mutch wider than in the past. At the smite

, time, those who are busy elaborating systems of
permanent education have for some time been
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aware. that the networks of facilities which they
make are least, effective where they are most
needed among those sections of the community
where there is apathy towards them and rejection
of them. Without the complementary work of socio-
cultural community deve/opment; the structures
of perManent educatipn, no matter how elaborate,
will continue f4 favour those who are to come
degree advantaged by their family background.

There is, then, nothing fundamental or final in
separating the two concepts for policy purposes.

The operationd plane

The ,differences between the concepts af-this level
tit* of actual 'programmes reflect the con-

temporary apportionment of major preoccupation
beti,yFerith-'ein. It is a pragmatical no a philosophi-'
cal distinction.

In the first place, the prime concern of permanent
education is with the amelioration of the major
structures of educational systems pre-school,
primary school, secondary s'ehool, vocational educa-
tion establishments, universities, teacher-training,
and tlie provision of facilities for "second chance"
education for adults and industrial re-training.
These are enormous fields for experiment and N
innovation to, meet problems of great urgerity
the curriculum of the primary school, selection
and transfer to secondary, "streaming" or cdinmon
curriculum, methods of access to universities, pro-
blems of assessment, of qualification by credit unit,
of the individualisation of learning, of pupil (into-
gestion, of teacher training and status. These 'alone
would crowd out much consideration for those
aspects of socio-cultural community development
which are covered by permanent education.

Looked at from the other side, the development
of the major educational structures is of course of
importance to socio- cultural community develop-
ment, and it is among its objectives that people
should show their concern and exercise control
over such matters. They dm,. howeFer,!rnot

part of socio-cultural prograinrnes. These
tend to be concerned, not with the improvement of
existing systems, but with experlinpntal attempts
to animate groups and communities of people with
a view to establishing a methodology which can
be systematised, and for which structures can be
created. (It is true, of course, that the improve-
ment of the work of a certain number of existing
centres is a matter of concern.) The scale and dura-

tion of the ()Orations involved, and the political
}sues raised bOhem, are much slighter than those
dealt with in educational programmes. Whereas
pernianent education programmes are occupied
with the de!)velopment of systems of teacher train-
ing and re-training, it still lies before the makers
of' cocio-cultural development programmes to
define the profession of animateur and identify its
status and cleonfology and training Methods.

There is, too, a marked difference in the type 'of
problem and task included in each programme in
so far as these derive from differing circumstances
and differing motivation iii the "target popula-
tion ".

In t e first place, the work of cocio-cultural coin-
mu riity development comae increasingly to be
concerned with populations which r. r e beyond the
reach of the attraction of established facilities for
education or cultural development. The Creation,
say, of an open university will not stir than from°
disinterest or a rejection w ch is sometimes mis-
trustful, sometimes contemt ous. Special tech-,
niques of animation are needed before they will
cross this threshold.

Secondly, all the processes of socio-cultural anima-
tion are undertaken on a completely voluntary
Basis. The anirnateur cannot count upon ready-
made groups, compulsorily formed as in the cam
of schools; nor can he count upon people's desire
for a qualification or a better job or more pay, --
ambitions which, in the case of education, some-
times induce people to accept processes which are
not" necessarily attractive, Animation has either to
be strikingly and initially attractive in itself, or
associated with some facility, such as a clinic or a
creche, which has the appeal of utility, Or with some
community purpose which arouses immediate inter-
est. Socio-cultural. community development is
primarily concerned with equality of opportunity
for personal fulfilment and meaningful dialogue in
community life, for non-Competitive creativity and
expression; it is more concerned with the qualify
of social and cultural group-life, with the
"morale" of society.

Overlap and co-operation

As we have indicated earlier in this paper there
are a number of points at which, on, the operational
plane, workers in permanent *-eclucation and in
socio-cultural community development are con-
cerned with the same or similar experiences. In



addition there hre.a number of, notable, examples
where good results are obtained through the
consciourg eo-operation of educational.. structures
and animation agencies...These are sufficient to
Suggest the great accession of strength to both sets
of facilitieS which could, come, frOM saint planning

afid collaboration, ,

In the first place, it cannot be asserted too strongly
that it is not posbible to conceive of the animation
of an area or a community as a series of processes
which take place only at setlirnes and in particular
places. It is a process which 'is intended to affect
the whole range of community life from the civic
hall to the corner shop, and, of course, including ..
the schools and colleges: "Animation may be defin-
ed as' that, stimulus to the rental, physical and
emotional ,fife of people- inb.an area which moves
them to undertake range of experience through
which they find a-greater degree of self-realisation,
-self-expression and awareness of belonging to a
community over which. they can exercise 'an in-
fluence" (Multi - purpose - schools in Europe, Founda-
tion for Cultural development, 1973).

.

Much in the methodology of .animation is releVant
to the work of teachers 'with their pupils and in
the. better developed pre-schools and primary
schools, and i n some of the secondary schools it is,

fact, to be found in use. Animation has spe-
cially valuable lessons for teachers of pupils who
are less academically =inclined and little motivated

.by the ambition for qualifications. In return, as we
have already mentioned, .there is a very great
reinforcement of the work of animateurs in an area
where the teachers in the schools. take a wide view
of their pupils' needs and do much. to sensitise
them.to the possibilities of a fulfilling use of per-
sonal time and to prepare them for taking a share
in the management of their own situation. The
same holds good where teachers seek to involve
parents in the affairs of the school including its
organisation and curriculum. Indeed, one of the
'growing-points which has been identified in the
course of the*project on socio-cultural community
development is the Universal interest shown by
parent's, even in areas deerned4o ke "sub-cultural",
in the. school life and prospects of their children,
Areas where school's of this kind are at Work are
of equal interest to those engaged either in perma,-:,.-
nent. education or socio-cultural community devel4
opuent. .e.°

These possibilities, and also the need to exercise a
contemporaneous influence .upon parents and
Sildren in order to break a "cycle of deprivation"

have induced certain authorities in various -coun-
tries `to create "integrated facilitieS" complexes
which include a whool: or schools together with
facilities and staff for the general animation of the
area. In the most developed examples there is
overall' general, planning extending even to the
layout of the buildings housing, and an inte-
gration of the wed: o e staff of all kinds. Here
again, there is an overlap of interest between the
two concepts, Integrated 'facilities of the type at
the new town of Grenoble Echirolles, regardless.
of .their many merits of an intrinsic nature, ''make
a special appeal to governments as being economi-
cal and making the maximum use of flexible faci-
lities e.g. studjos, workshops and...playing-fields and
gymnasia. It is, at this point,, worth while to note
some reservations about making integrated facili-
ties the sole channel of development for socio-
cultural animation, as they illustrate some of the
operational difficulties which, in time, may' tend
to diminish.

Firstly, integration of this type calls for such a
radical reorientation of the work of teachers
(who, after all, still retain the duty of providing
a career-geared, progressive education) that the
strain on them proves too great and they tend
to seek work elsewhere.

Secondly, where there is a clash of interest
between animation and education in claims to

D., the use of the buildings etc. or the time of the
staff, there is a strong tendency for education
to prevail.

Again, it is not yet clear whether that section
of the people who are most in need of animation
will willingly become involved in institutions
associated with the schools where they -ek-

- perienced boredom and failure.

Lastly, some of the most effective of existing
animateurs have a personal background and
qualifications which would unsuit them for the
comparatively institutionalised set-up which
unavoidably characterises education.

Nevertheless, integrated facilities, while they may
not be the sole and universal panacea, are a power-
ful expression of the fertile union of two great
social forces. '

We have referred already to the area of overlap
where animation consists essentially in adult edu-
cation, although in a form so designed as to be
attractive to people who would not attend conven-
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tionAl courses, with a time and place which suit
them, and "teaching methods" which are scarely'
distinguishable from spontaneous and informal
conversation or fronrconunercial display, or games.
Although only brief reference is made to it here,
this is a large and important area of coincidence
iftnot always of collaboration.

Lastly, we must list cases where a governmental
or voluntary agency has set out to improve the
quality of life in a specific area by the, planned
deployment of a multiplicity of interdependent
influences -- speciallf schools, community
and coda-cultural centres, peripatetic onimatours
and social workers, and .often, economic develop-
ments. Here' the aim is to overcome inheri-
tance of multiple deprivation by a full recognition
that educational progress of a conventional Bind
nullified by the whole ambiencd of the area; and
that the only way forward is an attitude-change
and widening of horizon in the community as a
whole, young and old, based upon a school life

o that &rich in creative experience and is sympa-
thetic to the grovith of personal responsibility.
Exadiples of this have been studied by the perma-
nent education project in Lorraine and Bari, and
a study is being made in the socio-cultural project
of the urban renewal experiment in Liverpool.

AI

Concluelato

Summarising what hotbeen stated at the outset:

. Teleologically, the concepts are integral` parts
of each other.

Ideally, a single policy would give realisation
to botlue

. This would result in an integrated 'service of
educational and cocio-cultural workers, specia-
lised and .with freedom for individual initiative,
but co-ordinated towards the general improve-
ment of the quality of life.

-- At present, for historical reasons, this is not
possible without detriment to the progiess of

*socio-cultural community' development. This
needs separate consideration 'until it is suffi-
ciently established to form part of an amalgam-
ated programme on equal terms.

Meanwhile every effort Must be made at all'
points to maintain and extend the area of Tolle-
bciration between the two.

Im lications of a policy of socio-cultural community development

INTRO1DIJCTION

The study which follows is our contribution to the
CCC's cultural development programme, but it
does not purport to cover exhaustively a field
where experimentation is already in full swing.
`Wilk stilli only very fragmentary evidence to work
on, we can do no more than outline the hypotheses
that have to be verified. Of all the activities;
covered 'by national -or regional policies, socio-
cultural community development is still a somewhat
marginal' ,sector, in which political decisions are

.by p..GROSIBAN,
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generally subordinate to tha requirements of other
objectives. For instance, the work of a local
"animateur" will often be regarded benevolently
by the political authority as long as it appears- to.
reinvigorate the manifestations through Which
that authority traditionally asserted its cultural
identity. The same activity will be severely
condemned by the same authority as scan as it
has the effect of making the population participate
in local politics with greater vitality than before,
or in ways that undermines the stable relations
between majority and opposition.



The authority's policy Will the be decided not on
the bead of criteria specific to cultural animation
or cultural action in general, but by the need 'to
preserve the existing patterns of power politics.

-This being so, the way in which funds are
allocated to this sector is generally indicative of an
attitude to "luxury" expenditure, as though the
recipients were people who, although deserving,
pursued moat-essential'activities.

It is therefore too early to make formal analysis
of the implications, correctly' ecaluated of a /
cocio-cultural community development policy at
governmental level. However, it is not too early
to aclvance,certain hypotheses: these will be partly
subjective, but will nevertheless express a
foreseeable reality compatible with the very agic
of "animation" and the evidence at present
available. This is the task we have set ourselves,
because we are convinced that in such a new
field, hypotheses must be formulated so that they

can then be 'confirmed or refuted. The important
thing in our view is that it should be possible for
the decisions and value judgements of policy-
makers in this sphere to be formed with reference'
to clearly stated problems.

This lack of hypotheses to refet to seems to us to
be the chief cause of irresolute policy-making.
Once --a hypothesis is accepted, and then either
borne out or destroyed by the facts, a political
attitude will follow.

Consequently, this study is deliberately presented
in an attitude of subjecOve commitment. Doubt
will be directed only at our own judgement which,
we are determined to reconsider in the light of
new information. Our sole concern is that at the
preSent atop, this study can point the way to new
decisions, new assessments and truer definitions
both of our objectives and of the instruments
we wish to, use in achieving them,

AN.APPEAL FOR DEMOCRATIC CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

ANIMATION AS A FACTOR
IN CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Anyone attempting to discuss the implications, of
cocio-cfiltural community deVelopment as a
guiding principle of policy must first define that
policy, not by extrapolation from present trends
but in terms of a long-term development plan.,

We therefore propose to start by recalling and
analysing the crisis that European civilisation is
currently undergoing: a crisis readily detectable
through the convergent signs of the past ten years.
flat the crisis is a real one idshown by the hot
that the values and objectives for which past
generations have worked and which have guided
the policy decisions of governments especially
since the second world war seem increasingly
not only to be incapable of meeting popular
demand, but actually to. generate -needs and
demands that they cannot possibly satisfy. It is as
though the majority of objectives perceived by all
preceding generations as milestones to progress
were now proving to be those very restrictions
and obstructions that have to be overthrown if the
pspirations generated by that progress are to be
satisfied.

The important thing about the present crisis, as
we see it, is that it is interpreted both by young
people and by specialists in long-term forecasting
as a cultural problem. N fact clearly highlighted
by the Arc-et-Senans Colloquy on "Long-term
forecasts for cultural development" (1972) was that
"the reason why there is controversy over growth
in the industrial countries id not that such growth
is economically unviable but that cultutally it is
unbearable". -

It was an argument taken a stage forward by the
members of <the - working. party which met, in
Strasbourg in May 1973 to draW up the CCC's
cultural development programme for the years
ahead: medium-term objectives are instrumental
objectives which. are thernselves dependent on a
small number .of major goals: to define a new
type of growth, to deVelop the Means of controlling
our surroundings, to place the mass-communication
media at the service of culture, to organise a
pluralistic society 'in which minority groups are
acknowledged as vigorous elements, and to promote
a European expression of culture founded on the'
discovery of a renewed cultufal identity.

At this level, socio-cultural community development
constitutes one of the instrumental objectives that,'

2
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should be pursued. It has no significance outside
the broader framework of the above goals.

A satisfactory definition

Like the definition of the concept of culture itself,
the definition of socio-cultural animation is the
subject of endless debate. The fact that that literal
English translation has no equivalent in Anglo-
Sa 3ton experience is not without significance. The
activities and attitudes corresponding to those .
referred to in French as "animation socio-culturelle"
we cover under the general heading of "socio-
'cultural community development".

But in fact, these two terms represent two aspects
of a single reality, and any up-to-date definition
would have to take both aspects into account. It is
important to note that anyone may be described
as an agent of socio-cultural community develop-
ment who tries to give mobility, vitality and
dynamism to the latent forces of groups; persons
or communities, and to restore those forces to the
community from which they dame for the purpose
of "community development".

It would therefore seem that the agents of socio-
cultural community development are concerned
both with the lethargy of persons and communities
Who do not mobilise their human potential or
Coneider themselves, unauthorised to do so) and
With the need to prevent thOse forces, when
mobilised, from being diverted from their proper
field of application, namely the community and
its development.

Thus, if no universally satisfactory definition can
at present be 'found to cover all action under this
heading, it van safely, be said that all such action
is concerned to offer each individual the means
and the incentive to become the active agent of
his own development and of the qualitative
development of the community to which he belongs.

From this point of view, as the San Remo
Symposium on "Methods of managing soicicocultural
facilities in pilot experiments" (19.72) found, the
development of academic education does not seem
to have appreciably narrowed the gap between
those in a position to influence our society and
those apparently condemned to adjust to the
situation imposed on them or be rejected as misfits
and deviants.

It would even seem that the movement in favour
* of socio-cultural community development originates
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primarily in a determination to bridge this gap
by dint of approaches and attitudes which, because
they assume no pre-established attachment to a
general erudite culture make for greater equality
between indivIdualti.

Very rapidly, however; those actively responsible
for this experiment cease to be satisfied with
narrowing the:gap, In whatever field their action
is deployed, in the end they condemn general
erudite culture because it is a handicap to all
including those who control it.

The socio-cultural animateur coon turns his
attention to the well-read and the "cultured", in
order to make them aware of the psycho-socio-
logical conditioning that results from the way
they have adopted .predominant culture. He does
so because he perceives that they too will fail to
become active agents of their own development
and that of the community unless they succeed in
"freeing themselves from the alienation" implicit
in a certain form of culture.

Even though this aspect shows through less clearly
in activities intended for the general public, this
is probably because the sponsors ofs socio- cultural
community development are chiefly conscious of
the situation of the under-privileged in our
societies. It is, nevertheless, an aspect that exists
and makes itself felt particularly in sessions,
seminars and other occasions in the "animateur's"
training.

This shows the extent to which socio-cultural
community development is an integral part of an
overall scheme directed at the real opportunities
offered to the whole population to assume
responsibility for its own growth. It is only
because the existence of the less privileged masses
imposes certain priorities that most animation

Lcampaigns are carried on in the less cultured
environments, in the traditional sente of the word.

The definition of socio-cultural community devel-
opment therefore remains imprecise because
neither the actual activities nor the situation in
which they are conducted typify the movement in
any way. It would be better described as a scheme
of integration, for associating individual develop-
ment with community development. But even this
scheme cannot be formulated by reference to any
benefits acquired, even by the most privileged. It
finds expression at a point over: and beyond all
present-day formulations. In relation to present
situations or realities, all one can say is that, in
many cases, it represents dissent.
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Tih, we think, is one _reason, .and not the least,
for the low esteem in Which- socio-cultural
community developM6tt is held in the eyes of
political authorities. They cannot happily welcome
those who, more often than,,not, ¢lo ilothing -but
criticise the defects o the actions for which they
are responsible of formulate apparently utopian
schemes.

o b

THE FUNDAMENTAL IMPLICATION:
ACCEPTANCE OF CULTURAL DEMOC A.CY
0

The difficulty that governments have in defining
a coherent attitude to cocio-cultural community
development is also explained by the fundamental
priziciples which it involves.

The conclusions Of the San Remo Symposium are
ireiy clear on. thisopoint: "Socio-culturaranimation
presupposes a cultural. policy based on a, desire
for 'cultural deiripp racy'. It assumes acceptance of
that aiin at all -levels and the will to bring the
spheres:in which -deasions are t ken- ever closer
to the perSons and groups, the qua ity and meaning
of whose lives are concerned."

We consider that, in the concise fo in which it
d is expressed, this conclusion offers t the key to the

analysis of all the 'implications t a .policy of
socio-cultural community develop ent.

The reference to cultural\ democracy, contrasting
to some extent with the notion of "democratisation
of culture", is not merely a play on words but a
fundamentally different conception.

For a number of years, and especially since
scientific and technological developments first
began to satisfy the requirements for material
survival of most people in the industrialised
countries, public authorities have been aware of
the impattance of extending cultural, benefits to a'
broader section of the population. The policies they
thus pursued were based on a' patronising
conception of culture. Culture was regarded as a
commodity which the mass of the people did not
enjoy sufficiently. Consequently, democratisation
of culture meant distributing the commodity more
widely, whose contents were still determined by a
social elite, which was also responsible for preserv-
ing and augmenting the cultural heritage.

Initiatives such as the development of public
libraries and the creation of further edutation
centres and people's universities, all offer admirable

evidence of the determination with which the best
minds of the generation immediately preceding
ours set about democratising culture. The develop-
ment of education itself springs - from equally
generous intentions.

But while co much energy woo-spent on "raising
the level of culture of the mass of he people", the
actual content of that culture, the definition of the'
commodity to be made available to ,the under-
privileged, was never in doubt. The culture they.
spread was firmly and securely established.

Reference to cultural' democracy today implies an
entirely different .approach. It is nothing less than
a rejection >of the patronising notion of culture,
and, consequently .of the policy of broader
distribution, and its replacement by another
conception whereby culture is dallied with .
reference to the population itself.

When experts say that socio-cultural community
development implies the acceptance of cultural '9
democracy, they are telling the political authorities
in no uncertain terms that culture is synonymous
with' movement, and that each individual must not
only be entitled to acquire, culture, but also have
full control over how that culture 1.56 defined.

The transition from the democratisation of culture
to cultural democracy involves a change of outlook
as radical as that required, in the economic sphere,
for converting I a. (limited company where the
workers share in the profits into a worker-managed
co-operatiVe.

There is therefore no reason why the aim should
not be formulated in a manner as firm as: that
adopted by the participants fat the San Remo
Symposium. For "animatioh" makes, an essential
contribution to that .wholesale change in which
the "quality and meaning" of life jre concerned.

0
If one is to analyse the implications for mern-
ments of the adoption of a policy of soeio-mtiltural
community 'development, the first `step is,. in our '
view, to establish that any action conducted to that
end will at some time or other 'oblige the powers-
that-be to make it quite plain whether or not they
accept a far broader form of democracy than that
which brought them to office. The 'adoption of a
policy of socio-cultural community development is
meaningless.without the conviction that democracy
must always be promoted, not merely through the
conservation of what is acquired, but else by a
constant search for further means of expression
and more intensive participation.

4
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ANIMATION AND. SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Returning now to socio-cultural community devel-
opment as ouch, ft is .important to establish what
it comprises from this standpoint.

The distinguishing feature of cocie-cultural
community development lies not so much in the typo
of activities as in the way they are performed. The
number of different animation media is indeed
staggering: museums, social services, radio and
televiLion broadcasts, town ,p1mning, theatre,
environmental protection, youth clubs, libraries,
etc. No activity appears' to be excluded per se.
Furthermore,- when animation is practiced in
connection with an activity, it seems inevitably to -
overreach the objective frontiers and the target
audience, however well defined these appeared to .

be at the outset.

In our view, this fact, has a second vital impli-
es for everyone wishing to pursue a policy of

socio-cultural community develelpment: such a
policy is not basically a feature of an activity ao
tuch, but of the manner in which that- activity is
pursued. Animation is a state of mind rather than
a specific action, a matter of form rather than of
content.

Any activity may or may not be animation
oriented, and the same concern to "animate" may
be apparent in a variety of activities.

Although socio-cultural community development is
primarily a mode of action in all areas where thd
quality of life is developed within a community,
it is expressed today through a certahunumber of
pilot experiments..

These experiments, despite their diversity, seem
to be associated with certain_particular activities.
This is not, we think, becaube those activities are
any more animation oriented than any others, but
becauSe of two other circumstantial factors.

Those responsible for the fields of activity
. in question found themselves particularly

short of resources' offering them a guarcintee
. of power and effectiveness. The field left

free for private experimental initiative was
wider, and free initiative was-all .the more
welcome in order to compensate for the lade
of resources of the responsible authority.

There was a special need to =adjust to the
individual and collective motivations of those
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who took part in thd activities where the, ,

concern for animation first made itself felt,
one reason being that their attention could
not be retained by playing up to the tradi-
tional "profit motive". One might even go so
far as to say that the less an ",,activity was
capable of being presented in terms of
individual material profit, the more socio-
.ealtural animation was evoke'd to secure the
participation of the people for whom it was
intended.

Important as those two factors are in the history"
of the development of the cocio-cultiiral commu-
nity dei'mlopmelit we do not consider that they -
alone explain this new mode of action. They were
merely the catalysts which alloweckit to occur.;

A-7

As for public authorities, the combination of these
two features --- the all-embracing nature of "ani-
mation-mbaded*ss" and the fact that it makes its
appearance within different activities is signi-
ficant.

The implications are twofold:

A policy of socio-cultural community develop*
anent must 'first be embodied 'in ,a series of
measures permitting animation to be carried on
in thOse areas of social action which are most
favourable to its development. ,.Sponsors of socio-cultural community develop-
ment in fact find that, if they wish to make thts
alternative seem credible, they have to embody
its underlying assumptions in "pilot experi-
ments". Such experiments stand the greatest
chance of success in areas where they are not,
a tomatically,, hampered, by. popular fears of

1order and unprofitabi ity. ,
But the second irnpli tion of our analysis. is'
no less vital: no policy of socio-cultural commu-
nity -development is significant unless it tends
to spill over from the most permissive sectors
chosen at the -outst. Animation is no more than"
a bluff unless it, results in comprehensive struc-
tural changes. Sponsors of .socio-culturarcorn-
munity development must therefore select limit-
ed actions for pilotexperimentsi, but ones which
have repercussion on other nabre fundamental
sectors.

.,,

A cultural animation policy therefore implies an
accurate selection of the most suitable: areas for
its development. They must be both permissive,'
and also. testing grounds which trigger off reper-
cussions.

.25.
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It is, we believe, at this level that action which
might otherwise have been snftply benevolent fa-
tuity or conciliatory face-saving hypocrisy, begins
to firld expression in political terms.

A distinction must be' drawn between self/co ac-
tion by scattered elements, whose sensitivity to
the values of cultural democracy lead them to
practise animation in day-to-day life, and- a polity
of , cocio-cultural "animation" which aims to join'
those elements together into a coherent force
capable of altering the balance of contradiction
within our "blacked society".

We now think it important to analyse what appears
to be the special relationships between socio-cul-
tural community development and two of its tra-
ditional areas of action.

SOCIO- CULTURAL COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT AND LEISURE

The problem of cultural action has,, always been
confused with that of leisure. There are two reasons
for this: it is only during leisure hours that one
has the time iq attend outstanding artistic events;.
and the great vogue for adult education that start-
ed during the thirties could be satisfied only out-
side working hours.

That being so, it was foundlhat the way to achieve
the declared objective of democratisation of culture
was by fighting for more, free time in relation' to
the number of working hours. "Culture" could not
be contemplated while the mind was preoccupied
with working in order to live. This explains why,
in the thirties,' people began to demlind a reduc-
tion in working hours and free access to culture
for all, and not just for a privileged social class.

Universal access to culture could not beconie
reality unless the first demand were met. .

The two myths, that of culture for all, and that of
leisure to enjoy it, are as inseparable as the tV.ro
sides of a coin.

The theatre cannot be "brought to the people," if
the people are too tired to do anything except flop
into bed to recover the arength needed for the
next day's work, The democratisation of concert-
going requires the audience to be receptive 'to
beauty and not to spoil the atitaphere by snoring.

%

In mare dignified terms if each individual is to be
given the chance of achieving personal fulfilment,
he must be able to do so at a time when he is.not
eating, washing or sleeping.

And co, to e ack: culture will not yield until
the battle for leisur is won. -

As a result of the undeniable successes of Ihe hard
social struggles of the tiarties and the post-war
years, the .amount of free time enjoyed by each
individual has gradually increased. His. working ,

week has been reduced from -40 hours to 40 hours,
and he is entitled to 4 weeks' paid leave instead of
only ten days. This means that leisure time has
ceased to be a utopian goal and has become a tan-
gible social reality. Manilas reconqueredIns time (or
rather, a small part of it). This new phehomenon is
now no longer an expectation but a very interesting
subject of; observation. Towards. the end of the fif-
ties, scholarly studies on 'leisure began. to abound.
Of these, one of the best known is the book by
J. Dumazedier, Vero une civilisation du. loicir?
(Editions du Seuil, 1962). Very often, when refer-
ring to this book, people leave .out the final que-
stion mark, on which the significance of the title,.
depends. It is one 'of the leading works in this fierd.

It soon came to be realised that the newly-won
leisure could. be used in a wide variety of ways.
Watching television, playing football, resting, mak-
ing miniature rackets, Visiting museums, canoeing,
etc: the possibilities\vere numerous and the areas
wide. Nor were they ecessarily cultural, as it had
been hoped. If people use their free time to bet
on the horses or to get drunk, no rd earth 'worker
or cultural enthusiast will consider that any
heartening humanitarian progress has been made.

It was therefore not long before the question arose..
of hierarchies in the" use of leisure. Activities of
human interest began to be, classified: distinctions
were drawn between active and passive* recreation,
between entertaining and instructive recreation,
and between manual and intellectual hobbies, The
typology of leisure is not least among the subjects
of published studies on this themeTaking a holiday
with the ,Club Mediterran6e comes lower on the

,list than reading a good book. The holiday clubs
have, incidentally, leartied their lesson very well:-
-they have found. that one of the most reliable ways
ta..attract clients is to offer them the chance to lie
in,a hammock under palta trees listening to "hi-fi"
classical music. This is a praiseworthy attempt to

combine' health-giving _recreation (sex, sand and
sun) with mind-improving recreation- (the 9th sym-
phony in stereophonic sound).

r
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After the initial euphoria and futurjstic speculation
(the three-hour d* and the two-day week, corn-
bined.with six months' holiday a Year), it was in-
evilable that people should ask what exactly was

gto be..done, with this new territory they had con-
quered,

riSe equatieg ,`fileisure = °culture = liberation of
man" is contested. Vigorously.

0

Leisure does not liberate, it causes still gieater
alientation. The Consumer Society has to hid a
market fpr its products, and leisure off,' an
outstanding opportunity for this. Having: e
to listen to musie 'means- purchasing a record-
-player. Playing tennis means buying racquets,,,balls
and suitable gear.- For how many people does. the.
Saturday g not consist in wandering around
supermarkets and gaiing at the gfreelt=spectacle of
their many-coloured counters?' One saves time in
order to have time for "shopping:. Far be it from us
to suggest tha the best thhig to do in such= a case
is to work ceaselessly and so- avoid temptation!
Better health and a longer expectation of life are,
we think, no mean achievements. But it must be
understood'that the same exploitation that, goes on
at work is also a feature of "free" time which cis
becoming more arid m e impersonal, organised
and regimented:

Those who work.less, do not "cultivate" themselves
more; they do not, that is to say, further their own
personal development.,

Those who read books before; read more. Playgoers
visit the theatre more often. People who educated
the.ms'elyes befOre, continue to do so more assi-
duously.

People who dulled their wits playing with slot
machines b_ eCome more firmly hooked and lose more
money than ever. Indiscriminhte teleVision viewers

e s-tllbecoml paler in the face in the rays of' the
small screen. Those who used to watch cars go by
have longer, to conteniPlate their traffic jams. Lei-

,
sure as such changes nothing in the processes of
rim lives. What went on before continues, Only on
a larger scale. The logic of the social system is not
questioned the producers consume more of what
they do not need, thanks to higher produoirvity,

The great expectation of culturat democratisation,
namely: "culture for all and not only for the middle-
classes" and "once :the time and money .barriers are"
removed, all will be well" broke down with the
discovery that the workers- did not possess, but
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were possessed by, leisure and culture. As to their
own leisure and their own culture, these they must
still, invent for themselVes.

The amount of free time does not,, in factincrease:
it may-even diminish. The euphoria that accompa-
nies the onset of leisure begins to evaporate. The
realisation sets ih that it is not enough to 'reduce
the tithe, set aside for professional work in order
to also includes the time necessary for recovering
one's energy and completing all the administrative
and commercial procedures of modern lite.

Furthermore, we live m a world where everything
'changes and Where knowledge quickly. becomes

- obsolete. Further training is 'therefore essential to
anyone wishing to keep abreast of his work, and
that takes time.

Everyohe hopes for social advanceinent: here again,.
, training s necepsniii but °illy after working

hours. -

The trade unions are aware .of this probleinr and
have begun to demand that the time 'taken up by
vocational training be included in working hours;
the costs, howeiter, would in any, case have to be
borne by the coinumurity. Permanents education is
a fashionable terih. It remains to be seen what kind
of structure will be devised for this; that is, whether

'every individual will be given instruction from the
cradle to the grave, shown which way he must go
and urged on from behind.

TIT answer can be only apolitical one.

The-fact must be faced that, in nearly every case,
leisure is not so much ,a consciously encountered
reality as' a baffling myth. Any attempt to discuss
leisure hi isolation from the other, problems df life
in society can only in misconceptions. It would be

' like studying the problems of cultural action with -
out concerning oneself with the questions of aca-
demic education. The supectures are flexibly
interconnectede-lf there are kcondary °contradic-
tions between them, it would be wrong to consider
them decisive. 6

To talk of leisure without mentioning work is like
discussing gravity on the assumption thatthe earth-
is flat a d motionless. Does anyone seriously ima-
gine th t the contents of d library ,set up by the
welfare ection .of a works committee will not de=
pend on he in-service relationships set up by the
pioducti rrsystem?
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" Nearly all types of cultural action practised so far
have been aimed at .the individual at leisure, freed
from the demands of his work. This individual was
helped to breathe, to express himself and to regain
his autonomy and identity. Cultural "animation"
thus became a kind of oasis where the thirsty tra-
veller could take refreshment and rest, before re
miming his exhausting voyag in the dismal desert
of alienating labour, Leisur e cultural "anima-
tion" has resembled a safe -valve or an oxygen
mask in a rarefied atmosphere. But freedom, auto-
nomy, ,and retionsibility are dangerously habit-
forming; the irst experience leaves one craving
for more and more. Can individuals, and groups
be trained to p aictise free speech durbig theii lei-

tsure, and still be expected to keep quiet at work?
Should groups and individuals be encouraged to
choose what they want when off duty, when their
work requires them to be dole producers?

4.,
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Implications

The above wafflings are indispensable. No one
responsible for .formulating a cultural policy can
afford to take words at their face value.

There are two major implications here;

Free time must be made freer still

A policy of socio-cultural community deVelopment
comprisesNall measures designed to ensure that the
time net devoted to work becomessfree time in the
'true sense, that is to say time 'which people can put
to good use in particular. by the manner in which
they manage their jobs and housework, create out-
door and indoor premises in which individuals can

. meet and converse, or convert, overpowering, in-
timidating administrative bodies into quick, effi-
cient, coroperative services:

The organisation of free time requires some
_urgent decisions

This is not the same as instituting an earlier retire-
. dent age, extending weekends, shortening, the

- working day, lengthening the annual holiday period
or establishing the Principle of the sabbatical year,

Such ,decisions 'Cannot acceptably.. b.e .taken if re-
, Terence is made, primarily to economic criteria.

;there is a way 6f distributing free time so as to
ensure that, more Than any other, it is the time of
passive oconsupiption and irrgponsibility. On the
other Pend, ther is a policy of socio-cultural corn-

naunity development by which free time is managed.
in such a way as to offer increased opportunities for
personal fulfilment in daily life and in the com-
m. ly (family, social, political, etc).

Thus the creation of a protected area of life, all
the more permissive for being kept carefully di-
stinct from professional and social Me, is not the
purpose of the relationship, set up between socief
cultural community development and leisure-time.,
Free time is seen ds the special preserve of anima-
tion only to the extent that, by drawing upoil atti-
tudes, personal requiremehts and values different
froin those that govern work relationships, 'anima-
tion introduces a new dynamic of relations into so-
cial lite as a whole. The management of recreation
areas ity the. people who use them, the supetvision
of the cultural industries or tourism and their sub-
ordination to the aims of humanising leisure, and
the methods or responsible self-training in the field
of out-of-school education: all these are also aspects
of socio-cultural community development :policy,
and deserve to be discussed at lenght from this
angle.

Our sole purpose here is to emphasise the connec-
tion that inevitably exists between a recreation
policy and social policy of labour. The refusal to
consider the man at work as a mere producerx and
the man at leisure as a mere consumer, is a demon-
stration of the same attitude.

o

",.

ANIMATION IN THE ARTS AND TRADITIONAL
CULTURE

Until recent years, the arts was a precise term: It
covered all the interpretations and images that the
dominant class cultivated of itself and for itself. It
covered what\ people were pleased to .call Letters
and Fine Arts1 These artistic events were and
still are intended for small audiences. The "happy
few" continually find themselves face to face in
exclusive circles. Such events were perpetrated in
large, sumptuous temples ,where the middle-class
public sampled painting, films, plays and music like
so many assertions, comic or tragic, realistic or ab-
strict, of its own .social, and consequently intellec-
tuWand cultural, supremacy.

What role'can the.artist play in su a setting? His
sponsors (public authorities or patrons), prefer to
see the artist as a creativeindividual. The myth of
the artists as a lonely outcast has always suited
the reactionary forces in our societies; it enables
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them to behave charitably and Viith condescending
indulgence towards creative talent. Their very vio-
lence, isolated at all times, makes for an easy take-
over in the art Market.

As a sideline, some by-products known as "popular
culture" are exhibited from time to time, usually so
as to derlionstrate their poverty and lack of taste
which consign them to a marginal existence. They
are held in arenas, back rooms; or drawing-cum-
dining-cum-television rooms, where the clumsy,
simplistic features reign supreme and prove that
"these people are beyond red tion".

Sb many cultural "animateurs",. having lost sight
of the contradiction, now iud themselves caught
up in a tumult they never believed possible. Free-
dom is not something that can be confined to a
reservation.

Today, the cultural "anirnateur" must extend his
action to cover every aspect of the life of the in-
dividual he meets and speaks to. He must weih
up each at and each word in the light of an over-
all objective and of a vision of progress, unlesS he
chooses to become the one who changes everything
so that ultimately nothing changes.

- One of the victories of social democratisation -was
access to the masterpieces of high culture.

Advancement, to the worker, meant a chance to
come closer to the mode, of living imposed by the
ruling class.

The worker promoted to the position of foreman
or executive made an effort to admire a cultural
heritage he did not understand, because he had not
helped to forge it. Little by little, he became inte-
grated, or disintegrated, in the class that was for-:
eign to him.His cultural advancement was entirely

°mapped out in a linear progression. For him, there
could be no question of using, without embarrass-
ment, the wealth of what he had seen, felt, expe-
rienced, discovered and comprehended in his uni-
verse. In propagating the myth of individual suc-
cess; the middle class continues to impose its models
and to reinvigorate its elite: The filters are suffi-
ciently thick to prevent any reversal in the balance
of forceS. Access to culture follows the game pat-
tern as access to education: only a minute per-
centage of children of working people, farmers,
small .tradesmen and employees are entitled to it.
One bdongs or one does not. No alternative is
possible. When the art schools found that their
audience had reached its ceiling, .,they looked for
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new markets. In the same ivay, car sales were
considerably "democratised" (that is to nay, ex-
tended)jover the years: production depended on it.

When the traditional well-oft, public became satur-
ated, it carne to be realised that there existed
something called the general public. In fact, the
conquest of the general public was chiefly that
of the lower middle classes. It was tempting purely
and simply to export existing achievelnents to those
"classes (just an our. Western religions were export-
ed when Afris, was colonised); the objective, at
best, was thatiriey should cease to be reserved for
a small number of privileged beings; generally,
however, the reason was that the lower middle
classes comprise a reserve audience which it would
be ridiculous not to exploit (in every sense laf the
word).

Animation in the arts was at that time confused
with entertainment Sales promotion. The cultural
animateur resembled the door-to-door salesman
touting his wares with a great deal of handshak-
ing and sympathetic listening: a pleasant character,
to whom people readily open their doop (that,
surely, is what is generally expected of an anima-
teur), but whose aim is to sell his products. His
real task is, however, to enable the puhlic to for-
mulate its own choices for itself.

An important milestone was passed when artists
set out to meet, the public for the purpose of dialo-
gue. This was the great surge towards the popular
audience before whom they wished to display the
Most elaborate contemporaneous works in the hope
of raising the' standard of culture and fostering an
appreciation of artistic creation. Here, the overrid-
ing am was to transform the privilege of a certain
class into public property. Two aspects. of this
movement were the experimental decentralisation'of
the theatre, and the rapprochement of left-wing
party intellals, chiefly after the 1940-45 war.

The role of the animateur in the arts is, then, to
bring the creation nearer to the public, or rather,
the public nearer to the Creation..The more intimi-
dating aspects are concealed, prices lowered, ex-
planations given and access made eats,.

°

Creative artists anxious to find an audience joined
forces With adult education activists to perform the
same tasks of cultural "animation". They were to
be found in schools, factories, etc.

In'every.case, the aim was to attract people to the
places dedicated to the arts; one cannot build- a

(A'
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cathedral, even a simple one, without erecting a
monument. Not surprisingly, the feverish search
for the popillar audience filled the theatres with
students, teachers and,- 121141 servants. Workers and
peasants remained cut-off"from the cultnral die-
logne: Patrice Chereau, now. Roger PlanclaM'a co-

" director' of the Theatre National Populaire in
'Lyons, drew the following conclusions from his
failure in the Paris suburbs:

"The, theatre gave double priority to artistic
creation (described as committed and critical)
and cultural (educational) animation. It set out
to put an end to those old-fashioned ideas that
were so slow to die, and gradually disCovered,
to its astonishment, that it lacked coherent poli-
tical objectives. Soon, there was nothing left for
it but to die. Which it did ...

The point is that we intellectuals are rathe4
like Moliere's poll Juan: We have worked out
a progressive code of morals, but are still on the
side of the masters ...
Pursuing the theory of cultural 'aniniation' as
a form of day -to -day militantism (or 'politicisa-
tion% we then imagined that all' our problems

be solved, and I.mean our problems, not
those of the public, that is to say of society" (1).

After 1968, in reaction to what might have been
felt- as failure or deadlock, there arose a school of
thought which xnaintained that any artistic expres-
sion of culture was debilitating and alienating, and
therefore to be rejected. J. Dubuffet, for example,
exclaimed: "Culture is tending to take the place
which used to belong to religion .. . It has now ta-
ken over the role of 'opium of the people. The
phrase 'When I'hear- the word cult4e, I reach for
my revolver' is now commonplace, and the feeling
it expresses is certainly one of exasperation".

By way of a reaction, artists iri search of an ever-
,elusive 'public abandon the mirage of the popular
Public and talk negatively of what they, call the
non-public. The contrast has become so stereotyped
that it only adds' to the ambiguity. A fierce battle
rages between the active supporters of animation
and the advocates of distribution Sand creation. hi
fact,fact, the fight strongly resembles shadow-boxing:
each opponent is required to deploy intense acti-
vity, but his blows; bowel* accurate and ener-
getic, fall on- nothing, etc efit perhaps the mirror
which reflects the fidgeting imaged of the combat-

(1) Cftereau, P.: in Partisans, published by 1Vlaspero.
AprilMay 1969, No. 47, pp. 66-67.

tants. Like most false no
be simply illustrated:

"Animation" (good)
Active participation
Culture in the making
Contact with the whole
population
Culture inseparable from
politics in the profoun-
dest sense
Non-directivity
Self-expression for all

3 O.

Progressive
Liberation
Free expression
Open, communication

Down among the people
Open to all

Group fulfilment
Creativity

tions, this dichotomy can

Distribution-creation (bad)
Cultural consumption
The cultural heritage
Public consisting of an
elite
`Culture as opposed to
politics

Manipulation
Creation by professional
specialists only

Conservative
Alienation
Passivity
Talking down
In temples of culture
AeserVed for initiates

Triumph,Of individualistn
Artistic creation

This simplified diagram illustrates the 'routine
argumentation. Well-meaning "animateurs" have
thought to resolve the problem of alienation by .
attacking its most obvious symptoms. This is a
losing battle, and one which, we fear, serves chiefly
to conceal the lack of any iirecise, concrete ana-
lysis of what these concepts cover.

Clearly, inviting the Bread and Puppet Theatre to
play for a month in a community, for the purpose
of organising creative workshops for all'and writing
scenarios with the inhabitants, can be called distri-
bution.; but none of the pejorative comments which
that sector of cultural activity attracts are relevant
to it. So what? Will the problem be solved if we
decide purely and simply to place this activity in
the "Animation" column instead? Is it just a ques-
tion of classification?

And what of the cultural animateur who goes
among the workers on the shop floor and suggests
how they can best improve their home environment
(one's home is on'e's castle); but carefully refrain
from listening to what they have to say about their
working Conditions, on the grounds that the anima-
tion he practises is not economic but cultural? Will
he parade the proud insignia of animation as proof
of the usefulness of what he is doing (or not doing)?
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Some dedicated animateurs, in their haste to get rid,
of the bathwater left by the reactionary defenders
of the middle-class cultural heritage, are preparing
to throw out the baby as well: a growing
baby called creation.

The question that should be askedis not: distribu-
tion/creation or animation? It i5; what kind of
creation? What kind of distribution? What kind. of
animation?

dr

When we talk of creation, we mean the creation
which reflects our world and suggests new patterns
of living, attacks our cherished institutions and
offers complete freedom to our imagination.

The creation we are speaking of is the kind that is
not content to use revolutionary themes so as to
sell itself to traditional institutions which will take
it over and feed on it. "And yet, intellectual wor-
kers still entertain the illusion that the workings
of big business affect only the exploitation of thdir
work, and that this phenomenon, to which they
attach secondary importance, far from influencing
their work, would actually allow their work to
exert an influence. This lack of clairvoyance on the
part of composers, writers and critics has tremen-
dous consequences which are all too little heeded.
Their conviction that they pctsess what in fact
possesses them, leads them to defend a machine
over which they have no control; an instrument
which has ceased to be, as they still believe it to be,
at the service of those who create, but has instead
turned against them.and hence against their own
creation (in so far as the latter show specific, new
trends that either do not conform to those of the
machine or actually oppose them). The croative ar-
tist is now no more than a supplier (2). But his
work sets up new production circuits by means of
which the reader will write and the spectator create.

"An author who has nothing to teach writers has
nothing to teach anyone. The deciding factor is
therefore the production's, suitability as a model
capable firstly of guiding other producers towards
production, and secondly, of making a new instru-
ment available to them. And the quality of that
instrument will be judged by the number of con-
sumers it induces to become producers; in sliort,
by its ability to turn readers and spectators into
collaborators" (3).

(2) Brecht; B.: Anmerkungen zur Oper Aufstieg and
Fail der Stadt Mahogahng, Edition Suhrkamp, 13er-
lin, 1963.

(3) Benjamin, W.: Versuche fiber Brecht, Edition Suhr-
Ramp, Berlin, 1967.
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This implies that the position of every creator
within the community to which he belongs is that
of producer. The creator is a workman who fashions
his work. In that capacity; he will be able to talk
to other workers who share his concern for "good
workmanship", wherever it is still possible to do
so. As P. Ivradral says: "It is also by having their
activity recognised as a productive social function
that they [the artists] will give it all its dignity and
prevent it from becoming the 'luxury' or 'uplifting'
work which the reactionary forces in our country
would like it to continue to be" (4).

For one must not be afraid to say that art is "pro-
ductive", not in the economic sense of the term,
surely, but productive of values, images, ideas and
symbols. Through artistic activity, the individual
helps himself to make his way as a man, that is to
say widen his social and emotional dimension, ex-
plore the hitherto untapped resources of his intelli-
gence and sensitivity, and so become his own
master.

By placing a video tape recorder at the disposal of
a district, one can produce some extraordinary
results: if a talented film-maker offers his services
to the people, to help them compile their,own pro-
grammes, their own news bulletins and their own
stories, are wire not then wholly involved in artistic
creation of the kind that is alive and stirs the very
seat of our emotions?

As to distribution, its aim should be to offer the
most elaborate product to the appreciation of con-
noisseurs. Connoisseurs, because they will have
learnt what artistic work really is; because they
will have learnt to become creative themselves in
their chosen spheres.. In this way, distribution be-
comes an instrument. of exchange and communica-
tion, and stimulates the creative imagination.

And animation, this dialogue whereby individuals
and groups can express themselves freely, find their
pla in their society and act like conscientious
cit ens, to transform it animation must be the
a alyst,

There can be no excuse for placing creation, distri-
bution and animation in separate compartments,
except for, reasons of methodological simplicity.
All these activities are aspects of the same concep-
tion of man, and the same determination to change
society. The only problem is to decide what the

(4) Madral, P.: Theatre hors les =los, Editions du Swill,
1969, p. 229. -



conception is to be and what form the determina-
tion, is to takes The rest is a matter of means.
Means are not secondary: they represent the sole
concrete manifestation of the hopes that are
expressed.

Unlike Plato, we take the view that the poet must
always occupy an eminent position in society.

The problem is not whether to accept or reject
artistic creation, but how to give every individual
the opportunity to create in accordance with his
abilities and wishes.

The cultural heritage,. which come revere and
others'wish to burn, must be used properly. The
only positive attitude towards it consists in teach-
ing everyone the code whereby its meaning can be
deciphered,,rn that critical assimilation may be fol-
lowed by vigorous utilisation. There is a choice to
be made, and for this it is necessary for everyone
to be able to work out his own criteria.

Artistic creation will in future be able to go for-
ward in continuity, in opposition to, or regardless
of, all that has been inherited. Even the inventory
of art treasures is far from complete: all too often,
it includes only items compatible with the ephe-
meral panons, of fashion and good taste. Master-
pieces of human genius are still buried under the
dust of oblivion which covers everything that dis-
turbs-the mind or 'deviates from accepted standards.

To be compatible with free will, a cultural policy
must be guiclecl,,by the following principles:

The necessary infrastructure must be'provided
that all those who so desire may have the means
of expressing themselves in whatever- fields they
choose (television, painting, music, writing).

s Cultural and creative centres must encourage
creation on a wider scale. Expression is the be-
ginning of mastery.

The concept of amateurism must be reingtated.
Instead of regarding amateur creation as a pale
copy of the professional product, personal mo-
des of expression must be found whereby dilet-
tantism And naivete can become, new sources of
pagination.

rofessional artists must find the way to sur-
vn resorting to prostitution.

A society in constant need of the products of an
artist's imagination must, enable him to work with-.
out begging: .

Museums must make a.point of giving support
to contemporary creation and allow artists to
cothert them into real, centres of animation
which is one of their fully recognised functions,

Professional artists generally must help to ad-:
minister the :establishments where their products
are exhibited, (theatres, cinemas, museums, etc).
It is here that the firpt experiments in self-

. management can be co ducted. There must be
direct contact between reducer and consumer.

The artist is paid onl when ire sells his product.
All the time he sp9 ds revealing to the public
the secrets of his hard work must be paid for
by the community. In social terms, the return on
this investment will be enormous.

-- Meeting places must be provided where ama-
teurs and pro ssionals can compare their work.
Aspetallurgi t who forges an effigy of St. Eloi
had'much i common with an abstract painter;
they will oon come to an understanding by
discussing/the difficulties encountered in the
process of creation.

The myth the lonely,_ misunderstood genius must
give way o a wholesome conception of the artist:
a produc r Whose products are necepsary to our
society's evelopment. No more, but no less. In this
way, di ity will be restored to the worker and to
the artist.

FUNC IONAL ASPECT Of AN ANIMATION POLICY;

2The general implications we. have just outlined do
not remove the need for flol more specific study of
th implications ot socio-cultural °community de-
ve oprnent in the' various spheres where it is

actised. For animation is ncr overall attitude that
nnot be broken down into separate aspects. If
e define those aspects and exam them more

closely to find how they affect the 1 ganisation of
society, some kind of socio-cultur community
development strategy is bound to em

At present, anyode totally dedicated to his creati e
work is subject to the laws of supply and demon

INFORMATION: A PRECONDITION

One of the first stages in animation usually consists
in a form of action known as sensitisation. This
term or at least its French equivalent "sensibili-

-
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"cation" is a `widely used piece of animation
jargon and refers to any action designed to make
a. given section of the population aware, in general
terms, of a matter of concern to it., It is not un-
important to note that the allusion is to a far broa-
der process than that of conventional information.
The latter generally consists in passing on a number
of data that have been selected and formulated
according to the criteria of informant and what he
thinks the public "should know".

.Thio approach has the effect,ni systematising in-
formation, and at the samottime of attributing fixed
roles to the parties concerned.. A. distinction will be
drawn between the purveyors. and receivers of in-
forniation, while certain majdr institutions (Press,
educational establishments, government depart-
ments etc.) will be .aclmovedged as official infor-

mmane.

Quite a diffeient perception of things Underlies the
developnient. of awareness,, through sensitisation.
Instead of delivering a. doctrinal message fashioned
by a purveyor of information, one appeals to the
public'q actual experience.

The process requires the "purveyor-receiver" in-
terplay to be abandoned and replaced by the joint
discovery of reality, through the questions no less
than through the answers. It is also essential in this
voyage of discovery to go beyond purely intellec-
tual perception of phenomena and summon the
various faculties, in particular the emotions,
through which the reality is apprehended. In this
way, the manner in which the message is expressed
becomes, as M. McLuhan emphasised in connection
with the mass- media, a component of the message
itself., And a given manner of communicating a fact
is itself a confirmation of that fact.

Socio-cultural community development policy the-
refore implies that governments take a fresh look
at the problems of information. There is no longer
any need to single out "serious" information that
is, information that corresponds in form and con-
tent to the dOminant criteria for privileged treat-
ment; it is more important to bring about and assist
the encounter between the enquiry and the pro-
spective answer, at the level where it occurs and'
with the most suitable modes of expression. Such a
prospect will fundamentally alter the status of the
"one who knows": instead of telling the enquirer
what to think, he will be required to take part in a
joint search, in which the query is itself the raw
material of a twollIty dialectic. For it is in the
query that awarenrs.s becomes' evident rather than
in the "final." answer that closes the debate.
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Those authorities that wis to promote cocio-cultu-
ral community development must take account of
the new information networks, founded on active
enquiry and exchange of real expefience. The lon-
ger the authorities continue to find the absence of
questions reassuring and try to ensure that people
"do not ask- questions", the longer the situation
obstructii to sociocultural community develop-
ment will prevail. To say that only "intelligent"
questions .(i.e. questions soliciting ready-made ans-
wers) deserve conSideration, is to repudiate in
practice the principle of participation that in theory
one applauds.

The direct practical implications of this outlook are
radical. The two vie shall mention represent two
apparently distant extremes of the phenomenon of
information:

marginal structures: the public authorities must
take a particular interest in the large numbers
of information centres now springing up (for
young people, immigrants, women, farmerd,
etc.) not becausg the information conveyed has
to comply with the dominant criteria, but be-
cause it is in such places that expression is given
to the raw material of information, in the form
of questions based on practical experience;

official structures: education will never become
really compatible with a policy of socio-cultural
community development until priority i3 given
to what the student wants to know and not to
what the teacher wants to say.

CQMMITMENT TO THE CAUSE

While4awareness is a precondition for any socio-
cultural community development, self-confidence
is just as nee° nary, as without it the members of
the common y cannot take part in the process of
cultural development Largely because of the orga-
nisational complexity and the general conditioning
to obedience which is a feature of our system of 7

authority, people still have the feeling that they
are powerless to influence events. The consumer
society, by manipulating opinion through adverti-
sing, helps more than ever to maintain, if not
develop, this feeling of impotence among the mass
of the people. Because of cultural handicaps, dif-
ferences in educational standards, and the form of
speech adopted in political decision-making circles,
the belief that majOr decisions have to be taken by
"initiates" continues to be widely held. The very
foundations of our cultural and educational systems .

ensure that every one of us fosters the dualistic



conception according to which the leader takes the
decisions and the rest obey.

GiverF this shower of inducements to passive de-
, ferbnce, no evolution towards cultural democracy
can be envisaged except through the methodical
promotion of all the strueturet within which con-
temporary men and women regain their belief in
their own responsibility and in their vocation to
do something other than act according to ready-
made plans.

Action groups have a decisive function here: these
are organisations VThich invite citizens, young and
old, to discuss matters responsibly and commit
thCanselves to an ideological or political purpose.
Whether they be trade unions, youth groups or
religious or political movements, their importance
to socio-cultural community development policy
lies mainly in:-their unique ability, to induce self-
confidence and temerity, two qualities indispens-
able for the apathy-inducing
pressures. u in co far as those movements help
to make the public lecs submissive and co alter the
balance of forces, their resources will be negligible
in comparison with the sums invested in the major
sectors that promote consumption, apathy and
order.

To that extent, for the sake of what we would call
the health of democracy, the public authorities
must themselves provide these movements with
guaranteed opportunities for development.

; 4

Consequently, any socio-cultural community de-
velopment policy will require governments to
afford regular and effective aid to a, whole range,
of movements committed to social ideals, allow
that commitment to flourish and let it have a
hearing.

When we say regular aid, we do not simply mean
occasional assistance to activities meeting pr-e-
ordained criteria, for iti,s only by guaranteeing the

. general vitality of these movements that the public
authority can secure their constructive commitment
reflecting their independence of thought, choice and
action.

When it comes to granting aid, the priority consi-
deration should in no case be the merits of the'
subsidised organisations, assessed in terms of the
service 'they are expected to provide for the bene-
fit of the established social order.

If, owing. to lack of funds,, a criterion of priority
must be found, the first consideration must be the

repercussions on the whole community of the mem-
bers' commitment in respect of options that go
beyond the framework of the established order!,

Participation is not to be defined as participation
in the "established order" but as participation in
the making of history, in which the establishment
is only one phase, stage or moment.

All forms of public assistanc,to movements of a
social nature are obstructive to a policy of socio-
cultural community development if they reel iire
the activities of those movements to measure pup
to well-tried models. Assistance of that kind is
merely mediocre (and underestimated) payment
for auxiliary services which the authority considers
necessary but too costly to perform itself, and
therefore discharges on to private bodies.

One may therefore consider that the amount and
conditions of public aid to voluntary erganisaticins
are a real yardstick of the genuineness of a socio-
cultural community development policy.

The subsidy must be considered as an instrument
of policy and not as public patronage stepping in
wherever private patronage falters. The subsidy
is an allocation of resources which have become
the property of the community` through taxation.
Its justification must be the general principle of
viability, the motive for any investment, even and
especially if variability cannot in this case be
measured financially.

0

The'recogni ion of voluntary organisations and the
payment of subsidies to them therefore imply a
.continua a aluation of repercussions, and their
effective 'thin social groups or communities
of settle

Such an asses ent cannot, however, be made
arbitrarily byte established authority. Obviously;
the latter cannot be an impartial judge (its effec-
tiveness, as its judgement will be clouded by the
dominant values on which its authority is based. If
that effectiveness takes the form of a. reappraisal
of those values, the authority cannot be expected
fo view it favourably or to consider that the orga-
nisation justifies further subsidising from the com-
munitys resources.

??.
The development of a system of financial aid to
voluntary movements is therefore the most difficult
challenge to any. socio-cultural community develop-
ment policy. Furthermore, the aim is to guarantee
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the permanence of free moveraents. Such an aim
has always implied the formulation of general
criteria placing all applicants on an equal footing.

At the came time, lio*ever, the subsidy intended
as an instrument of socio-cultural community de--
velopment policy implies a constant reappraisal
of the objectives and resources deployed in. a
"contractuaro assessment in which the authority
granting the subsidy and the voluntary movement
are equal partners. ..

In analysing the viability of the action, neither of
the two partners is on the outside: their judge-
ments constitute two views of a situation of which
they are part.

Thus the challenge is to find a system whereby all
the movements can be guaranteed an equal foot-
ing and where each can individually be evaluated,
in a dialogue with all.

GROUPS A COMMUNITIES

In order to formulate a cultural animation policy,
it is essential to know who it is designed for and
what its institutional framework is.

Whether the policy is aimed at an individual, a
group or a community, is not a matter of minor
importance: the type of relationships the Means
used, and even the objectives, will vary accord-
ingly,

The individual

The individual was the original object of concern
otAltural animation. A k,good analogy is the ca
work practised by social workers as they tackle
one case after another.

Animation began by being directed at individuals,
regardless of their background or their attachment
to any pdrticular social or cultural group.

The "animateur"- sat oppate X or Y, and a person-
to-person dialogue took place "far from the mad-
ding crowd". X and 'St were isolated spectator15 who
had purchased admission tickets on their own; each
was alone in front of the "animateur" and the
relationship between the fatter and him was that
of teacher to trainee; they were alone in learning
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modes of expreSsion (photography, enamelling,
painting, etc). The advantage of this type of rela-
tionship is that the greatest possible attention is
paid to the progress of X or Y and that the per-
sonal effort of each is better sustained by differen-
tiated methods.

*
o

Training methods are tending increatingly to
enable each individual to work out ac, personal
curriculum, compatible with his pace, abilities and
motivations.

The limitations of the individual approach to SOQi0-
6ulttita eonimunity.development are apparent at

, two levels:

the resources invested in animation do not allow
for extreme fragmentation; there is a question
of effectiveness here that has to be considered;

r
when working with isolated individiais one
rung the risk of cutting them off fr m. many
of their attachments, or from their roots,. X is

ilia equal to Y. Each belongs to a group, whether
it be in his professional life or in his home
environment. To ignore these attachments is to
lose sight of an essential component of the
personality. There is no such being as the eter-
nal man, immune to all change: there are only
beings who undergo influences, who change, who
become, who fashion and are fashioned by the
age in which they live. Animation must take
account of the fact that an individual achieyes
fulfilment only by virtue of exchanges with
other individuals; if he fails to weave Alie fa-
brie of communication that makes such exchan-
ges possible, the individual will retire within
himself, and become paralysed.

The small group
a.

By a small group we mean any collection of less
than thirty persons: It includes families, sporting
teams, clubs of one sort or another etc.

In this case, relations with the persons concerned
or with outside events is not the same as it is when
each individual is considered separately: the group
constitutes an entity with its own make it up. Each
group posItesses its language, its values and its
attachments. Anyone wishing to enter a group
which already possesses a certain fund of expo-
'Hence has to submit to a series of initiation or-
deals: an entrance examination to an educational
establishment, an interview with prospective in-
laws before marriage, assistance to others before
joining a team etc.



Small groups are considered, quite rightly, as prio-
rity fields of cultural animation. Examples that
spring to mind are creative workshops, debating
clubs and forums. .A.' gathering of people, large or
small is an occasion for discussion and mutual en-
.richment.

In sociological terms, groups can be classified as
follows:

natural groups that one joins involuntarily (the
family circle, tenants of an appartment block,
ete);

voluntary groups (political parties, cultural
circles etc);

functional groups (school classes, company
workshops, etc.).

The attitude and function of the animateur will
vary according to the type of group he has to deal
with. It would be quite wrong to suppose that so-
cial distinctions vanish with the formation of open
groups such as sporting teams or cultural circles.
Segregation is practised at those levels also: one
need only examine the membership of the various
groups to realise that the position in society of the.
individuals that compose it remains a deciding fac-
tor. This is true of the family, the cultural asso-
ciation and the school class (a 'university class is

normally socially homogeneous; only -the primary
school class.io, "abnormal" in that it mixes people
from different social backgrounds. This "error" is
soon put right by selection).

A particularly striking example of a mistake that
can be made by an animateur if he is an advocate
of the small group as such, lies in the ambiguity of
the much-used and much-abused training group.
The training group is supposed to be a group
centred on its own life, and each member is sup-
posed to be equal to all the others and to represent
the "here and now" detached from outside contin-
gencies. In fact, each member concentrates on the
discovery of his autonomous ego and uses the others
to that end. Paradoxically, the relationship oftbn
results in pronounced egotism. It has been found
that only groups consisting of indiv'clu is with a
similar code and similar attachment a e capable
to sitting together and enabling ea - ember to
"find himself through the discovery of others".

Many attempts to foster free expression in suche..
frameworks have the effect of, alienating thought
still further, the mind being lulled to rest if not
to sleep by the catharsis it has undergone.

By 'working with small homogeneous groups, the
animateur can find and bring about genuine con-
tact over and beyond confinement in a bilateral
relationship. Conversely, the opportunities for ma-
nipulation are greater than ever in that a small
group can become totally dependent on one cha-
rismatic or authoritarian personality.- While autho-
ritarianism is, rejected outright as a method of
animation, we cannot say for certain that the re-
jection pis quite so categorical in the case of the
tharisma.

One final remark: terms such as "group dynamics",
"non-directivity" and "training group" are often
confused with the best of intentions.

Discernment is required in these mattes.

Cultural animation is not a form of psychotherapy
nor is it one of the social worker's methods. Cul-
tural animation must find its own specific methods
in its particular field. If it is inspired by research
in other sectors of human activity, so much the
better: but we must beware of the crossbreedings,
that can result from brutal transplants.

1

The community

Where the community is concerned, interpersonal .

relationships do not have the same vital role. The
Object is to discover what kind of cement will en-
sure the cohesion' of large human gatherings:
business sectors, groups of schbols, districts, poli-
tical parties, religious believers, etc. The uniting
element may be of a. professional, social, political
or philosophical nature. We all belong to several of
these large groups, which means that we will be
concerned with the problems that arise (in our
case, those of a cultural nature) at various levels
which cannot always be superimposed with pre-
cision.

Literature abounds with heroes tern between their
duty to the community to which they belong
politically, and the obligations imposed by their
membership of a particular philosophical group.

A cultural policy at this level must take account
of the major trends of thought inherent in the
various communities, with the olivious risk of
having recourse every time to Measures that
represent the lowest common, denominator.' All
too often, pluralism is viewed from this narrow
standpoint, whereas it should represent the
possibility for each indivylual to express his ideas
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freely and to defend them even if they are not
those of the majority; pliaralisra means confron-
tation and dialogue, and not 1112e ten-library
stagnation of a particular balance of forces. Those
responsible for cultural animation must, when
dealing with questions That have to be solved at
community level, . engage in dialogue with the
representatives of the various subgroup/ that make
up the community in question.

Th'e ,tera of delegation, of authority by the rank
and file to its representatives (norteally elected
but sometimes imposed) is, the es:.,tential `feature
that ,cultural animation will .always encounter.
Dialogue 'with. everybody Jsecomes impossible and
the animateur must therefore . establish contact
with the yank and file through its representatives:
Nobody:can guarantee that the statements made by
the. representatives wi l ..accurately reflect the
opinion of their electors as it might have emerged.
from a -debate: there. is no guarantee that. the
representatives will -report -back to- the ran' and
file the conclusions of their :"summit,'' talks. The
problem that arises here is that of bureaucratisatiOn
and" the possible divorce between* the population
and those who represent its interests. are
-aware that the solution is crucial to the progress
of our "blocked society" as the French sociologist
M. Crozier has called it. If the .'elected represen-
tatives mein to be. conscious of their dignity. and
jealous of tie least of their powers the cultural
anirnateur may. well be tempted to bypass them;

ithis reaction can only produce insoluble conflicts
which in the end will do nothing to change the
existing stratification.

It is therefore of the utmost importance for the,
public authorities to take appropriate measures to
strengthen the internal democracy of our various
communities and to ensure that each individual can,
expreco his views freely. The problem is not so
much to find "proper" spokesmen (i.e. thos6 with
control over their men) as to find repiesentatives
capable of interpreting accurately the social and
cultural conscience of the existing major groups.

For example, it is quite portible for the authorities
to ensure that cultural facilities are built only, after
consultation with the future users, by demanding
that evidence of that consultation be produCed;
this is surely in the best interests of the population
as well, as of the political leaders who prefer a
contented electorate.

At the same time as strengthening the internal
democracy of the major groups, the authorities
will encourage the emergence of structured assn-
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ciations and groups thereby creating the most
favourable framework for .free speech. By promo t4

commitment, one :helps to .set, .up the best
possible network of communication. ,Nothing its
more dangerous than the concept of the average
man-in-the-Street, the man-o&the.-silent-ma-jority,
into whOse mouth any words can be put because
he never Makes his views known except in opinion
polio. While public acquiescence may be considered
to have some short-term advantages in giving the
authorities n. fre"e hand, in the Medium, term

. communication/ will break.: down and the gap
between the authorities' decisions and the state of
mind of the comrannity will widen.

0

;Mc role of cultural "animation" will be. twofold:
'to encourage commitment, responsible action and
the creation of institutions reflecting a joint
commitment to a community of individuals; and to
make constantly renewed' efforts to foster
democracy so that the structures tdo not bcdorne
paralysed and turn into instruments pf manipula-
tion. This is central to the task of the "general
nimateur" which we have just summarised. One
realises just how many contradictions and ambi-
guities ire bound to arise in this connection. It is
no use ignoring the facts:. if is better to explain the
difficulties, so that 6, conscious effort can be made
to overcome them. °

The,.problenn raked above are bound to recur at
municipal and regional level

At Municipal level
0

At municipal level a number of communities are
accemble-d,in a precise administrative and political
entity. It is here that the power pf decision lies
closest to the people. However, although a rural
municipality still resembles a small or medium -.
sized group in 'many respects. (person -to- person
communication: everyone knows everyone else), an
urban niunioipality has till the problems of a
community (anonymity, with individuals herded
to.gethei in structured groups at variou,s levels of
social life), even to the extent of becoming a
megalopolis torn between its 'past, with its'obsolete
means of communication, and the present, which
tears apart this fabric of usages woven over the
years, lacking any new models to point the way
forward.

A policy of cultural animation in a village can
count on a strong feeling of group solidarity on the
part of all the inhabitants. Communication between
individuals will be greatly simplified. On the other ....



:hand, care must be. taken to 'ensure that this
solidarity does not ttaneeform the village .Into
fortress deaf 49. the development of the outside
World; or into, a community that litres .an its past
and the cuotoins that originally welded it together.
The cultural animatcur will find himself face to
face with a social cohesion of enormous potential,
provided it can be made forward-lboking and .not
hostile change. 03y change, we mean a poseibility,
of understandinj the world better and acting upon
it; we do not refer to the mutations imposed by. a
system of intensive production, the danger of which
we are beginning to become acutely aware.)

In an urban environment, on the other hand, the
task of the animate= will be to bring about a '
state of cohesion and community-mindedness that
has either ceased to mdst or is not yet present.
Resistance to change is considerably less strong,
but this, para'cloxically enough, may mean that the /
population will accept anything without a murmur.
We can cce this state of awareness growing
gradually in our large towns. The cultural
"animateur". must be careful to beep it alive by
various means, some of which can, in our opinion,
claim priorify:

People must be approached in the districtd in
which they Ihie: a district &closes similar ways
of life and creates solidarity and shared°
interests. The feeling of belonging to a
community must be reinforced when it firpt
appears; this can be done by encouraging
people to have a say in the management of the
cultural facilities at their disposal, through the
creation of area councils or even of one council
for each appartment block. All the ways in
which inhabitants can takte a direst part in the
deyelepment of their ho bing, their district and
hence their town, must e clearly mapped out.
The problem. of town pl nning is essentially a

^ cultural one, especially as it .has social and
economic iniplications which 'more often than
not determine the aesthetic consequences of
decisions fake!), in this field (s).

Schools, being generally integrated in areas
where pebple, live, must cease to be the
exclusive preserve of eduCational "profes-
sionals"; whether students or teachers, and
"become ,meeting-places open to all the, in-
habitants. The school must cease to, be a
Machine for dispensing knowledge piecemeal
and become a centre where knowledge emerges
from contactewith life. Looking at the matter

4
D.

(5) Cf. Leftvre, H.: La r6voiution' urbainc, IMF, Col-
lection ldees, 1970:' .

0

from a purely economic standpoint, it is in-
. conceivable that. educational establishments

should stand empty once the otudenta have
finished their classes. The holiday period alone
could be put to good use, and the promises
kept open ithout inconvenience to anyone. Or
has it bee r * ed once Ad for all that the
only efficient school is a cchool ;viler everke
is bored to death? .

With the development of audio-visual tahniqueo,
anyone can produce, his own video broadcast
with a little practiccrorn being a medium of
mass communication, television can become an
outstanding instrument of communication
.between groups and individuals. An excellent
way to foster tithe cultural democracy ID to..
televise municipal council 'meetings,, tell they
inhabitants what is going on in,their to/gni and
let them have their say (6).

At regional level fl

c.e

The regional framework; is beginning to assume
critical Inaporrtance in our political life.

After" the struggles for national independence that
went on in Europe for centuries, leading in most
cases by thdbeginning of the 20th century to 'the
establishment of contra/lied authority, we are now
witnessing the renaissance of regional. entities.
"Each region is asserting its own cultural identity
and ceeking the means of asserting it freely in all
its forms. The Occitanian, Breton and Basque
,movements in France, the Welsh and Scottish
movements in the United ICingdorn, and dvseparation
of Flanders' and Walloon in Belgium, and the
demarcation of Southern Italy as an under-
developed region, all reveal the strength of regional
feeling.

o

In their search for political and economic autonomy,
the advocates of regionalism are above all
demanding recognition of their cultural identity
forged by a tradition which the three foregoing
centuries have tried to wipe out.

Any poi* of cultural animation must concern
itself with these phenomena, not in order to
repudiate or belittle them, but' in order ,to extract
all the precious substance underneath.-
(0) In connection with the last two items, it is worth

taking a look at the "Villeneuve de Grenoble"
experiment now in progress in France.

a
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It is perhaps at thiS- level that cultural animation
will be most bound up with political affairs in
general. More than ever, the links between culture
and politics come to the surface.

Lastly, the, nation assembles all these stratifi-
. 'cations in a single element. Clearly, national

feeling is tending today to develop slowly:
towards an awareness of the existence of a
European community. Does that mean that one
should work for the gradual disappearance .of
the national community? That would be to
state the problem falsely: The enlargement of ,a
grouping must in no case whatever signify a
loss.of identity for a smaller community. Only
through the coexistence of freely "asserted
and shared --a cultural differences on the one

a common characteristics on the other,
can a
hand,

genuine;liberating and non-alienating
m unity feeling arse. This is so whether

one is considering the individual's relationship
with the group, the group's relationship with
the community, the community's relationship
with the town, or the 'region, the region's
relationship with the nation and the nation's
relationship with the continent.

Conclusions: decentralisation is the answer

The type of cultural- policy to be formulated w
b'e' largely determined; by the existence -And
structuring, of groups of various sizes. What is
certain is that- at all these levels there must 'be a
cultural policy, and.that means that priorities will
halite -to be selected. For each of the levels we have
examined; there pill be a structuring of persons
and of groups, that is to say methodical institu-
tionalisation where culture is concerned. The
political authorities must constantly ensure that
these institutions are at the service of the
individuals that use them, and not the other way
round: It May be that some institutions will enjoy
only an ephemeral existence as, a result, and
disappear once their 'task is completed. We know
of all too many cases where an institution

its
left,

. after a time with its own survival as its main
objective, however little justification there may be
for it. It then becomes a powerful obstacle to
progress. Cultural animation must use the institiy
tion as A transitory means and nev*r as an end.

o

Centralisation is an attitude which- recognises
subgroups only within the common denominator
expressed by a ',central" structure which
encompasses them. Decentralisation, on the other
hand, requires the central structure to guarantee
free expression to the subgroups'that make it up.-
The practice of decentralisation is therefore
essential to any socio.eultural community develop-
ment policy to the extent that it implies a
reappraisal of every structure or institution and a
constant check. on that policy's capacity to reflect,
the human experiehce. it embodies. In this sense,
genuine socio-cultural community deVelopraent
implies tlecentralisation of the decision-making.
process and not a wider distribution of executive
functions.

Decentralising the decision-making process means
giving back the power to assert- the identity of a
community to the groups or persons making up
that, community.

policy without decentralisation; conversely
here can be no socio- cultuir 1 community develop-

there can be no decentralisation without socio-
cultural community development. These two
,statents may seem- to amount to a vicious circle,

. but ii fact they reflect a spiral progression, in
which e e r encourages the development of
the . other and c ntributes in turn' to its own
reinforcement.

e believe that the true sense of decentralisation
sh uld be seen in this perspective. Decentralisation'
is primarily a political attitude 'add& dyes
prominence to the components of a whole.
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MANPOWER 'FOR/ AN ANIMATION POLICY

No study of the. implications' of socio-cultural
community development polict would be complete.
if it did not give careful;,` consideration to the
people called upon to implement that policy.

Now that some of the major requirements of a
socio-cultural community development policy have

,been identified, we can go on to consider the
framework within which the agents of cultural
development are called upon to act, and the
relationships that must exist between them.

Today no ,title is in greater demand than that of
cultural animateur. Whether one is a youth club
leade0 a librarian, a museum curator, a teacher, a
ministry inspector, a social worker or even a
television producer, it is fashionable to describe
oneself as an animateur. But the success of this
description lies in its very ambiguity. So great is
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that ambiguity that two contradictory propositions
can be formulated. According to one, all agents of
permanent education and cultural development are
animateurs. According to the other, the function
of animateur does not exist; there are only
functions exercised in -an. "animating" manner by
pprsons recruited for other purpor,p.

It seems fairly certain that all thrice ev o take any
part in cocio- cultural "aniration" mu.,t be
regarded as "anirnateurs". To object. to such a
proposition is tantamount to repudiating the whole
ideg of socio-cultural community development.
However, when it comes to defining the role of
profeesional agents of cultural development, one
cannot be satisfied with- such sweeping statements.
It is essential to narrow down the reality covered
by these concepts if one vishes the public
authoiities to concentrate on creating the condi-
tions whereby the effectiveness of the animateurs'
work can be guaranteed. The confusion that
persists as a result of the widespread use of the
term.animateur can cause serious difficulties over
the selection, recruitment, training and working
conditions of cultural development agents.

r'
The present-day typologies of animation and
animates( are inadequate, in our view, in so far as
they usually rest on questionable prernisses. They
are established after the event so as to., bring a
semblance of coherence to the mass of people,
employed, who were recruited without prior
reference to the established chart.

The definition of the professional functions which
can or do contribute to cultural development in a
policy of socio-cultural community development
would seem to .,require reference to three aspects,
defined arbitrarity as follows:

The percons:.these are, in our present analysis,
all the individuals, grouped or otherwise, whose
cultural development is the agent's direct
objective.

The pi-Oral/me: this, still in the context of this
analysis, Consists of all the means which the
agent deploys in accordanc0 with fairly precise
instructions given by an authority which has
itself defined a process for contributing to the
cultural development of persons or groups.

Reoearcit: this, still within the limitations of
'our analysis, consists of all the processes of
''observation of reality whereby the needs,
aspirations, results and any other data are
assured for the purpose of determining or
adjusting contributions to cultural development.

0
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The profile of each of the present.' and future
functions whose puipose is to contribute to socio-
cultural community development, would seem to
be defined according to the degree of dependence
on one or other of these (three aspects. Although
we speak of degrees of dependence with regard to
one aspect, we still start by stating thaA., no
contribution to cocio-cultural community ,develop-
ment can be made without constant reference to
all three indissociable aspects.

All this has one important implication from the
outset for any policy concerning cultural agents:
the methods of training, selection,' recruitrant and
employment must always ensure that these three
dimensions of their- activity are taken into
consideration. Nevertheless, one or other of these,
aspects will always take priority according to the
categories of tasks. The profile of each function
will 'therefore determine the code of ethics. and the
need for status, and gaining which will no longer
be directly adapted to it. (

"The agents of cultural development can be
considereclin three major categories;

r, The term "cultural administrators" will be used
for agents whose mandate consists chiefly in
ensuring the operation of a service (a
"prOtranune") defined by the authority employ-
ing him as his contribution to the cultural
development of d group-of persons. The agent's
attachment to the authority is, here given
priority in so far as the persons for whom the
cultural development is intended are not free
to prmiail on that agent to modify his task or
service in. any fundamental manner. Any such
modificatiOn 'would depend on a proAdure
applied by the authority, fin whom the agent
depends. Agents in this category will include
librarians in public libraries, museum curators,
most teachers and the directors of most cultural
institutions.

This does not mean that these agents are not
responsible for the cultural development of the
persons concerned; but for their action to
coincide with the needs of a population, the
mediation of an authority i5 reqiiired.

The term "research workers" will be used to
describe agents whose main function is to
'analyse a situation co as to provide a basis for
decisions or value - judgements. Their 'role is
apparently connected less directly with cultural
development. But- this disrQards all recent
developments in research, especially in the
fields of "investigation-participation". It also

I.
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overlook& the f t th t e analysis of sit6jitions
. a is itself a phase cultural "animation" to

the 'extent that t restored to the group
concerned.

The term "cultural animateur", in the strict:
sense, should be reserved for those agents
whose priority, task is to sustain the dynamism
of a particular group of persons by adjusting
his activity to that group's hopes and objectives,
whether overt or not yet directly formtilated.
The value of their activity and the means they
deploy will then be assessed primarily accord-
ing to whether they meet the needs of the
grotfp, not in terms of "solutions" but in terms
of helping the group find its own answers
to its ownireds.

These are some of the functions assumed by
animate= working within non-directive training
groups, in community development centres, in
creativelworkshops and rural community centres.
4'
While ne reserve the title of "cultural animateur "'''
to this third category. alone, we Should not lose
slight of the fact that all categories should contd-

.,.
ble to a socio-culttiral community development
po icy because, as.we have pointed out throughout
this, study, animation is hypocritical if it does not
try gradually to infiltrate all the structures placed
at the service of a cultural democracy.

But it will also be possible, using thq analysis by
ries,

taken
opment.

cognition
tarried

of teams
these three

e person can
same degree of

e today, at least

t

which, we were able to' distinguish these cate
to discover the most urgent measures to b
with regard to the agents of cultural deve
The most urgent, in our opinion, is the r
of the fact that such a policy can
througk only by the concerted acti
guaranteeing the continuatiorf of
forms of action. We know that no
pursue every one of them with the
urgency. The failures we experien
where the agents of cultural development are
concerned, would seem to be due to their isolation:
they are forced -to define their own functions
according to the three aspects and are 'required to
pursue several priorities in succession tor simul-
taneously, however contradictory they may be,

Two requirements are therefore decisive: first
there must be a Job_ description for each post,
setting out clearly the tasks and' priorities of the
socio-cultural "con-annuity development" agents.

Secondly, the .agents present throughout the
network of socio-cultural action must be given.

priorities compatible with each of the three asPects
outlined above, and must praelise concerted action.

:Up to now, the functions(); cultural administrators
have been given considerable recognition and
statns . The legal franieworks corresponding to
these tons have evolved out of a long tradition
of labour ontracts and civil service statutes.

The same is not true in the case of research
workers or animateurs the _legal framework for
whose services is often inadequate.

Thus the animateur in the strict sense, whose work
contract binds him to a private or public authority,
is often if not always torn petweetr his professional
ethics and his statuts as "employee" of limited
autonomy.

Similarly, the research worker usually fins his
work embodied in the traditional rules of contract
whereby a partner usually the government
requires him to submit a final report within a
fixed number of months, after which he may° or
may not be givenNa further contract, also of
limited scope. He is lucky if he does not have to
confine publication of his work to the authority
which, financed it, thus going against a fundamental
principle whereby research is restored to the group
cpncerned.

The setting-up of a socio-cultural community devel-
opment policy therefore implies the immediate
formulation of an adequate legal framework to
g dialtee the freedom of action of research
workois and animateurs in the strict sense.te*

Furthermore,. the in- `service relationships between
anirnateurs, research workers and cultural adminis-
trators must be examined with a view to
achieving full-time concerted action within multi-
disciplinary teams of persons of equal status. This
implies that the de facto authority usually
conferred on 'cultural administrators over the
other two categories must be abolished.

It is indeed a feature of cultural' policy-'that only
cultural administrators are fully recognised and
enjoy,. at best, finandial security status and a
guaranteed futiqe. Animateurs a e subordinate
and their servic usually su 'sed 1y the
cultural administrat cc& mg to criteria of

:1 management and not aniniation. Research
workerk are cal ed upon o occasionally as
"experts" to
in the voblilary of the cultural administrators

wer questions likewise formulated

II
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and in accordance with their syslem of thought.
Their t action is all too often isolated Anstead of
being a permanent aecompanyment to a programme
of animation.

As long as animateurs, research workers aid
cultural administrators are not permanently on an r
equal footing, etch ones participating . in a socio-(
cultural community development o. team withirr,
which his autonomy and individuality /ae1'
recognised, there can be no coherent policy of
socio- cultural community development.

This is still a long °way ,off. However, experience
is already revealing the effectiveness of such
co-operation when it is allowed to develop over
a certain period.

'There is one final implication, which we will
mention by -way of,,,a provisional conclusion. If all
the agents of cultural development work in a team
with colleagues whose priority ftmctions are

"distinct, all must possess a qualification consistent
erith the oyerall policy of socio-cultural community ,

development. If the cultural' administrator regards
the animateur as an amiable .fredir who knows
nothing about management and the ;research "

worker as an academic theorist with no knowledge
of life, and if the cultural administrator is ridiculed
as a producer of red tape, then co-operation. will,
never get, off the ground.

,The training of agents of a keel tural
community development policy therefor plies
discovery and continuing reappraisal, not only in
the fields With which they are mainly concerned,
but also in the problems ari3ing in connection with
the other aspects of animation., Provided this can
be done, it will be possible to hope that changes in
thea functions successively carried out by each ono,
during his career will be genuinely beneficial'
the policy pursued and contribute to his personal
-fulfilment. This, in our view, would not be a
paltry result by any means.

Socio-cultural community development fOr a
common type of housing area

This study attempts to make a "model" for the
soda- cultural development of a common type
of area. If it proves useful it should be followed
by others which will be Televant to different
situations, for example, rural areas, the po-
pulations of whole cities, new towns at the
p/anning stage,*or urban areas where there is
deprivation and disadvantage.

THE ICKSVILLE EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT

introduction

Icksville does not exist, yet it can be found every-
where, likethe mediaeval image Of God as sphaera
cuius circumfeientia nullibi, centrum ubique. It is

, more convenient to speak of "Icksville" than of

by A. SIMPSON,
CCC Project Direcior, Exeter.

"area X" -- the working-class area:. which :is the
set theme of this study, "where there is socio=cul-
tural poverty but average material wealth and
housing conditions". And the "experimental pro
ject" is our way of describing a hypothetical brink.
ing together of techniques which we believe would
-be effective for the socio-cultural animation of .
that area, `I can, however, say, hand on heart, that
each of these techniques, individually, has in very
fact been employed in one or other of the member
countries of the Council of Europe. 4.nd, as well,
I can give an assurance that the characteristics of
Icksville, as described, are based upon research
into real areas. If they have a British flavour it is
because we have had easier access to British a4-
tistics, but 'mutatis viutandls, Icksville could
equally well be a suburb of Turin or Maloid or t
Stuttgart or Lille. It is not one of those areas of ';

multiple deprivation which wrist yin most of our
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countries. Such places are comparatively few in
number, and a combination'of housing, health wel-
fare, employment and racial integrations schemes
can usually solve the more obvious of their pro-
blems, including those which irkvolve permanent
care for the physically handicapped, mentally

ble and emotionally unstable, Areas of this kind
ar not typical of the "target populations' for
socio-cultural animation. In some cases they pre-
sent less difficulty. They arouse public concern;
they predispose residents to awareness of the needs
of the area, and progress ,in meeting immediate
needs can be clearly observed. Socio-cultural com-
munity development, as we conceive it has rele-
vance to a much wider spectrum of society, and
across most of it the chief difficulty is unawareness
of need and lack of public concern. The animateur
comes usually, not as a saviour but as a missionary
of discontent, constantly criticised for not "leaving
well alone". This, more often than tkie area of
conspicuous disadvantage, is the situa n which
confronts "animation socio-culturelle".

We follow the definition of "animation" given by
Thery and Garrigou Lagrange in. 1906. It is every-
thing which facilitates access to a more active and
creative life for individuals and groups, and which
increases capacities for communication and adjust-
ment -arid ability to participate in .community and
societal life. Or,' to quote from a report of 1973 by
the European Foundation for Cultural Develop-
ment, 'Animation may be defined as that stimulus
to the mental, physical and emotional life of people
in an area which moves them to undertake-a range
of experienbes through which they find. a greater
degree of self-realisation, self-expression and aware-
ness of belonging to a: community over the de-
velopment of which they can exercise an influence:
In urban societies today this stimulus seldom arises
spontaneously from the circumstances of daily life,
but has to be contrived as something additional to
the en virolunent".

Icksville

It is a dormitory area 61/0 km from the centre of
an industrial city which has a population of some
400,000, half a niillion if surrounding urbanisa-
tion is also reckoned. Icksville itself has a- popula-
tion of over 9,000. It is connected with the city
centre by a -bus service which is less than satisfac-
tory after 20,30 h. It is separated. from the city
centre by, first, a belt of light industry and, then,
older, rim-down housing areas, In ether directions
it is marked off by major roads beyond, which lie
further industrial sites, similar dormitory areas,
market gardens: and expensive private housing.
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Originally Icksville too was the seene,,of some prir
vately-owned building, but twenty years agO the
civic authoi-ities acquired most of the land for
municipal housing. The original private house-
owners `have moved away, and their now. "less
desirable" properties have been acquired by less
prosperous non-manual workers who tend to, stay
only until' they ,can afford "something better", and
who, meanwhile, form an enclave which is uneas'ly
preoccupied with its social status. They represent
only 3 0/0 of the population of Icksville.

The remaining 97 0/0 dwell in municipal accomoda-
tion mixture of small houses and high blocks
of flats. Theyare mostly inhabited by the families
of manual or service workers production-lines,
transport and distribution' predominating. A high
proportion of the married women are in full-time
employment or earn money as part-time cleaners,
shop-assistants or waitresses etc. 80 °A of house-
holds have a television set; more than 10 °/o have
a car: The ethos and folkways of this municipally
housed population are frankly and complacently
working-class. It would, however, be a mistakipto
assume that there is much consciousness of class in
the political sense, or much feeling of proletarian
solidarity. There is a widespread apathy towards
municipal politics, and only superficial interest in
national politics...Only 36 °/o of households take a
national newspaper; 64 Vo take a local evening
paper. Outside the extended family there is little
sociability or grolip-life. Acquaintanceships are
limited to the immediate vicinity, and even in
these there is a certain reserve and competitiveness,
chiefly around the possession of status-symbol
goods wall-to-wall carpet, colour television and
package-deal holidays, and similar prestige
commodities sanctified by commercial, advertise-
ment.

There are two separate rows of shops in Icksville.
One contains apost office and a small supermarket.
The other shops in both rows purvey various forms
of alimentation, pharmacy, tobacco, sweets and
newspapers, hardware, and ready cooked foods
with chips.

The single comprehensive secondary selukil and the
primary schools have halls and rooms which can
be hired for meetings. So, too, can the hall of the
only church and a room for wedding parties in the
one public house. The municipal education autho-
rity provides courses for adults and youth facilities
in the secondary school every evening from Mon-
day to Friday. About 20 % of the young people
under 16 make some use of the youth club; little
over 2 Vo of the adults attend the evening educa-
tional classes. Apart from children 'at play,, some



congregation of parents around the primary schools
morning and evening,. the exodus and rbfluence
of workers each day', and some activity around the
chip shops at night, there is little life on the streets.
Teenagers rapidly acquire the mobility of wheels
and find their leisure pursuits out a the area.

Of 'course, included in the socio-cultural environ-
ment Of Icksville we must reckon the centre of the
city on which it depends and where so many of its
inhabitants work. This city is an important termi- '
nal for rail, sea and air transport and an industrial
centre in which the engineering and food industries
predominate. It has a university and a college of
technology, a municipal orchestra, a commercial
and a repertory theatre, twO/ museums, an art gal-
lery and an excellent central public library. The
authorities have done much to 'realise the principles
of permanent education. There are two fine adult
education centres, open day and evr ing, in the

- central area, and etra. mural f iliti exist at
both the university and tech ,ical col e e. There
is a:municipally supported A Centre for creative,
work in the o visual arts. Around the city centre
there are five cinemas with twelve screens. There
is a municipal sports stadium, and the ground of
the city football team serves also for speedway.
A commercially run complex provides bowling,
swim pool, ice rink and restaurant. In the city
centre there are the headquarters of a wide variety
of voluntary associations for ciilturali political and
benevolent purposes. There are also a number of

- clubs for social drinking and entertainment by hir-
ed dancers, comics etc., and also the city branches
of associations for ritual sociability such as ma-
sonic ledges, old comrades etc.

The use made of all these facilities by the populace,
of Icksville is highly selective and confined largely
to commercially provided entertainment and the
social clubs. Shopping,, of course, other than for
immediate necessities, is done in the centre, and
"going round the big shops" is a common Saturday
afternoon pursuit. A small number attend city
churches, but only 6 0/o of the population of Icks-
ville ever go to any church. AlmostriWirg. is made
of theatres and concerts certainly by less thaii a
tiny fraction of the 2 0/ of Western European po-
pulations which attend the professional perform-
ing arts, and there is little use of museums, gal-
leries, educational facilities or cultural, political
or benevolent associations. It would be tempting to
adopt the point of view of the Swedish urbanist
Lars Agren that "work is the centre of people's
lives, and their place of work is their, rsal centre".
In fact, the moment the factory wHilles sound,
the workers from Icksville dart home to it on their
buses and motorbikes like arrows from a bow. It
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is there that, they spend the major part of their
free time.

To judge from comparable areas where time-
budgets have been constructed, the largest single
pursuit among Icksville adults is television which
occupies about 30 0/0 of the time of both men and
women. Next, for men, comes :home and motor
vehicle improvement and maintenance, largely with
do-it-yOurself kits, and gardening; for women,
home embellishment, also on a DIY basis, together
with needlecraft and dress. Among ,.men sport,
some active'but mostly as spectators takes a sub-
stantial proportion of their time. iy comparison
all the other items -- apart from mere relaxation
and personal relationship are small. Ainong
them, excursions out of the area, including com-
mercial entertainment and City shopping form
aboAt 8 % of leisure time for both sexes. Reading
is -fat&I'at 6 °/e by men and 9 % by women. Indi-
vidual interests and hdobies take up 6 0/ and 4 0/0
of mens' and women's leisure. ,Thotigh their inci-
dence is sparse these hobbies etc; cover a wide
range of individual pursuits, from angling to doll
dressing, stamp collecting, dog training and wine
making. There, is common reference to interests
which haVe been abandoned. Among women there
is a certain amount of entertaining and visiting
organised by commercial firms for the sale of goods
by mail order.

Apart from many school I children in their spare
`time, this is not a population with time on its
hands, consciously bored. There is some truth M
the contention of observers like Grayson and Bet-
teridge (Scunthorpe Papers WEAR that "there is
a whole world of working class culture beyond the
gaze of middle-class researchers". Nevertheless, a
large proportion of time-usage is dependent upon
pre-packaged commercial material, including tele-
vision programmes, and a substantial number of
residents express dissatisfaction s with it which
seems to indicate under-fulfilment. In any case, the
experimental project is based upon a set of values
from which we shall not be scared by the appella-
tion "middle-class". In Icksville social commitment
and group-life outside the family are rare. The
parents' associations of thd schools are ill attended;
only a handful of adults shows interest, in the
youth club; benevolent action is scarcely existent;
cases which call for compassion are held to be the
business of the public health or welfare authori-
ties, It should be added that the incidence of men-
tal sickness is not above the national average,

13ecause our terms of reference we have given
few details of the 3 Vo of privately housed residents.
With this exception we have done our best to make
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Icksville a real plade and, at the same time a re-
presentative place from- the European point' of -
vieW. We have made use of governmental and
municipal surveys, not all of them British, and of
the surveys of independent researchers. This "ac-
tuality" of the area has considerably restricted our
selection of suitable techniques.

The task

By what itarrant4and with what criteria do we
speak of "chltural poverty" in Icksvilje? Of
course a can simply echo experts like J. Verpraet
and say Ihkt "our:big new housing estates call
out for festivals forums and- igistros",. We can
quote visitors tb this very area who describe it as
a "flat spot o dead dormitory". We could
follow a Nottingham University schedule of 1973
and point to lackquf focal points for community
life, lack of education0 incentive and facilities,
lack of recreative facilities, and so op. Bill in all
this of should be dependent upon sibjective and
ex parte assertions and criteria.

The paper "Guidelines for a policy" which is
reproduced in this Bulletin is testament which we
belieye to be fundamdntal to all animation. It is
our warrant for the proposals which follows.

We believe that critics, even if they regard us as
misguided must acquit us of any "mono-cultural
elitism", of any equation of cglture with the arts
and graces of a favoured class, of any attempt to
thrust such a culture down the throats of thee
"people at large. .

It is by these standards, then, that there is cultural
poverty in Icksville. The task before us is to
overcome it. In the long term, we look towards
the emergence of a genuine cultural democracy in
which the people make the most of resources in
themselves and 'their environment; in which they''
fully use their creative, expressive and critical

-faculties; in which they have a sense of community,
are politically conscious and competent, vigilantly
share in the management of community affairs,
and are actively compassionate in their concern
for others. In Icksville we are a very long way
from this. We give high priority to reducing
diffidence and suspicion in social intercourse and
communication; to the multiplication of group-life,
participation in cultural manifestations, and the
use of cultural facilities; to raising low expecta-
tions and broadening narrow repertoires; to
reducing the amount of time spent in multi -..
cellular anonymity largely devoted to television;
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to replacing ersatz satisfactions, and dependence
upon purchase, as a means of expression, by
creativity and meaningful dialogue; to reducing.
the apathetic sense of impotence vis-a-vis govern
mental decisions whiCh affect life in the community
and society.

Much 4tnclusive discussion has gone on about 4ap
indicatbr7 of progress in Mich a task. We know of

41.46. which, with some reservations, may be
applied. Firstly, there is the numerical involvement
of the population- in activities which °tend in the
desired directions; and, secondly, the number of
manifestations of group and community life, and
of area activities generally. An increase in these
numbers-would indicate progress.

'This, then, is the task as we envisage it. We
presuppose the genuine goodwill of the publio
authorities. Certain critics of -socio-cultural
animation belittle it as a naive attempt to move
towards an egalitarian arid fraternal way of life
in a society which is organised hierarchically and
competitively.. Cultural development, they say, can
only begin when the major contours of this
neo-capitalist, consumer society have been altered.
We do not share this view. We do - net regard
long-term political aims as absolving its from the
responsibility to help our fellow men in the here
and now. Nor, in practice, do we find implacable
hostility on the part of governments. They are
Ar-nposed of people, and very few people are,
totally without altruibm; very few act always with
entire consistency. 'Govermients and members of
governments do, in fact, and at times, promote
animation processes, The task as we define it is
feapible in the immediate .future. Its progress will
certainly net hinder the transformation of society.
The French sociologist E. Morin insists on what
can be 'achieved by the joint action of industrial
firms, government, voluntary organisations and
emergent groups, and believes that "if everyone
becomes aware of her own value, it will be easier
to create an equal society".

Making the framework for the project

Local and central governments have, then, adopted
the project, as one of a small number of pilot
experiments, and they will make financial
resources available. We presuppose, also, that
whatever 'legal and legislative procedures are
required have been accomplished. Inevitably, in
democratic countries, this pfocess will have
attracted come notice in the press, but at this
stage no major publicity for the experiment will
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be sought. Much unobtrusive work bias to be done
in the arrangement of governmental machinery
for focussing all dr° relevant agencies upon the
target area. It is well ' known that one of the
greatest obstacles to effective animation is the
fragmentation and compartinentalisation of compe-
tence and finance between a number of central
and local government departments, each working

, with various non-governmental organisations. The
resulting confusion and overlap are not only
wasteful; they hinder planning and slow down
action. There are several models for governmental
and administrative co =ordination of effort on a
particular area. In 'respect of the Villeneuve
community at Grenoble a single civic official
combines entire responsibility for. all aspects of
local government affecting a population of 5 to
10 000. He works with' a consortium of national
ministries constituted for this pizrpose. A camper-
able arrangement can be found in the larger areas
selected for the British Urban Renewal Project.
In effect, these too, bring about the full ad hoc
co-operation of a group of ministries interior,
housing, environment, labour, education etc.
with a specially designated office of local govern-
me.nt, Alternative models leave greater initiative
to non-governmental organisations, as at Annecy
where the municipality. fostered the emergence
of an association of all the cultural agencies and
provided it with an operational budget.

Foie Icksville a special local' government office will
be constituted for the project, and it will co operate
and be, supported by an appropriate ciAtral
government agency. It will have competence and
finance to appoint staff, establish committees, and
incur expenditure for construction and program

t,> mes. ;ts first task ° will be to appoint a
development officer, a person experienced in
animation and work with local government. This
officer will have overall charge of animation in
Icksville and will work closely with the chief
officer of the local government office. He or she
must command a budget for the task of animation
and be free,' within the' limits of normal
accountability, to use it at his discretion, including
freedom to put part of it at the disposal of such
committees as emerge in the area and to pay
residents as part-time workers.

The local government office will make contact
with a number of national and local voluntary
agencies and independent bodies. It is important
that they should be activated at this stage so that
they can give special attention to Icksville in their
forthcoming programmes and developments. These
agencies will include youth organisations, associaw
tions for popular .education, women's movements,

0

organisations like the Red Cross, and associations
for the development of music, drama and the arts,
and for the development of community awareness
and action. They will also include non-govern-
mental bodies connected with nationalised indus-
tries and services electricity and gas councils,
marketing boards and others concerned with
"prevention" road safety, preservation of the
environment, consumer council, savings association.
These too will be asked to give some Priority to
Icksville in their programmes. At the initial stage
of the project anything which will enrich the
events and activities of the area is to be welcomed.
Naturally, the co-operatioir of the authorities for
-radio and television and of the press will be
sought.

Contacts and plans will be made wit_ h the central
city facilities theatres, orchestra, museums etc.
and, in this connection, with, the municipal
transport authority. The project: is to be laupched
as a social experiment and this has importance
from the point of view of its acceptablitiy, and
the participation of the university and its sociology
department will be secured. All this liaison with
city facilities, university and other associations
and bodies will next be crystallised by the
formation of a Steering Committee for the
Icksville Project. It will be advisory to the local
governments office whose chief officer will be its

cChairman. The development officer will be an
ex officio member and it will have a representative

,:of the central government agency. For the rest it
will -consist of the more important interests
mentioned above. Five places Will be left vacant
for'representative residents of Icksville.

Concurrently, the development officer will make
a survey of the area in search of sites and
premises '-sites for construction and events,
premises for hire as they" stand, or with adaptation,
for use as places for smal4roup' meetings,
exhibitions and demonstration1s, or for the
temporary accommodation of project staff.'

For the- first year of 'the project, at least, there
will be only one full-time assistant to the
development officer. There will also be one
additional senior .member of staff added to the
secondary school and a shop manager. For the
rest, workers in the project will be part-time,

o either paid or entirely voluntary. It has been
found essential, and recent experience in Bari
confirms this, to 'pay emergent animateurs from
the area ,without any question of formal qualifi-
cation. There is some controversy over the
optimum background bf animateurs. The Belgian
expert A. Martynow-Remiche considers that a
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workingman from the area is more trusted and
esteemed. By col-draft, A. Meister holds that an
anitnateur is handicapped by belonging to the
same social stratum as the target population, which
distrusts pretensions to "leadership" from its own
members. In Icksville both types will be used. At
first, however, part-time workers will be drawn
mainly from university and technical college
students, in come woes as a recognised part of
their studies, and students from art, music and
drama establishments. Others will come from the
growing pool of graduates who have not secured
dhployrnent which relates to their previous
studies. It will be part of the development
(;dficer's work to recruit, brief and, train these
helpers. So far as emergent helpers from the area
i4 concerned, we expect a contribution `from large
industrial firms in releasing employees on paid
leave, following examples in the Federal
Republic of Germany, asin Berlin, where paid
leave for civic purposes is regarded as a vital
element .14-',Jhe change from representative to
participatory democracy.

The preliminary period is expected to last about
nine months, and during it the development
officer will have secured a temporary office in
Icksville and most of the construction and
adaptation which is envisaged will be completed.
It will be necessary to secure rented premises for
the attendance tvyo days a week in Icksville of
responsible officidls of the- governmental authori-
ties for housing,' education and labour. It is
essential that the officials who man these sub-
offices shall be briefed to take suggestions and
criticisms seriously, sympathetically and construc-
tively.

At the end of the preliminary period will come
the time for full-scale publicity, in particular in
Icksville itself. This will need skilful landling.
Terms like "cultural" or "educational" or
"development" will be avoided for several
reasons, not least because no section of the
population willingly accepts the idea that it is in
need of these kinds of improvement Instead, the
emphasis will be upOn the idea of enriched
leisure and the participation of the area'. itself in
securing this. The opportunity to influence the
content of radio and television will be specially
stressed. So, too, will the experimental nature of
the project and its utility to academic and
governmental -investigation. Press, radio and TV
will play a part in this publicity, but its. major
item will tie a handbill to each domicile giving
succinct details of the project and calling 'a
public meeting of all residents at a set, date in the
assembly hall of the secondary school.

Even the'' . most optimistic anticipations will
estimate attendance at this meeting as well within
the maximum accommodation of this hall. The
purpose of the Meeting is, not animatory but
legalistic. Its businesswill be:

to constitute a residents' assembly open, to all
residents, and to fix a date for its next
meeting;

to set up a residents' committee of five elected
by the assembly and resporable to it;

these five to be ex officio the co-opted members
.of the project Steering Committee;

the residents' committee to be an advisory
body to the development officer;

and, also, to have power to arrange its own
meetings, co-opt other members, and set up
sub-committees and individual correspondents
in neighbourhoods and streets for ad hoe,
purposes;

and to have finance for its work at the
discretion of the development officer.

The residents' committee will be immediately
involved in action; along with the full-time and
part-time animateur% in the arrangement, conduct
and digestion of a srvey of ,the area to be carried
out by domiciliary visits 'end based upon a
questiennaire. Its purposd will be to collect
information on:

elements of satisfaction and dissatisfaction
with television programmes;

actual leisure pursuits; *

potential leisure pursuits if facilities were
available;

resource persons who have a skill or interest
which they could share with others;

needs and grieVances related to residence i_ n

Icksville;

the identification of any ready-Made groupS,
cliques and "chains", and of natural "opinion
leaders".

Primacy is given in this to the television element
because this is major ,common factor in people's
lives" today; because it is usually evocative of
expression even film the less articulate; and
because the public has been familiarised with such
enquiries by the media authorities. Moreover, as
shown in the Xorth Devon project, this item leads
on to others by natural sequence. The whole



survey operation will itself be an ordination-
process, a: form of the "enqtalte-participation" sq-
ably presented by M. Boterf. With this, then, we
pass from the framework to actual tactics,

We are aware that this type of framework may be
stigmatised as an initiative frc;n1 outside the area,
imposed from above, inserting the machinery of
bourgeois democracy into a working-class way of
life; It can certainly be contrasted -with accounts
of spontaneous movements by autochthonous action
groups. Experience of these-has shown, however,
only minuscule and ephemeral effects. Moreover,
they could not be expected' in Icksville without
the work of militants from outside the area
bringing an ideological weaponry alien to'its way
of life, In

and
ease, we are committed to an

immediate and broad-front operation for which
only governments can 'make the resources
available.

The animation processes

Summing up the more immediate tasks, they are
to:

- widen the horizons and raise the expectations
and self-valuation of the people, and enlarge
their range of experience- choice;

multiply occasions for group-life, expression
and creativity; and to combat 'tendencies
making for isolation, passivity and under-usage
of resources;

enrich the1public life of the area;

foster community consciousness, it forined
social and political awareness, and the readiness
and ability to participate in. public decision
making.

For convenience, what follows will be set forth
under categories, but although described seriatim,
these techniques will be contemporaneous and
designed to have a global influence, complementing
each other. For example a certain street event
will serve as much to stimulate political conscious-
ness as to vitalise the ambience of the area.

Premises and construction

Urbanisation and re-housing are so advanced in a
number of our countries that a high proportion, of
populations live in areas like Icksville which are
already built up. It is therefore not possible to

imitate What has been 'done, for example, at
Villeneuve-Grenoble and create from scratch a
habitat which is strategically disposed around
polyvalent educational and cultural facilities. Nor
is there space sufficient to site "temptations" to a
revivified cultural and community life at focal
points of concourse and circulation, as at Yerres
and Dronten. In Icksville such foal points scarcely
exist. In any case we cannot look for this kind of
major expenditure on an "experimental project",
although it may' remain a long-term objective. Of
course, the advantage of such centres, apart from
the economic and flexible use of facilities, is their
provision of central places of leisure resort adjacent
both to amenities such as crèche, clinic and social,
service offices and to socio-cultural facilities.

On the other hand, it is sometimes "held by
experienced animateurs that the sheer size of such
a complex gives it an imposing and institutional
atmosphere which deters certain types of people.

Matson says that "small scattered facilities
offer the largest number of possibilities for
people"; Others recommend modest centres in
converted old houses where there are rooms for
groups and small audiences pointing out that
Beethoven and ' Mozart never played in such
dwarfing halls as some of our cultural centres
provide. However, in Icksville there 'are no
spacious old houses 'and the modern housing is so

f' much in demand that any conversion of it to
project purposes would arouse hostility. In view of
these facts the solution will lie in the part-timer
use of existing buildings together with a modest
programme of new construction and adaptation.
Existing buildings consist mainly of the schools)
and it is upon these, and extensions and
adaptations to them that the programmes of the
project must be largely based.

The following building programme will have been
completed during the preliminary period, as an
express programnie- in light construction and
pre-fabricated units:

A project centre essentially the'headquarters
of the development officer and his team. It will
provide two 'offices, a small committee room, a
large meeting room, and a multi-purpose room
for duplicating and photography (possibly also
the following advice piireau).

(If not in the above centre)'' an office and
waiting room for an advice bureau.

Additions and adaptations to the secondary
schools. .

Adaptations to the primary schools.
- A shop cum cafe.
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Such a restricted construction programme will be
acceptable is part of an experimental project,

The contribution of the schools

It is not merle to a pilot project of limited
duration to 'consider improvements in the school
curriculum 'which will affect future generations
of adults. relevant, however, to include as
part of the project the worn of pupils who are in

etheir last two years in the secondary school. At
this stage they can become conscious co-operators
in the project and grasp its ideology. It must be
said straight away, however, that if they are not
to reject it as an adult deception they must, in the
school itself, find realities which correspond with
this ideology opportunities for "initiative,
criticism, participation in decision-making and a
measure of autogestion. In the pEs at Villeneuve-
Grenoble there is an excellent example of such
opportunities, and the pupils have a curriculum
which is closely related to the problems of their
own area providing Much discussion of soda-

and political issues. The study of
M. Mason assembles a" number of other examples
of work in schools which, arouses community
consciousness and provides occasion for practical_
action to meet area liecds, The Ickzville secondary'
school will be developed along these lines. It will
also lay special emphasis upon sensitisation to and
active participation in 'the arts. To this end the
assistance of practising artists will be sought. For

: example, the city repertory theatre will be asked
to form a young people's theatre movement after
the model of the Northcott Theatre, Exeter,' where
three members of the 'company oh, appointed to
work partly as animateurs for schools and other
drama groups. It is presupposed that the goodwill
of the education, authority and, more important,
of the teaching ,profession has been secured. A
teacher's representative frfi'm the cecondarsr
school a will be ca-opted on PO the Steering
Committee. As stated above, there will be an
additional senior member of staff apppinted to
this school. His or her duties will include the
development Of the curriculum in desired direc-
tions, °liaison with the development officer,
h,eadship of the cultural centre to be described
below, and oversight of the relationship between.
this and the school. His salary will be commen-
surate with his

school.
responsibilities.

*It is, however; chiefly with the effect of the schools
on the presentWneration of adults that we are
concerned. We have not the gatherings of
parents around primary schools -- a common
feature of urban life and a potential growing
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point for cultural development. In 'some of the
French ".soles maternelleo" there are hospitable
arrangements for the reception of these parents
and their contact with the teachers. These will be
introduced in Ickoville, and facilities for coffee' in
the school canteens will allow for the emergence
of group-life and the exchange of opinion around
a vital common interest.

This common interest in the education of children
is by no means confined to the rooliere who
cluster round the cc col gates. It is One of ,the
major concerns ©f a majority of people, and one
of the few which' relates the particular situation
to national trends and policies. It is one of the
main starting points for cocio-cultural animation,
out of which can grow groups of people seeking to
understand new features in the curriculum, such
as the now mathematics, or trying to supplement
or alter curriculum and methods in the schools.
ExaMples may be quoted from France, Italy and
Switzerland,' and from the Schule-Laddn movement
in Germany. Related to basic human drives, this
interest brings people to a concern for social
justice generally. Too often it is damped down by
the professionalisni of teachers whO resent parental
"interference" or are too busy to help. In Ickoville
the co-operatiOn Of teachers will be sought in
encouraging 11 critical interest on the part of
parents and others. Parents association meetings
will be revivified not merely by attractive
hospitality but, more to the point, by genuine
efforts

iy

the .school staffs to convince parents
that th ir views ae welcomed and heeded, and
that, e entnally,,as in, same Swedish models, they
can becoineco-rnanageie ih many school matters.
It is to reinforce this' interest in education that
there will be, as stated, regular availability in
the area of an officer of the education authority
Prepared . to discuss individual and group diffie,
culties and grievances.

. ,
The curricular work of the schools, both primary
and scondary; will be developed to make a .
contribution to the public life of the area, There
will be exploration of the possibilities of social
service such as the creche run as part of the
hou6ecraft course fey girls in a secondary school
elsewhere. The schitole will take exhibitions, and
performancea into the,.area as far as feaSible
in the open air, showing art and crafts, music,
dancing and 'ciramd. In a complementary direction
the eXperiment will be tried of opening up sonic
of the practical subject courses in the secondary
schools to adults who will work side by side with
.childeen.

The whole range of . Interests arising in and
:around the schools will be exploited by the



animation team as a means towards, group-life and
critical social awareness.' In particular, thecae
interests 'will be represented in the programme of
the cultural centre. .

. e

Youth activities

The -techniques of youth work have . been'
exhaustively otudied and set forth. Recently, there
eeeme to be a -concurrence of opinion that for the
majority . of teenagers, which increases sharply
after the age of 15, an, area youth centre has only
limited .appeal, their interests' lying in self-
programmed leisure pursuits mostly outside the
area; The group activities which attract them are
likely to be these which involve challenge,
adventure or commitment -to a -single.: interest,
whether it be guitar playing or weight lifting or
social service.

In Icksville the youth side of the programme will
consist firstly in a drive to improve play facilities
fote, youngsters under 15. The primary -schools;
with some installation of eqipment, as well as the
existing, secondary school youth facilities, will be
used for this purpose, and not merely on midweek
evenings but all day Saturday and Sunday. The
assistance of part-time aniniateurs will be sought
to devise imaginative play activities which will
foster personal development and group co-opera-
tion. Again, the assistance of practising artists Will
be sought. The presence among children at leisure
or play of an artist or craftsman at work will
without any structured learning situation be an
inducement to curiosity, discussion and trial.

The anitnateurs will attempt to canalise the
concern which most people feel for the leisure
pursuits in the area of younger children. Out of this
concern it is expected that groups can be' formed
,to take constructive action. Such committees can
make an adventure playground or a miniature
Heath Robinson garden as at Zurich. They can

. organise the supervision of these and other play
projects on a rota basis, particularly at school
holiday times:With the help of the development
officer they can get in touch with amateur music
and puppetry groups which will mount events of
the Punch and Judy type as elaborated by the
London Inter Action Group. More ambitiously
they can combine to arrange tours by a
"playmobile", a travelling compendium of novel
and challenging street games. Apart from the
direct benefit of all this to the children, it will
multiply group-life and will contribute to the
general life of the area.

ii 'or youth of the upper ages teenagers and
beyond this will be the time for national and
regional youth organisations, to bring to bear upon
Ickoville their publicity and recruitment drives for
committed activities, whether of the physical
adventure kinds, or of the types which appeal to
altruism and service, such as the Red Cross or the
Youth Volunteer Force which arranges for
groups of young people to help the old or infirm,
or the children in deprived areas. It would seem
to be a sounder policy- not to cater separately for
individual interests that involve some harping for
these older young people. They consider themselves
to be adults and will find such provision in
the normal coureds and activities of the cultural
centre. There is, however, one important reserva-
tion. Experience, as confirmed in the survey.
"Planning for Leisure" (HMSO, 1069) and "Lee
equipements integres" (Documentation frangaise,
13 May 1974), indicates that for &rely recuperative
relaxation the ambience which suite, and the
atmosphere created by teenagers differs so
markedly 'from those of the middle-aged, that a
separate refreshment room, in the nature of a
discotheque, will be provided on this centre site.

A culture centre

In fact, this will simply be called "The Icthwille
Centre", and the neutrality of this title, °which .
nails no colours to the mast, is important. It is, of
course, not to Ike a' new construction but is to
consist of the premises of the secondary school
with adaptations within and additions without.
Nevertheless, it will form the largest single
element in' the project, and the most expensive.
The place will be transformed from its present
use as, almost exclusively a secondary school which
accommodates outsiders a few evenings a 'week.
Its re-dedication to serve. the whole community
will be announced and publicised. It will, of course,
be a far cry from splendid facilities like the
Educatiorthl and Cultural College at Yerres or the
Ivanhoe Community College, but it will be a
mighty advance _from the present position at
Icksville.

At present the: educational courses are unimagina-
tively limited to a few stereotyped subjects
dress- making, cookery, Woodwork, thorthand-
typing, Spanish. No attempt is made to discover
and stimulate other demands, to find and respond
to people's latent needs and interests. Only a small
minority of the Icksville population knows of the
existence of the courses. Not even a notice-board
on the school frontage announces their existence.
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An omnibus advertisement for the adult courses
over the whole city appears once a year in the
press. No suggestions or requests for courses are
invited. Those who decide to take one of those
advertised encounter a number of deterrents.
There is d preliminary rim-41'01e of enrolment and
registration and advance fee-paying although
the fee itself is not a deterrent. In the first two or
three weeks the course may be abandoned because
there are fewer than a prescribed minimum
number of subscribers. Arriving on the first
evening, the would-be learner has to pick her
way across ill-lit school grounds to a building in
semi-darkness where there are minimal directions
to the appointed room There she finds no coat
hangers, no aeh-traye,) no mirrors, and a
teacher whose attitude to this work does'

him or her t a broad exploitation of its
cultural posoibilities, ,ZT to exceed the minimum
time of the lesson. In any case, the caretaker, also
anxious to wind up his day, will bring . all
proceedings to a halt by 21.00 hrs and five minutes
later the whole site, including the roon&for youth,
will be cleared, deserted and useless again. )

Much of the teaching is handicapped by elaborate
precautions lest the work in progress of the day
=hoof is disturbed; and much of the equipment,-
including audio-visual, musical and gymnastic
equipment, is locked away out of adult reach.
Except for an occasional hiring of the hall, the
school stands idle from Friday evening until
Monday morning.

The experimental project will convert these
premises into a place of social and cultural
activities, not merely of educational courses. Still,
the role of such courses in cultural development
must not be minimised. Acculturation, in the
pluralistic sense of the term, is largely a. learning
process, and while much of this is autodidactic, it
can be accelerated by group4earning. Where, as in
Icksville, th6 motivation to such learning is weak,
there must be "positive discrimination" to
encourage it an abrogation Hof normal rules,
additional financial and other incentives for
teachers including the Swiss practice of "l'aprels
icon salarree" and for caretakers.

Teachers 4411 be briefed to make the socio-cultural
maximum of the class situation and the subject
materiabestudents will be welcomed, introduced to
each other, encouraged to develop a group-life by
such simple techniques as "milling and pairing"
and "buss groups" (Human Potential Research
Group, University of Surrey). Points of general
interest in the subject will be exploited to
stimulate social awareness for example, a

question of "taste" in dress or cookery can lead to
discussion of the part played by social hierarchy
and sales propaganda in ideas of beauty or
goodness. The teacher will make himself one of the
group, sand be available for social discussion with
them after the class. The new senior member of
school staff will oversee these developments.

The education authority will make clear to every-'
body that this is no longer a school but an institu-
tion serving the whole community. There will be
an end of restrictions on the use of equipment.
Plastic curtains and covers and new cupboards
will be installed to protect and store unfinished '''''''''
school work dgring adult sessions and vice versa.
As well as massive publicity for the new centre
there will be a promotional drive for the adult
courses. The curriculum offered will be greatly
enlarged and related to interests revealed by the
domiciliary questionnaire. In addition, there will
be subjeets of the kind to be described later as
"para-vocational", and courses which introduce
people to the techniques of participatory democra-
cy, Another group of short courses will be based
on material to be found in the central city facili-
ties museums and galleries. The disincentives
of enrolment and the school-like paraphernalia
of registration will be abolished, and rules about
minimum numbers relaxed. The frontages of the
building on the street will carry an imposing illu-
minated sign carrying the. name of the centre.
Access across the grounds will be properly lit, and
in the foyer there will be clear directions and, at

, the beginning of any new course a reception host
--°-- or hostess. Also in the foyer there will be display

cabinets for the work of groups in, say,, gem-
polishing or cerahf in ss. These will be removable
during the school semi . Something will be done
to convert classrooms for adult use by the inser-
tion of portable coat stands and the creation of an
intimate, less school -like atmosphere by the use
of portable corrugated plastic screens, If a group
decides to smoke -- and it should be a gropp, de-
cision then ash-trays will be provided.

Courses of education are, however, to be only
one aspect of the centre. It will no longer be me-
rely a place for learning but a focal point for
meetings, group activities and recreations such as
badminton, basket ball and, with the installation
of flood lighting, for outdoor hard court games. It
will be open to members seven days a week, al-
though from Monday to Friday many parts will

`b. be reserved for school usage. Membership will be
. open to all Icksville residents at a fee which will
not lie a^disincentive. A constitution will be work-
ed'out whereby an association of members shares
the government of the centre with the education
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authority. There will, be a committee structure
which enables members to express criticism effec-
tively and initiate alterations and developments.
Members themselves will provide much of the an
ciliary work of the centre such as the hostesses;
ceprice in the bar and manning a patrolling trol-
ley refreshment service during classes. It is as
members that they will use the, premises for their
own group activities without any teacher activin
ties in which they share their common interests,
whether in tropical fish or consumer problems or
public grievances,

The centre is to be open, in the day-tithe as well
as o,t 1.veeirends anein the evening the times of
maximum leisure. For this purpose there will be
additional constructions on the site. One, as we
have said, will be 'a discotheque for the relaxation
of younger members. The other, and larger, will
provide one discussion room and tone multi-
purpoSe studio. It will also contain a large room
with a bar and tables for -refreshment. There will .
be sufficient' space in it for a small' display or
demonstration. It is here that course members
can pursue their discussions after courses. It is
here, too, once, the times of maximum usage are
better known, that. will he displays of pro-
ducts and techniques by artists and craftsinen. In
time it is intended to,m*e it; something of a leisure

.:1. advice bureau, with rota staffing by members,
a method of animation used at Alfreton in the
United Kingdom and Erlangen in the. Federal Re-
public of Germany. These extensions will be in
light construction, and simple. There will be no
attempt to compete with the 'trappings and decor
of commercial centres. Nor need they be of great
dimensions. It is not anticipated that they will bd

. overwhelmed by users. Their business is not co
much to satisfy an appetite as to create one.

Faciiitillt in the city

As an attrlaction to the cultural centre, and as a
means of itvidening horizons, membership of the
centre will carry certain extra-mural rights which
are to be a. miniature version of the Leeds Leisure
Card Scheme. There will be entitlement to a range
of facilities in the city, either free or at reduced
price. This will include theatres, certain films,
orchestral and pop concerts, art exhibitions, gym-
nastic and dance displays. If will aid") include a

.spepal programme of celebrity events to be orga-
nised in the cultural centre itself for which non-
members will have to pay an efdraission fee.

'It is expected that the city cultural facilities will
play an active part in the project. Theatres and

5.2

orchestra will ensure that their seasonal arrange-
ments will include some performances specially
geared to the interests andotolerances of Icksville.
Their directors will consult with the development
officer on these and .related matters, and he will
ensure 'that there is full publicity in the area for
these. performances and a mobile -box office. The
co-operation of the municipal transport authority
will be obtained.

Active participation in drama has special place
in cocio-cultural animation. The co-operation of
4rama groups which seek to promote this will be
sought. We have already mentioned the contribu-
tion to be made by the repertory theatre. As
A. Mart3rnow-Rernicbe indicates, there is a wealth
of latent readiness for dramatic expression among
working class people, particularly when this can
take forms which do not involve working to a
set script, but of creative role-playing around
themes of relevance, miming and other manifesta-
tions well known to specialists in this field. Music,
except for pop groups ,among the young, presents
rather more difficulty. To secure the emergence'
of active groups in the area every effort will be
made to find those who have some musical skill
which' they can either impart or bring to the for-
mation of a group, a choir, a brass band. At the
cultural centre there will be facilities for group
instrumental and choral tuition. Groups and in-
dividuals will have the incentive of radio and tele-,
vision coverage.

As we have said, the cultural centre will promote
an interest' in the city museums and gallery. These
institutions in turn will mount exhibitions which
ate of special interest to residents in Icksville
its pre-historic and later background, its twentieth
century development, its geological formation; or,
More generally, exhibitions round themes such as
industrial work, old age, marriage. When there is
sufficient material the museums will show small
exhibitions illustrating the progress and products
of the experimental project. The use of an "art
bus" to take a small but striking collection of
exhibits into the area v will be tried, and mini-
exhibitions *ill be mounted at suitable times in
the bar of the cultural centre and in the shop. The
museums and gallery will arrange for ihe access
to their premises of groups from the centre at
times outside normal opening hours as they do
with alacrity for visiting celebrities and dignitaries.

Reading figures among the chief leisure pursuits
of both men and women, but it is an undifferen-
tiated category covering the less exacting material
in tabloid newspapers and strip-cartoon romance.
Wider possibilities will be made known and re-
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commended in the area. A special library propa--
ganda will be carried out modelled on projects at
Kirseberg, °Amgen and jorn in Sweden. The
existing mobile library service will be increased
from once to twice a week. It will carry an ani-
mateur and have special displays. Simamilar clieplayo
will be placed in the cultural centre and in one or
two factories where there is a high proportion of
workers from Icksville. The broader approach of
the teachers in the adult education courses will
invplvd plentiful reference to books, and arrange-
ments will be made for the actual books to be
available for borrowing in the centre at the times
of classes. To suit popular taste the library
not rebind paperbacks in library binding but send
them tOlcksville in their original format.

Sae Nzap-cum-coffee bar .

This will be sited as strategically as possible to
attract attention and custom. It will, on a small
scale, have, I:omething in common with "Mille
&Aide" in Paris, and be another version of "Cen-
terprice" in Hackney, London. With the reservation
that- the manager ego-operates with the aims and
the staff of the project, including part-time helperso
the shop is to be run commercially. The manager
will have a csalary -and any profits lie can make.
Primarily, the chop will cell materials and 'tools
for the arts and .crafts, musical instruments and
repairs to thorn, and a range of dices, cassettes,
periodicals and books'. The manager will be free to
add other lines of goods and to attract custom by
any means he thinks fit. Certain shops, run en-
tirely commercially, are clearly making an excel-
lent. contribution to the cultural life of various
areas, giving sincere advice and putting versatile
expertise at the service of customers, and becom-
ing something in, the nature of places of cultural
resort. In Ickoville we shall try to exploit this by
the addition of a cafe merely a coffee self-ser.
vice bar and two large tables With benches. There
will be a space left free for small demonstrations
and exhibitions.

Events and happenings,

Contributions to these cfriom.the, schools have been
already noted. Gas, ellectricity authorities and
even commercial firms will be encouraged to con-
tribute to the programme of street demonstrations
of housecraft and other techniques. After all, the
"life on the streets" of old urban areas; so regretted
by many sociologists, 'was compOsed in large
measure of hawkers and hucksters.
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A mobile nainistage a van with a portable
awning similar to tent-frame extensions for cars-
vans will be acquired for the project and put at
the disposal of voluntary groups for eshibitiens,
dernonstrationoshowe, street theatre and puppetry
of the kind practised by the "Rote Labe" Group in
Munich or the "Gorilla Theatre" in Stockholm.

While all these shows and 'demonstrations contri-
bute to the general vitality of the area they evoke
r4o more than "audience 'participation" from the
people thenieelveo. By contrast, the organisation
of a festival z ill not only contrive a cenoibilication
of the people to the arts and crafts but it will in-
volve them 'in co-operative group activities. An
Icksville festival will be staged at the end of the
first year, and it will 119, prepared through preli-

oninary. neighbourhood festivals which will serve
to come extent as "heats" for the final tournament.
:Ingredients will be in some cases purely cpectaca
lar processions, bonfires., street parties for
children; in. others competitive, such as street
ganies, races., and bicycle races, displays for the
best holiday photograph or cake or flower bouquet.
The finale may well need to be held in a large park
outside the area. For all else there are sufficient
spaces and streets and rooms. The success of
"Jeux sans frontiCires" shows the extent of ludic
impulses among adults. Neighbourhood groups, as-
sisted by animateurs from the art college will be
asked to devise competitive play activities.

Self - interest and "promotion sociale"

Frequently the departure point for cultural de-
velopment has been found to lie in the wish to
"get on", or simply in the wish to make or save
money. It is doubtful whether a society ever existed
in which this dynamic has not been operative. The
presence twice a week in Icksville of a represen-
tative of the labour ministry will be accompanied
by special publicity for vocational opportunities
and re-training courses. A committee of residents,
advised by the development officer and the labour
ministry official, Will be set up to concern itself
with finding suitable part-time work for people
in situations of special difficulty or restricted
mobility, Paper 3/1972 of the Centre de Documen-
tation socio-culttirelle at Namur deals especially
with the 'importance of integrating and up-dating
retired people by finding them useful social and
professional work. The Durning' scheme at New
Ham 4as given some realisation to this. It will be
undertaken in Icksville.

In the cultural centre, as well as advice and publi-
city for permanent education facilities in the city,.

,
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there will be a group of courses which are "pare -
vocational ", assisting people to paid VTork for which
they is no recognised qualification domestic
assistance, care of the elderly, unskilled canteen
wort, play-eroup and cr6che ancillaries.

It goer; without saying that much of the education
in crafts and chills in the cultural centre will tend
to liberate people from commercially imposed
goods and tastes. To quote only one example the
dark roo,m and shared expertise of the camera
club will provide an inexpensive mqans of devel-
oping and printing 'films. Moreover, the formation
of consumer groups can do much to free people
from complete enslavement to the into: s and
convenience a purveyors and, ultimately, rodu-
eel's. It is, incidentally, a formative influeru, in
the political education of many women. There ill
be experiments with the formation of group ere it
facilities, and also of group discount purchase a
technique of animation successfully used by the
Dutch Folk High School at Allardsoog. It will be
applied among other things to the purchase of
holiday tours and excursions.

Social awareness, criticism and action

Much can be achieved in these directions, as we
note from Belgian examples at Schaerbeek and
Namur, where there is some major threat to the
area or some propositem for a new city lay out.

'e It ireenot every area, however, which is menaced
by a, motorway or asked for its view on a new
city centre. In Icksville the animateurs can count
only on -less dramatic issues. They will attempt to
canalise into critical, and constructive opinion a
multitude of minor difficulties, or general pro-
blems which are fragmented and unformulated.
Helpful information on these will be forthcoming
from a study of the results of the domiciliary ques-
tionnaire: Among the constructions listed above
we mentioned a small advice bureau. As soon as
possible this irl to be staffed by the residents them-
selves, after some training, as a resource centre
for individual difficulty and grievance, like the
"Zuflucht" experinient at rrankfurt am -Main. It
14- anticipated that the small group who help with
this bureau will form close liaison with the resi-
dents committee and that this, and the Assembly,
will lend their weight at points where there is
such a concurrence of grievance or need that ac-
tion by the authorities or'the residents themselves
seems called for. The presence in the area or offi-
cials of some of the chief government offices will
facilitate productive dialogue. Where investigation
has taken place it suggestb that in most areas there
arc needs Lind grievances unknown to the autori-

ties. For example, the United Kingdom, govern-
mental leisure survey of 1909 revealed the bizarre
fact that the need for public laVatoriee occupied
a high place in the public mind. At the came time,
there is widespread ignorance of many citizen
rights; a recent random sample in France, for
example, shOwed that one in three manual workers
was unaware of his right to paid educational leave.

Consumer action can WO en .ou into general
socio- economic awareness eq critique. Thereafter,
action becomes, of course$441:ratter of national po-
litics. In order to avoid Oriftliversy, there will be
no official liaison betweefOre experimental pro-
jdct and the city branches' the political parties,

any more than with the religious denomina-
tions. Nevertheless, their interest may well be ex-
pptpd, and the action in the area of any group
With a political objective will be a welcome addi-
tion to the processes of animation; Groups in Flan-
ders and Sweden and in Bonn have alerted the
public by street games or questionnaires to such
matters as the pollution of the environment or the
disadvantages of women. Wherever possible, an
interest in local' politics will be stimulated by
concrete issues occurring around housing, rents,
repairs, carparking, transport services and the e
siting of bus stops and telephone kiosks.'

The animation team will expect the sympathetic
reaction of the authorities to its 'efforts to channel
community needs into action by residents Ahem-
selves. There is need for a baby-sitting service, for
crèche provision and for play supervision between
school closure in the evening And the return . of
parents from work. These, and the holiday-play
Schemes already mentioned, will form the work of
neighbourhood committees and rotas. An action
group a pensioners will be formed, as at Woodhouse,
Sheffield, to secure Tights and concern itself with
the personal and social aspirations-, of the "troir
sieme Age".

. Area consciousness and the sense of community

The very initiation and existence of ,the,project
will go some way towards these- objectives, parti-
cularly with the accompaniment of mass media
publicity. Action will be taken to promote a sense
of identity at neighbeurhood and street level. It
has been along these lines that the Abitbol team of
sociologists at Namur has worked effectively. The

° early stages of the festival will mairea--intribu-
tion, sand a technique from. the Brussels area will

. also be adopted the presentation to itself of a
neighbourhood or street by a cine recording of its
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life --- its 'children's play, its morning exodus etc.
From this can grow a more thorough appraisal of
life in the area, assisted by such full scale. docu-
mentaries as those made by Inter Action in Kentish,
Town. Students from 'the "visual= arts departments
of colleges will by asked to help. .

As an obvious part of the project the animation'
team will institute a committee and a* network of
neighbourhood correspondents for the regular pro-
duction of an Icksville news sheet. This will be
kept simple for the sake of independence from
commercial advertisement. The city press will be
reminded' to give recurrent prominence to Icksville
and to co-operate in a number of ways. These are
ably indicated in the Bulletin No. 21, 1974, of the
French Ministry of Cultural Affairs.

A very large part of the movement towards area -
consciousness will fall to the experts in radio and
television. Already the media authorities will have
co7.,o,perated with publicity and a receptive attitude
to the results, of the questionnaire on television
Programmes. We -expect much also from all that is
called "participatory television" or "'community
television". These are highly technical methodo-
logies which have been ,the subject of a number of
recent CCC studies. We shall merely say here that
the available advice of experts will be Sought. Of
course, the target population we offer is very small
in *relation to the scope of the medium and its
economic usage. We can expect" in. Icksville no
more Than a specially favoured share of radio and
television tithe; Nor, for lack ,of: means, is it pos-
sible to envisage the -familiarisation of .ordinary
people with the techniques of video-communication
as at Grenoble or Verviei-s where there is costly'
machinery.

o
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Intensification of attention to .Icl?sville matters
on the local radio service, and the increased
use of people from the area for studio, postal
and telephonic participation and performance.

Cornipiunity television ventures which will pro-
experiniental programmes . for and with

o
residents in the area-programmes conducive
either to social awareness or to creativity,

Social polarity

o Attempts to combat this 'Will, not 'be among the
early objectives of the project. There is no special
problem for members of ethnic minorities in Icks-
ville. And, as we have said, we have given no
separate attention to the 3 Vo of its population
private housing, although in fact it suffers from a
certain sort of deprivation, much of it self-inflicted.

,
The desiderata which th? Steering Group will com-:
municate to the media authorities 'and other ex-,
perts are as follows:

The co-operation of comperes disc-jockeys and
newscasters on the popular channels of regional'

national networks, of radio,' in their respon-
se to requests, general chatter and interspersed

-flashes all of which as heard by a great many
people at home and at work.

On regional and national television, inclusion of
Ieksville as 'often as feasible in programmes
similar to the French "Tdepromotion Rurale". It
is hoped that duringthe 'second year of the pro-
jest there will be a substantial Rein highlighting

live issue, in the area and involving a screen
, confrontation in which residents participate
fully.

Social mix Is extremely difficult to contrive, and
there are 4almost no examples of Short-term me-
thods. In the longer run, however, we, will count
upon three factors. Firstly, major 'socio- economic
trends are making for the abandonment by the
less prosperous middle class of behaviour patterns
which differentiate them from the working .class;
and for the adoption by both of an emerging style
of life which has less and less in common with, the
old values and patterns of either;This trend is par-
ticularly marked, among the generation under 30.
Secondly, experience leads us to expect that where
there are attractive cultural facilities, lively acti-
vibes and an interesting environment, people are
not long deterred from making use of them by
'considerations of social class. Thirdly, it is also a
matter of common, experience, not only in anima-
tion, but in industry, sport, the arts, war and peace,
that the Most powprful solvent of class Prejudice

iand diffidence is -group activity around a ,shared
interest,'' whether it be chess of mountaineering or
carpentry or putting presure on the authorities
to adjust the bus thneztable. In these shared acti-
vities peopIe come to be valued by. each other for
their usefulness and expertise and readiness, and

- other characteristics lose significance.

Concluding observations ,

The compilation of this Study has brought us more
than once to a. reappraisal of our whole strategy
and methodology. Certain questions bave been par-

. ticularly insistent:

-- Is it feasible° to operate effectively in only one
area of a large urban a gg lozneration? Should
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not the whole city be the base? Is area conscious-
ness a retrograde objective, and should we not
accept the new mobile patterns of urban life

'which involve mere dormitories? Well, an inten-
sive operation on a city-wide scale is not feasi-
ble in' view of current attitud01 to public as
opposed to private spending, and anything but
an intensive action would miss the people of

- Icksville, who do, in fact, spend the major part .
of their leisure there, and not at large in thee
city.

Now far will the "establishment" of 'govern-
ment, industry and commerce continue to sum;
port.the ,experiment as some of its egalitarian
implications become clearer, and some of its
rejection of passive consulnership? Thee only
answer we can give is that it will be a major
step forward if such antinomies are brought out
into the open and clearly formulated.
Even with 'comprehensive indicators we stated
earlier, ,what measurable progress will the' pro.:
ect achieve? It may appear marginal to endur-
ing patterns of isolated family and private Pur-
suits, and it will be contrasted with a public
expenditure approaChing 1.-00,000 (c. 1,000,000
FF) in ,the first year. Well, in the first place,
the objective was not to abolish revatg life but

. to diversify and enrich it. And ultimately, it is

q a question of value's. 4 100,000 is not large com-
pared. with the total spent on commercial
advertisement for a population this In any
case the results cannot be e'stiniated in' cash
terms. No matter .by how 'small a Percentage,
more people will be living, fuller lives- and re-
lating with their fellow men in fulfilling ex-

. periences and constructive activities.

Lastly, how far does this assemblage of techni-
ques which we have presented make a coherent
and effective, and sufficient programme? Are
some parts of it misconceived; are there signi-
ficant oznmissions? Well, it can pretend to be
no more than a sketch plan. written in a com-
pressed form. At least, it will serve as a basis
for correction and improvement. Someone had
to descend from the empyrean of general cul-
tural policy to an operational level on the gritty
ground of an actual area, and a soft landing is
too much to expect.

We have written this report in the sincere hope
of ,criticism and advice. It remains only to make a
small factual point. For only a few of. the .tech-
niques mentioned in this study has there been any
reference quoted. A complete list will be found in
the catalogue of innovations at the end, of this .
Bulletin.

DEONTOLOGY, STATUS AND TRAINING OF ANIMATEUR

Introductory report

Present situation

./

Animateurs are to be found. everywhere and cul-
tural animation tapes place in a .large number of,
professional situations. That immediately raises' a
question:, is it right that the title of animateur
should be applied indiscriminately: Furthermore,
the various diplomas (out-of-school courses
school courses) have no direct connection with the
profession and work and are recognited' only by
thbse who employ them.

by M. HICTER, Director General,
Ministere de la Culture frangaise, Brussels.

4

To simplify our problems, we can imagine a strictly
operational -typology, comprising full-time, paid
animateurs, part-time animateurs and voluntary..
animateurs.

Full -time animateurs are generally young (between
the ages of 20 and 30). They have a husband or
wife in a secure job, and although few of them
are. university graduates, many hale passed their
school leaving certificate and -are social workers
or priMary school teachers. Most regard their school
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education as inadequate and even criticise the spe-
cialised training courses.

Part-time animateurs (or "fee-paid" animateurs as
MM. J, M. Moeckli, and J. Hurstel call them) (1) are
often specialistsJil specific techniques and regard
animation as a function which is complementary
to a stable job (often that of teacher) which they
:supplement by their technical qualifications as
animateurs. They are slightly older (between the
ages of 30 and 40). It is perhaps their main job
Which enables them to acf as part-time animateurs
for a longer period.

The volunteers are by far the largest number en-
gaged incultural action; does this imply a lack of
funds in this sector? Voluntary work is often re-
garded as a guarantee for the quality of moral or
remunerate anyone who is fighting for an idedl?
Does any wage:earner who camPaigris for an, ideal
become .stispect simply because he is paid? Yet
volunteers claim the title and status of animateur.

What professionel qualifications are required in the
case Of persons who agree to work for nothing?
Does notihat demand thwart the action of all those
who defend the prof,ession a animateur? Can the
idea of a status he applied to them legally and
economically? °

And then something must be said, and that com-
plicates the debate yet furthx, of the triangular
relationship between the genplriyeed the public and
the employer; between the animateur, the group
he has to lead and the boss. Should not the essen-
tial lirik in that triangillar' relationship be the one
between the pUblic and the animateur and should
not the term animateur be restricted to individua
who work more for the achievement of objectiv
defined by their public than those laid down
their employer?

y

And now comes what is to my mind an important
question: are we going to consider those anima-
teurs ivho sell cultural products the, consumption
of which is regarded as an end in itself and not
as means aimed at stimulating animation?

The relationship between the animateur and his
employer

Apart from France there is no official statu
trend towards it is developing however in a n"

of countries: remuneration, social security,

(1) See papers by J. M. Moeercli, p. 68 and by J. Hurstel,
92: in thl61Sfilletin.
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statutory working hours, paid holidayi3, pensions
etc. But are cultural work and the denim& it
'Flakes compatible with the 40-hour working week?
Should not the animateur's timetable be drawn up
by the group he leads and the animateur hiniself
,rather than by the erialiloyer,and the animateur?

What. are his right if he is dismissed? Oh what
scale should increments, be based? How far are
educational and ideological freedom to be-respect-b.
ed? Is it Po ible to be neutral?

Should not the directornte and management (em-
ployer) respect the ,princiPles of animation based
on democratic and decentralised self - management?
But does not that attitude diametrically conflict
with the idea of status?

Faced with all these problems, animateurs have
attempted to form a trade union. But is the furic-
tion of animateur a. liberal or arts profession or
are we dealing with employees, wage-earners or
workers?

The organisation of animation workers would
presuppose An employer's Organisation of cultural
employers with a view to a bilateral negotiation of
contracts, In the few countries where such a trade
union exists, the animateur iefusaqo be used as an
instrument for the reduction of tensions and the
settlement of dispUtes, an instrument for integre-
ting people into the standards and values of, capi-
talist society. Although the best animateurs have
themselves emerged from the group they lead and
although they have already proved their worth
by becoming natural. leaders, does not .the very
nature of animation conflict with the institutiona-
lisation of training? Is it not an oper profesSion,
not restricted only to those who hold diptmas?
In that case shall we be prepared to, accept diffe-
rent wage level according to the various standards
of diplomas? How will it be possible to leave this
open profession which cannot be pursued for a
whole working life? What transitional procedure
should there be? And towards what, professions or
vocations? Should not the right to permanent trai-
ning and educational leave be an essential element
in any statute? Is there not a danger of disengage- .

Anent? Should not a solid professional organisation'
guarantee to that "open. profession" protection in
respect of legal position, status and the possiblity
of mutual and critical, support by colleagues?
Would not this imply a mobile labour market
based on a recognised recruiting pool placed at
the disposal of the users? If so, the public would
have priority and the individual would take se-
-and place.
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This leads to the question of profeiSionalisation,
i.e. the problem of recognition by society. The aim
here is to persuade other 'interested persons or
groups to accept our own definition of professional
activities. Iwthat not the result of a society charac-
terised b3,6 'rigid divisions of labour? Furthermore,
there is a very strong movement towards 'deprofes-
sionalisation, and militant activities. Can profes..4
sionalisation be combined with political commit-
ment? In the relationship between the animateur

-.. 'and his "customers" the true source of prestige
and coeiacesteem is recognition by those he is
animating. The institution may well continue to
be the legal employer, but the true employer is the
group which is mainly concerned, taking preceden-.

\ee over the public authorities and the animateurs
themselves. This calla for a detailed discussion on
rights and duties in relation to the group.

All that is said so far Shows that there are a num-
ber of coneepts concerning animation.

Van Enckevort (a) put forward four ideas of anima-
tion: The first is that 'of piofessionalisation. The
new professions of animateurs in France,.."orn-
bouvrherirers" in the -Netherlands, and' community
development workers in Great Britain make ani-
mation the activity of a special category .of pro-
fessional workers; but this idea isolates animation
which,then becomps an alibi.

A second idea is radical disinstitutionalisation.
. A third implies changing the attitudes of existing

professionals to their work including those re-
ferred to in the first category. And lastly the
fourth idea is that, we should move away from
existing professionals and their institutions and
strive after new institutions with new staff.

These four ideas are extremely important.

Is it not the marginal nature of animation which is
most likely to help us throw light on the anima-
teur? I believe it is necessary to define the func-
tion- before the person performing it.

Until recently adult teaching and education were
centred on .the paternalistic desire to transfer
knowledge to.individuals who had to be introduced
to a culture created and thought up quite indepen-
dently of themselves, away from the econornic and
social struggles for emancipation. But animation is
centred on groups and not individuals; it is
based on their own culture, their social and econo-
mic problems. The animateur becomes a cultural

(2) See bis,naper on p. 77.
I
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critic and that is where he acq rkea his marginal
"aura". But to be on the fringe of something does
not mean having no connection with it. What b'e-
comes of our learned typologies when we look at
things in that way? J. Hurstel writes that every
occupation carries within it the possibility of a
split giving birth to an animateur, Such a person's '
aim is to do his job differently, to play the tra-
ditional social role assigned to every worker and °
animateur differently. This split which is often
painful must,lead to new practices inspired by the
desire for democracy, relationship, expression.
The animateur becomes a creator of =Flanges, a
creator of forms, a creator of, contradictions. Un-
derstood in that way, the animation of an activity
will inevitably lead to the breaking down of the
objective frontiers in museums, social services,

' radio and television broadcasts, urbanisation cen-
tres, theatres; libraries, trade union meetings etc.
Accordingly, animation is characterised less by
specific activities than by the way it is practised;
it is a way of acting rather than a. content, in all
fields concerned with developing the quality of
life. Everybody becomes an active pafrticipant in
his own development and' the qualitative develop-
ment of his community. All too often he can only
express himself by. accepting what he rejects. That
explains the suspicion with which autho-
rity tendss, to look rrn the practice of animation.
When I say political I also Mean administrative
Owen

"Cultire for air a

Animation implies cultural democracy by associa-
ting the interested persons and groups with the
decision-making centres. On the other hand cul-

'tural democracy, and we must be clear about this,
is the opposite of the democratisation of culture.

The democratisation of culture is based on the
idea of culture as a heritage. The masses must be
introduced to culture; hence the*generous initiati-
ves involving the creation of public libraries, the
dissemination of.theatre and music etc.

The democratisation of culture is historically bound
up with the struggle to extend leisure time so that
people. could become "cultured", And it is fm
this idea that we derived the utopian. "leisure civi-
lisation" bf the 50s, for which I myself pleaded;
leisure = culture = development liberation.

'But, in the consumer society where a person
who is able to produce anything at all, also has
the power to get whatever it is consumed lei-
sure activities do not liberate; they alienate in the
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same way as work; they are a time set aside for
the cultural consumption of products made by
hardware' producers with a view to profit. This is
the age of the slogan: "Culture for All".

However, it is increasingly realised that wor era
still have to invent their leisure activities t d'their
culture. This is an age of permanent 'educa'tioil;
and now is the time to decide whether permanent
education will furnish the structures for liberation
or for domination from birth to the grave..

Culture may well become a kind of sauce which
will enable individuals to swallow a life which has
become inedible, and animation itself would be no
more than a refreshing oasis, a safety valve, the
system's padding, whilst by - means of the self-
manaement of cultural institutions it should
become a school teaching people to assume respon-
sibilities in all associations seeking the social pro-
tection-of individuals and4roups.

In these efforts to reach .the public at large or the
,people in order to obtain, a reduction in the cost
of entertainment, to explain what is going to hap-
pen on the "stage", the anknateur often resembles
a salesman gesticulating-in order to sell his wares
more successfully, whilst his aim should,be to enable
the public itself to give voice to its own choices.
Although much energy has been expended on
"raising the cultural level a the popular masses"

Ails, actual content of culture, the definition of
product which even the most under-privileged
now enjoy is in no way subject to discussion. .

To refer today to the idea of cultural democracy
constitutes a very different attitude.

It implies refuting the idea of culture as a heritage,
replacing it with a different concept which leaves
it to the population itself to define culture. Free
time would then be an excellent opportunity for
animation, but only to the extent in which by
making use of the attitudes, personal demands and
different values of those controlling labour rela-
tions, it introduces 'a new dynamism into the rela-
tions affecting the whole of social life. The self-
management of leisure-time centres, the control of
cultural industries or tourism and their subordina-
tion to the objectives of humanising leisure time
activities, together with , the methods of self-

," training in out-of-school education,' all these are
aspects of p cultural animation policy which should
be developed. After all, art is "productive", not in
they economic sense, but in the sense of values,
images, ideas and symbols. By means of , artistic
activity, man contributes to "produce" himself 'as
a human being; i.e. to enlarge his social and emo-
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tional dimension and, by way of example, we could
think of using a video-recorder placed, with the
as=sistance of a filmscript writer, at the disposal
of a. district in a city to enable the population to
prepare its own programme. Does not animation as
part of cultural democracy appear, if I have been
faithful to the reports I havd just summed up in
opposition to the economic and social order or does
it inevitably confliet,with the economic and social
order?

If the anirnatenr. raises the problem of his identity
and aims, i.e. if he encourages expression and
promotes exchanges between persons and groups,
and if the reply is "to seek to' establish cultural
democracy" as defined, then animation is not only
a methodology, still less a technology, it is a form
of social transformation.. It clashes with the
economic order and represents creativity as
opposed to repetitive work, it is the open rejection
of hierarchy which reduces, dispossesses and
alienates. In the last resort, it seeks to enable man
to master life again. °

An animateur engaged in a process of cultural
democracy is not a "technician in relations", but
above all an activist of social change. There is no
cultural democracy without commitment and
consequently there can be no cultural deraocracy
without proposaVi for commitment. A purposeful
cultural policy should proVide the infrastructUre
needed for those 'who Wish to express themselves
and become committed in television,. and -alp in
painting, music and writing etc.

And now we come to a key que8tion:. "Has the
time not come to' upvalue the idea of activism ?"

Functional aspects of an animation policy

I now come to the functional aspects of an
animation policy in which animation implies
information, the development of active forces and
relations with groups and comnlunities.

The first stage in animation consists in arousing
awareness, and that implies giving up the idea of
the "informer informed" dualism, and replacing
it. by joint action aimed at discovering reality by
means of the questions asked just as m p by
the replies: this should mean thrit the go

*adopt a new attitude towards the pr.
,.menotsf

information.

With regard to marginal structures, this will mean
an increase in the number of information centres
for young people, immigrants and women etc. and



as far as official structures are concerned,
teaching will fit in with an animation policy -when
it gives-priority to what the student wishes to

tiliscover rather than what the "scholar" wishes to
impart to him. v

Priority must be given to the promotion of all
structures permitting individuals to rediscover a
belief in theirV own responsibilities in the face/ of
all 'the foirors tending to make dieln obedient sand
passive. lift tivist organisations have a decisive role
to play here. Accordingly governments must give
sustained assistance to a wide, range of youth
movements which pion-tote social commitment and
financial support for such voluntary Organisations
implies the *constant evaluation cof a transfer
system and the effect it has on the social
community as a whole.

We must immediately rule out the relationship
with the individual in that between cultural
animation and those deriving benefit from it. Work
with the isolated individual cuts him off from his
roots without enabling him 'Co benefit from
exchanges with others. Work in ar small group
permits the discovery and training f an indepen-
dent personality. The function of he animateur
will .vary here in the light of the ype of group
he is dealing with (natural or voluntary group or
functional group in which segregation' is inyolved).
But at this stage the value of training groups
should be considered together with, the dangers of
manipulation such techniques ,carry with them.
Lastly, as. regards the' relationship with the
community, pluralism must be accepted and \
practised whatever the difficulties. Animateurs
must engage in a dialogue with the representatives
of the various sub-groups in the community. As
regards the 'authorities, care must be taken to
ensure that, reliable partners are found who truly
express the social and cultural conscience of the
groups concerned. The all-round animateur will
have to promote commitment, and the creation of
institutions reflecting a common commitment, to a

* Community. Furthermore he must constantly strive
to achieve democracy in order to prevent the
structures becoming petrified or instruments used

- for manipulation. His job would be defined in then'
light of his ability to meet demands, his dialectical
analysis of demands and the assistance, he provides
in a given situation. I stress that last point.

environment one can expect considerable aware-
ness of belonging to a group; in an urban frame-
wort,- one will encourage the growth ,of a
collective co sciousness as yet non-existent. For
example, by romoting the feeling of belonging to
a neighbourh od community, one can make the
inhabitants do something about planning their
environment, e sure that the schohl becomes a
meeting place open to all, use televisual techniques
as a means enabling each individual to express
himself. No attempk shohid be made to prevent
the emergence of a cultural, political and economic
identity at the regional level. And lastly At national
level, the co-existence of cultural differences,
freely shared, and common feature; can give rise
to a true community feeling.

Different frameworks: municipal, urban, rural,
regional and even national

It is in towns that the decision-taking power is
closest to the ordinary people. In a rural
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Systematic struCtures fordeci.,3ion 'making

In any case there must be systematic structures for
decision making in cultural matters at all levels,
institutions, at the service of the individual and not
vice, versa. And in this context, decentralisation
must be the basic aim of any animation policy.
Accordingly animation calls for the decentralisa-
tion of decision-making processes: decentralisation
and animation go hand in hand, each of these
factors promoting the development of the other.

Who are the agents of an animation policy? To
say that everybody can be an animateur is not
enough; the vague use of the term "animateur"
creates serious disadvantages for their selection,
recruitment, training and working cfmditions.

Existing typologies are inadequate because they
are based on doubtful premises. In any animation
policy, should not the professicinal functions
contributing to cultural development be defined
with reference to three poles? Firstly persons, i.e.
all 'those people (in a group or not) whose cultural
development is the agent's aim; secondly the
programme, i.e. all those methods, the carrying out
of which is the subject of a precise mandate
assigned to the agent by an authority and lastly,
research, i.e. all the processes for observing reality
.which are designed for evaluating the needs,
practices and variables adopted, and the, results,
with a view to determining their Contribution to
cultural development. In my view there can be no
contribution to cultural animation without a
constant reference to these three inseparable poles:
persons, programme and research.

Furthermore, should not n-Aehods of training,
selection, recruitment and empIoyinent all guaran-

0
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tee that these three dimensions are thken into
consideration?

The result is three categoric of agents: the cultural
administrators, the re ^ear ers and the cultural
animateurs (in the strict ense of the word). The
task of cultural adminictr tom' is .to run a service
or a "programme" draWn up by the authority
employing them.' Here the link, with the authority
takes priority; tilt) people whose - development is
the object of their activity campt obtain changes
in the tasks of these agents, be they librarians or
museum .curators. They are fioncerned with the
cultural development of teo,56 people; but the
'characteristic feature of 'their action is that is
relevance to the needs of the population is
established through an outside authority.

The function of researchers is to establish a situa-
tion analysis which Will lead .to more enlightened
options based on assessment. if the public involved
is Made responsible for that analysis, this
dissemination becomes a phase in animation.

Cultural animateurs 'in the strict sense of the
word are workers whose main task is to serve the
dynamic forces aka:group of persons adapting the
activity undertaken to the group:so conscious or
unconscious aspirations and- .objectives. Their
activities, are justified if the'y correspond to the
needs of the group not in terms of ,solutions but in
terms of assistance, by allowing, the group itself to
find the answer to its needs. They 'have the right
to err. They are more especially, those animateura
working in non-dire ed training groups, expres-
sion workshops, rural animation' centres' etc., and,
it is they in partic lar who now have to be
"guaranteed". .

Animateurs, researchers, and cultural adniinistra-
tors must always bemaion an equal footing with
Constant man-to-man consultation in pluridisci-
plinarY teams.

It will now be very easy for me to conclude, as
far as deontology (or the professional ethic) is
concerned.

Deonto/ogy

In all that I haVe said hitherto it was not possible
to consider the problem of status as a whole nor
the idea of animation itself without constantly
touching on, the problem of deontology.-

The animateur's deontology should consist of a
series of rights and duties, the exercise of which
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is guaranteed in hisstatus. As their methods are
perfected and communities are better able to use
them, co the condition of animateurs becomes
increasingly 'critical: the disputes in which they
are involved arise as a result cif their work. In
such disputes, to fall back on the' contract of
employment, which is usuaWr too vague, is -not a
solution Unless the post is defined when the
contract is draWir up. It can be asked to whom
this professional code should apply: to professional
unimateurs alone? What consequences would this
have on the "animation" attitude?

Should not the code concern all those engaged in
animation?

0

In fact what would the work of animation consist
of if only full-time animateurs were involved? Is
it :not flying in the face of the very idea of
animation to leave it to `the professionals alone?
Would not that be, even more serious? Is it not
their function to arouse an attitude of animation
in their fellow men?

Accordingly the aim is not to train animateurs but
to develop this "animation attitude". It is
important that training in the animation attitude
should include both the work of voluntary
animateurs_ and professionals. The deontology
should embrace animateurs as such, but also ,those
who lend their support to animation or seek to
develop the culture 'of a given community. This
training is never complete. What is the situation
of the animateur going to be? His -task affects a
given community and he is. answerable only to the
group; it is -the moral contract. If he has really
doxie his work, the group or community must be
able to 'decide whether to terminate or prolong his
services. It is at that level that it is possible to
create ,the cell in which cultural democrac'y takes"
place. What happens to the idea of status in that
case? As things are, although the group is the
animateur's real employer, he is engaged by a
third party ,who pays him or dismisses him,
whether that party, is the state, a municipality or
an association. The animateur has two employers": .
one who appoints and the other for whom he is
appointed.

Since his action leads to the"group autonomy, that
autonomy must also include a free choice of
objectives and also of the animateur add! his
relations with the group. But although the latter
is qualified to decide, a third party takes the ,
decision; it is hardly possible to avoid conflict.
Does the animateur uncover social conflicts? In
fact, an animateur is often employed to reduce or
settle a dispute. But the animateur's action, as a
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deconditipning agent, permits ,the group of identify
caiety, and thanks tothirn far - reaching conflicts
are revealed. In general, the person paying does
not realise .that the mediation phase can occur
only after the situation has been clarified.

What are the animateur's- relations with power?
The animateur who receives considerable power
thanks to his specific training, his techniques and
his knowledge of group mechanisms must never
become an instrument in the service of znanipu-

0lation.

ut how far does the anirnateur's freedom go?

He is a factor making for freedom. To give the
animateur the precise status of an official would
imply that one could give. a precise framework to
freedom itself -and to imagination. Htiw are we
going to get out of this apparent or real contra.-
diction? Preference could however be.give,n txt,,the
static °order of a society impervious to the kOrces
a change. However, the,lesSer risk is surely not to
be found in a blocked society+ The different types
of animateurs, voluntary, those receiving fees and
those who are paid, must have the same objectives
for socio-cultural comrimnity development; cultural
development and cultural democracy. They must
honour their undertakings: the animateur must be
falthfur to the group and the latter must be able,
to decide to change its objectives. Animateurs must
serve the group in its work towards identification
and autonomy; have regard to overall aims, maize
themselves unnecessary, i.e. strive after the
autonomy of the group and its members who
should be able to decide to dispense with them at
any thine. They must give the group power and
not increase their own; develop the research spirit,
the spirit of reflection and the ability to imagine
new forms of action; develop the sense- of
responsibility. In the face of the danger of
manipulation, the animateur's best defence will be
the group to which he has given the critical tools
which will sometimes be used against himself.

Recognition and exploitation of error

I return once more from another angle to the
recognition and exploitation of error; the very
nature of action implies error 17ha must
accordingly be to a certain extent integrated into
a series of specific,rights; the right to err and the
right. to. fail, fiimight to criticise in respect of the -
grout and pie employer, the right to partiCipate in
determining objectives and means, the right to
personal donvictions. You must also ask yourself

.0

about the need to have or'-not t9 have special
professional codes for the paid animateur and the''
voluntary animateur. CAC:es alwaya arise in the
case of the paid animate= because ht. employer
expects him to account for the money he receives
and also because the crisis affects the professional
man doing his job and thus threatens his livelihood.,

The requirements are the same as for the voluntary
anirnateur, but more pronounced because he
devotes all his time to this activity and he has a
specific *training together with "status" which
commits him yet further. However, the group's
tendency to release itself from his responsibilities
constitutes a danger. On. the contrary the group
should strengthen his tower, i.e. that of its
voluntary animateurs and activists, so as to be
able to use the animateur "freely". The profes-
sional contract implies legal and criminal liability.

Loyalty to the employer by honouring a contract
is not subordination; the nature of the work calls
for horizontal relationshits. To offset the prevailing
hierarchy between employer and employee, the
animate= owes it to the employer and the group
to be frank. Does not that mean the contract should
be drawn up within a grouping comprising the
group, the employer and the animateur? The time
which the animateur owes to hip activity is a
fundamental dimension of animation. The group's
progress towards autonomous action is slow and
regular. The animateur cannot leave at a fixed
hour; he must be totally available to the group: it
is during other people's leisure time that he must

. be present.

And yet 'he is entitled to rest, family life and
leisure activities. At present he engages in leisure
activities at the expense of his rest, and that means
overwork and frequently animateurs leave their
jobs to find more secure occupations. In that case,
should there be a working day beginning at
2 p)m:,vvith paid leave and a working week?That
solves the problem of the number of working
hours but ,not that of family life and leisure
activities. Could the solution be found in the
group employer anirnateur grouping which
would give high priority to the training of volun-
tary animateurs?

RePponsibilities can .be shared: if the grouping no
longer regarded'the animateur as a mercenary but
as A partner; many misunderstandings would be
removed. The training of voluntary animateurs is
one of the essential duties of the paid animateur.
Here we find the animateur's "schooP': in the '
animation grouping. His own training is a result
of his activities; continuous training is vital and
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zhaula be mentioned in tb!,f4f.11ntraet; the employer
sho *Id permit this and the4roup "should under-
st d the need for it. 4

Instead of being regarded `as a waste of time,
administration should be,,s a support for the
animateur's action. He "bhould perform this
administrative task careftillye if only because
administrative negligence 011 be exploited against
hi ir in case of disputes or, because it gives rise to
diafutes.

What rights does a paid animateur have? Trade
union rights are often threatened not in principle
but in their application. he animateur must be
able to participate as an integral part of the
grouping which also includes the group and the
employer. With regard to salary, he should not
accept a low one pzirticularly from public
authorities. Here animateurs feel themselves weak
because they are isolated:. Therefore it is up to the
afoul), to intervene to support them.

As. regards training, ,the third aspect of our
problems, I said at the outset that animateurs
themselves usually queption the training they have
received/ This has two: main parts: the animateur's
school and the course system. You must closely
consider the, training system as such, which is
based on entrance by examination and .exit on they
award, of a diploma. Because the aim of this
system is to obtain 'a diploma and get a job: it is
not training itself! ,

Co-ordination between theoretical and practical
teaching?

There is an implicit attitude throughout the
curriculum: the statements made by the teachers.
Every school trains "its animateurs in accordance
with its own definition of animation.' How could
there fail to be a discrepancy between the educa-
tion received and - professional duties? The system
maintains social and age segregation. Recruitment
takes place on completion of secondary education.
We find ..persons who have failed in other
careers, mainly from the middle classes and
usually very young. But the animateur is
concerned: with the underprivileged social classeS
and under this system young animateurs without
any social experierice are expected to animate
groups of workers and elderly people.

Furthermore, the institution is based on the school
model: it constructs a hierarchy of puwer
extending from the teacher to the pupil, on the
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model of the firm. Thex'e are those who know and
those who are required to learn. That means that
anyone who is aware of the relativity of all
knowledge in animation remains, perplexed. There
is rarely any co-ordination between theoretical and
practical. teaching :. the curriculum consists of
theoretical training and technical apprenticeship.

Theoretical training comprises above all an intro-
duction to the human sciences and that has to be
completed in two years (s). Without any attempt
to study in depth, the pupil is required to make a
synthesis. Can the results of his efforts be
anything else than a mere list of knowing words?
The endproduct will certainly not be a tool for
analysing society as a whole.

Technical apprenticeship comprises the technique
of expression or group technique. It may well be
asked whether to regard thg art of relationship as
a to pique without raising the problem pf aims
does 'not mean a sort of manipulation. The
weakness of training curricula lies in the fact that
theory and practice are diverted from their proper
aim.

Theory is not really practised; there is no training
r a trade. The result is the training of clerks in

the social order. If there is no training in a trade
or militant action which regards animatioon as a
technology, .animation left wide open to the
market of multiple interventions in any iield,
whether it be commercial, tburist or otherwise.
The social field becomes an area in which a group
is manipulated.

Anr animateur must learn his trade in close contact
with reality. Courses often take place in institu-
tions where the same problems are encountered
as in the teaching establishment. Tithe is limited
and does not permit practical application.' The
course is a mockery: pebple play at pursuing fan
occupation.

In-service training can solve the problems of age
segregation. But why is it often regarded as a
crash course or a sort of sub-training in relation to
a normal school course?

The model unit/credit system has advantages which
consist in 'choosing the time for training, the
abolition of rigid training, with no segregation at
the outset, and the _training facilities are adapted
to suit -personal needs. The disadvantage is that
this is not ,co-ordinated training: technical course;
grouP-course or a course in administration. Can an
individual co-Ordinate that training himself? It is
not certain t the "course system makes it



possible to assimilate these elements and synthesise
them. The course does not prepare an individual
f ©r a trade: it is no more than a rapid survey of
the various factors involved. In conclusion, in-
Service training and the unit/credit system are a
step forward, but this training does' not seem to
be successful in- getting away from its school
origin. Diplomas are still decisive in respect of
action, since practice is only a simulation of actual
activity. The basic principle is always universalism:
never is animation defined as a 'limited and-
partisan concrete project.

. .

glow . can we separate training from action? The
training of animateurs should bp based on a model
-offered by animation itself; That model, which is
closer to the scientific model than the school model,
operates by means- of questions and not by replies
transformed into knowledge as far.,, as teaching is
concerned. How can training be anything else but
permanent?

Training time must be organised in accordance
with the grmip's needs. The voluntary animateur
must take part in it in the same way as the paid
animateur. Is it possible to conceive of a place for
training other than an action group? .

Individual training is replaced by community
training In which, if possible, the various Members
of the work team represent a number of trades
and types of experience. This tear h is not informal:
it has its aim and strategy. At every stage in
progress it clarifies its relationship with the

. Contracting Parties, i.e. the Municipality, the State
etc.

A minimum, 'number of conditions' must be
satisfied to permit training: everyone taking part.
'in training will have an opposite number who will
not advise but enable the participant to identify'
what he is doing. A training programme is
constructed on the basis of shortcomings which
have been identified and evaluation of action: a
programme in the form of a project limited in
time, with its objectives, and its limits.

ti

I read in the reports that it would doubtless be
possible to 'abolish the diploma- of animateur as
evidence of training. After all, people do not
become animateurs simply by having ,a diploma.
The partner in the team would act as a "ferry
man": he helps the animateur in training to pass
from one stage to another. This transition based on

recognition rather than the diploma, and a number
of experiences in action could well constitute the
animateur's curriculum vitae. Could it not be
agreed that all training projects carried out should
constitute units/credit?

That would mean that animateurs would be paid
on the basis of the functions they perform and not
of a diploma. No doubt this opinion conflicts with
that of the trade unions and the employers.
4notkler important point is the need no to isolate
teams. They exchange information and above all
persons in training as in the scientific field. Such
exchanges should not be confined to national
frontiers but extended at least to European level.

There remains the pioblern of tile discrepancy
between the number of posts offered and the
number of trained animateurs. These must be
divided between voluntary and paid animateurs
and those receiving fees.

Thus training is no longer merely professional in
nature; it trains all participants in animation,
particularly the volunteers. However, all voluntary °
animateurs should not give up their previous
duties for the sake of animation; the number of
paid animateurs will be smaller than that of
volunteers. By progressive selection from the rank

, and file it would be possible to make better use of
experience acquired. Animation is not a trade in
itself but a new and different way of performing
a number of trades.

To implement these proposals it is necessary to
create an administrative body in every country
responsible for establishing contacts between
teams, co-Ordinating training programmes, organis4
ing .meetings between teams, developing the
practice of in-service training; provide the finance
so that every team has a training budget for both
volunteers and <paid animateurs; and as far as
exchanges are concerned, to ensure, that, if
exchanges cannot be arranged on a reciprocal
basis, the animateur in training; should be paid out
of a national training or retraining fund.

In addition to its complexity the subject is still in
its infancy. A number of barriers still have to be,
broken down and as our thought develops we
shall have to fight hard to persuade people to
accept it, because and this is not the least of our
problems, everything that I have just be'en talking
about will not take place automatically.
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Current ideas and present situation - a summary *

Introduction

Within the terms of the CCC project animation is
seen as a response to a grave and widespread
problem of our times, common to all our countries,

a culture gap a deep division in our
populations between socio-cultural competence on
the one hand and disadvantage on the other. Apart
from its offence to our ideals of social justice, this
gap vitiates the work of economic, political, and
educational policies designed to produce greater
equality and a more intense realisation of demo-
cracy.

In one of the working documents of the project,
socio-cultural community deVelopment . the work
of the socio-cultural animateur --- is described as
the work of "cultural liberation; an emancipa-
tion which is necessary before masses of our
peoples can participate in a genuine cultural
democracy. The long processes of legal and
political emancipation have been *owned in the
last fifty years by a large measure of economic
freedom. Technological productivity, together with
fiscal, educational and social security policies, has
greatly enlarged the liberty of people to choose the
personal and social activities that go to make up a
style of life ". However this enlarged formal
freedom is not seized, as too few people are in a
position to exploit this new potential. "Too many
confine themselves, to a narrow spectrum of
experience and expression, rejecting as 'not for us'
whole areas of satisfaction and fulfilment which
are rightly theirs as part of the cultural heritage."

Two other excerpts will suffice to give a picture
of the ideological framework within which the
Council of Europe project operates:

"Apart from an assertion of a fundamental
belief in the enlargement of freedom and
practicability of purpose there is no intention
to interfere with the principle of plurality of
equally valid cultures and styles of life, no
dirigiste assertion of the value of certain
favoured behaviour patterns. What is envisaged

. is a true cultural democtacy in which all styles
of life and, forms of activity have a respected
place in so far as they are means of self-

(*) September 1974.
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by J. A. SIMPSON,
CCC Project Director, EFter.

eXpression, self-realisation, and social communi-
cation and association. Nattirally this will
include those culture patterns which were
formerly inaccessible for the most part to the
majority of people but which are now being
democratised."

"It is a fundamental and .inseparable part, of
socio-cultural community development that it
involves the fullest possibly; participation in its
planning and direction by. the communities and
sections of communities-and groups for whose
benefit. it is designed, and that this participation
is indispensable both as a goal and a-tnethod of
development ... The whole concept of socio-
cultural community development envisages an
alteration in personal relationships across the
existing socio-cultural and socioeconomic sac-,
tions of society . and . as this will affect all
aspects of life, including the industrial and
political, it be a factor of general social
change."

These quotations should not only make clear what
is the field of work in which we- presuppose that
the animateur is engaged, but should also indicate
three major,features:

culture in this sense is not a matter merely of
the arts but of all expressive and communicative
experience;

the desideratum is not the diffusion of any
particular set of experiences but the enlargL,=
ment of each individual's repertoire of expe-
riences available at choice;

people, whatever their chosen style of life,
should be able to engage in constructive social
dialogue on a footing of real equality.

The purpose of the project is to give European
encouragement to the work of socio-cultural
animation as outlilied above; to establish an
information system whereby promising methods
and approaches can be replicated, and to classify
the information according to an agreed typology
fed by a network of national correspondents to
form a sort of bank for future use; to identify the
chief problems which beset the work and to study
ways of overcoming them. It is clear that a prime
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pre-requisite of progress' for curio- cultural develop-
ment in all our countries is the availability of a
sufficient number of suitable people able and
willing to ftdertake the work of animation. This
is work which culls for qualities which seldom
coexist naturally in one personality a high
degree of sympathy with, and sensitivity to, the
needs and aspirations of people of small verbal
abilf and a capacity for out-going and stimu-
lating relationships, the ability to play a self-
suppressive role as facilitator and, when necessary,
to exercise initiative and enterprise. It is work,
too, in which there is needed a wide range of
knowledge and technical skills as wide a range
as from the methodology of area survey to
accountancy and from group dynamics to the
organisation of festivals. Moreover, "animation
cocio-culturelle" is very often a carried on under
circumstances of delicacy and difficulty. The
animateur- must gain from a clientele which fa
initially apathetic or suspicious the kind of
confidence which they give to those who identify
with their situations. At the same time he must
have the continuing tipport of employers and
administrators who may he equally disinterested
or suspicious. All too often he has to walk a
tight-rope across which he must keep faith with
his own values and ideals of social compassion and
justice. Clearly, the effective animateur is not
easily recruited and he needs careful training. And
yet, if there is to be the kind of tVoadfront
development in socio-cultural communitY) develop-
ment which the project envisages, there must be a
great increase in the number of people attracted to
and trained for the weak otanimation.

Current practice and opinion -relating to the
recruitritent, training and otattiv of socio-cultural
animayurs

Nature of the work of animateurs

There are some ambiguities which are surmounted
pragmatically. The work covered by the term
"animation socio-culturelle" has come into being
in a plurality of formwhich are existentially
recognisable, and which are still in the process of
evolution, Definition of this field of work can, then,
be only provisional. Some responsible statements
from various countries will indicate that there is a
great measure of agreement in the conceptions.

"Animation a range of techniques and a
specific pedagogical approach designed to further
social communication" (France).

"Animating`means giving life to processes which
merely exist, combatting the limpness of a
community afflicted by isolation and passivity"
(Switzerland).

"Animation may be defined: as that stimulus to
the mental and physical and emotional life of
people in an area,.whieh moves them to under-
take a rarige of experiences through which they
find a greater degree of E.' el f-realicaiion, E.' elf-

expr=ion and awareness of belonging to a
community over the development of which they
can exercise an influence.' In urban societies
today. this.stimuludt eIdom arises spontaneously
from the circumstances of daily life but .has to
be contrived as something additional to the
environment" (United Kingdom).

"AniMating arousing a new spirit ...
enabling others to progress ... reintroducing
the notion of culture into the modern worid"
(Belgium).a ."Animating -7. furthering participation. in
change and securing individual and collective
development" (Switzerland).

These quotations'are typical of the va0 majority,
and there can be little doubt that they repre;ent a
consensus of European opinion about the work of
the animateur. Ambiguity is present within them,
if one takes them as a whole. On the one hand,
they revolve about the notion of personal life, of
leisure, and. of making the. most of the possibilities
offered by a given society 1-- all of which imply
the idea of adaptation. On the other hand they
stress the need for popular participation in and
initiation of the alteration of the community and
ultimat613i society. Certain writers, dome in
Belgium for example, distinguish between "ani-
mation socio.,(culturelle" and :.'animhtion cociale ",
only the latter being geared to social and' societal
change. Without any such explicit formulation a
number of animateurs in the United Kingdom and
elsellyhere share this view. The Majority however,
and 'again without Mich explicit statement of
theory, operate on the assumption that:

consciousness of fGatures* in the life of the
community which call fdr -amelioration is one of
the most effective 6tarting points for animation;

and that one the results to be expected from
socio- culturab'anifhation is a heightened disposi-
tion to take' part in action which is fundamen-
tally political.

Thus it is. cleai that while theoretically the
objectives, of the wail: of the animateur are the
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emergence in people of a state of mind leading to
general socio-cultural competence, it is, in practice,
not easy, perhaps not possible, to separate the
work of the animateur from the historical
consequences of this state of mind and this
competence. Most animateurs, see the work of
animation to quote a odistihction, made by
P. Moulinier (x) --- as both "agir dans la societ6"
and "agir sur la societe".

Who are tie animateurs?

It is not difficult to 'see that such 'comprehensive
conceptions of the work on.?' animateurs as those
quoted above do not coincide with the - work of any
single profession. They embrace activities prOp'er
to; or adopted by,_ workers in a number of fields
under the aegis of many differtnt departments of
local or central government, or.. by the national,
regional or lAit associations of voluntary organ',
sations, or b ividual groups' and persons. It i.e
to be noted also that animation is often undertaken
voluntarily, by a particular worker as his or her
personal interpretation of his or her function in a
profession wAlich: has no official connection with
animation. For example, a, health visitor or ac;
education tutor may, in addition to the proces-
sional obligation to assist domestic hygiene or give
courses, also feel impelled to try and stimulate a
new personal and social awareness among. the
people whom he serves.

Among those who, in all the above senses, engage
in animation we 0 may distinguish three major
categories:

-- Workers in a number of public services in which
The professional duties include, or may by
individual workers be interpreted. as including,
an element of socio-cultural animation, e.g.
health service, welfare services, social security
service, housing service, education (schools),
education (adults), labour service, library ser-
vice, arts administration (theatres, galleries etc.).

Individuals and groups who make socio-cultural
animation their way of life and gain their bread
thereby operating as cultural missionaries,
action groups, street drama groups etc. With
these can also be considered a much larger
number of people who join in such work part-
tfine entirely without financial return, for

(1) Cf. a CCC document by Moulinier, P.: Reflections
on the training of animateurs.

G4

example the young professional people who
run "workshops" in their spare time or Mem**
bars of religious organisations, some of them
priests or ministers.

Workers whose main professional duties con-
sist of socio-cultural animation-ns4t has been
described here. One can subdivide:

. Directors and staff of cultural centies, foyersi
culturels, conunpnity centres, youth centres,
sports centres, integrated socio-cultural faci-
lities such as those at Grenoble or Yerres,

Persons employed to effect animation socio-
culturelle in an area regardless of any centre-
development officers, .. community workers,
workers for projects, of community develop-
merit or urban renewal,, peripatetic youth or
arts programme workers,

Professional employees of voluntary organi
sations dedicated to socio-cultural commu-
nity development or / some aspect of it
councils of social service, women's move-

r, ments, temperance and religious associa-
tions. .

'Workers engaged those sections of the
may media, including radio and TV, which
are designed to act as animation socio-cultu-

- relic.

Problems arising with regard to recruitment,
training and status

67

Taking adcount of all three categories identified
above, one"can see no homogeneous profession of
animateur susceptible of a single formula in respect
of training etc. Outside the third category there
are either members of various professions each
with its own methods of recruitment, its own
training arrangements and with its own ,profes-
sional status which it is vigilant to preserve; or
persons and groups who, while often bringing
great vitality and valuable experiment to the work
of animation, are by 'their nature individualist,
resistant to the idea of an institutionalised training
and status, and often inclined to see these, for all .
their advantages, as the kiss of death to their par-
ticular approach.

4

For practical purposes however, the CCC projet
has made the assumption that the huge socio-
cultural tasks confronting our societies can only be
tackled on an adequate scale if there is an ingtitu-
tionalised profession of animateurs with status,



salaries and prospects comparable, for example,
with those of "the teaching profession. Indeed we
havcasaid that we envisage a major national effort
in this respect comparable with that which created
the teaching profession in the last century.. For

. these reasons our consideirilions as to training and
status have tended to concentrate on the third
category listed above the professionals, whether
full-time or part-time. It does not seem to be fea-
sible or profitable to take a more comprehensive
basis, and the notes which follow have relevance
only -to professional workers in the field of socio-
cultural animation itself. So far as training is con-
cerned,. howeVer, vie continue to hope that it can
be. organised in such a, way that members of other
professions and, indeed, the "individualists" of the
second category above, can also participate.

Some pointers to training needs for Wofessional
animateurs

A very useful paper was issued by a Groupe de
Reflexion at the French Secretariat &Etat charge
de la Jeunesse, des Sports et des Loisirs as far back
as 1968. They started with a definition of the social
worker as a social worker whose function is to

, stimulate' and develop activities with an educa-
tional, cultural and sporting purpose. These acti-
vities are intended for everyone; their purpose is
comprehensive permanent education: .The following
typology was drawn up:

Animateur global (actually. in contact with
people in a quartier or centre). He will need a
knowledge of how to survey and investigate an
area sociologically; also °pedagogic, group-
process and counselling techniques; and know-
ledge of the range of socio-cultural and social
facilities and services, available in an area.

Directeur (of centre orsimilar establishment).
He will need all that the '-above animateur glo-
iial should have and also expertise in manage-
ment, staff-training and public relations.

Formateur ("animateur technicien"). He needs
subject expertise and the pedagogic of that sub--
jest for various ages; knowledge of thse tech-
niques of organising courses; of using the sub-
ject as a basis for general personal development;
of organising cdmpetitions, exhibitions etc.

Coordonnateur ("animateur de synthese"). He
should have a knowledge of the general aims
aria methodology of animation; a knowledge of,.
administration and committee procedure;, and
of public relations techniques.

4

Respongabtes.

A later (1978) version reads:

Animateur diffuseur ("fonetion, faciliter l'acces
aux content= culturels of leur assimilation cri.
tique"). He needs deep knowledge in the cul-
tural *tor; the methodology of active peda-
gogy; and of popular motivation.

-

Artimateur raonitcur (function, to develop an
interest and skill in a particular subjeckdrama,
painting). Needs thorough knowledge of the
subject and its pedagogy; and tie ',ability to
use it to initiate animation globate.

Aniritateur de groupe, not starting with a ready-
made group or with a pre-stated subjdct or
content; but setting out to form groups and
serve their emergent purposes. Such a worker
needs a knowledge of group psychology and
dynamics, a. wide range of facilitative know-
ledge and skill, an appreciation of the aims of
animation globale.

Ant ateur coorclonnateur. All the above know-
ledge plus the skills of management and public
relations.

Advanced thinking in most countries, certainly in
Frace, Switzerland, Belgium and the United King-
dom seems to agree on the following propositions:

Training should not be abstracted' from, the J'

actual practice of the profession in which ant-s/
ination is effected!

It should, therefore, be arranged as spare-time
training or on-the-job training.

It shoUld never be authoritarian or didactic but
should arise from the needs 'of the trainees as
expressed in 'co- gestive discussion; it' should be
pursued as a joint experienCe by trainees and
trainer.- °

It should permit -of qualification by cumulative
credit Units.

It should be based on certain conceptions of the
fundamental purpose of the work of animateurs,
regardless-otidifference of status, situation or
subjedspecialism.

It should, therefore, consist of a common core
with branching programmes for different needs
and interests among the trainees.

It should stress always that the work of the ani
mateur must be non-directive. This is important
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because people are motivated to be animatears..
by other drives than altruism for example
by a wish to alter society, op for personal ex7.
prebsion, and creativity. Thus great care Must be
'taken in training to insist that the aim of ani-
.mation is to 'enlarge people, not to onanipulate

. or impresse them,

Training arrangements in Certain countries

France
J

0.

Also of great interest, not only as regards training.
needs, but also status and conditions of work for
anima urs is a survey currently being undertaken
in France by the. FONJEP (Fonds de Cooperation
d'e' la jeunesse et de 1'4ducation Populaire). This
survey is investigating thestatus of the animateur,
his relationships with employers and public autho.'
rities Mid the financial basis of his *Ork. It dealsz,
with the animatettrA in both fixed and itinerant
situations, and 'separately in large cities, new towns
or rural environments. The categorisations are in-
teresting and suggestive. The work of "animateure

\is broken down:

A Bulletin d'Information frdni the' Ministry of Cut- specialised activities,

tural, Affairs S tember 1973 gttres the following
brief account. h6re are 35 centres for the training.
of, professional animateurs. The training is min
many cases not for any fixed profess:ion:bid for. a
variety- of possibilities such as youth work, Social
welfare, adult education, . socio-cultural or arts
animation.) Of these -35; 13 are maintained, by the
State, in&uding, six' university institutes; ' 21 are
maintained :by 'private, organisations and of these'
13, are concerned only with the training of their,
own staff. There is also one commercially organised
centre for training in animation.

/-
All these centres have a -t-'6"tal of 2311 trainees
divided between 52 different courses,: some part4
time for trainees already in serVice, some full-time,
mainly as initial, aining.°58 04 of the. trainees are.
in-service. The Majority of the courses are of:,
more than one years duration, usually two. The
Main elements in the curriculum of training are:
human relations, knowledge ,.of milieux, Manage-
ment techniques, public relations.

To widen the avenue to qualification and to bring
some co-ordination into this Plurality the govern- .

ment in 1970.. instituted national. qualifications for
animateurs. These arelhe BASE (Brevet d'aptitude
a ranimation sbcio-culturelle) and the .CAPASE
(Certificat d'aptitude a la promotion des activites ,

socio-culturelles). The BASE is the first stage, and
only those who possess it catake the Certificate.
The Brevet teStifies the4ossessiori. of suitable
qualities as proven by two years of work as' an
animateur in, a situation approved by the authori-
ties as qualifying for the BASE. During this work
the trainee must also undertake certain interviews,
attend certain' courses, pass certain written tests

. and submit a sustained piece of writing. T1}eiub-4
jecth covered includes expressiork psyalopedagogiC.'

_knowledge, group procesA;es knowledge of the
.management, aspects' of Civilisation, and

ti some:options such as sport, civics, economics
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relations with individuals,
relations with groups,

',relations with the general public,
training of aniinateurs,
co-ordination:of specialist objectives,

. documentation,
,; research, .

managernent," . 4

management of services such 'as restaurant.

There is 'to lie a classification, of aniinateurs by:
.age and sex, number and timing. of hours of work
per - .week, holidays, opportunities for study, re-,
fresher training or research, social origin (parent's
occupation), prospeets of promotion and prospects
a conversion to other work.

The results of this survey should go far to establish
a Profile of the anitnateur:'

°Federal Republic of Germany r,-
. .

Our information extends only to the existence of
two categories of Sozialarbeiter: ,

1

_ Holders of a State Diploma; in S,coial. Work°,
granted after four years of. study (prie of which
is a year of'` practical experience) covering
group-work,. psychology, adult education'', law ..

° and management. A°

. Holders of the 'State-State Diploma of EducatOn'after
one or two years Study in the training elblish-

- ment of a organisation appro ed by
the ,Land.

Denmark
0

Training in the teacher training colleges is dual
purpose . foreche'r and for animateur roles.



,

The Situation is the same in. Finland.

Ireland
Animatenrs are almost invariably drawn from the
teaching profession and given conversion or induc-
tion Courses,

Italy
There is special t wing for animateurs as social
a4istant3, Many animateurs have, had' training as
teachers.

.

Norway
The, training of aniinateurs is at least in part seen:
a thq training of municipal workers.-
Switzerland V \Ni
The training of animateurs4s not regarded as a
matter for the Federal iovepunent. the French
parts there have been some developments. Youth
work training has been modified to include) the
work of socio-cultural animateurs, and this is true
the training given by axiumber of voluntdry orga-
nisations, where, for the naor4 part the training is .
in-service. Apart from this,- there is the Ecole des
Atfirnateurs de l'Ecole d'etudes sociales at Lau-
sanne'Which gives a three year course on a part-
time basis. Entrants must have the Baccalaur4at
or equivalent and 'the training is intended for those
who are to serve collectivities of the population.
Also there is the Ecole d'animateurs de l'Ecole de
Service Social at Geneva. This is a full -time

=7 course of three years of university lever. The Lau
saline School is finanted by a combination of the
French cantons and the Geneva: dSchools by its own
canton. In the German areas there is little on the
ground at present but

this
sab,00ls of social

. science fire- moving in this direction..

p.

In additkin there are many individual initiatives
by trade 'unions, cultural -associations, clubs and
popular universities.

United Kingdom ,

There 16, an initial full-times training course run
py the National Federation' of Community Associa-
tions, and sgme youth, organisations such 'as the
Young Men's Christian Association rtin
courses. In the teacher training colleges (colleges
of education) students May take certain options
which-prepare for youth of commtnitiwork;Adult
education workers and youth workers receive a
great deal of in-service training organised by edu-

.cation authorities or voluntary organisations..Cer-
tain universities have full-time ourses of training
for adult education, The Arts Coun-cil runs its own
courses for arts administrators. SoCial workers
have their own form of. training. A great deal of
effort has been made to associate the training of

;:....skimateursF particularly in adult education and
youth, with that of social workers. The difficultieb

, have proved very great. The social Worker assumes
that the family is the basic- unit of work, while
the animateurs think in terms of the individual.
On the whole there has been a reluctance on the
part of the education, including adult education,
professions to take much account of the milieu
the leist4e of children and adults, the formation
of play-groups for example. On the other, side the
social. _workers are reluctant to open 'up wider
access tb their profession.

However, in.( Switzerland ns a Whole there is' an
impressive amount ..of in-service training in the
form of seminars, weekend courses and part-time
courSes, ruts by the, voluntary organisations. Its
volume may be inferred froin the fact that in 1973,
the costs of these amounted to 1,700,006 Swiss

-- francs. the main organisations concerned are:

Cartel' Suisse des Associations des Jeunes
° Fro Juventute
, 'Federation Suisse pour ltducation, des Adultes

.,.'Gratipe Roma_ nd pour ,l'etude des techniques de
i'instruction

Union Chretienne de Jeunes
Akademie fiir Erwachsenenbildung.

-
The BBC produces a certain number.of programmes
which have.'a bearing on the work of animateurs
and -could be useful in training. However, a work-
ing group of the London Council of 'Social Service
'which studied these as training material found
that- they were not sufficiently deep to do more
than awaken interest.
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There' has been very great 'interest in the United.
Kingdom in the content and methodology of train -
ing for those who will take up work as animateurs
or who are in post as such. Two documents issued
by the. BM Inspectors at the Ministry of Education
(Explorations and Course Documentation N 480)
give comprehensive notes with 'cage' studies on
methodology, and papers on the andragogicaI and
sociological Implications. For the most part they
relate to a cross-community field of work' in which
the combined impact of edubation, health services,
welfare, housing etc is studied.

At the University of Surrey a "Human potential
research" project is _examining, for the London
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Council of Social Service, the methodology. of.
training related to the fields of handicap, dplin-
qirenCy, mental health, housing and social service.:
An interim- paper suggests the part that group .

Uynamics and auto-gestion play-in this investiga-
tion; _among the techniques examined are "the
peer learning community" in which both the ac-
tual situation of the group and the specificity of
teaching capacity within it are accepted; "milling
and pairing" followed by ,"the self-introductog
circle", as means of quickening he growth of group
life; monodrama' and "role xpyersal"; inci-
dent analysis' '--.."eit'arriitia:tion of an incident which
made an abrupt change, in personal or organisa-
tional life leading to experience and study of the
problem solving sequence.

Conclusion

The uneveness of the above account reflects no
predilection but only the.' availabi* of informs-
tion. Even within this limitation one can discern
much thatAs unsatisfactory, haphazard and in-
adequate in relation to the largeuscale development
of animation socio-culturelle which envisage the
CCC envisages.

The deontology of animateurs

. INTRODUCTION

The' years we are living thfough are indubitably
the hardest when it comes to elaborating precise
definitions concerning animationIndeed, after a
period of euphoria, when many people saw anima-
tion as the panacea for all socio-cultural conflicts
or, the answer tq. all the ills of 'a society that has
come to a halt, a fundamental doubt has crept in
about the real efficacity of animation, the.value of
the training given to animateurs, and even the
existence of a specific category of social workers
called animateurs. It must be said that the situa-
tion is not the same in all the countries of Europe;
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A final point for reflection has come to us from
Belgium, There is come debate as to the relative
efficacy of the full-time and the part-time anima-
teur. The merits of the- former #re that recruit-
ment, training and status are more simply arranged
for a full-time articulated profession with entry
qualifications, By contrast, it is said, the full-time
animatpup-,becomes institutionalised and encapsul-
ated in circumstances which, as .an animateur, he
should be striving to change. Part-time work on 11
paid basis can appeal to, the generosity and social
commitment of younger people of high ability who
will, for a time, be willing to dwell in and share
the life of the target area; or, again on a paid basis,

. part-time work will enable an emergent "natural
leader" to animate it in his spare time from shop
or factory,. Such. part-time ariimateurs will have..
the unreserved respect of those whom they serve.
Working class people do not regard ;,a. professional
full-time animateur as "doing a real job"; and, in
any case, his bread and butter is dependent upon
"the establishment". Moreover the work of ani-
mation calls for the vigour and ardour of youth.
What happens to the full-time professional anima
teur when middle age begins to slow him up?

Within the project we envisage a full-time profes-
sion, but the abeye point of view cannot be neg-
lected,

by J.-M. MOECKLI, Secretary General,
Universite populaire du Jura, Switzerland.

the concept of animation is not at all the same, to
say the least, in 'the south and north of Europe,
for example. But these doubts, these new hesita-
tions, within the circle of animateurs themselves,
are indeed the sign that the time is ripe for a
reflection on animateurs, on their deontology,
status, and training. If until now the division was
between those who believed in animation and those
who did not believe in it or who were afraid of it,
now those who believe in animation themselves are
perplexed, and often propose conflicting solutions.

Moreover, the present animation conditions are
critical, perhaps more so than 'at the outset. As
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animateurs gain experience and refine their
methods and communities know better how to
einploy, them, the conflict 'situations in which they
are engaged seem to many to be more the result
.o their work. Those who deny that conflict has
any positive value and try rather to avoid it than
to overcome it, at this point rise up against the
animate= as '.the very author of these evils.

In this climate :of simultaneous questioning sand
refusal the question of deontology is not merely
theoretical but in innumerable cases very concrete,
with the animateur seen at odds with his employer;

.in these disputes, no solution is reached by having
recourse to the contract, as it is too 'Vague, it
gives precise details only of the secondary points
of the animateur's tack, and as a general rule it is
based on contracts of professions where the
5.peeifie problems of the animateur do not arise.
More will have to be said on this matter later on
For the moment, it should be noted that the
necessity for a deontology of animateurs makes
itself felt, the most just when it is the most
difficult to establish.

The intention here is not to list the duties of an
animateur or lay down as sort of code of conduct,
in short n deontology like that of doctors or of
lawyers. ' This report i a reflection on the
deontology of animateurs.

Training to produce: animateurs or training to
produce the attitude of animation ? Although this
question does not come directly into the framework
of the present report, it cannot be avoided; if the
first is accepted, the deontology td be studied will
be that of professionals animateurs, whereas if the
second b adopted, it concerns all those engaged in
animation. Let us try to imagine where, animation
would be if the only agents were full-time
animateurs; and, more importaiit, does not
leaving animation in the hands of professionals
alone contradict the very idea of animation? Is
not their role precisely to provoke or encourage in
others the attitude of animation? If therefore we:
''vant to train agents for animation with a real
concern 0 for efficiency, we must be just as
attentive to the' training of unpaid workers Os to
that of professionals. Many associations realised
this a long time ago, and it is regrettable that the
authorities in general show too little interest' in
this aspect of the problem.

This is in any base the viewpoint that has been
chosen in this report, which is designed to cover
not only animateurs as such, but also all those
who, wherever they work, intend to giv'e their
activities the dimension of animation, all those

who are working for the cultural development of
a given community; librarians,. museum keepers,
adult educators, those who work in the theatre
end the cinema, radio and televisions, educators
in general, whether profeE,.sionals or not, working
full-time, merely receiving a fee or unpaid.

It will be noted, incidentally, thatfliese.different .

types of animateurs present various advantages;
sometimes 'more flexibility and efficiency,
invariably a sharing of the burden, lower 'costs.

It will*, be agreed that the authorities and the
departments in; question have not co far paid much
attention to encouraging an attitude of animation
among members of their staff who should be
workers for cultural develOpment. Librarians, for
example, have 'been carefully 'trained in the care
and classification of books, also in organisation,
and sometimes, alco contact with readers. Even
_though numerous librarians show in their work
an innate gift_ for animation and make their
libraries real centres for meetings and exchanges,
it isenevertheless safe to say that the bulk of their
training has been concerned with the bock /object
and the individual/reader, not with the relationship
between the book and the community co that a
library is deemed "animated" when the level of
loans is high. There will in fact be animation
when the relationship between a community and
the library, its instrument of communication, is
explicit in the eyes of retiers, when. readers have
communicated their thou&ts to the group when
the comniunication between book and reader has
been enriched decisively with the communication
between readers and readers, when the community
has assumed responsibility for its library and has
indicated its real needs to the librarian-anynateur.

Is it unthinkable that librarians should, in the
framework be trained, as part of their initial and
further training, for the 'animation attitude which
would equip them better for this task?

'The same should apply to the other workers for in
cultural development 'listed above, and all who
play a similar role, 'without payment or in return
for a fee.

OPERATIONAL TYPOLOGY OF ANIIVIATEURS

The title of "animateur" is not limited; it is used
in all circumstanc9, and even in the socio-cultural
field it covers very different ativities. Typologies
have been drawn up, and have often proved
satisfactory. The one put foiward here claims to

O
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be operational; it shOuld allow questioning ow
deontology, co it is normal that it should be° based
on the status of the animated*, and "'more
particularly on the relationship given by his
contract.

Unpaid animateur

-The typical case is the activist, in an association
or trade union; the leader of an infornial group
alsodcomes,under this heading.

Such an animateur formally and essentially belongs
to the grasE:,.reots; as its leader, he is its literal
egression in the sense that the speaki in its name,
or that he is entrusted with a more iMportent
driving function, explicitly or implicitly, loy-At.
Nevertheless, the unpaid animateur vri 1 only be
detached if he is .given ao separate status which
distinguishes him from it, as the cape for the
trade union activist who, becomes a -trade union
secretary.

The unpaid animateur even if his leadership
shows a desire for power, and .even though he is
given power over the group he belongs to, has an
essentially. ideological motivation; it is not
necessarily explicit,, but this does not matter; what
makes him act is not money, but the desire to
make certain ideas triumph.

The animateur who receives a fee- 4

The typical case is that of the specialist or semi-
specialist who is given a task of animation by his
own group or by a group in which he is not an
-activist; he may accordingly receive a fee. Ile is
not under contract, as he does not have the status,
of a professional,nal, but :that o an amateur whoreceivesa modest fee for what he does. Those who
belong to this type are for *example teachers in
adult education (peoples' universities, for example);
a film enthusiast in the cinema club of a youth
organisation, a teacher in charge of the animation
of a reading group, or a do-it-yourself "expert" in
a'spare-time centre.

Such anirnateurs can come from .the grass-roots,
but they are more often from another socio-cultural
or geographical origin; an, any case, they are suffi-
ciently distinct for them to be recognised as such
and for links between the group and this kind of
animateur to be totally different from those
between the unpaid animateur and his group,
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Nevertheless, there is usually a fairly close
ideological contact, or alternatively the animateur

. feels it is an idegogy of "service"; in this case,
which is very frequent; he wards' to put his
abilities at the service of a group which he
believes. is labouring under a disadvantage. The
motivation here is frequently the desire. for a
change of scene (for example the' teacher who
wants to resist the alienation of teaching in school).
The attraction of additional earnings can also' play
a secondary role.

.

Paid animateur

Typical, of this cgrciup 4.3 the professional worice
ida youth centre, in,a leisfwe centre, etc.

v

This animateur does not belong, or no longer
belongs, to,--the grass-roots; his stags separates
him from it 'it:resistibly, even against his' will,
even if he...11ama its 'ideological detires ,find his
vocation is to put them into practice:

His motivation is therefore most often ideological;
the paid animateur means his action to have a
06131 significance and sometimes just as openly .a
political significance. It can fairly be asserted that
in Many instances it is a question of a derived
vocation for teaching. A liking for margi9alisation
is often found, as is the desire to air artistic or
ae,pthefid aspirations. Considering the level : of
SAlary of the great Majority .of paid animateurs, it
is fair to say that profit ist not one of their .
essential motivations.

THE SITUATION OP THE ANIMATEUR

The employer of the animateur
ry

There can only be animation in a group or in a
community; the mandate of the animateur concerns
a given "community. (a district, a block of flats, the
young or the elderly- in a given town, the readers
of a library, etc.) or a smaller and better defined
group (a group of young people, a company of
amateur actors, etc.). His moral contract :is
concluded with this community or this mug,
'within which he is active ; he is answerable to the
group. If he has really done his work the. group or
the community'rnust be able to decide the details
of the relation, offer him another contract, or
dispense with his services. This can be the unit in
which cultural democracy is exercised. '

3.
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In practice, neither the group -nor the community
sigrns the formal contract with the animateur, apart
from a few exceptions; although they are the true
employer of the animateur, he is recruited, .paid,
kept where he id. or cent elsewhere, and given
notice by a third party. -It will be said that this
third party oat often a public or private
authority, stanO ieipality, , or associati ©n has
realised that a given hfoup or community needs an
animateur and provided him; it will be said also
that it in.with the money of the larger group to
which the community or group in question belongs
that the animateur is paid and that the third party
is consequently the legitimate representative of the
,interesto of the community or of the grdup:

In reality, thing; are not co simple. The action. of
the animateur in fact leads to h1 community or
group .assuming autonomy, and if this autonomy
is to be tea: it must also cover the -free choice of
objectives, and also of the animateur and of his
relations with the community and the. group.

"4 .

It can be ceen therefore that the animateur has
two employer's: the one who engages him and the
one. for whom he is -engaged, At the beginning, the
first knows, or thinks he knows,. why -he has. taken
him on; if the animateur does his work, only the
second will really be in*a position to decide later
on. Yet- it is the first. who. continues to decide,

It is hardly possible to avoid an eventual conflict,
when the animateur takes his work seriously. At
present it is even a. general rule. A word about
deontology should put this, aspect of the problem
in evidence.

The animateur creator of conflict, or mediator?

An" animateur is often engaged Ur diminish or
resolve a conflict, or more generally to face!) an
existing or Porto' adowed conflict situation. Since
,the very action of an animateur is to Allow the
members of the group he is serving to find their
identity, to..identify society and their relationships
with it, and so to reach a State of autonomy, by
this action deep-seated conflictsbecome apparent,
and are now more intense, more visible, more
explosive, more menacing', in a word more real.

It must be said at once that the animateur's
vocation is not to create conflict for conflict's sake;
but he knows if the relationships with others are
not fully clear, autonomy 'brt possible. Faced
with' powerful conditioning' farces which disguise
reality, "everybody's pretty, everybody's nice", he

is a de-conditioning agent. Once the group has
achieved autonomy, it is not for him to indicate the
directions its action should take; in theory his task
is now over, and he can disappear. Jag it is
precisely this result that is frightening, an this
where the challenge,is declared.

The direct action of an animateur therefore creates
conflict, or rather reveals conflict; and his indirect
action perhaps allows mediation. Often those whO
pay animateurs do not realise that the mediation
phace is only possible after the confrontation
phase; the employer and the employee did not
read the came things lute the contract. "The young
people of the district iere at a loose end, so we
engaged art animateur for them; now they are
asking for not only a social centre, but for
improved,status for apprenticed"

The animateur and authority

Here we must explode the myth Of the animateur
stripping himself of all authority and appearing
almost naked before the group or the community
whin he has to animate, that of the animateur as
a consecrated victim, the animateur crucified. An
animateur's authority is considerable; it is inherent
in his training and his status, and it is at least as
great as that of a teacher, He acquires it through

Ids specific training, his techniques and methods,izl
through his professional situation, his knowledge,
of group mechanisms, etc.; it is enough to see
certain "animateurs" at work, manipulating,
directing or even terrorising a group simply by
their analysis of behaviour.

In brief, the action of an animateur is not to
transmit an authority which he would in this 'way
give up, but rather to multiply it. -

Is the anitnatenr then a lay saint? No, instead he is
something like the good 19th century village
schoolmaster who, unlike the magician or others
who jealously kept their knowledge secret, wanted
to share it with the greatest number possible,It is
moreover . from the moment when his power
becomes fragmented that is, when he has
Succeeded -- that the animateur frightens people
and that his difficulties with his employer begin (2).

Here, w come to one of the crucial problems of
cultural democracy, that is, democracy. If

(1) For the sake of simplicity the- term "employer" will
be used to describe the institution that pays tile
animateur, and "group" to describe the community
or the group which he Is engaged to animate.

4.
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democracy is the exercise of authority by all, then
the animateur is the ideal agent of democracy.

The animateu, liberty and imagination

From the previous points it can be coon that the
animateur is a factor for liberty, both cultural and
political. He Opens the way to the creative
imagination of the community, the group, the
individual; he promotes the conditions for liberty.
When he succeeds, there is a sort of outburst which
is disquieting because it compromises an established
order.

This being col to give an animateur a precise civil
servant type of status would imply that it was
possible to put liberty and imagination inside
precise limits.

Once more, we are facing a contradictory situation;
and once more it must be accepted as such, ex-
ploited, experimented with and not rejected. It is
certain that such exploitation and experiments are
not without their risks; but liberty- and imagination
are risks that are worth running. It is also possible
to prefer the static order of a fixed conditioned
society to the dynamics of change, but the smaller
risk is not in the firet of these cases.

The animateur as researcher

If we accept what has just been said, the situation
of the animateur presents at least one point in
common with that of the' researcher; both are en-
gaged in a project, and not .in a,plan; they do not
know where their action will end, but gradually
it becomes apparent and their progress is presented
as an "unveiling of successive horizons" as the
philoSopher F. Gonseth said.

When it is realised how much iso be gained from
giving the researcher freedom of movement, his
progress is more rapid. It is probably not mere
chance that' the state gives financial support to
research in the physical sciences, where the re-
sults are more easily adapted to mass production,
rather than to research in the social sciences, which
are regarded as creating useless conflicts. It is
nevertheless true 'that the, situation of the re-
searcher even in social sciences, is at present better
than that of the eniinateur, and that it would be
interesting to follow up the possibility,, of giving
he animateur the status of one engaged ,in a
research project.
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ELEMENTS OF A DEONTOLOGY COMMON TO
THE THREE TYPES OF 4.11IMAT.12ITRS

On the basis of what Vas been said so far, it will be
readily admitted that it is imporlble, and would
be absurd, to make out a catalogue of the anima-
teur's rights and duties, and to classify reepo
bilities that by their nature defy clacsification. It
would nevertheless be possible to study a sort f
charter on which the parties could base their,
agreement to collaborate and their contract, whe-
ther written or implicit. What follows is the rough
draft of such a document.
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The three types of animateurs -- unpaid, receiving
a fee, or paid,, as we have called them have
exactly the same objectives: soda-cultural anima-
tion, community development, cultural democracy.
These ideas have been studied in other circum-
stances, and agreement in theory can be assumed
to have been reached, although resistance still
occurs and differences of interpretation are consi-
derable. Having said that this objective is common
to all types of animateure, we must add that it is
not necessarily explicit, and that come animateurs,
especially among the unpaid, are not very conscious
of the profoundly democratic nature of their action.

In reading the following two sections it is impor-
tant to keep in mind the,bi-polar situation of the
animateur between his employer and grouk.and
remember that thin situation is essentiaily,that of
the paid animateur.

Fulfilling engagements

A goal was fixed at the beginning, and everything
possible must be done to reach it. Not, however,
in a formalistic state of mind: it is perfectly legiti-
mate ,for the group -to change its aims on the way.
The animateur muet, be faithful to his group, in
the sense that he must allow its prograrinnes as
decisions. In practices this - is not as simple as it
seems; the experienced animateur whd foresees
the detour or blind alley the group is taking is
often .tempted to pre-empt its deci'sio'ns, to min
time .fOr example, whereas lie -eheuld. rather give
his point of view and then respect the decision
reached. This ,is raising the Whole question of 91irec-
tivity and non- or pemi-directivity, which of coupe
comes up with every step taken by theanimateur, It
must also be remembered that his eommitnientio to
his relationship with the group rather than with his
relationship with thg'group rather than with his
employer, so that- the. troup is best plHed to
decide whether his contract is being fulfilled. In
other wards a written Or verbal contract cannot



be annulled ohnioly by the employer; its annul-
ment should occur via concertation with the group.

Serving the group

It is co elementary that it is almost a pity to repeat
it. And yet, how many animateurs confuse work
and pleasure! One animateur may have always
dreamecl of staging Moli Ore or Ionesco, and be per-
suaded and persuade his group that is the

iwish of the group; another may believe he is film-
ing the script imagined by his group, whereas it
is he who unconsciously dictated it to them. The
group is too often the instrument of his desires
and wishes.

Neither is it his essential task to be in communion
with his group, by* to put the members of the
group in conmunication with themselves and with
one another, and to put the group in active and
reciprocal cOmmunication with other groups and
with society.

For the animateur, then, -it is not a question of
pleasing 11.fnicelf, nor of pleasing the group,, but
of serving it in its dIffic!Ilt task of idehtification
and autonomy. \ 4

.

Taking into account the overall aims of the group

The specific target chosen by the group is naturally
part of d much wider, much vaguer fkkidilt is easier
for the group, and the animateur, its) ,isolate the
target in an absolute way, and thus to have the
illusion that they have reached the goal. Producing
a play does not have .the same meaning if the goal

athat is aimed at is finished product the per-
formance, the show or the expression of a group,
the embodiment of a collective reflection.

This is not to diminish the value ofd determine-
(1 tiOn to do something well, and accurately but to

point 'to the broad, general signification of such
activities. :

' ;Becoming dispensable

Thisis a postulate that is willingly accepted at the
beginning, but not realised easily.. And Yet it is
fundamental, since animation aims at cultural de-
mocracy, the autonomy. of individuals, of groups

and of communities. But emotional bonds are
created between an animateur and his group, and
these can conceal relationships of dependence. In
this case it is the animateur who has to 'cut the
bonds, hard though. this may be. Things should
happen in such'a way that the group is capable at
any time of doing without, the animateur, and he
should Make them practice it.

Developing the potential power of the group and
of its members, and not his own; is the real purpose
of an animateur; it demands a' strong personality
and great lucidity, and the group can be a great
help to hini ih, this, ap. can also the employers:

Questioning fundamentals

As we have seen, the group and its animateur are
not fitted into a plan, but they develop a project;
they should therefore be continually in a state of
change. This does not signify instabili , but the
dynamic equilibrium of forlivard otion. is situa-
tion, which is that of the reseache impli a great
freedom, of spirit, and unfailing cidi y about
oneself and about the group.

It seems unnecessary to emphasise tl
intellectual sclerosis in such actions
well to condemn certain habits th

dahger of
utitis as
have been

inherited from a superficial practice of group dy-
namics; more and more animateurs are to be found
apparently making an institution of questioning
the fundamentals of the group, so that 'it becomes
paralysed' and does not move forward, of goes
round in circles. Questioning fundamentals should
propel a group forward, not bring it Acs a- halt. A
lot could be said about animation practices which
in reality mean torture for the group, and allow
the animateur to reinforce the group's dependence
on him.
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Spirit of research, of imagination, and of conception

These qualities follow on from those demanded of
the animateur, as noted above, but are worth
stressing. Routine and repetition have a value in
some jobs, but not here. This applies 'not only to
moments of, immediate contact with the group, bui
to the whole of the animateur's work. Administra-
tion apart, the atihnateur is perpetually faced with
the necessity for imagining new forms of action
and reflection which correspond to' the new phases
of his projects.
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;Responsibility

The methods of animation are efficient, and their
impact on individuals and groups is far-reaching.
The responsibility of the animateur is therefore
allAhe greater. When the instructor4ails, it means
only non-acquired knowledge or a non-mastered
movement for his student; when he is wrong it
means only imperfect knowledge or a clumsy move-
ment, The action of animation is measured by
the change in mental and social structures, that is
in the very texture of the individual and of society.
The responsibility of the animateur is commensu-
rate with the ambition of animation itself; he does
not have the right to play with his group and

. send it in to battle unarmed.

Stich efficiency in animation has its reverse side:
it can become manipulation, and that is the worst
danger; an instrument, for liberation which is used
as an in:strunient of alienation. It is hard to see
boil and why animation should escape this danger,
to which both printing and education, to give but
these two examples have succumbed. The anima-
teur must therefore be:continually on guard; his
best defence will be the group to which he has
provided with the tools for criticism, against him-
self if need be.

His responsibility takes on yet another aspect. The
group which he animates is by definition searching,
therefore continually searching for equilibrinin,
as are the individuals who make it up. In this
situation, the intervention of the animateur can
take on a character of exceptional gravity. Risks
are increased further, as are responsibilities, when
the animateur iso.vorking with marginal groups, as
le. often the case: immigrants, the old, the young,
whose nature is socially fragile, and who are more_ easilYman.ipulated.

. : v

-5. . o
' When the animateur worlis in .a team and is backed

up, responsibilities can be shared and the risks
L'hare less. is, is one of the reasons why there is

some dan el. in leaVing him alone. The advantage
of a team made up of a paid animateur and several
other animateurs, either unpaid or receiving a fee,
may be noted: in passing.

untlxinitable.that the best of -animateurs should
be incapable of error. The very nature of, his action,
that of a research project, implies error. Error is
not there a "mistake".

Even though deontologies are more often concerned
with duties than with rights, it is worth mention-
ing them: the right to error or 'to 'failure, the
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right to criticism, with regard to the group and to
the employer, the right to participation in all de-
termination of objectives and of means, the right'
to personal convictions, whether manifested or not. .

SPECIFIC DEON'yOLOG FOR PAID
ANIMATEURS

Crises are alirays concerned with paid animateurs,
firstly because+. they have an employer who pays
them arid wants value for money, secondly be-
cause the crisis concerns a professional exercising
his trade, and attacks his means of existence. These
two facts make the conflicts raised by animation
all the more intense; when unpaid workers (or
even those who receive a, fee) come under fire, the
more flexible relations between the animateur and
his group or employer generally allow friendly ;2
solutions to be reached. But, in this context, the
situation of the professionals does not only have
drawbacks for animation; indeed, the radicalisation
of the conflict lays bare the problems raised, re-
veals to certain people the true nature of anima-
tion, permits the group to realise the scope of, its
autonomy and efficiency, mobilises the commu-
nity concerned, all of which can lead to a question-
ing of fundamentals and to a new start for coin-

amitted animation. Speculation about the specific
character of the deontology of paid animateurs
therefore seems legitimate.

For the paid animateur, requirement are the same,
but more marked than for the animateur who is
unpaid or receives a fee; it is not that these 'are
less "animateurs" than he is, but. his commitment
is professional in its nature. This means that he
devotes to this activity the whole of his working
hours that 'he has received and is still receiving

a specific training, in theory more comprehen-
sive and thorough, that he has a particular :Status
which often accentuates his commitment and vul..
nerability. All this means that the group and the
employer expect more of him, as witness thehopea
That an association puts in the engagement -of its
first professional animateur, as if he alone were
going to sore all problems. Incidentally, the-se ex-
cessive expectations. are dangerous both for the
group and for the animateur; firstly, the anima-
teur can do nothing without the group and its:full
collaboration; secondly, the group thus has a *-
dency to opt out of its responsibilities, whereas
the animateur is precisely_ there, to help it shoulder
them. An interesting chapter could be written on
the steps that an association, for example, has to
take before engaging a paid animateur, it should
in any case strengthen its authority, that is, those
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of its unpaid anirnateure and of its activiLts, so that
it can freely use the. animateur and prevent him
from taking power, if such was his wish.

Profecaouta contract

The contract between the paid animateur and his
employer is written, and implies a legal, even a
criminal responsibility; the varieties of contracts
and national labour laws would demand a study
=tending beyond the limits >of this repbrt; it will
be enough here to emphasise that.the engagement
of an unpaid animateur or of one who received a
fee is generally verbal,. and that in any ease its
terms rarely 'have legal consequences. It is there-
fore the paid animateur's duty to discuss his con-
tract attenlively, and then to respect it, subject to
the restrictions mentioned earlier.

Tliis reepect of the contract means that the anima-
teur must, when necessary, remind ,the employer
and the group of its spirit. Keeping faith with the
employer is not be taken as subordination. This
amounts to saying that traditional relationships,
whereby the employee is subordinate to his em-
ployer, rapidly make any attempt at real anima-
tion impossible. This means that the contract must
be concluded within a collectivity made up of the

,.group, the employer and the animateur; within the
framework of an association this is quite possible;
it must become poceible in' the .framework of a
public authority, at the risk of failure.

7

Availability

The paid animateur must of course be able to face
the problems presented by is group with a com-
plete availability, of mind; thi entails an accumu-
lation of prob14.ns, because he often has to deal
with several groups simultaneously, even groups
of different nature, and he has substantial adrninic-
trative responsibilities. Each group, at each meet-
ing, expects just as much from him, and in the
interval. has acquired new preoccupations. The
animateur Must be able to be completely available
when he meets the group, and this is not easy.

Another aspect of the same problems is the time
the professional animateur must devote to his acti-
vities. The problem is perplexing, whatever the
angle from which it is viewed.

His activity puts the animateur in the service of
a group, which already implies contraints, Above

a

all, the fundaMentd dimension of animation is
time, a specific dui'ation, a psychological duration
which can be neither cOmpressed nor limited too
firmly without risk of disturbance. The progress
of a group and the individuals that make it up to-
wards autonomous decision and action is slow
and irregular; there are brusque acceleratione
moments when realisation dawns but also periods
'of lethargy that are perhaps necessary. If the snip
mater has a good knowledge of them complex
mcchanteme, he can ,sometimes make it easier to
move forward;;, although to try to pick up a regu-
lar speed and make arbitrary `divisions is fraught
with risk. It is unthinkable that he should say to
.a group that has reached a critical phase of reflec-
lion: "We 10 o'clock, my day's work is finished.
I'm off."

Let us add that, for obvious reasons, it is at the
end of the day and in the evening, on Saturdays

. and Sundays, that 4-le members of the group are
ueually available, and it is at those moments that
the animateur must be present. And yet h6 has
the right to rest, he has the right'to family life, he
has the right to leisure.

The answer may be a working day beginning at
2 p.m., for example, with days off in the week.
That settles the question of the number of hours
of work, but not that of family life, and only par-
tially that of leisure.

How have people managed until now? His recrea-
tion time comes out, of his rest time.. Everyone
knows where this intense sense of professional
duties leads: to overwork and its results, or to a
chance of lot with more regular hours and safer
prospects.

The solution is to be found in the community of
group employer, and nnimateur; if priority is given
for example to the training of unpaid animateure,
responsibilities can be ehared in this ease, the
members of the community know that the ania-
tour is ndt mercenary, but a partner who is rceLcen-
eible for a particular task, for whose executlen
contract has been concluded. A great many obstac-
les are thus removed, many misunderstandings are
avoided, and rights and duties of each are respected:

, Once more it can be seen that if the employer does
not participate, animation is hard to achieve.

Training

One of the paid animateur's essential duties is
training. First of all, the training of unpaid and
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fee-receiving animateurs because this is the hey
to delegation. It should not be possible to imagine
any animation activity not closely, associated with,

. or even incorporating, a training campaign, ena-
bling animation to be multiplied without a multi-
plication of paid animateurs and of cost. This is
one of the principal, justifications for the profes-
sional. And it is here that the "schdol" of anima-
tours is to be found, in the community of anima-
tion, in the heart of action, under the joint respon-
sibility of the group, the employer and the anima-
teur.

His own training usually takes place in action, all
the time, while he is working. But we know that
a cer %ain distance is sometimes necessary, to see.
further, and to recover breath. The continuous train -
ing of a paid animateur can take different forms;
this- question is not going to be studied here,
although it must be noted that it is paramount,
that the aniraateur should demand its inclusion in
his contract, that his employer should make at pos-
sible and that the group should . understand its
necessity.:

Administration and management

This is a field in which animateurs do not always
,feel at home. Their training has not really prepared
them for 'it and often they are without qualified
administrative colleagues; the financial bases of
their prdgrammes are inevitably uncertain; the
programmes themselves are only defined as they
develop (research projects); and above all anima-
teurs have chosen this sort of ptofession because
it puts them in direct contact with people and
groups, and they therefore have a tendency to
resent the time spent on administrative action and
to regard it as a waste of time.

They must be persuadedlhat the opposite is the
case; administrative action is ancillary to their ac-
tion, it makes it possible or it speeds it up. The
employer must understand that it is in animation
that the animateur, needs to spend most of his
time, and make it possible for him to do so by
relieving him as much as possible of the admini-

strative burden. But the animateur for his part
must take as much care as possible in the manage-
ment operation:, with which he is entrusted, if only
because administrative negligence will inevitably
be used against him in any dispute with his em-
ployer; it is sometimes, the cause of conflict, and
often a pretext for conflict with the employer
seizing on careless administration, when what he
is really attacking Is the animation itself.

The rights of the paid animateur

His fundamental rights have already been men,
tioned above.

The following rights are worth emphasis, as with-
out them his action can in the long term be se-
riously. compromised;

4c.3.

Right to leisure and private life: This point was
dealt with above;

Union rights: Generally speaking, they are
threatened not in theory, but in practice, in the
case of breach. of contract, for example;

Right to training: This point was dealt with
above;

Right to participation: As has been seen above,
the animateur should be an integral part of a
community which is formed also of the group
and of the employer. It is important that he
should participate in dclermining objectives
and means;

Right to appropriate pap: The ieadiness of ani-
mateurs to accept the job is often the reason,
for their being underpaid. This is all very well
when they are employed by an association with
slenider financial means, but it is inadmibsible
when the employer is a public authority. In this
field as in other, animateurs feel themselves
weak because- they are isolated; then it is up
to the group to lend support. Such an action
can operate very well within the employer
group animateur community; it is more diffi-
cult when the employer and the group have no
contact.



The status of animateurs

introduction

It is hard to say anything coherent about the status
of socio- cultural workers (animateurs) in the We-
stern Europe of 1974. "Western Europe" is scarcely
an entity in a political or economic sense, and it
is not united on cultural policy either The pheno-
menon which is referred to by such terms an "ani-
mation", "cocio-cultural work" and "community
wont" does, it is true, cover some common ground,
but the practical circumstances in which the work
is done differ from country to country in historical
development, type of state intervention, degreeq4
professionalisation etc., This is at least one ,sourcie
of imprecision in my ,onalysis of imprecision,
and also of contradictions.

There is also a second reason why imprecision is
unavoidable. The Brussels Symposium on the
"Deontology, status and training of animateurs" is
proceeding on the assumption that "status" is a
crystallisation, an operationalisation and a clear-
cut definition of elements from the deontology of
the socio - cultural. worker. A deontology may be
even more abstract' and imprecise, but I am Afraid
that systematic reflection has only just begun (and
the preparatory observations of the three rappor-
teurs could obviously not constitute a decisive step
forward), and that the deonOlogy has not yet ad-
vanced so far that we can deduce any clear stand-
points in respect of status. Moreover, allowing the
deontology to precede an analysis of status is only
very partly justified. Deontology linplies a critical
appraisal of status, and this holds good here as it
does for any ethical judgement. Status comes be-
fore deontoldgy. Not until the battle for a clearer
status has. been won will a clearer deontology
emerge. And this battle, to be waged by socio-
cultural workers, has not yet begun. It is impossible
to talk about status in absolute terms, without refe-
rence to history and time. These comments relate
to the present situation, a situation in which no
reasonable measure of certainty about the status
of socio-cultural workers is discernible anywhere.

But the most important source of imprecision and
contradiction flea in the athbiguitg of socio - cultural.
work in animation itself. Earlier Council of Europe
conferences and papers suggest,a growing Consensus
about the concepts of animation and apimateurs.

by G. van ENCKEVOI1T.,
, Adult education specialist, Nijmegen.

This consensus of theoreticians and policy-znahets
unmistakably contrasts with profound differences
of opinion among practising socio - cultural wor-
!terse). Cultural democracy, democratisation, parti-
cipation liberation, emancipation and all the other
key -words used at the San emo Symposium on
"Methods of managing coicio-cultural facilities in
pilot experiments" (1)72) look like abstractions
concealing fundamental differenees of opinion.
Before discussing the status as such, I. must start
talking about my viewpoints with regard to the
function of socio-cultural animation in present day
society.

0

Animation and animateurs

It has been frestuently observed that cultural work
or adult education is a Marginal activity in tho
society of today, This marginality is generally attri-
buted to the fact that this kind of work has not
developed ver4y far. It is argued that socio-cultural
work is not yet sufficiently integrated into society
and not yet properly recognised, and the hope or
expectation is expressed. that this is a transitory
state of affairs (a). The marginality of the institu-
tions leads to uncertainties and to a marginal, or
second-class, position for the workers involved. For
moat of them, adult education or cultural work is
a second option, practically never a firm career

(1) A clear symptom of this is to be seen In: Mangenot,
M.: Des animateurs se rebiffent, Bd. Universitairm,
CEPREG, Paris, 1973. Relevant reSearch material
will be found in "Les animateurs" Lm Cahiers de
l'Animation, 1973, No. 3; Drouard, H. et al: Le
public dune institution de formation socio.-educa7
five, Documents de l'INEP, Parts 1973, and Simonotp
IVL: Les animateurs socio-cuiturels Etudes crime
aspiration a Une activites sociate, Rouen - Paris, 1974.

Differences of opinion are taken into account
by IVIoulinier, P.: Les animateurs: Functions: et
formation; Report, Paris 1972; and Reflections on
the training of animateurs, CCC, Strasbourg 1974.

(2) Two outstanding studios analysing the socially
marginal position of adult education are: Clark,
B. R.: Adult education in transition, Berkeley, 1050,
and FritschrP:L'education dm adultes, Paris, 1972,

See also Jackson, It.: "The marginality of com-
munity development", in: International Review of
Community Development, No.29-30, 1973.
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choice (3). Marxist theoriots analyce the marginal
character of this type of work and this profession
in a different way, as a historical' phenomenon. All
Society's ideological apparatus, its policies on wel-;
fare," culture and education, can only exert a renew-
ing influence on the sidelines of the struggle between
socio-economic interests. There are come, people
who even refuse to admit this margin of freedom
and regard cultural work as merely a poncolidator
of existing economic patterns. One common featUre

that the Marginal, divergent status of cultural
work is seen as a:negative position which should
by combated either directly or indirectly. However,.
there. are Lilco,. authors who, , while aknowledging
there lack of opportuOty for fundamentally innova-
tory action, are anxious.lo exploit the margin:of
freedom offered by cultural work in a pOaitive
way 0.

In my view, the marginality of Cocio-cultural wort:
is no merely a product of historical circumstances,
but may also reflect the adoption ora clear fAand-
point..This is in fact the significance of the 'rice of
socio-cultural animation.

. °

Both in the French form of "animation socio-cul-
turelle" after the second world war and in the
English form of "community development", anima-
tion was a reaction to the failure' educational
and cultural activities (including racial work) in the
last century. A large part of the population achiev-
ed neither greater equality and emancipation nor
a secure existence. Education for the masses, the
development4 the people and social care turned
out to be directs at too universal a target to reach
people in digtress. They were based too much on a
paternalistic model directed at individuals to give
assistance to groups in their growing self-aware-
ness. They were too far removed from the social
and economic struggle to assist emancipation.
Educational and cultural work tended rather to
reinforce inequalities than to dismantle them. Con-
sequently, 8ocio-cultural animation was not simply
a new term for "education populaire", "adult edu-
cation" or "cultural work". Animation is aimed at
a different kind of cultural work:

directed at groups, not at individuals;

(3) For a discussion of the cultural worker margina-
'My in his profession, see in addition to P. Fritsch:
Deppe, D.A.: "The adult educator: marginal man
and boundary definer" in Adult Leadership. Oc-
tober, loco' and de Haas, G. C.: Onvottooid heroep,
Biltbven, 1971.

(4) One example is Hajer, R.: De &llama° van het
educatiene en tveizijnsbeleicl aan een gelilkere in-
komensverdeting, Vorming, 1974, No. 6.
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involving and drawing upon their own culture,
inextricably bound up with thefr own economic
situation, (not a transfer of isolated middle-ciao
culture);

in which the educative and .cultural activities
are a means in a process of emancipation rather
than ends in themselves: .

Animation therefore signifies the quality or function
of cultural work rather than the type of work or
activity itself: This viewpoint obviously embodieS
also a conception of culture and education and their
functions ire: society. This is not the place for a more
detailed artlysio_ of that approach, but it can be
indicated with a few key-words. Animation is the
critical dimension of culture. Animation is the cele-
bration of awareness (in the sense given to that
term by Ivan Mich). Animation is the anti.instituv
tionalisation of cultural work. Animation means
investment. in human -relations, not in technology
and equipment. Animation is a problem-calving

roems, not 'a process. of cultural transfer. It is pro-
bably not possible to say much mare thanthis about
animation: despite the growing body of literature-
-on th bubjeut,., the basic 'issues have hardly teen
investigated.

There is a tendencli to define animation isi such
broad and abstract terms that the world ultimately
loses all meanin.g. The danger has been pointed out
by P. Moulinier, who says: "In the last fifteen years
the words animateur and animation have enjoyed
a considerable vogue in France which has helped
to obscure the function rather than clarify. Every-,
thing in France has become a 'subject' of ani-
mation' and everybody has become an animateur
As for animateurs, they are a motley bunch there
are cultural animateurs, cocio-cultural animateurs,
social animateurs, holiday-camp animateurs, ani-
mateurs dealing with tourism, entertainment, fa-
shion, radio and television, business and sport ...
even the director of a bankrupt firm is referred
..to as 'animateur de la socioto X" (c). The came
could be said about such concepts as "culture" and
"cultural worker". Reading the definitions from
the Rotterdam Symposium, I have the impression
that it tried to find wordings co abstract that every-
one could subscribe to the definitions (s).

(5) Moulinier, Les animateurs ea/turas: fonetion et
formation, Paris 1972, and IQ/actions on the train-
ing of the animateurs, CCC, Strasbourg, 1974.

(6) Cf. also the summary in the report by Agren, L. et
al: Socio-cultural facilities at the tc.2.ban laud, Chal-
mers University Gothenburg, Council of Europe,
1947, pages 5-7-7.



A consensus was also postulated at the San Remo-
Symposium. If you read the report carefully, much
of the clarity vanishes. The rapporteur, 3. A. Simp-
con, said: "Socio-cultural animation means cultu-
ral' liberation, an emancipation which is necessary
before! masses of our peoples can participate in
genuine cultural .democracy. The long processes of
legal and political, emancipation have been crowned
by a large measure of economic freedom. Now we

new attitudes to bridge the socio-cultural
gaps". But at the. end of the Symposium he alsd
said: "The organisation of our societies should be
.changed radically". The question is whether the
emancipation process is -to be crowned with anima-
tion or whether that process has yet to begin.

There is a shiner contradiction where it is suggest-
edthat a. pluralistic culture must be accepted, that
recognition of the intrinsic worth 'of many (dub-)
cultures is one of the aims of .animation. Set against
this is the fact that pluralistic culture can also be
interpreted as; a fraginented culture, a culture in
which. socio- economic inequality is reflected in
separate sub,cUlturen, .When it is observed

present
the

San Remo SyMPosium that animation "is at present
a fragmented.responsibility", this is probably fair
comment, but the "fragmented responsibility". is
evidence of a "fragmented society".

To shut one's eyes to these -contradictions would be
extremely dangerous. They reappear in the anima-
teurs' attitudes to their 'work; for example, when
the San Remo Symposium expects the animateur
to have "a sense of respbnsibility towards,the com-
munities in his charge and towards the political
and social institutions", but on the other hand also
to have "Autonomy, freedom of action guaranteed
by the authorities granting the subsidies". The
contradiction appears again in the contrast between:

animation as a technique or as an attitude to

aramatiOn as a profession in its own right or as
foattire of different professions;

animation, as an educational and miltur acti-
vity or an a kind of social action;

-- animation as an institutional ,responsibility or
as availability to a group;

animation as "act upon" or as "act within".

work; .

Tapes of anintateurs

I would regard animation as above all a mentality
on the basis of which social, educational and cul-

tural activities are undertaken. This mentality can
perhaps best be summed up as an effort to support.
socio-economically under-privileged groups by
placing culture and ;clucation at the service of the
struggle for eraancip tion. Animation is one of the
functions that must !be _discharged an. social and
cultural work. A roc 'Ilt Dutch report calls iVine-,
diation between facilities, and the groups who must
acquire priority control of those facilities" (7).

It is clear that animateurs in this sense (people
active in the agencies trying to realise this function)
existed long before the term and the profession of
animateur became Current. This function is and was
more gten and more readily assumed by volun-
teers, militant activists from a wide range of !,

groups, than by professional social and educational
workers. But I do not wish to describe this catego.,
ry of volunteers as animateurs. y animateurs I
mean professionals paid social and educational
workers, to the extent that they try to make the
animation function a real part of their work.

Various typologies .of aniraateurs have been devel-
oped in recent years. "Animateurs techniciere, for
example, are distinguished from "animateurs
fionnels". We are familiar with a classification
which includes "animateur diffuseur", "animateur
moniteur", "animateur du groups" and "animateur
coordinateur" (0).1The Council of Europe has devel-
oped the typology: "animateur teacher", "animateur
manager", "animateur- animateur" (the genuine
animateur?) and "animateur artist". These typolo-
gies undoubtedly make sense for certain Purposes

just as it makes sense to discuss the training and
status of animateurs. But great danger lies in these
typologies. They inherently suggest that animation
is the activity of a special kind of professional-
worker. Animation is thereby isolated and becomes
an alibi for other workers to pursue their work
along the old lines.

(7)

(8)

Haler, R. et al.: Permanents educatie en de funktle
tan edukatieve contra, Amsterdam, 1974, page 9...

For typologies see also the report by .LIVI.Moeckli.
Further information will be found, inter alio, in
Labourie, B. "De quelques problOmes de ranirna-
tion et de la formation socio-educatives" in Leg
cahiers de Vanimation,, 1973, No. 1; Schaefflmecht,
J. J.: "La formation des formateurs en Europe-in
Education permanents, 1971, No. 12; Gourbault, G.:
"Les formateurs, lour formation", in Education
permanents, 1971, No. 12; Levet-Gautrat, M.: "Les
images de roles des animateurs socio-culturels" in
Les cahiers de Vanimation, 1973, No. 3; Thery, H.:
"Les animateurs: essai de typologic" in Itccherthe
sociale, 1067, No. 13 and "Emergence, nature et
fonctions de ranimation" An Pour, 1971, No.18/19.
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There are four conceivable strategiei which would
give animation a place in social and cultural work,
and all four are to be met with in practice:

The first is the creation*oka new profession, and
its addition to existing professions in the social
and cultural field. The title may be "anima-

- tours" asiin France, or "opbouwwerkers" as in
. the Netherlands, - or ."Commtmity development

workers" as in England. ;It is this solution which
leads to.an alibi function. t
The second strategy involve.s changing the atti-
tuyie of existing professionels . to their work.,
Animation is then regarded as "a quality neces-
sary. in the work nf several professions"
so far as the iiist category of workers in fact
arsts, they will also bn.gubje4 to tbis strategy.
The third strategy sets it apart not only from
the existing professioris,but also from the insti-
tutions. It mistrusts the possibilities, of discharg-
ing an animation function in the context, and
on the, basis, of existing agenc es. Preference is
therefor' given to new insti tions with new
workers.

. .

A ,foUrth condeivable, iossibility is °the radical
de- institutionalisation of the existing structures.
This might also be described as a revolution
from within..

A

vel (0).- Lestairel says Of status ("statut7 "The
'socialisation, which is becoming general requires it
for the security of individuals and' institutions".
Vessigault distinguishes between:
.Rules laid down by lair for officially recogniSed

professions (regulations, statutes, itnplementirt
orders) and -

the social status, reputation and Working c4n-
. ditions (position as mei'iber of a profession)".

There is always the danger when speaking of "the
Status of ahimateurs ", and certainly in the first

.sense, of tacitly recognising the existence of an
animateur profession distinct from other profes-
sions in the social and cultural. field, ;with- a com-
munity. of members and a more or less standardised
job description. Needless to say, such tacit accep-
tance must be4lismissed. There are social and cul-

. tural workers. It is essential that their rightS and
obligations should be set clown in a statute.

The last-mentioned strategy strikes me as utopian.
My preference is for a combination of the second and
third, in My view, the' margins of cultural and
educational work and of the balance, of power are
wide enough to accomodate possible reversals of
that balance and oPporiunities for animation. On
the other hdnd,'' I Am' so unsure about this that I
feel the need for a complementary strategy in the:
forth of new agencies When I talk bout anima- '
teurs, I shall tnean workers Within 'context of
these strategies.

.

The status of animateurs

The principal question that concerns usere is
as -follOvirs: What socially and legally gdaranteed
working conditions should socio-cultural workers
enjoy for them to be ableto discharge an animation
function?

o

For our present purpose we shall adopt a brbad de-
finition lc' status, a,s ,usecr by Cr: Vessigault and in
one ofjhe4irst reports on tit-ills-subject by J. Lesta-.

(9) Moulinier, P.: Reflections on the training of the
s animateurg,1973, page 15.

go

A brief eeplanation is needed. here, for, various.
.reasons. In the first place, recruitment and training
become impossible if the situation and . career
cannot be described to some extent ("). But a more
_important reason is that animation is a need which,
as experience shiws,_ is not automatically satisfied
in. the context of ,edutational and social work but
must be met y public measures. There-is of course
the danger _ at a statute could in fact deprive a

.profession of all its freedom of maw:lbw/re and inde-
pendence, but in my opinion this is consequence, of
the content of a statute rather than of the statute
itself 'Without a statute freedom and independence ,
can, certainly not be guaranteed. We shall not
evade the basic problem in this way: the recognisa-
bility of a function to other people social and
mutual ,recognition and recognisability -. also
mean controllability and 'vulnerability with all
their attendant dangers: The value of the 'statute, '

must be judged on whether or not the recognisabi-
lity beconies so greatthat it precludes all fleXibility.

Apart from the content of the statute, the most im-
portant factor for its actual operation is the extent
to which the statute corresponds in social law terms
to the social standing and reputation,of social and
cultural, workers. For this reason, too, "status" and
"statute" are inseparable. The magnitude of this,

a.

(10j. Vessigault, G,: The status and training of youth
leaders, CCC, Strasbourg, 1969 and Lestavel, J.:

_Statist et formation des anirnateibrs, Parig, 1963. CI
also: Workers in adult education: their status, re-
cruitment and professional training, CCC, Stras-'
bourg, 1966.

(11) Cf. Vessigault,G. op. cit. page 357,.

a
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influence is apparent from developments affecting
the.statiis of the medical profession in recent years:
awareness on the part of the "patients" makes the
closed system', of disciplinary jurisdiction, as is still
laid down in medical statutes., practically unworlt,
able. Where status is concerned, therefore, the
question is how far, society recognises a work func-
tion in its own right. Aspects of this status are the.
following:

, Social osteem and prestige: problems of identi-
fication etc. (recognition by clients).

Instituflonal .and economic power: problems of
contracts of employment, salaries Ate. Vecogrf-
tion by employer0.

Associational power: prbblems of recruitment,
career etc. (recognition by colleagues).

4oc4al. institutionalisatio,n: problems of proles- s'

sio alisation (recognition in society in general).

We shall iconcentrate on these aspects n the follow-
ing sections.

There are few examples of "statutes" which *e..
might' take as starting points. As far as I know, only
in France is there a legally established statute (a).
.A decree in Which a statide _of this kind. was .en-
visaged was''passed in 1973 in the ,Dutch- speaking
'part of Belgium, and a draft statute was put for-
eword for discussion 4n July 19'74 (13). There are a
variety of regulations setting out conditions in
respect of training, remuneration and responsibility.
A few attempts have been made in the Netherlands
to establish a professional organisation of cul-
tural workers and/or development workers. ,
`Among the results of these efforts is a draft code
of professional conduct- the provisions of which -

have had considerable influence on the :Flemish
draft statute (14). Further moves towards an official
Status are evident in state-assisted, or 61tate-organisa
ed, training institutes, articles about the ethics of
social , and cultural work, further trends towards
professionalfsation and resistance to them. In many
respects; social work appears to have made more
progress: the professional organisation in the Ne-
therlands, Belgium, France, Canada, the 'United

(12) "Statut des personnels professionnels &animation
fisocio-educative et socio-culturelle" I Documents 1'

sur la jeunesse, no. 2, November-December1970,
(19) Ilinnekint, H.: Statuut, opieiding en deohtologie van

de social-cultureie werker in Vlaanderen, Brussels,
1974.

(14) "Beroepskode voor de kultureel werker" (Profes-
Sional-Code for cultural workers), Concept, 1972,
Proeiverste, *Utrecht, 1972; Also published in Wks-
opmeding, June-July 1972, panes 280-288. .

States of America, Sweden etc. have codes of
professional conduct (15). However, the force of
application of 'these codes is extremely limited,
particularly when they are compared with those of
-doctors lawyers# accountants and so on. Outside
the Netherlands, a legally established ^ right to
refuse to. give 'evidence as a consequence of the
social' worker's obligation to observe professional
secrecy is encountered only sporadically. As regards
status in adult education, the situation has 'not
changed very Much since 1966 (when the COuncil
of Europe's report appeared). I attach particular
importance to the German legislation on "Welter-
lai,ldung" (further education) which contains rules
governing the professional freedom of "Erwachse-
nenbildner" (adult educators) (19.

Social esteem and prestige:
reiotionships With dicks

All thole concerned will have to be involved in
defining the profession and status of cultural
workers ("). .Foremost among those concerned are
those groutc which must be enabled to achieve
emancipation by means, among other things, of
cultural work. We may refer to them by the
perhaps somewhat . misleading, but generally
current term, of clients. These are the people
primarily concerned, before the community
development workers therilSelves, the authorities
and the employing agencies. And this requirement
can -be met only if certain preconditions are satis-
fied.

The most important precondition see s to' me to
be that cultural workers shduld actuallx begin to
present' themselves as cultural workers, 444 "other
words 'as the representatives of a profesdio For
this -reason, too, .a professional organisation is
desirable (and 'not merely a trade-union type of

(10) The texts 'are reproduced .in Jens, L. F.: Betoepse
d thiek en code' van de maatsdapPeillk Werke'', Arn-

hem, 1907.

410) Cf. "Lehrfreiheit fiir Veit Erwachsenenbildner7", in.
ErulachsenenbilXiuna, 1974, No 2, pages 92-94. ..

(17) I shall, be concentrating in the following sections
on cufflink 'workers involved in socio-cultural and .
Socio-educational ,animation. Although they have
much in common with other- welfare workers, Cul-
tural workers remain a, distinct group, partly be-,
cause they are tied td special institution& lVfore-
over,.animation is a principle ,which is undoubtedly.
just as relevant for social work. See for example
Brun, 11,1. B.: "Animation in social work", in: New
themes in social work education, 1ASSW New
York, 1972. °



organisation designed to defend sectorial interests).
As yet, cultural workers appear to describe
themselves primarily by reference to their job
("employed in this or that inatitution or agency")

.rather than .as belonging to a professional group.
-In his own eyes, and in public opinion, a Cultural
worker belongs to an organisation or institution
rather than to a community of cultural 'workers
engaged in one way or other in a common
enterprise M. As W. Lehman says, reference is
made to the function and/or place of employment,
not to a specific occupation (11. This being so,
clients are more likely to xfex- to the institution
than to the workers .and to the social process
involved.

Very little is known with any certainty about the
public image of the cultural worker and the image
he has of hithsel f. In France, thanks to 'the
investigations of Ph, Fritsch, M. Simonot and
H. Drouard et al. (l0), knowledge of the way in
which animateurs see themselves is growing. A
noticeable feature is that the Cluestions and answers
are directed more to general ends and strategies
than to the social function in relation to clients.
This is also true of the enquiries pursued by a
smaller group of cultural workers in the Nether-
lands and Germany (21), In so far as ally informa-

lion is available on the public image (2.2), it may be
assumed that although the cultural worker is
regarded almost unanimously as a prodressiie,
motivated idealist, people have only vague notions,
Or none at all, about what exactly they should
expect of him. The psychological appeal is slight.
More rpsearch is certainly desirable into the
obstacles in this sphere.

.A! and more down-to-earth precondition for
the. involVement of the clients in the definition of
this profession is the formulation of a fe.vi basic
rules for its exercise. - Formalisation of them in a
professional code 'could be an ithpOrtant step

(18) CL .Workerx in adult education, Strasbourg, 1998,
pages 76-77.

(19) Leirman, W.: "Beroep en opleiding van de vor-
mingswerkerb", ,in Tijdschrift opvoedkunde,
Jrg. 14, 19651-06, no. 5, pages 290-312.

(20) Irritsch, Ph.:.--liddcation des aduites, Paris, 1971;
c---Siinonot, M.: Les aniraatRurs socio-cultmeis, Paris-

Rouen, 1974; Drouerd, H., Labourie, B,c,Oberti, A.,
Pouzol ,G.: puigic d'une institution, de forma-
tion sosio-educative, MP, Marlpale-Roi, 1074.

(21) Boender, Beroepspraktijk leugdwencers,
The Hague, 1970; Wijk, D.. von: runctieopvatting
en functievervulting van opbouwwerkers, Deventer,
1973; Jagenlauf, M., Siebert, H.: Die Voikshoch-
schule int ritteit ihrer Mitarbeiter, Brunswick, 1070. '

(22) Drouard, H et al.: op, cit.
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towards recognition of independent status. This
code will mainly be concerned with rules to enable
the group for which the cultural worker works
also to become his employer. To this end the
following duties are put forward,lnter alia, in the
Dutch draft professional code:

--The cultural 'worker is required at all times to
justify the objectives and strategy of his work,
to those participating in it. It is essential to the
competent exercise of the profession that the
cultural worker shall be capable of accounting
for his work, both orally and in writing, in the
language of the participants. for whom he is
working and the society in which he works.
(One commentator observed with a sigh that he
would have to master a gredt many "dialects"
in addition, to his own jargon and mother
tongue.)

The cultural worker is required to ensure by
his working methods that participants are able
to handle the desires, needs, new possibilities
and difficulties arising out of the cultural work
process, 'and give. form to Ahem, by their own
means, of this proves impossible under
expert direction. (He must ensure that cultural
work does not lead to other, permanent, forms
Of dependence.)

The cultural worker has the right and the
obligation to treat as confidential all information
which comes to his 'knowledge in the exercise
of his profession iregarding the pArticipants
either as individuals or as a group. He respects
the freedom OrTarticipants to contribute what
they are willing and able to contribute. He
obtains such information about participants as
he needs for his work only from or with the
knowledge of the participants themselves and
frail the details which they are prepared to
provide during the proceTs of cultttral work.

The, cultural worker works with people avnly
when the relationship between him and the
participants i accepted voluntarily.

The cultural worker is 'required to !take, it
clear to the participants what services he is
Able and permitted to offer in the framework of
the objectives of the Working relationship or the
institution to which they have addressed
themselves.

.

These guidelines are only .a beginning. Discussion
of them has still to take plaCe, both among
animateurs themel'ves and with participInts. It is
striking, - moreover, that the emphasis. on the,
animateur's duty to justify his work vis--vis the

"b'articiPants dwindles in Article 15 of the Flemish



draft statute- (9' to a duty "regularly to account
for hid own objectives and working methods to the
officers of the council, authorEed officialb and his
own profecsional colleagues". In an enquiry into a
conflict between a training institute and an
Industrial concern f4), it is emphasised that
objectives and working, methods are not fixed
quantities which simply have to 'be made explicit)
giving practical effect to them is a social process
which takes place in conjunction with the
participants and can only operate with those who
are willing to. be involved in this social process.
Cultural workers must have professional autonomy
within basic legal limits in order to develop theik
objectives and methods together with-the partici-
pants, as is the case in education, This substantially
limits the obligation to justify 'their work vis-a-vis
"outsiders".

9;
Like information about individuals and groups,
concrete objectives are part of the' "common
property" of participants,and cultural workers. The
right and duty of confidentiality applies' here.

. Unlike the situation in, for example, social case
work or medicine, where a relationship exists
beteveen two persons, this right cannot be rigidly
circumscribed here; cultural work takes place in a
group situation where, generally speaking,
confidential information becomes available not"
only to the animateur but else to others."Por this
reason, the animateur cannot guarantee that

-1?articular items of information' will not become
public, Confidentiality is a. group responsibility.
On the other hand, the right of sociocultural
workers to refuse to give evidehce before the
courts must be established. The Dutch Criminal
Code, for example, contains an Article which
reads: "Aperson whO deliberately reveals a secret
which hd has an obligation to keep by reason of
his present or former office or occupation shall be
fiable to impriconmenV for a tern of not more thtin
six months or to a fine of not more than 1,200
guilders". In the absence of legal precedents, it is
impossible to, say whether cultural work is, an
office or occupation -within the meaning of this
article. But if it is to be recognised, one indispen-
sable pre-condition is the establishment of the
obligation of secrecy in a professional code
accepted by the people,who exercise the profession.
Consequently4he draft profeSsional code contained
the following article: "The cultural worker shall
have the right and the duty of. confidentiality

(23) See Ilinnekint, H.: op. cit., pp. 51. .

(24) Dibbits, 3., Enckevort, G. van, 'Langeveld, and
Putt, J. van der: "General conclusions and =tom-.
mendatione, in: Siemens against The Hogue Train -'
ilzg Centre, documentation about the conflict, DIC,
47151'40qt, 1971

Ct,

,thi6 'right and duty shall in general be understood
as a right' and duty to observeeprofessional mere:ay.
The cultural worker . may disclose information
Obtained about participants in the --- course of Ida '
work only in professiOnat contact-s .with' his.
colleagues and with persons in ° other 'prOte:ssinna
also bound to 'cderecy--by a formal cede, and then'
only with ,the permission of the person or persons
concerned. Even- with .the consent of 'the .

participant or participants concerned, he shall- not
disclose any information unless such disclosurg is
clearly in the interests of the :participant or
participants and/or if it conflict, with 4-110 interests
of 'other participants". This 'article has .acquired
increased relevance in recent years in the, context,
for example, of socio- cultural help and active
assistance to- children under. age ((5).

Another important right of 'cultural workers in
this connection may be the right to .strike: thdifght .

10 refuse assignments Shish' conflict -With, .The
interests of the group or groups for which; he is
already working.-It Will probably alwaya,bndif-
iicult to agrea as. to Whether a conflictof interests
is in fact present in alternative assignments,., but ":".
the recognition °Mlle right to strike is nevertheless
desirable in principle. A cultural worker cannot be
expected to be Universally availablk, everywhere;

*to everyone; whether in- turn or sinaultaneously. .

M. gangenbt (26) analyses: an instance - of .strike
action which clearly demonstrated the need for a
-.strong professional .organisation (thd strike led to
an `=association des. travailleure de Vedlipatiori
populaire"). .

The general proclamation of,- such rights is.
however of little significance unless the group .of
participahts is able to function. psi princiPal in the..
organisational structure of euiturat,work, even if it
cannot be en 'ortployer in the public law sense. It
is therefore desirable that the .. activities of.- a,/
socio-cultural institution- should. bd organised as
decentralised, independent projects. Project organi-,
s'eition is preferable to conventional bureaucratic-.
hiCiarchical organisation, with its rigid procedures.
and standards of . service, and to .professional
organisation with complete autonomy for the

oprofessionals -involved, based. on agreement ad to
the policy pursued. Project organisation offers, on
the ene.,hand,. a firm organisational basis and arangeof -varying projects With specific 'objectives,

(26) Jens, L. F.: loc.. cit., deals, extensively with the
qUestion of professional secrecy and the right to
refuse tW give eVidence to the courts, colleagues
pnd., counterparts in other profedsions. The Pleniish
draft statute contains no provisions of this kind.

(26) Mangenot, At.: Des animateurs se rebiffent,
1973.
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and on the other hand, a circumscribed proceSs and
independent management. In addition to flexibility,
democratisation can be a sparticularly imPortaht
facet of project 'organisation. However, if this
democratisation is not to be confined to partici-
pation of .professionals irl the decision-making
procebs, the managerial bodies must be appointed

'in a Aifferesint way (not merely be designated 'by
the aulhorities or co-opted), and nutoide, agencies
must be inabled to participate (.47).

Institutional status and iegra position
cc,

It will already be clear' from. the above observations
° that the question of status vi &a-vis partiCipants is

bound up with status within the institution,
responsibilities and rights the administra-
tion and forth in short, with the legal
position relating to a contract of employment. The
overwliehning majority'of animateurs are employed
by one insglution.br another, -and therefore have
contracts of employment; the possibility of
free-game animateurs (field workers, cominunity
development workers, social activists) may not be
totally tillusory, but' Such people are rare. -The'
animateur Is an employee in - a mod6rn, late7.
capitalistic. society, in other words a worker.

Many cultural workers and their employers still
appear to find it difficult to accept .this Realitir. If ,

they 'think of the-work as a profession, they do so
in tents of, independent professions such as those
of, doctor lawyer, journalist and so forth, or else
by reference to artist, Underlying this in some
cases is the resistance which emerges whenever a
transition takes place from charismatic volunteer-
ism to instittitionalisation and proffessionalisation (20).
Enthusiasm, : open-mindedness and involyenient
cannot be pinned &own-in a contract of employment
(quite right, of course!). Sometimes the resistance
derives from the fact that every animateur want
to be a 'militant, but a misunderstanding of the
distinction bet veer the two can, as A. Meister ,
rightly observes (20), result in animateurs being no
more than "militants manques". And the romantic
desire ' fdr harmonious relationships between,
employers and employees makes some Cultural'
workers hesitate to accept employee status.

(,-*-

. (27) Marx, E. C. 11.: "De projektorganisatin els organi-
satie,van instellingen", in Voiksopvoeding, 1970; no.
2 and "De taakopvatting van besturen van instel-

- lingen", Volksopvoeding, 1968, no. 4.
(28) Cf. Leirrnann, W.:4op, cit., page 297(

,-(29) Meister, A.: "Militanti-e animatori ", Priternatio-
rga Review of Community Development, No'. 292-30,
1978, pages;123-164.

Generally speaking, there id as yet very little
trade -union participation on the Part of cultural
workers. o ,
The legal refection of the rights and duties of
cultural vs orkers is °impossible -ri.,ithont a trade -'
union. orga isation. 'phis.. presiini6oses a counteipart
in the fam of employers' organisations. Annual
megotiati6n:4 about contracts of ariployinent,.. :
subject to democratic controls, would then VC
possible.- Ar important factor is recognition of this
,consultation p-:anachinery by the governmental
authority providing the subsidy, vllich must also
take part as a third party.13eSides, this a,.rnatter
of concern not only to animateurs 'but 'aISo 10.
adzninistratNe and domestic peisorinp

, In _this way, cultural workers. are also brought
into very, close contact with. social, fajtmtices. While
their point of reference is often the more clot -atc(1

oprofessins, they will also have to .substantiate
their'. cornmitment ,to:' under-privileged groups in
neg0tiations about the substance...of contracts a

' 't employment, wage rates and the like. In this. way,
they 'can at the same time also bring a breath of
fre.h air into an .ossified tradenniOn structure. An
e;:ample 'is provided by the French-speaking
animateurs in Switzerland at their Ifirst congre3 3
in April 1974,. at which they .pacc7ed the following
resolution: .

. = "qinrirounity developnient workefs Lho longer°
recogn1,_1g the validW7 of the hierudw which

, has been established between trained animateurs
and trainee animateurs discharging the same
responsibilities, and will endeavour to eliminate
the resulting Salary differentials. Likewise, ani-
mateurs; supporting the efforts of other _cate -.

gories of workers! ..deSire that compensation for
increases in thD cost -a -living should' in future
be 'calculated in Frants and hot ,cas a, percentage,
and calculated in su a way that everybody
receives the same amount" (01). ,,

The question ti,f, bateries and rdlated rnatters such
as social security (sickness .insurance), worjzing
hours, Dave, pension regulations. and so on are a
cot:anion of problems still to be solved. Satisfacti4
with the arrangement's <qc. fairly closely tied up
witlithe reference group = used. 1 survey in the

9

(30) Employers'. organisations, tracks union bodies and Q

regulations, on 'legal= status 4, various .diCas of
social and cultural wort: have appeared- in the
Netherlands in recent; years, the different, areas
(for example, social worl:, youth wOriz,t (immunity

. and club. house worst, -ati'alt educationand training)
being increas4,ngly attunedlo each.other.

011 Repart in 24 liet#es, Lausanne, la April 1074,

.)
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Nthland.a hea chvzn that cultn'al viorkera d
coimunity velopiit v;orkec, although they
carry heavier financial and huiniatrative rc-pon
cibilitien and vorl i?egular lioura, are lc well
paid thciff tahexc The err gomenta for. cicimeca
iwance and penciona (ineed to The coat of
living!) are leca favourable than in tcang or the
civil cervice. Further, there crc conoiderablo
dferencea between workera at loel level nd

- thoc at provineici and z'gional level,- with the
:c3ult that firat-rate tafl o2 all binda are creamed
off to "highe" lo,ila and finich up in concultattyc
'9tc

.
In 2nttn'o, the reerence' point wilt

iroaaingly hme to ,be thG public Cervice cc.tor,
the matter at iccue hero is n goveiiment

ropancihility ovon though the public uthoritiea
ao not employers in tho direct .cence (). The
cougor ccci then arise of a rigid delineation
betwcon fãmtgmc1o, ccconcgrade and thfri-grwie
onoteun nth s ial trainiug special conditions
o war!: ud so 2ort. This thnger is certainly not
imaghrary \in Lranco . it stones to. reason,

orcover, that profccc!ona! orgauisst!ons for
cultural wohers, corouuulty eve!opmont worl:ers
auci so on puk1 no cc1ity b affihiatcci to t!cde
unions for chyil cervio staff

Thg 2ollowini oh aCons tahon from the Dutch
(ll srt on Crhioal Areas of

2ccia! Folicy)\ would appear to ho relevant for
other countrc too: Zn most ports of this sector
there is no prtcct!on from dmiceol, and this is a
poCularly ore. pomt n a ccctor n
conflicts botv;e?n management and omploycea era
generally ihon the purpose and cutont of th
wçrra ?urthcrçiore, thofe is no ic4aining ias
scheme, and even where there are arrangements
of this hind a rant s not pyah!e. This mahes
eLnpioycoa doubEy dependent upon the management

0

(02J IMaas, 3. £L: lto'aa! C?hCrIJ wco oiccht'hc-
tsohi ttoh, hpeoihor W?.

(5c Cf. Lc:rnoa, VJ.: p. t., p35CC CCC -O5.
C) The di nc5ors wore alceady in mode at Ccc

fnnoos R L Courjross in 15CC. ca the ro
port by ho, C,: Statuts at formation doe onima-
tourn in: 4ctiac Ct a ecotcc&7c; INItP, arly-.
la-Pie! !CCO, Pace flO Ct cocj. The c .Ptatute of
YiO cotaicoJ c sute-dllvision into five radc3 of

omaurwith ica op eopriate salary ccaice train-
inp standards et.

(CC) a stain coourt of di amsion Ices Pan place on
Cc!I In the rcthrlaucls in recent yoare !codhc toa hio ivoo of oronication. Cooacca:cnt f or.-
vzccc nor o. sLet:or±a ore mni I n
ozctii °he psyt in dicace!aeca en
ontiothci tico5 c lo-c1turaic fio!cL Cf. opc-

lear, Ih: 'Probcocn road do roflcycCc!a" acI
Picet,P. von: 'Pie helpers eholpen', PoPe he: Iucot.-:och3 &,cscpc Clovombor i53. ifuldor, 3.3.;
JOe nc van cIa PCrocpct:cPt, Do
ices, Plo.

C
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of an institution and on the jublib authoiti,ee.
rrangementa along these lines are essential to a

sound personnel policy, particularly at a time
v;h(n increese of code are couitinuing ib produce
iergera aM close-downs" (). ; - D'

The animatiQn Iunetlbii cwjth tM roquire t of.
"availability") raice special prolezns in connection
with wkin honre, leisure time etc. Overwork Is
a regular complaint. It Is not feasible- to'.offer
general clutions to thece problems here. Cultural
work will remain a mobile profespion bard to
uiacure within the norms of a 4-hour. working
week. It might be, possible o establiSh the genqral,
though vague, principle that thn-' hours worked
by, and the supervision of, the cultural worker ar
primarily a intter botwoea worker and tho
group for rhoth he worha and not between the
worker and the inst/itutlon. The projeet orgenicatton
model is applicable hero too.

A more important and rnorc ceriou; problem azice
in the sphere qf working conditions and
their idcologkat impliatioo, These problems vere S

referred to at the San Remo Symposiui, but they
were not eiplored through The irnple device of
comparing the requirement of "responibilit 0

towards the communities in his charge and t,owars
the political dnd social institutions" and "a high
degre'o2 independence in his work". In øelgium
protection of ideological and philosophical views
is providcd by an Act of 16 July 1973. The,
remarkable thing about this act Is that it covCrs
not only institutions but lco staff rccruitmnt,
appointment and advancement. It is all the mre:

0 surprising, thrafore, to co that the draft tatute
places far-reaching limitations on this by implying
a large measure of answorabilitr vis-vis
management and officials when -it says "If hIs
views do not receive approval, ho must -
prepared, to rçconsidar his. attitude or to terminate
his citract of employment" ().

Attention is 2ocncd on thesa problams in a French
document entitled "Recrutement etcmplqi par lea.
collctiflci loaals do pesonne1 profecsionntol
d'anehceat!on sooio-dücativo" (). The relevant .pac-
cage roads: 'itt must he appreciated that while the
animateur is closely ac'Sociatod with the groups
with wic!dc ho works, h is aco bou5nd tq the
connmmity which employs i-urn and to which he is

(23) Icccipacat'cn-aota. Piatrt von do crcadcroep
heclpaatca hercucoaicot!c weloifaobcicid en wcl
C!mZCIpCcOOJ, Den Poop, 1070, paa Ca.

(37) CL. Pee report by Zlinaeo!int, Ii, op. alt.

The foil dc-t will be fouiikl th: Deoocncts cur uu

0
fc-cozceee0 Plo, 3, 3anuory-'abruary 1071.
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answerable. This ambiguous situation may generate
tension and even conflict. This is why we believe
the animation function should be emphasised and
the contract between the animate= and the
community which employs him should contain a
hind of 'escape clause' which will enable him to
break his contract honourably in the event of
serious disagreement in this respect with his
employer, and subsequently to apply for another
job in keeping with his qualifications.

The limitation on this freedom, of course this
needs to be stressed is that the animateur must
respect the various opinions of the groups with
which he works' and correctly assess their critical ,
capacities and the receptivity of the social
environment.

Consequently, the animateur must observe the
strictest neutrality in the exercise of his functions
and respect the opinions of the various participants
in his groups. The use of his position for political
ends must result in termination of the contract
between him and his employer."

At first sight, this text does appear to safeguard
the animateur's ideological freedom, ,but the sting
is in the tail where "the strictest neutrality" is
called for in political matters. Politics (the struggle
for power) is apparently disbociated from the
ideological struggle (differences of opinion). But
this reveals a misunderstanding of the animateur's
real function: Rimation is always a political
matter.. Political neutrality therefore cannot and
may not be demanded, only an approach which
guarantees open-mindedness and respect for
different political attitudes. Conflicts will thus
always be inevitable, and they cannot always be
resolved. All that can be done is to try to make
them manageable, in the sense that they constitute
a positive element in the animation process. The
following are necessary or desirable to this end:

clear arbitration machinery laid down in a
professional code, excluding closed, secret
disciplinary proceedings (9;
recognition of pluralistic interpretations of the
role and function of animation, including in
political terms; o

an institutional organisation in which answer-
ability to colleagues invariably takes precedence
over answerability to management or authority
(project organisation or self-mahagement) (40).

(39) See also: Moulinier, P.: Reflections on the training
of animateurs, CCC, Strasbourg.1973, page 20.

,(40) Staff loyalty is described as an important require-
ment by. Dibbits, J., Enekevort, G. van, Langeveld, W.,
and Putt,' 3. van (see note 24).

SG

The fom of management adopted by institutions
is also 'of importance in connection with the legal
position. Here lies the principal source of
diffictilties and conflicts over the discharge of the
animateur's functions. The boards of directors of
most institutions Whether. public bodies or
independent foundations ere largely made up of
representatives of the established bourgeois culture.'
Generally speaking, they operate in a hierarchical
and entirely autonomous manner and allow no part
in the decision, .malting process to professional or
other collaborators or to outside groups. The
external activities of animateurs on behalf of
deprived groups, aimed at changing the structures
of power,' will also bring animateurs into frequent
conflict with those who wield the power inside the
institutional structure. This danger is certainly not
lessened where the pUblic authbrity is itself the
employer. Important factors here, in 'addition to
the project organisation model (cf.. above) and a
different approach to managerial functions, are the
following
; A distinction must be made between the formal

inclusion of animateurs in a bureaucratic
machine and the material executive powers of
decentralised managerial agencies to which the
public authorities delegate their responsibi-
lity (41);

Animateurs and client ,groups must be strongly
and democratically represented on the manage-
rial bodies;
There must be a change towards a form of
self-management of social and cultural institu-
tions, through the intermediary of workers'
councils and participants' councils (42).

Status among colleagues: an "open profession"

In a situation where working methods and
organisational structures are such that the
emphasis comes to lie on the relationship between
professional workers (animateurs, cultural-workers)
and client groups, the crucial question is: who is
recognised as an animateur or cultural worker, by
whom, when and for how long? What persons
constitute the community_ of cultural workers and
are recognised as colleagues? Tied up with these
questions are problems of recruitment, career, the
right to work and so forth, together with profes-
sional solidarity and criticism.

(41) Cf. itnelpuntenAieta op. cit., page 45.
(42) Weber, L. P.: "Die Aufgaben der Mitbestimmung an

der.Volkshochschule" Hessisclae Matter fair Volks-
bitclung, 1971, No. 4. The Yugoslav worker univer-
`sities operate on the self-management principle:
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Animation or cultural work and in our view,
other .forms of soda' work too) must, if they are
true to -their own principles, be an` open profea-
.,slov, (45). This is at first a. negative concept: it
rejects anYstein in which a person is recognisd as
a colleague simply oh the basis of a special training
or adrnisniiin procedure for example, an election
or the signature df ,specific documents (cf. doctors,
social workers, etc.). Stated in a positive way, it
means that it is necessary for the development of
animation itself that the profession shou'd remain
accessible to people with different kinds of training
and experience in life. '.The most important
arguments. for this openness are as follows:.

Animation is an activity fora specific group.
The best animator: comes from groups with
which this work has been done and has already
proved his ability as an animateur. (Though this
does not mean that all "indigenous leaders" or

'militants ought to become animateurs in the
profetssional cense.)

-- The most essential qualities for animation work
are always primarily personal qualities (creati-
vity, flexibility, commitment, balance, "style
associatif", humility, willingness, ability to
communicate etc.) which come before knowledge
and techniCal skills.
The animation function calls for a multiplicity
of expertness, Skills and abilities from a variety
of people. Besides technical and personal
qualities, inherent capabilities in various fields
of information and science are required.
Animation itself is an attempt to obtain equal
reCognition for the Values of different cultures,
different forms of education, different skills and
so forth, and contrasts with the existing rigid
institutionalisation of training and education:

Moreover, the open nature of this profession in no
way detracts from the desirability Of specific (not
exclusive) forms, of training (44)._ Training is

(43) This, requiremnt is iiost clearly argued in the ex-
pert report: Functic en toekomst van het vormings

onttoikkeiingswerk met voiwassenen in de
Nederiandsc samenleving, Amersfoort, 1969,page 98.
C. also Hirmekint, H., op. cit., page 57. The prin-
ciple of the open profession is adopted by the Dutch
professional organisation in the draft professional
code. The Belgian draft statute restricts this openness
considerably by recognising, besides a. special.
diploma, only "at least five years thorough expe-
rience Of cocio-cultural work" (five years, and not
in other kinds of work!) The French document

- Recrutement et eraplot (see nate 38) offers a fairly
long list of Possible diplomas, but is limited to

. specific kinds of professional training.
(44) For a discussfon of training problems, see the re-

port by Hurstel, 3.: The training of animateurs,
CCC, Strasbourg, 1974. 0

-

.
required not only as a means of admission to the
profession but even more, precisely because of the
openness, as a right and a duty of cultural workers
who are already active. FurtileF training in this
'sense is not compatible with degradation to the
status of "trainee" or "assistant animateur".
Likewise, differences in training level and the
length of training periods must not be allowed to
constitute grounds for differences in pay or other

, conditions of employment for people discharging
equivalent tasks. All this would be significantly
helped by the drawing up of a list of basic
animateur skills. The list given in the Dutch draft
professional code could ^wile as a basis for
discussion here. It includes:
"-- awareness of one's otvri function and role in,

the exercise of the profession and in relation
to participants (9;
ability to establish a 'diagnosis, together with
participants, of the situation in which they
find themselves, as regards both shortcomings
and opportunities for cultural expression and
as regards percOnal potential;
ability to formulate, in relation to participantn,,
pipctical objectives in keeping with the
fundamental anis of cultural work;7 4

ability to squire, handle and control the
means of achieving these objectives;

n- access to means of assessment in order to
decide whether Working methods are still
appropriate to objectives;
ability to make an independent contribution to
organisation and management processes."

Besides the change in the .function and value of
training and diplomas, the open profession also
involves a .reappraisal of the place of volunteers.-
They are no longer to be regarded p5 the
"precursors" of professionals in a past age or as
r3rofessionaIs' "helpers" or 'assistants". In an open
profession, it is acknowledged that volunteers can
be just as expert as prOfessionals. Because they
have a different status, they have different
opportunities for animation. As militants, they are
indispensable to' the animation process, particularly
in initiating it and because they are not impeded
by conflicts of loyalty (o).

(45) Pot 'forgetting the requirement that objectives and .

methods should be amenable to explanation in the
language of the participants.

(46) See also: Meister, A., op. cit., note 29. Deference can
also be made to this article for a discussion of the
status of volunteers. which is not dealt with in depth
here. Another imp' tant article is the one by
Meister, A.: Participation, animation et d4veloppe-
rnent, Paris, 1989.,
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Indeed, the danger of an open profession lies in too
rapid and too easy- a progression from the status
of so-called "para-professional" or "indigenous
non-professional" (militant) to the :lotto' of
professional. 'It is true that they constitute an
initial course of recruitment for professional
animateurs, but they also fulfil an essential
function of their own. The pard-professional serves
two purposes-Which can rapidly enter into conflict
with each other, via:

The opening up of channels forupward
mobility for those unable to follow traditio-
nal training sources, ,

and
Improvements in 'the offer and quality of
services by making use of leaders who

° emerge from the group and act as a bridge
between institution an.d client group (the
nucleus of the animation function.)

A number of American analyses and investiga-
tions (47) point to the risk of "professional
contamination", meaning that the "indigenous
leader" loses his bridging function where upward
mobility is taken seriously, G. S..13erman and
M. R. Haug conclude that a large measure of
marginality on the part of para-professionals
causes them to lose their true function and
over-orientates them towards the professionals.
They donsequently argue in favour of separate
organisations (unions, coalitions, community groups)
of para-professionals able to preserve their own
identity, from which their own special requirements
can be formulated. They conclude: "An alternative
career ladder could evolve, one tied to the
community rather than to the conventional profesi
sional model. In other words, instead of becoming
a trained professional with the traditional creden-
tials, the indigenous para-professional worker could
become a leader whose power was derived from a
following of clients, rather than from professional
authority or institutional commitments."

The other side of the "open profession" coin is the
problem of transition to other professions. Anima-
tidn and cultural work are not generally 'lifelong
occupations or careers. Many studies point to the
rapid turnover of personnel. To some extent this
can be attributed to bad or unclear conditions of
employment, but it is also an inherent characteris-

tic, mainly bound up with the qualities needed to
go on doing this kind of work. The French ace-4-
ment ors Recrutement et employ says:

"Bxperience has shown that it would be desirable
to recruit anirnateurs with the possibility of taking
Up a different occupation later. Rinse animation
work cannot normally be don6 by one official
throughout a full career, it is important that Ito
animate= should be able.. easily to convert to
another occupation if necessary."

Besides being an additional argument for the idea
of an open profession, this remark also prompts a
number-of recommendations, via:

The right of cultural workers to educational
leave should`be an-integral part of their statute
or of the regUlations governing their legal
position, and should not be confined to
education and additional training for cultural
work but must be amenable to very flexible
application in order to facilitate the transition
to another occupation.
Cultural and educational work. comprises a
multiplicity of different kinds of activity, and
differs in practical .application from one group
fo another, bUt the central animation function Is
the common featbre. A common. Statute, is both
posSible and desirable. This Would also make it
easier to transfer to functions for other groups
in different kinds of activity (e.g. to older age
groups, or from an activity aimed at direct
action to 4another activity aimed at reflection
and preparation for action.)"
Training and instruction courses this sector
must always be designed to develop profes-,
sionals skills, and not be orientated exclusively
towards the development of technical' skills for

t a specific task.

(47) Grosser, C.: Non-professionals in the human ser-
vices, San Francisco, 1969; ,partners, A.: Para-pro-
fessionais and their performance, New York, 1917;
Clark, K.: Hopkins, 1: reievant war against po-
verty, New York, 1968; Berman, G. S. and Haue,
M. "New Careers: bridges or ladders?", in:
Sociai work, July 1973, pages 48-58.
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Advocating openness in this profession means
that more openness will also be required in
other professions (48). This ,applies particularly
to professions in the welfare field primary.
and secondary education, social work, mental
health care.

One final aspect of this model of ari open profes-
sion is the need for a strong professional organig
cation. It has already been advocated in connection
with the legal situation. It can also be defended on
the grounds that mutual support is needed in
building up, a professibn that is necessary to a
society which, through its fragmented culture,
systematically thwarts, certain groups in their

(48) Cf. Hinnekint, H.: op. cit., page 58.
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efforts to achieve _full participation (systematic
repression° makes systematic counteraction neces-
sary). This question of profes-sional organisation
is highlighted here becc&Ne an open, profession can
lead, by virtue of its mobile character, to an
uncommitted, amateur approach, however enthu-
siastic. Hence the validity of what S. Alinshy, the
"professional radical" has to say: "If you want
drama, get a movement; if you want results, get an
organisation" (40).

Thus a professional organisation must not be
designed solely to establish and safeguard legal
position and status. It also has the function of
making continuous mutual support and criticism
possible. In this work, "one-man bands" ektould
really be avoided; they do however exist and are
inevitable at this stage of development. A profes-
sional organisation offers opportunitied for "inter -
vision", an alterative for "supervision" during
training periods, fo be understood as a process of
learning among colleagues during which.- the
partners are, everyone in his turn, intervicor and
facilitator. This is a necessity but also a right (5°).
By fulfilling these functions, a professional organi-
sation is essential to effective cultural work and,
like the work itself, deserves the financial support
of the authorities.

0

Professionalisation: recognition by society

The process of professionalication in loci- cultural
work has already been described implicitly, in th©
foregoing, as a positive development. However, the
above account is based on a rninimum definition
of professionalisation, as a process in which
activities previously carried out by volunteers or
part-time workers, for a wide range of reasons and
in addition to their usual work, come to be the
principal activity of ,paid full-time workers
appointed for the piutSe. This development is
judged to be a Valtive. one because 'through it the
community discharges 6h essential responsibility.

However, the concept of professionalisation is used
in a more qualitative sense, to Mean a process by
which the carrying-out of professional activities
becomes the more or less exclusive privilege of

'(49) Sanders, 111. K.: The professional radical. Conver-
sation with Saul Minsky, New Yorlz, 1970.

(50) "Intervision", is a term much used in recent times
in the Netherlands as a variant on "supervision",
that is as a form of learning through practical
experience and reflection, about it, in a relationship
amopg colleagues (instead of the expert/pupil rela-
tionship of conventional supervision).

people socialised for that purpose. Thia
A

socialisation
comes about by a number of mechanisms, including:

the constitution of a fairly closely %defined and
relatively Deomprehensive body of theoretical
knowledge, experience and skills;

the establishment of -specific forms of training
through which the necessary knowledge and
shills are imparted;

the constitution 0 a professional organisation
which crystallises feelings of solidarity and
accepts joint responpibility for the proper
excrete of the profesion; ,

the development of a clearly defined approach
and a professional ethic expressed, inter alia, in
a formalised professional code;

recognition of these elements by society as
being of general interest, possibly followed by
legal protection and sanctions (51). e

The criteria are only verA imperfectly satisfied
in respect of cultural work" or certain parts of it.
As a result, animation is cometimesspohen of as an
incomplete profession, implying the, -*suggestion or
hope that it will -continue to develop (59. Other
people use the term "semi-professional" to describe
occupations' which are unable to achieve full-scale,
separate institutional status and in which train-
ing and professional knowledge are less self-
contained (53).

The concept of semi- profession or quasi-profossion
in itself reveals the resistance to professionalisation
which exists in many quarters. Professionalisation
is seen as a characteristic of a. society w*, a rigid
division of labour designed to safeguard positions
of power. Others fear that professinrialisation znay
reduce ethin issues to technical questions. In
social, work particularly, though also in come areas
of cultural work, a powerful move towards
deprofessionalisatibn is at present perceptible. in

(51) For the elements of profecsionalication, ECM espe-
cially the collection of Iiirticles by Vollmer, H. M.
and Mills, D. L.: Professionatication, Englewood
Cliffs, 1903. The term "professionalicstioa" is used
in the more limited and neutral cense of the activi-
ties of prbfessional people in the German publica-
tion by Schulenberg, W. et al.: Zur Professionali-
sierung der E,rwachcenenbiteuny,.Erunswici; 1972.

(52) Cf. Hass,' G. C. de: 0..-z.voitosid Bonen BilthOven,
1971. Also Hawley, J. a: "The professional status
of community develoElinerat in the United States",
in Community Deue/oplize.lt Journal, vol. 4, 195D,
No. 3, pages 126--132.

(53) Etzioni, A.: The serai-professions mid their orb's-
nisatiou, New yorh, 1939.
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an illuminating article, 11.- Specht analyses four
ideological tendencies in this movement:

activism: the striving toviards a more" relevant
and politically committed professional prdetice
which the emphasis on technique threatens to
eliminate;

anti-individualivra: .emphasis on group work as
opposed to isolated, individual responsibilities
andoptions; .
communalism: ;.the ideg that changes can be
brought about only by communities of people,
not by proidosionalb set apart from other people;

` environmental determinism: all problems are
reduced to malfunctioning of the "system",
"structures" or "power elite" (54).

Specht's .analysis leads him to the conclusion that,
despite the validity of this approach, these views
are too one-sided and often naive and need not be
taken as an argument for deprofessionalisation.

The call for deprofessionalisation strikes . me at'
illusory 'or utopian in character, certainly when it
comes from *professionals trying to repudiate their
own situation. Rather, it should be seem as a
symptom, of the problems, arising this'profession.

! ' They centre primarily on.one of the mostimportant
facets of professionalisation, namely the attempt to
achieve a privileged. position, self-regulation and
the legitimation by the community of a position of
strength (9. OvIr-emphasis on 'these facets leads to
a situation. in tvisich professional activities . aro
controlled exclusively by other members of the
profession, es they are for es:ample in medicine and
law. Expressed in a very negative way, this me=
the pursuit of one's own interests under the guim
of fine words with high symbolic valuc. In these
circumstances, prefessionalisation can indeed result
in the consq,tidation of inequalities, to hierarchical.
.t;
relationship., in the process of assistance, and in a
curb on she development and implementation of
new fleas 'about the enercise of the profession.-

(0) Specht, N.: "The -de.proitosionalsatid of social
work ", in: Sc oat Wore,:, March, 1072. Lin approach
teen from the client's stenElpoint in ....7hich the cle-
profeznionaiisation tendency is acceeeol more posi-
tively will be found La Zatag, El. and Suss-
man, M.': "Proi'essionale 'autonomic f,na cflo orztand
van de client" o2 article in Social
Problems, 1939, No.2 end reprzduced in rZutpver-
lenen en veranderen, izay..2Dcer: =or psucl?leda,
sondheidc- e weleijnswert.%

(55) he aspects, are esialeftelfly highlighted in the
more recent tocialoffIcai ttzcoric:k, about professions,
e.g. Johnson T.3.: P7ofessi,,o;;:c cruel power, London,
1972'.and dolt, A. L.: Deroopea odic, Dv2onpel,
1973.

e

Profesi.donalisation . does however contain another
essential element; namely the conviction that
knowledge and skills must be placed at the service
of certain values and that independence may be
demanded vis-a-vis persons and Agencies that .

would like to see* these sltills applied for purposes
not in keeping with those values (9.

Various critics of professionalisation put this
central element forward when they invoke proles-
sional&utonomy in conflicts with the authorities or
boards, of 4directors. A professional watchdog to
ensure that these values are being respected pis
particularly necessary when the work situation
involves, individual, isolated activity. The, anima.
tour's expertise gives him constant ascendency in.
his dealing with clients. Consequently, the clients'
claim to . a greater say is frequently an illusion,
because what happens in the_ great majority of
cases is that the basis of the -individual profes- ,'
clonal's power is Strengthened, to the extent that
it frees him from his colleagues' occaonally
inhibiting.supervision- of his acts and omissions (0).

No deprofessiona "ation, then;. but what are we to
have instead? Strict, complete professionalisation
with" the emphasis on strengthening the basis of
powerAo impossible if the concept of the open
profession is maintained, for this means that the
process of professionalisation is never brought to
an end. The -terms contra-professionalicatioW or
anti - professionalisation could bei5ned in this
connection, in the sense. of a prcOSsionalination
developing from critical institutional' analysis and 0
loading to counter-forces opposing established
positions of power (9. A number of new trends in
thinking about professionalisation caq.-be "'summed
up in this concept, which needs -elaborating in
greater detail.

°specialisation

This means a broadening, of the field in which
professional group formation takes place, or

(53) Jens, L. F.: "Professionalisering", nandblad van
(2e Ned. Vereniging van TvlaatschappetiA 'Workers,

197-1.

(57) noessingh: I. 1Z.: "Profecsionalicering on beroepse-
thieh", in: Van Gent D. and X-4ve, T. T. ten: Andra-
gologie, Alphen aan do Rijn, 10'1-2.

(53) The term is used in an cmalogous cense to anti -
analysis, anti-psychiatry, 'anti-pedagogy etc., as
employed in the "mouvement institutionnaliste" of
Guattari, LaPassade, Loureau et al. For a general
survey and introduction, see "L'Analyce institu-

, tionnelle et la formation permanents ", in: Pony,
Nos. 32 and, 03, 1970. Of special relevance o the
training and -status of animateurs is .S'argeot C. and
Scherer, F.: "Four um' analyse institutionnelle du
CAPASE", in: Pot?, No. 2, pp 27-42.



countering deVelopments towards distinct proles-.
dons of ardinateur -adult educator, youth worker,
community worker an_ d so on. The role of the
professional will have to be seen in the broadest.
possible terms, i.e. (in future) as a welfare worker
rather than as a cultural worker. Within this
profgosion there are specific Skills and tasks
attaching to specific officials, but the function is
'not raised to the status of a specific profession
with assured autonomy. The result is also lesb
-ghetto formation and a lesser distance from the-
client's Shills and potters of judgement:

Segmentation of,the professiOnal community

This entails abandoning in the pattern in which a
universal consensus 'about the profession's yalues
is postulatdd or pursued. The profession of cultural
worker dr welfare worker is characterised much
more by internal conflict; and, mutual. competition
and by disagreement about values and standards.
The common ground is, the conviction that it is
important for people with a particulaLprofessional
position to continue talking to each other about the
values and standards attributed to that profession.
The,

w
professional organisation.recognises. segment,

ius other words groups a +professionals who share
sus oreanical identity and philosophical or political
frame of reference with each other. The segmen-
taUna-a -CM Ella) Oti2 thICOT_Ieh differences in the
freQz_rney ae ci 1)27:::_-; of,' contacts with clients,

and differences in legal
c:arm. `i.he cfts minont aac7n-aents remain

COML.a?:: E9 teat the mobile
character

nvovemeat

In a ccOaent ':]0f4ILITS C2D act ap
one of the coi-,7nr...LY,s, 7.-L(.) ioni-Jor
merlm'L' fL-om v.7hicL). ftLcia-, o.ous
v:ho will take ovo: oc. the
Gianais by co-option. 'ZftLi2cy can
oyconi.icatioaria frem thoy
pint preosure on the raftddic-riat:o

2-1 file::Eb2e professional code

he professional code, which is after all ccc::
for several reasons (amo4-2c them, to eet,

(00).-C2. rSick, A. L., cp. cit.

(C3) C2. I-2=c, Fv2. pad Sussman,. cp. cit. Coots,
and ammora G. a and rv2. 4?).

,recognition for the requirement of minimum
professional autonomy and self-supervision) consists
mainly, in this connection, of provisions which lay
down those issues about which continuous discus-
sion is necessary. Its basis is the attempt to ccodiy
those rights and obligations of the cultural Worker
which safeguard the client's interests. Its flezzibility
cape promoted, not only by segmentation of the
relevit professional organisation, but also by
explicitly prescribing procedures for the publi8
settlement of conflicts, recognising initial contra-
dictions in the worker-client process, and deter-
minig-aspecta of the open profession.

Formalised codes, profecsiOnal organisations and
the like ctvere once described by G. B. Shaw as
"a huge conspiracy of silenc j against, the public".
We shall have to take the drawbacks and dangers
of alienatioeseriously, but at the same time We
anno and may not deny that they exist. The point

must be to place them at ,the service of animation
in such a way that the guarantee of professional
autonomy end recognition by society remains
intact. It is 'one of the professional organisation's
important tasks to make all those concerned aware
of the alienating effect.

Canclusion

Although considerably longer than foreseen, in the
presezit report a great many-issues have still not
been touched upon. Besides such questions as age
requirements and the right to a proper working
environment, there are other complicated problems
ouch as the status of temporary project workers,
the position of spare-time workers; the status of
officials given leave to do cultural work, the poli-
tical and social militancy a welfare workers etc.

purrpoce has ir_cein to present a test which may
OS a for a more systematic

ideratio2., the pror3iems of status and as a
(32: in my opinion, must-be

ft,..] , of formal status and
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The training of animateurs.

I speak here on the basis of four years daily
practice in an industrial town in eastern France.-
For my part, I wish that, all who "talk" about
animation or "socio-ohltural community develop-
ment" would say precisely whence tileirtlle-ories
and their experience derive. This seems to me part
of the very logic of animation, and what I have to
say as an "animateur" is personal and partisan.

am neither a cultural .sociologist nor a cultural
administrator, but what is called by a curious
ellipsis at -1,gast in' France a cultural
"dilimateur".

First definition of the function

Without dwelling on the fluid and multiform
concepts of4animation and culture at this point, it
would be useful to circumscribe the function of

'the animateur in terms of his daily'practice.

Per_haps the enact meaning of "animateur" needs
to be defined.

Above all, I am a man of the theatre who
practises his profession not in :'terms of theatrical
produttion, but in relation to a specific group of
people sometimes a district and sometimes
neighbourhood community. My work consists of
going from door to door, establishing relations
with'inhabitants and groups seeking out the unique
identity of each area and differentiating between
them,' seeing how a family of North African
Working class people 'differs culturally from a
group of teenagers or an old couple. And this is
only art' introduction to other roles that come
about through artistic involvement. These groups
express themselves, they create objects, films and
plays. I then act as an artistic adviser, helping to
shape ideas and words, channelling them into
effectirie forms and finding suitable languages for

. them.

Finally,' I am an organiser of festivals and
community events, the fruits- of the combined
efforts of a community (e.g. carnivals, midsummer
eve bonfires).

In what way einj an animateur? I am only an
animateur because I practise my profession- other-'

9

by J. HURSTEL,
Anirnateur, Montbeliard.

wise than is traditional for a Man of the theatre.
Here. I join other animateurs in the uncial or
educational fields. They all share this desire to
play their assigned social role in a different way.

This refusal is not just a matter, of challenging the
practical methods or obligations of an occupation
(bowing to the timetable and , the hierarchy); it
also involves a more far reaching rejection of .the
system of which that occupation is a part.

Th-us, if I go from door to door in a district of
Montbeliard, it is because I reject a cultural
system which reduces the artist to,a mere producer
of objects or performances which ate cold' to
cultural consumers (the public) according to the
ruleg of the market.

Perhaps the same applies to "other ,aniinatetirs"
who object. to the system at 11 0 rh in schools,
administration or, social service. This rejection
takes the form of new -functions. and different
practices, but the profession remains the same.

It is a many faceted rejection. Every occupation,
position qr institution carries within it the pos-
sibility. of a split giving irth to an animateur.
must stress this idea o splitting because it is
inherent in the functio of the animateur: the
birth of any animateur ,painful; and it is hard
to cut oneself off froth the security of a career
marked out from entrance, diploma to retirement
pension.

While this rejection is necesbary;;;# is not enough.
The function of animation in fact entails a final
goal, a field of research, and methods. I emphasise
this going from door to door ins a large town,-be-
cause it represents one of the main currents of
animation, flowing from the base ,,upwards, and
because encouraging people to meet and express_

therm' elves means putting the concept of cultural
democracy into action; at least it is a modest
attempt to do so.

Farm workers and a section Of the middle class
are the best target publics for community develop-
ment. I mean class and not underprivileged section
of the population, nor do I refer to 'Ycqtching up".
(Catching up with what?)



The methods for attaining this goal should fulfil
the technical conditions for expression and the
dissemination of information; group techniques, of
°course, not as a final goal but as a means of at-
taining the objectives set by people themselves; but
also all other practical means and manual or intel-
lectual techniques, whether existing or yet to be
invented. For while the thedry of community de-
velopment is progressing by leaps and .bounds,
practice is often left behind, and not Without
reason.

To talk about the training of anintateurs in to raise'
the question of their function. This function can-
not be, limited tg a single occupation. It is formed
by a break with former, ossified functions and
unsuitable professional structures; it introduces
new practices, new methods marked by their con-
cern for democracy, for inter-personal relationships
for popular expression.. Stated very succinctly, the
anima eur is a creator of exchanges, forms and
contract' ions.

Second definition of the function

The animateur as a force for social change

In defining the animateur's function, one cannot
rely solely on methods, a particular field of action,
or transformation of traditional occupations with-
out rapidly reducing this function to mere tech-

, nique and animation to ,technocracy.

More than a policeman or teacher,. the animateur
has to define his identity, his reason for being. This
search seems to me to be part of his function. What
is his purpose in encouraging self - expression and
promoting contact between individuals and groups?
It the answer is "to attempt to establish cultural
democracy", one must immediately add "which
exists nowhere yet" and conclude that community
developnient is not just a methodology, and still
less a technology, but a means of social change.

If I use this approach, here in this industrial town
in spite of considerable diffictilties it. is because
it strikes me as more efficient t an, other earlier
concept, that of "cultural' democi Jo ion", which
after twenty-five years -has' -ended in complete
failure. I am not just talking about working class
theatre audiences, but about the approach to all
social or cultural action.

Moreover, in a town with 35,000 factory, hands
working in shifts, the first of which starts at

4 a.m., even the most attractive concepts cannot
challenge established patterns.

Community development as a Method of social
change clashes first teg all with the economic
order. I am not going to describe soul destroyihg
forms of work or the process by which "men are
transformed into goods". I will talk only about the
difficulties of generating creativity and self-
expression in people who have just finished eight
hours' repetitive, boring, demeaning work on_ ,a
production line.

How can one develop relationships among people
and between groups, or develop colt - expression,
when these people are "stibject to a strict company
hierarchy? The man with something to say is the
man who wields the power. And what he has to say
makes its way down to the lowest employee, who
is there to do as he is told. To favour self-expres-
sion and inter-personal relationships is to upset
tilts. social structure and the pattern of relationships
;which obtain inside the firm. '

The worker does not control his environment Ay
-more\ than he does his -working time. He finds
hiinsdlf deposited in a district he hap nOt chosen,
in a building constructed without reference to .
him. How can he be made to understand that he
can,st and influence his surroundings?

Finally, the development of consumption, or rather
the purchase of objects, corresponds to the :ale of
the labour force. They are the two sides of the
saiie. phenomenon.

To this man, this piece of merchandise to be bought..
and sold, this fragmented man dispossessed of his
speech, his time and hiss space, community develop-
ment proposes the oppb\Site in every poiht.

Either community development is only an illuthion,
. or it sets out effectively- to fight this economic

order that demeans, dispassesses -and alienates. It
strives to give man control agars over his life, his
time, hi6 space and his wihh.

,,

Against the social order and .the 'reigning bureau-,
cracy which tries to enclose *all relationships, with-
in the rigid framework, a'..7 Fuile3 mad hierarchies,
cpmfaunity development pits creativity and d0r110,1
=tic decisions taken at the 8racs rusts.

'
Against acivertioing,:vhich triep ta:enclosa DeQpie
in. an antics sic world of lawn-inowero and
equipment, it .pits. consumes . action,



,

Against television which acts to iron out geogra-
phic, social and political differences, it sets com-
munity television and . experiments in video-anh-
mation, information- nd self-expresgion fora whole
range of social groups.

Cultural democracy is in total contradiction with
(the economic, social and cultural order. Community
development is the expression of this contradic-
tion; it is contradiction in action. This must be said
clearly, because too devious an approach may strip
cultural democracy of its forcsand animation of its.
justification. An animateur, at least one who is
engaged in a process of cultural democracy, is not
a "hunian relations technician", but above: all a
militant of social change.

To conclude this brief survey' of the community
development function, I shall return to the anima
,teur 'as a person, but less to what he should be
ideally than to what underlies this work what

° animates the animateur, so to speak. In an orderly,
dogmatic and unchanging society, he asks a que-
stion and voices a desire. But this desire poses a
problem. How can one animate, create a desire
for change, share the joy of self-expression and
relationships with'others if that desire is lacking
in oneself, if one is content to reproduce a tech-

, nique or an institutional mechanism?

Herein lies the complexity of training for anima-
teurs. It is not enough to establish a centre for
institutionalised technical and theoretical training:
a training place for cultural democracy must be
created in keeping with they spirit of animation.
Here, starting with the desire to question and to
act, people capable of tolerating contradictions,
militan4 of social change, creative minds, are
educated.

Training (persistence. of outdated methods)

This long preamble is necessary because it lays the
foundation for my views on the training of anima-
teurs. Without a definition of the function,h ideas

mabout training can only be misguided. In the fol-
lowine pages I shall question the two main types
of animateui training which. prevail at present:
schools; practical training and credits.

I shall of course draw heavily on the Iorench
example arid its European variants.

SCHOOLS

Training in schools, university institutes of tech-
nology and training centres is examined below
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, .
from the standpoints of the systeM, the institution,
the prograinme, its objectives and its effectiveness.

The training system

The system is oriented round an entrance exami-
nation and a leaving certificate. The objective of
the system is not the training itself but the acilui-
sition of a diplonia and a professional position.

The system is based on one conception of commu-
nity development and kits function, a position im-
plicit in the programme and the teachers' lectures.
Thus each school his a tendency to train its "own"
animateurs according to its own conception. As a
result, certain qualifications_ are developed which
do not necessarily correspond to what will be
required later.

The, system quite naturally breeds distortions 'be:.
tween the instruction receiVed ankthe professional
function. Training institutions endeavour to reduce
this distortion by two methods, generalisation and
limitation. The institute gives either very general
training that does nbt correspond to any precise
function, or a very precise and limited training that
may not correspond to the requirements of . the
labour market. In both cases, the student arriving
on the scene must train himself to deal with a con-

"crete situation.

Lastly, the system maintains social and age bracket
segregation.

Recruiting is usually done at the end 0S,,secondary
education, and the schools' intake is -therefore a
broad reflection of the range of .,pupils finishing
this period of education. Middle and upper income
c4sses areo represented, but there are very few
clfildren di manual workers or farmers. Segrega-
tion is reinforced by the fact that the animateur
diploma is ncit as highly prized, socially as for
example, a doctdrate &medicine. Entrants to these
schools are oftenpeeple who have failed in other

'university; teaching). :

The entrance system conditions the average age'of
students entering' the,, salidolS)'Whith is the same
as that of university entreinte, "

Thus the end result is to increase social sereg'a-
tion, despite-the animateur's claim to be concerned
primarily with those social classes which are not
represented in the schoolS.

Young people, with no social experience other than
that acquired at school, are trained as animateurs,



and then expected as soon. as ,theY leave to direct
and inspire groups of workers and old people.

People are trained who have no occupational
skills and none of the authority conferred by a
traditionally recognised profession (e.g. medicine,
teaching), and are then required to assert them-
selves in a given district, working' with associations
and local authorities.

The institution

The animateur training institution is based on the
academic model even if, and indeed especially
if, that model is challenged in the name of "non-
directive methods".

The theory of animation is reduced to a knowledge
of various subjects, like school education, and the
manner of Jeaching it remains academic. It is not(

a question of good or bad teaching but of the in-
herent logic of the training institution.

First of all, this logic determines the fundainental
precepts on which the teaching relationships will
be based: the teachers and the taught, those who

. know and those who must learn. For anyone who
knows the relative nature of all theory in this
field, the situation is perplexing. This logic rarely
leads to co-ordination betwpen theoretical and
practical teaching for the simple reason that the
theoreticians are often university people and the
practitioners professionals.

This institution establishes a hierarchy of power
which goes fr'om the student to the teacher (on the
business patten). Aily attempt to upset this odder
from within is doomed to failure(because the school
is part of an Atistitutional fabric and a social order
that does not change,

The .point at issue is the frame of reference for
cultural democracy. How can this institution be the
best place ta, learn how to Aorm relationships, and
develop creativity and imagination? The tentative,
rough and ready answer is that the animateur
training° institution is a place where all. "anima-
tion", iri the sense of change or creativity, is ex-
cluded, unless one regards the institution as a
necessary initiation to contact with other institu-
tions in professional life.

The programme

(according to a CERD [European Research and
Devehipmerit Committee] enquiry on the training
of animateurs)

. .

Besides the. practical training periods, instruction
'''' is in two parts theoretical and technical:

The theoretical instruction, is primarily an intro-
duction to the social sciences. Over two or three
years the student touches. briefly On psychology,
sociology, social psysholdgy, and political economy.
Unable to deal with any of these fields in depth,
he struggles to achieve a synthesis, to assemble these
scattered scraps into a coherent body of knowledge

an effort doomed to failure, for .nowhere does
this theoretical synthesis yet exidt.

The result of all these efforts is more an ideological
treatise ,than' a corpus of practical theory, more a
lexicoh of erudite terms than a tool for analysing
concrete reality.

Technical instruction encounters the same diffi-
culties. Techniques of expression and group tech-
niques clearly reveal what the purpose is here: to
cox Sider self-expressilm or interpersonal rerdtions
as a technique, without reference to the 'ultimate
objective, reads to manipulation of groups and:per.,
Sons. Moreover, an introduction to various tech-
niques does not constitute real vocational training.
As in the introduction to theory, the students
swallow a few bits of information about .conduct-
ing meetings, corporal expression, theatre / and
photography; and they think they have a' basis for
practical work not only for themselves, which
would itself be an illusion, but for communication
to others which is either ridiculous or scandalous
as the case may be. What it wrong with these
training programmes is the fact that theory and ,
practice are diminished and diverted from .their
real objectiv They neither teach true theory nor
train peOple ffilirthe job to be done. Falling between
tw,o stools, what they do is produce the office boys
of the social sciences.

I
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Objectives

Limited by tine (two years), institutions and pro-
.

grammes, the school sets its own objectives and
judges peoplOaccording to internal criteria its
own teaching, its own ethics. In doing so, it forgets
both the outside world and its effect upon that
world. It overlooks the question of animation's
ultimate objective, and this oversight betrays its
whole conception of the animateur's-function.

When the animateur is trained, he is, not taught
how to do a job, how to campaign or how to change
society; he is taught techniques whose underlying
purpose is not considered. Animation itself is regard-
ed as a vast technology, and the animateur as a

0
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technocrat. Thus animation is opened pp to the
fruitful market of multiple intervention in any
field whatever commercial, academic, tourism or
social. The whole social field is thus thrown open
to the animateur; to the "social relations techni-
cian"; as an area for the mystification of speech and
ihe manipulation of

describe
and individuals. It will

soon be possible to describe them as the faithful
watchdogs of order and dogma, and to say that
animation, or community development work, com-
prises two conceptions, one Centered on c.hangs and
the other on perpetual motionl&sness. \

he danger of technocratic training is less serious
than it appears. Once in ,the field and faced with
reality, the animateur will be forced 'to learn a
sk"11, to learn to observe and analyse the world
ar and him. In general, it is at this point that his
revi ,training begins.

PRACTICAL TRAINING-AND CREDITS .

An attempt has been made to answer these criti-
cisms by adapting the system and tyring to make
it 'more outward looking. Periods of in-service
training, in conjunction with a -units/credits system,
mark a definite step forward.

Practical training periods. These remain the most
common form of functional adaptation. The value
attalhed to practical training periods is a good
indicator of an institution's educational intentions.
I [Will deal first with training periods that comple-

41merit techriical and theoretical instruction.

Mace. Training periods very often take pl ce witg-
ir an institution. The trainee thus faces the same
prpblems that he epcountered in the teaching
establishment. The opportunity for broadening
horizons is limited.

Time is also limited. In a few months one can at
best understand the way an occupation operates
and the conditions in which it is pursued. One
caraiot come to grips with the practical,aspect.

Nature. Here, perhaps, lies the major obgtacle: the
trainee is not in a position really to do a job or

practice an occupation he comes for a limited
: time and plays at exercising an occupation without

the responsibility of a long-term commitment. By
o definition, a training period is a "dummy run"

somewhere between school and work a no mans'
land where one finds things out and acts a part.
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Relations with the school. It IS a real problem to
co-ordinate teaching and practical training. Any
training period inevitably raises problems that the
school does not necessarily solve when its pro-
gramme is fined in advance. Either that, or the
training period is a mere illustration of the theo-
retical course and teachea nothing new.

IN-SERVICE TRAINING

In-service training might solve the problems of
age and segregation, provided there is no Selection
process upon entry to an occupation. Nevertheless,
it raises the problem of adapting experience and
instruction to reality, especially if the award of a
diploma reduces this experience to an undervalued
first step. In-service training is 'very often consi-
dered inferior to the straightforward school quali-
fication, being regarded as remedial rather than
as genuine training.

SYSTEM OF CREDITS (BASE OR CAPASE) (I

This system offers some advantages: choice of
training time, and training through persimal ex-
perience and opportunities without an over rigid
training institution or initial segregation. But besides
tht4 fact that this training does . nbt prepare the
trains for a job, it has the disadvantage of. being
fragm tary. The individual himself has to , piece
together the various technical group and admini
strafing training Oriods, and success in this is not
self-evident. The. system of training periods ma
not enable him to assimilate and synthesise these
elements. And here again, a series of training pe-
riods does not prepare an individual .for a job. It
gives rapid survey of the ingredients which ideally
go to make up an animateur's stock of kriowledge,
but no guarantee that thdse ingredients will be in-
tegrated into practical form. d

In-service training and a system of credits : Eor-
responding to training periods constitute consider-
able progress in o the training of animateurg. But
one has the impression that training will not manage
to free itself of its scholastic origins and- that even
while becoming more liberal it is trying to main-

(1) 'Approximate translation: BASE = Socio-Educational
Diploma (Youth and Sports); CAPASE = Certificate
in the Promotion of 4ocio-Educational Activities
and Exercise of Socio-Educational Professions
(Youth and Sports).

a "
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. .
tarn the system. Two basic elements never change:
the diploma is the end produbt of every teaching
process and praCtice 'almost alWa,vs remains. a Mere
Semblance of the real activity .of, animation. The
traininer, system haS also, kept the basic,' Sacred
principles of the school 'secularity and uni-
versality. Animation is never defined- as a limited
partisan project, conflicting with a social group, bid
always as a universal' teentze, isolated from so-
cial strife.

I have tried in the followings propositions, not to
propose .ra .nelv Ayotcra, but to uncover the hidden
questions. If I,/do it so clearly, it. is -because I am
speaking-froM/Practice and experience.

PROPOSAL NO, I JO'

Trollying should no longer b.separate from action

The 'separation between action and training in
animation is an artificial one. It exists only. because
aninzateur training institutions takb as their model
the school context from which they are derived:
Animationis a new and different kind of teaching
fundamentally unlike the school model substituting
its own design. The training of the participants lb
One of animation's fundamental objectives."It is
therefore pointless to superimpose school training
on training for animation. Pointless and dangerous.
The training of animateura should follow anima-
4ion's own model, ,shish is closer to the scientific
tlzrn to, the school model operating through, que-
stions and not through answers transformed into
knowledge or teaching material. This question is
the equivalent of a working assumption, a Plan of
action. Put into practice, it corresponds to an, assess,-
rnent and a further question. From one question to
another the training develops. It is an infinite and
perpietupl movement, that which gives life to any
experiments in animation.

PROPOSAL NO. 2

Training is not iimited in time, it in permanent

The necessary training time should be modulated
according to the natural rhythm 'qf action, and to
personal and group needs. Action reflection and
assessment plan action determine natural in-
tervals of training. The urip,aid anitnateur partici-
pates in this training as does the professional. There
is no fundamental differende between them, only
a difference in the time, devoted to activity and
training. This training can take plage at any time
in life, not only during adolescence.
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'PROPOSAL NO1 .3

001

The place for training is in a working team

Collective training replaces individual, training and
relationships with the persons who make up the
work' team . replace the student teachers -relation-
ship. It is best 'if these persons have different Occu-
pations, experiences and origins. TiliS team is not
informal; it eS4blisbes its objectives clearly, me-
thods and 'strategy. At each step it clarifies its

Jr

relationships those with whom it has to
.deal (mtinicipality, state etc). This. team does not
-disguise the problem of authorit one 'person .

responsible. for the continuance), of lie group -pro-
jest. The tearn is a plat are notes are compared,
achievements discussed d progress made- together
towards a set goal.

PROP L. NO, 4

.Training is not to be confused 'oath action
. ,

In order for the training to be effective: In addi-
tion to the other individuals in the team, an in-
structor accompanies each trainee, not to "help "'
or "advise" but to enable the trainee to find his
true role, to get the right. perspective, to formulate,
questions and hyPOtheses to develop, The instrucL
tor. devotes .great deal of time to these meetings.

Training scheme .and plan of action: a/training c
programme is designed on the basis otaction eva-
-luations deficiencies felt. The resultant training
schema covers a cat period of time; With predeter-
mined objectives and limitations, It may' ''cinclude "

contacts with outside' individuals,' visits, or simply
a time for personal reflection. The important thing
is that the scheme should correspond to personaL#
research and training requirements. ,

Specialist training: animateurs oriented more to-
wards management or instruction, or those more
spetialised' in the audio-Visuel.' field, 'gradziality
develovuld prove theraSelves in practice.

PROPOSAL' °NO. J;

Abolition of the animateur dip/office awarded on
completion of training ' .

The diploma, that sacred cow of modern society,
undbrlies the whole academic system for training
anirnateurs ("I award a diploma, therefore I am").
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But come professionals .turn this to account C
have a diploma, therefore I am an animateur'
This kind of horse trading ought to be stopped.

. ,

The team instructor could also serve as a, type of
ferryman -by assisting .the trainee to pass from one

. training .stage to another. The transition is by no
=ails. a fOrmality. It -links persotal desire and the
necessary experience and is made by common
agreement. More than a diploma, it marks recogni-
tion. 'A series- of practical trials in the field phis.

/ time spent in various teams could make up the
curriculum of each animateur. If an 'even more
formal structure is desired, credits might be given
for completed. training projects. Dropping the di-
ploma; as such, requires Only one thing: Reward-
ing the person .for his function, not his diploma.
For my part, I have never -hired' an animateur or
the strength of his diploma but always on:the basis
of his preVi*Ous experience.

PROPOSAL NO. 6,

The teams are no isolated: they exchange
information and bore all trainees

o

What is accep (d. irr the field of science or art
shoUld b acceptein the training . of animateurs
namely, moving from one team to another a0cor&-.-
ing to training .requirements. As these teams have
different .objectives and niethodS, time Spent with-
them should .enable a person to complete his train-

- ing. The time spent with the team and not just
a visit but a iworlt period. would' be y,

should
b

common agreement: These exchanges should 'not
the place solely within a country, but at a Euro-
pean level at least. The Council of Europe. should
study ways of encouraging,theseaitchanges..'

'PROPOSAL NO27

The openings

The traditional cysteivonditions/trains an anima-
teur and then attempts to place him on the labour
market. It seems obvious to me, therefore, why
ther%should be such a difference between the num-
ber of jobs available and the number of anima-
teurs trained, not to mention the dispaiity'between
training received and the qualifications requiied
for these jobs. 0

The above proposals should malw it possible to
harmonise training and the distribution of anima-
teurs into volunteer, paid and honorary 'positions.

.

.
First of all, this training is no longer -.simply

' vocational: to varying degree, it trains all
participants and particularly volunteers in
animation.

Achievement of the objectives of animation. means
that the persons trained can take. over the work.

Not all volunteer animateurs need abandon their
previous occupations to devote themselves to
animation. Through a process . of. progressive
selection there would be fewer paid animateurs
thane volunteers, and it should be possible 'to
co- ordinate the various categories.

The title of profesciional lanimateurs their car-
,

responds to a real 1 qualification, the animateur
having exercised this function in the course of
training and training no longer being separate
from practical *cork.

4

PROPOSAL No. 8.

The jf;) itiletf

Animation is not ail' occupation in its own right,
but a new "different'' function of various occupa-
tions.' Training may take two forms: '

it may either be progressive training for an
occupation (by 'which I mean detailed know-
ledge and lengthy practice of techniques),
starting with basic 'principles, consolidated
'through team-work, and completed by periods
spent in outside teams;

or it may be training ahiady acquired through
more traditionaFchannels (schools, unii;ersitics,
etc.). / T .

In both cases these proposals: remain valid. A
museum citrator, for example, could train himself
for animation by joining a project team, just s an
animateur coming from basic instruction ould
train hiniself in a museum. The acceptance Of a
tyvoqpy system 6.exchange is all that is r ired.

Irnpleinentation of those proposals woul ntail:
. 11,

Adininisfintive.'requiiements

Creation in each' country of. an rganisation
responsible for lials,orribetweon team -ordination
of training activities and dis:mmina io of inforina-
tion. This organisktion should al, dismantle the
training monopolips (university,, v pus ministries)



and organice national- or international meetings
among teams. In the longer teran, it should
encourage the development- of on-the-job training.

,, Financial requirTents
, . .

Each team wou have: a budget for the training ...
of volunteers and . paid animateuro.. This budget
should be large enough to- enable leading scientific
and, artistic figures from outside to be invited.
Some large institution.; already have such a budget
for the purposes of permanent. education. Other
smallerosams Should receive a subsidy when they
provide training 'facilities in 'their own sector.

Exchanges ,
If. exchanges cannot be Made on- a reciprocafbasis,
the antnateur being trained*. should 'he paid. from

Summing-uplecture

b

The con,ditions

Our most difficult problem during the symposiuni
discussions has been that we formed co, hetero-
genous a group. Those taking part included civil

. servants, representatives of voluntary organisations
and atiimateurs with different levels of experience-
and qualification'. And even among the civil ser-
vents., come tackled the problems from the paid
ok view of the work of ministries in general, others
from the 'Point of view of their. own particular
ministry; at the same time, some came from the
cultural department, others froin youth depart-
ments, others again from adult? education or the
ministries of justice or of welfare.

Then, too, there is the difference between our pall-
)tical situations and levels. of development. The
twenty.' or tWenty-one countries that are either
mem "fera o the Council of Europe or have. signed
the Europeazi Cultural Convention face problein
arising at different levels and in different political
contexts: And lastly, there as the irritating and

" ever-present matterpf langu ge and vocabulary.

ose who are used t international work, know
how long it takes to learn what a word that looks
the sallae really means in another language; And it

Q.

a national training or retraining fund. This is
already possible to some extent in France. The
Council of Europe would simply have' to extend
the system of practical training to a .European
scale.

a

These eightPropcsals do not claiin to define a new
training 'system. They are a basis for discussion,
allowing for. contradiction, openness,, imagination
and creativity. They do claim to lay the founda-
tions' for a more open approach, for a calculated
.risk which brings us as close as pOesible to the
animateur's ,real 'purpose of cly amism which
outstrips order, dogma and bureau racy. Trainipg
of, animateurs in accordance with this very fragile
liberation movement called animation.

C.

<5by IIICTER, Director General,
Minister°. de la Culture frangaise, Brussels

is 6opecia1i ly dangerous between French and Eng-
lish to the extent that their abstract words look the
same 'and yet sometimes have not just different
connotations but directly opposite meanings. Thus
English uses a single word tocover what is meant
by both "instruction" and "6.ducation" in French

Another example is the word culture, which was
used so often: when one says "culture% come
people think of the cultural heritage, and all that
has been acquired in terms of culture; others think
of a kind of creativity; others again, in the tradi
lion of the Oermailie 'languages, tend rather to
think of a concept of civilisation; and our British
colleagues know that the word culture often has
snobbish overtones. in English which ;create a
rier to serious- discussion. Another- example, which.
I shall return to in the course of the discussion, is

' the problem we ran into in connection with these
words, which I took from one of the rapporteurs:,
4tha function of militancy .has to be rehabilitated".
With militancy getting translated into the. Germanic
languages as activism, and activism meaning ra-
dicalisation, and radicalisation, for 'some, meaning
"Baader- MOinhof agang" --it is obvious that we

,..needed time to find out what we were talking
about even when' we thought we underStood each
other, '
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In come of the working groups, the discussion about
the substance of the problem hardly got going at
.all because it was preceded by co much skirmishing
about the terms "animation" and "cultural deMo-
cracy" and the basic concepts underlying them. So
perhaps we were too ambitiods?

Another problem is that the inembers Of the sym-
posium asked themselves aboutthe importance of
what they were doing, and what authority e
Council of Europe has, and thus about the results
and the impact what they were doing here would
have. I am well aware that the Council of Europe
is a body without any executive power, but having
spent a long, time in international institutions I am
bound to say that it is o place where many years
ago, knowing that they could not force anyone to
do anything they made up for it by setting out to
do, some worthwhile .thinking. Thus for me the
Council of tbrope is a sort of university where
people With khigh-level responsibilities in govern-
ment, adrnhiiStration or the universities, coming
from different 'backgrounds and from all countries,
have come together to undertake research, and to
try to formulate principles. And in my own case
and in yours too perhaps it is after all in Strati.
boUrg, in this confrontation with colleagues from
all over Europe, that I have got my ideab straight
about an approach to leisure, about a policy on
permanent education, about a cultural develop:,
runt policy and now about a policy for cultural..
democracy. The function of Strasbourg has been,
and i for the future, to create common ground,
or what will become common ground.

Animation and cultural democracy
o

What justification is there for an "animateur" to
intervene in the affairs of a group? Why does
anyone agree, or decide, or take the initiative, to
undertalw group animation? 13y what right?
poesn't such an attitude reveal that the person in
question has a dangerous tendency towards cultural
imperialism?

There are some who think that animation is to be
seen as a public service, and that the activity of the
animateur is justified on the same grounds as that
of the primary school teacher or social worker.
Others, however, believe that it should help bring
about emancipation and autonomy. Since the notion
of democracy for culture is new, it is vital to know
wiactly what political context the problem we
have been debating fits into. The society we live
in establishes and maintains disparities and
privileges; traditional cultural policy reinforces
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those disparities and privileges. Cultural democracy,
-by contrast, is based on the principle that the
individual must be able to develo-p 'all his
potentialities in total liberty through action in
solidarity With others.

, .
Cultural democracy means equal rights for all men
and aims at creating' for everyone the material and
spiritual conditions..in Which those rights can be
erercised. It aims at bringing, about a balance
between the full and. free development of the
individual and the awareness of the individual's
links with his community and with the krhole 'of
maigzind.

o

*

This means that culture 45 action, constant action
by man to improve his own nature and his
surroundings, and the pooling of the results of this
action.

Culture is the continuous enhancement of man and
his surroundings. So cultural democracy stands for
both responsible use of their freedom by
individuals and groups and the cohesidn of society
through the solidarity of these same individuals

o and groups.

That society i then a free_ association of free men
and women of diverse convictions' striving after
common goals. This conception Of course postulates
the right to experience, the right to be different,
all as means of develOping one's. personality and
discovering new cultural richness for all. It rejects
privilege, cultural elitism and domination by the
privileged, few, though they 'have something to
contribute, provided they fit in with the group's
way of life. It guarantees individuals and groups
the practical means of living according, to their
convictions. In fact, it Is a question of making life
richer, no more, no less. This society can only -he
brought about by democratic means, 1?y a concensus
expressing itself through structures which are
themselves democratically run.

That means that this democratic society requires
each citizen to be educated in the theory and
praCtice, of democracy.. Such education is. 'an
essential factor in overall cultural policy, which
in a society subject t continual change naturally©
takes as its starting jo int the general principle of
education itself being organised as a single
continuous process, both -:s and out of school, for
the benefit of every person, of wir ver age, a
every social group.

(Over and above the acquisition of knowledge, this
education prepares people to haie a positkve



approach, to participate, and to be critical. The
educative process is vital because the transformation
of soviet( depends on thorough educatiVe.action.
This tranVormation is'the goal that animatioi has
been set, but this does not mean that its aim to
take pow6r; its purpose is rather to incre so
people's awareness and secure their responsi
participation. Just as all citizens must effectively
exercise all their rights -in the political, social and
economic fields, so too must .they be able in the
cultural cfield to take part in .the continual
broadening of old-established values and the
establishmOnt of new ones. They have the right to
be offered something that motivates them, that
arouses- them: they must be aroused and put in a
position where they.can become aware.

Moreover, preparation for participation 'and actual
participation in the practice of social, political and
economic democracy is a cultural act. That is
something so important that it needs underlining.
It seems to me to be the answer to one4of the
basic onnestiont- we were asking, but I would like
to go further than that. Forty-eight hours ago a
radio journalist asked me: (sic) "... And in a time
of inflation, pollution and unemployment, don't

s you think: it is a bit airy-fairy to be bothering
internationally about culthral animation?". I
answered him rather roughly that our conception
of a democracy which is an immediate part of the
lives of citizens -- cultural democracy is not
something implied by political, social, and economic
democracy: it is a prior condition for there is
agreement on that point, then it must be said that
what we want is citizens who, through animation,
achieve a level of awareness and a level of
effectiveness and determination to ha- which will
have an impact on all the Communities of which
they are part: not only on the family and the, loyal
or regional 'community but also In terms of t
effectiveness of their daily work. The Third World
Conference on Adult Education at UNESCO, With

0 103 countries, undoubtedly went further than we
have done in the way we have expressed things
because our countries' representatNes were under
pres.iure' from the massive presence of the third

. world countries. -

prerequisites of economic democeacy. So I -think
it is iraporkkrit to see what makes an individual
become a cultural animateur. It is an area where
information is lacking and' where it would be
interesting to do come research.

Deonto/oay

The discussion on this point was a. difficult one,
The themes seemed to have been arranged. in a
logical order,- but perhaps it might have been
better to start from soniething more practical and '
clofTn-to-earth like training. The liveliness of our
discussion on the diploma seem to bebr this out

- Anyway, in talking about "deontology" we were
in for a surprise. -Many of those taking part
regarded it as a piece of mumbd-jumbo which
animateurs could use to foist their system of
values on a group of weaker individuals but which
could also be used by the authorities to "train"
tinir citizens. The immediate reply to this was that
any thinking about' a code Of conduct for
animateurs had to be set against a 'background of
prior acceptance of the principles of cultural 0
democracy. Others then added that there was
general agreement on rejecting a. single, identical
set o safeguards for all kinds of animation and
that it was preferable to seek different versions
for different groups. It was 'also suggested that it
would be easy to agree on' working'out flexible
general principles rather than a formal code. It was
also argupa that applied "deontolgy", in the sense
of constant reflection by animateur, group and
employer about the nature, and purpose of their
joint' action and their respective resppnsibilities,
was a part of animation itself. It was not thought
possible to have a different code of professional
conduct for paid animateurs and for unpaid
volunteers. So the attempt was made to move
towards prAtical directives, not a fined code; and

this was the fiat formula -7- towards guidelines.
_

It is important for th animateur to fit in with the
values of the grouip,)hut also that he be aware of
his relationship to the universal values of society;
that h should be aware of and make cad's
aware of .. the gaps in the Rroup's values; and
that he should set out to make himself and the
group' amore: aware. Having become aware of the
gaps or, ai3 they say in English, realised the short-
cominas -in given situations, he seeks to set in
motion, a process of expression to- serve as a
springbbard for action. It was at this point .that
there was talk of theclangets of militancy. Some
delegationslelt that "activism" should be preferred

We know that in our countries, in our society in
the process of change, a worker can no longer just
turn up each day, unchanged, at the gates of his
factory, and that he is obliged to change the work
he does or to change occupations several times. We
know that a4ot of qualities which until recently
had nothing to do with economic efficiency are now
indispensable to this same economic system:.
culture; adaptability, mobility, happiness, partici-
pation, cultural democracy all of them essential

c
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to "militancy ", which had unfortunate connotations'
in English or in any case of the ambiguity
surrounding the word.- We agreed, this morning'
that it was meant to evoke not seizure of power
but attitudes which bring about pressure from the
grass-roots on those at the top.

5

What is at stake, no more no less, is inculcating the
, values of cultural democracy. There is thus no

question of propounding any particVar ideology,
which would run contrary to the process of making
people aware. That is an area _where it the
meihbers of .the group being animated who decide
what is iMportant.

41.t this point I should mention a certain number of
assertions and proposals which went the rounds.
Some spelt out a number of principles, parallel fo
those governing social work; th6 animateur should
gauge the impact of his action; he must be.
self-aware; he must accept his "clients" without
judging or censuring them; he must be receptive;
he must help those he works with to decide for
themselves. Others said: he gives people heart,
that is to say the courage to understand and to act.
Others again said he conceals nothing, makes
relationships more transparent and groups
alienated ana conditioned 2 more responsible,

more autonomous, more iree.

The animateur- himself changes at the same time
1-as the group changes; and once that happens the
three-sided relation/ship I talked about in my
introductory speech the relationship employer,
animateur and group must tend to become
bi-polar; animateur-group. The demand comes
from the group and the group takes over the
control function. There will then be pi-polar
tension between a subsystem supplying a service
and a customer-employer sub-system. There will
be conflict if those involved do not turn out 41 have
the same approach whence the need for constant
dialogue.

On the other hand, and it was J. M. Moeckli who
said this we should not underestimate the
positive value, the educative value, of conflict. The
animateur must be clearly aware of the risks but
to refuse to take them would be to reject animation.

To sum up: "deontology" seemed to have been
given quite a new meaning and we feel the thing
to do is to opt for gradual definition .of the concept
in terms of guidelines rather than a rigid code of
conduct. The fact that the substance of the problem
was not really dealt with means that research on
this subject has to be continued, and Moeckli's
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paper, though only dealt with at a late stage,
received in general a favourable response.

Status

As to the status of the animateur, if I had .to Nuin
up in a single phrase the impressioiV of our
discussions, I would say: "Yes to rules;- but No to
a closed profession'. Someone pointed out,
moreover, with genera] approval, that culture must
not be shut up in /rouses, nor animateurs made
prisoners of their °VII status. The result was that
G. van Enckevort's paper, which contains twelve
proposals, met with overall acceptance save .for a
few minor amendments. In that paper, certain
main strands of thought4can be diStinguished..

The symposiuin recognised the priority due to
committed unpaid workers, but their work will,
become more and more difficult without the
professionals' support and that is why the
symposium paid most- attention to the status of
these professional workers. The animateur should
be recognised as 'a worker with the same rights as
other workers in the same country, and they
agreed to his taking part' in groups set up to
defend the interests of the profession, or in trade
'unions. It was felt, however, that ftny assertion of
narrow, sectionalist interests was to be avoided
and that the defence of animateurs' interests as a
group should be provided far within a broader
framework than that of their professions alone.

Status was seen above all. not as a means Of
defence for individuals but as a way of ensuring
minimum guarantees for animateurs so that neither
their, work, its value nor its continuity can be
called in question by anyone at all. It was at that
point that the following idea emerged = one which
I pass on to the public authorities namely that
in this case it would be very valuable for theme
funding body to be different from the body to
which the animateur is accountable: it is the group
that evaluates the quality of the work done, and -

that is why it is Spdispensable that power should
be decentralised. he symposium, holds, indeed
affirms, that animation is an open profession and
that access to it can consequently not be linked
to specific kinds of training.

Animation, which means people, comes before
bricks and that.holds at the financial level too.
Salaries could be fixed by contract according to
the responsibilities the animateur will carry or
the work to be done. The animateur's conditions
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of employment should rnake'explicit the right to
re-training and to complementary training, since
ftclucalion is permanerit. A trend emerged in favour
of animateurs working in teams and hence 'for
programme contracts of the kind , used with
research teams: in that Case., the employer . would
pay for a project as a whole. .

It is npee,/,,saryi however, to insist on the fact that
ariimeon cannot be planned :and 'programmed like
an ind stria' activity; by its very nature it can
better e assimilated to scientific esearch, though
less by its methods than by its spirit (openness,
adaptation, I change, right to make mistakes,
evaluation, etc.) Such a° programme contract is
clearly not valid for ,animateurs working son their
own, and those who are on their own are in a
majority, and need more protection that the others.
So there is a need to reformufate a coherent
philosophy as to the relationship between the
public authorities and non-governmental voluntary
organisatiortls.

Training

On the subject of training J.. Hurstel wrote this
phrase, which has weighed heavily; on all research
in this area. "Every occupation carries within it
the possiblity of a split giving birth to an
animateur". It is a question of doing one's j.ob in a
different way, of playing in a different way the

ditipnal social role attributed to anyone working
in animation. This painful split must bring about
new ways of doing things, marked by a concern
for democracy, for people to relate, and for
self-expression. The animateur becomes a creator
of exchanges, of forms, of contradictions, a militant
for social change 'despite the confusion that
arises over this term' -- and not a technician or a
technocrat of social relations. It was quite natural
that we should find ourselves discussing Hurstel's
paper with its eight linked proposals:

training must not be separated from action

training is not limited in time

the place for training is in a working team

training is not to be confused with action; a
minimum of conditions are needed for training
to take place

the animateur's diploma awarded at the end of
trainingmust be done away with

teams are not isolated, they exchange informa-
tion and above all trainees
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a proposal °about openings and one about the
job itself according to which animation is not

tl an -occupation in it own right but a new,
different function of various occupations

training Maytake,two forms, and so op.

Al! that raised a certain numbei of problems and
prompted us to, analyse the role of the school, of
courses, and of training ghettoes. It would be good
to 'bring together id certain number of scattered
ideas which seem to me to be very important. Some
rapporteurs were;nol as categorical aS Hurstel in
wanting to do away with traditional training,
passing on certain knowledge or experience
through schooling, and to replace it by direct
experience of action in the field. All were agreed
however that training methods should be inditictive
and not deductive, and that this training should
seek to provide, over and above knowledge, tools
'for analysis. That is why we turned far more to
the idea of an "a la carte" training, rather than a
school-type monopoly. A major debate took place
about the most handicapped recipients for training,
and it was with- great interest that I noted this
Convergence between the Tokyo text and the text
adopted here, since the Tokyo text was not known
to you. In fact, if we take a good look at what we
have betn doing in' recent years, we have to ask
Purselves whether our whole popular educatieh
policy, even our youth policy, .has not consisted
almost essentially of giving new privileges outside
the school system to those already privileged by
that sybtem._In this context, it is worth recalling
the important debate which took place about work
in working-class areas, about the concept of a
culture, and about the training of animateurs for
these areas, or.from a working-class background.
And it was above all this problem Huratel was' trying to find an answer to in his eight proposals.

It is important that we should have declared that
the cultural colonialism of the middle classes over
the urban proletariat cannot in any case lead to
cultural democracy. That was why we concluded,
that training, and specific training, was no doubt
needed but that it should lead not to the award of
an exanlination certificate but rather to an agreed
evaluation.

There was a lot of talk too 'about the problem of
language, which crops up all over the place: it is
in fact not ,possible to undertake mass cultural
animation using school certificate or university
language. That holds for the mass communication
media whose message, looked dow upon by the
intellectuals as mediocre, goes over the heads of
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the mass of the people as' has In shown
scientifically:, -Li- and it holds too for the attitude
and vocabulary, of the animateur. Lastly, mention
should be made of some forward-looking thought
about an' international exchange policy .betWeen
animation and training teams, and the establish-
ment European team to train animateurs.

Pot/ow-up

1
What is the follow-up? There is a certain amount
of research to be done on ."deontology", on what
makes people become animateurs;. the glossary of
basic educational terminology which the. Council
of Europe has sought to establish has to be taken
a stage further so that, at the beginning of any
international meeting, or any symposium, a
thesaurus of 100 words carebe handed out, giving.

'what they mean in translation, d the definition
of them, so -that everyone' luiows that when he
says militancy.

Should'. we not carry out an evaluation and a
critical appraisal of the Brussels.. symposium
(documents, delegations,. working methods, etc.)?-
The organisation of future seminars would benefit.

One bit-of follow-up is already being carried Ont.-
The European Communities are drawing up a
major project for some five hundred grants for
international exchanges of workers. Spice they ar.e.J.;,::
grants, there is no recipracity requirement, and theme'
European Communities _mould look with a
favourable eye on the introduction of the notion of
cultural workers. In this way they .could Provide
professional socio-cultural animateurs with the
means of ensuring that they got permanent
training. .
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Another hind of follow-up: our work will end up
on the desk of the Secretary General of the Couneil
of Europe,. then on the desk of the Council for
Cultural Co-operatiori (CCC), and finally on the
desks of the representatives of the Foreign
Ministers. The Secretary General of tie Council of
Europe reminded us that in the course of his
European parlidmentary career he had been
chairman of the Ci9uncil of Europe Assembly's
Cultural- Committee, and he made a point of
saying how much European action in the cultural
field also had to help lurther the cause of
European unity.

,

I think that in seeking fo find a' European language
among educators and animateurs, we.have made a
contribution to the building of Europe, but I think
too Abet the delegates from the Council of Europe
will be able to tell their Secretary General that
what went on .here was really something political,
since this conception of animation fitb into a vision
of real, living, day-to-day democracy. I think that
is important, and that this new dimension which
we have added to our thinking is somethihg that
states, towns, provinces andoluntary organisation
can draw on for their action, their moves, and their
decrees. s:

Lastly, when I look backs, on 'so many years of
cultural action, I,see chili-failures, In fact, nothing
that I have been able to do has been what
wanted to Flo; and I say this so that our friends
who worked so hard in the. committees shall be '
indulgent With me, aftreeing- to find in what (I
have just said something of their 'own and telling
themselves that if everything they said,, was not
taken into account, a fninus multiplied 12y a minus
:makes a plus and that this, collection of failures
and disappointments ends up, at the close of :a
lifetime, by constituting alttirly substantial positive -

contribution.
o



SOME'PROJECTS IN MEMBER S

Socio-cultural corn

ATES

unity development *A list of projets
by J. A. SIMPSON,
CCC, Project Director, Exeter.

Definitiota of socio-cuiturai community development (animation tecio-euho.
relle), agreed among those 'working n the project, have been given, in /ate
papers Guidelines for a policy and socio-cultural community development' for

,.a common type of housing area (both, morinted in this Bulletin). The following
list will help to sharpen these definitions.

Three points must be made 6/ear, however. Finny, this is, of course, not aia
attempt at a comprehen,sive catalogue: It is very selective and is no more than
g list of 180 representative camp/es which have been brougyt to the attention

° of the project workers and have been used by them as a basic jot discussion.
and study. Secondly, this is a list which has been compiled over five years

/. with litt/e revision or updating. Thus, some of the examPes are no longer
.operative; 'While others have changed in nature or scope. Thirdly, it doet not
reproduce an the' era:amp/es 'which were given, in the project's first lipt (1970).

One 'of the long-term task,' one of great difficulty has been the 'collection
of such information in a form which could provide the foundations of a
European information system. The typology for such a system has been, elabo-
rated;and,, recently, a form of (information card has been devised which will
assist classification and _comparison., The material' listed here, hotvever, did not
for the most part come in thiC form. Consequently there is much uneven=
between the items. in Length and details giyen. It has not been possible to
classify them according to the system, which will be adopted finally.

CULTUliAL' OR COMMUNITY CENTRES, ARTS
CENTRES, FOYERS

Beigium-Wallona
Tournai Maison de Culture
A complex of proVisierk,for, a comprehensive range
of cultural activities, with extraniural animation
in the surrounding 2ountryside, and seminars for
the training of anjmateurs. The main aim is. trans-
form a spectator -culture into culture vecue4'here
are four full-time ail mateurs.
lalemalld and Fontaine l'ivagge Maipon des
Jeunes
In both of these there is a move to transform a
youth centre into a Foyer' Culturel. There is
combination of recreative facilities bar, table
games etc. -- with theatre, courses and other
cultural activities. The difficulties of the work are
open-eyedly assessed by dedicated piofesE.dorial
aniniateurs.

Cyprus

Larnaca Cultural Centre
This has been deated in 4gOnverted premises and
has begun with an experimental programme which
tan be adapted to meet edierging needs and
wishes.

Prance

Chalons -Bur -Saone -- Maison de Culture
Example of concentric provision main centre
supporting six local outposts and eventually a
number of small neighbourhoQU or street units.
Main appeal is by uniting cultural interests' to
restaurant . and sports. Activity managers get
among this working class population in their work
and leisure places and stimulate demand:

Grenoble --?rifaison, de Culture
A most attractive centre for the more established
features of culture at prices which .are not a deter-

.,

-
-
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rent and with, excellent social amenities. EXira.' The Netherkprd,s
mural work in the surrounding area.:Emphadis,on
theatre, music and the fine arts. '

,
Montraesly Social 'centre
This is an example of animation in a new town
which has been physically disrupted by \the
construction of arterial roads. Appeal is made

thethe interests of children\ and their mothers by the
creation of a "pre-centre". Sophisticated methods
of receptiop. and animation .are in use, or example
the presence of "h6tesses d'accueil" tinct from

,'the animateurs,
Macon -- Cultural centre; and spotts halls 4
It is the quantitative aspects of the provision
which ,;11,-, noteworthy ' here a. population of
.31,000 benefiting from fiVe.' cultural centres and
eightporta halls.
St. Germain encLaye ---Maison de CnItuire
There are no spectacularly differentiating featffres
here but it is, an excellent exarftPle- of too solid
achievement by gradually expansion which canto be

. achieved by a cultural centre in a common type of
\ socially mixed area.

Nvelines Maison des Jeurres?'
*This centre has= widened its programme out from
simple facilities for youth to include socio-cultural
facilities for all cages. Most interesting has been its
contribUtion towards pilot* t xperimentation in the
possibilities of a School curriculum which is. 50 Vo
concerned with the creative use of leisure.

-" ti

Federal Republic of Germany
Land Hessen Community. Centre providion
This is generous and of, high quality. In the vil-
lages there are n Small centres' providing library
and meeting rooms associate_ d with communal faci-
lities _such as deep-freeze, bakery and kindergar-
ten:Larger townships have, polyvalent centres with
sport's facilities, auditeritun day nursery and
clinics: The_ large centres in towns have multiple
socio-cuitural facilities of a-sophisticated type and
commercially run bars.and-restaurant.
Ruhr Herne area --- Gyseriberg Park

'Parking for 1,000 cars open to all. Superb in-
door facilities .for active recreation and sheer
leisure, as well as -Cultural events,, Splendid outdoor
sports and -games amenities. One of several such
parks planned for the Ruhr.

Italy
Chianti: The Social Centre

f,Inteiesting for its attraction to, animation through
mountain excursions, festivals and competitions
and girls' football. o
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Amsterdam -- Casinos:
Attractive cenfke in historic .building proViding
restaurant,- tea-rektn, lounge, sauna, library and
creativitr studidbi "-Cbncert hall and rooms' for

-meditation. Emphasis is upon the meclitatilie inner
life -and the counteraction of pasSive consumer
culture, Six full-time workers:

Hoogeveen De Tarnhoer 1

A sophisticated complex intimate theatre, stu-
dios, halls for dance and music and drama, studios
for painting, sculpture and crafts, and exhibition
rooms. Presentation of trdclitional drama and music,
als:\Courses for the practice of graceful living of
wide variety. . ;

United Kingdom

Bracknell Seuth Hill Park
Bracknell a, new town and the centre has the,,
following aims:

support all those individuals and grSups already
making a creative use of leisure;
present as broad a range.of.tke arts and crafts
to as wide a pull* as possible;
be a focal point Int social contact conducive to
cultural development;
be a resource -centre of expertise and equipment
for creativity.

The centre has extra-mural outposts; its staff lives
in the town 0. and they act as area animateurs.

...Among fea Fes of the centre have been ce.
children's week for which puppetry and a giant
statue were made by, the children; a . community
bonfire end. rock dance; ,there is a. litho press
available atthe centre; also recording studio; wood,
metal and stone *orks bars and a' bistrot. for
younger users, and a ere

Devon The Beaford Centre .

An attempt to integrate the arts with the life of
rural communities over a scattered area of 1,000
square miles. e centre operated at Beaford and
also extra-murally at over 60 other venues It is
suported by the local authority and has a full-
time animateur assisted by members of the
community in a voluntary Capacity.

Hampshire, Lymingtan The Community 'Centre
This is one of many set up under legislation which.
enables 'a voluntary group of residents to form a
democratic association and receive finance from
both central and local government to create and'
maintain a socio-cultural centre with recreative
and educational ,activities. Lymington, like Debden
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q. v: is one of the most successful. It 116 been
favoured by the nature of the area wIlich has a
high proportion of better educated. people.

Liverpool Great Georges Project .

A much described project run by professional
artists with support form an indUstrialist and the
public. authorities. It provides temptations to active
cultural experience .through progressively chal-
lenging play and the imaginative use of converted
premises. It serves an area of muItip16 disagvari-
tage.

Loughton, Essex Debden Community Centre
This, well-known centre is an example 9f success in
treating a community spirit and excellent facili-
ties to reconcile new residents in a big hinising area.
Itthas sports hall with showers etc., an observatory,
rifle range, ti:vo garages, a sailing centre. It gives
support and loans to other orgdnisations in the
area. Very large usage. .

Scotland Glenrothes Centre
Animation globale starting with adventurous out-
do,4 pursuits' close liaison with educational
institutions, voluntary movements and industry.

Wales Glan Llyn Camp
A centre for high achievement in Outdoor recrea-
tion which touches off personal development and
aspirations.

4

INTEGRATED FACILI1LE.1P; MULTI - PURPOSE.
CENTRES

France .

Pramol (Departement de l'Ise.re) -- Multi-purpose
facittties

° This is a "Maison pour Tous" based en the old
Olympic village. It follows the pattern noted
eleswhere in France for integrated facilities hut it
is notable for the extent to which the participants
are associated in co-gestion with the authorities,
and for the co-operation of the governmental and
other agencies behind the provision.

Yerres Multi-purpose facilities
These have become celebrated. They include inte-
grated provision for school, restaurant, sports
stadium, rnaison pour` tous (cinema, theatre, debate,
hobbies), Welfare Office, dance and drama studios,
library, school of music and dance and in future
phases Museum, theatre, swirn=pool. The work of
animation and teaching is carried on largely by
dual-trained personner.

Federal Republic of Germany
Chapachen Integrated facilities
in,teresting miample of school cum social-cultural.
facilities as applied to a small community
0,000 ppople.

Hanover Area multi-purpose centres
These consist of fouiteen houses of leisure in the
non-central area of the City (there are splendid

° central facilities). Their aim is to provide facilities
to enh'ance the quality of life; to promote sociabi-
lity and dialogue betweeh all classes and age-
groups; and a be a focal point and cross-fertilising
point for numerous organisations which were
hitherto exclusive and isolationist. TIZ Leisure
House at Ricklingen combines a youth club, an old
peoPle's club, a cultural and recreative "maison
pour tous", z socio-educative centre with teachink
equipment for arts, hobbies, crafts etc. and a
reception centre for other agencies. There are two
large rooms for c. 150 people multi-purpose for
table tennis, dance, conference; a cafeteria and a
restaurant.
Hanover Yahrenwald Recreation Centre

dramatically expensive set of facilities ,more
than five million DM. ,But With excellent results. in
provision for children, youth and adults.

Norway
Gol The Community. Centre
There are some 350 centres of thip kind in Norway.

6 Gol is special because it is integrated with a school
co that there is flexible dual-purpose usage of the
auditorium, library, swim-pool and seminar and
discussion rooms and studios..

Switzerland
Zug Loreto Integrated Facilities
Of particular 'interest because it shows the rele- ,

vance of -school cum socio-cultural provision to a
smaller community.

United-Kingdom
Leicestershire, Cambridgeshire, Cumberland,
Devonshire Community CollegeS
(Village Colleges)

These are sufficiently well-known they ,tombine
school provision with socio- cultural facilities for
adults, and the premises are designed for cam-
munity use, the school being only one element.
There is a specially qualified staff for all purposes,
and management is by a council in which the adult
users participate.

Village College, Impington, Cambridgeshire,
Ivanhoe Community College Ashby de la
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Zouch, Leicesterhire; Wyndham ,School, Cum -
Berland; Llanwryddin Community School, Wa-
les.

Manclkster The Abraham Moss Centre
Formerly knotn as the Cheetham Crumpsall
Centre this is a much publicised and costly example
of integrated facilities including school, arts centre,
sports centre and leisure 'and social welfare faci-
lities. It has now been in existence long enough' for
come assessment to be made here of the impact
and usage of such facilities. The British Ministry
of Education has described this in Building Du/le-
ft/ 49173.

Nottinghamshire Sutton in Aihfield The Centre
Multi-purpose facilities including a school, youth
centre, adult education Titre, sports centre, centre
for teachers' in-service retraining, 'old people's
facilities, probation 'service,. creche, employment
bureau, studios and tuition in drama, music and
the arts and crafts, and foyer for voluz4ary orga-,
nisations. Maintained by district and local autho-
rities. There is also a restaurant and ,bar. The
decision was to build this right in the city centre
even at the sacrifice of school:playinz fields in
order to bring some life at night td city centres
which nowadays are usually dead.

Teeside Dillingham Forum
This complex of integrated facilities has become
widely known. It does not contain a school but
associates cultural activities with commercial pro-
vision for leisure swim-pool, ice-rink, restau-
rants etc. in an architectural layout which con-
stitutes an attraction to the'forrner.

Teeside Thornaby Pavillon
A multi-purpose community building as part of a
new dirk centre with adjacent shops; library, ad-
vice bureau, indoor bowling. This is the .creation
of a new municipal departihent for co-ordin Ping
lei ure and culture. 150,000 people use it per ear.

Telford, Shropshire '
An ation in a new town of c. 200,000 being con-
stru ted over a wide area of scattered townships.
Aim is to avoid the anohyrnity of living in a pre-
fabricated habitat and to promote a kind of leisure
and personal life more direCted towards social
intercourse and activity and community participa-

' lion, There are seven distinct lay-outs with leisure
centres integrated with the schools, provision also
of creches and play-centres. The most developed
centre has swim-pool, roller skate rink and facili-
ties for tennis, bowls, climbing dry ski-ing, a
discotheque and adventure park. Recently video-
animation has been introduced. On the whole the
techniques are not unfamiliar but the staffing

.
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arrangements for the animation project are imagi-
native. An interesting appraisal contrasting Telford
with Villeneuve Grenoble is Two. New Towns
by. D. Buchanan, National Institute of. Adult Edu-
cation.

NEW TOWNS

France
Melun-,Senart A new town
Here an actorianimateur has made contact with
local authorities and existing organisations and
groups, but, mainly has worked towards the crea-
tion of neighbourhood ateliers for creativity, and
audio-visual experience and general leisure pur-
suits.

Italy
Projects in new communities

Ente'della Padano
o Ente Maremma

EnteFucino. '
Examples of total resettlement in new housing
with facilities built into 'the planning and encoura-
`gement for group-participation in self-piogramm-

.ing.

United Kingdom
Durham, Washington

\ This is a new town where there have been effec-
\ live efforts to involve people in the creation of
\ their own socio-cultural amenities under the guid-
\ance of a professional development officer.

Stevenage, Harlow, Crawley, Hemel Hempstead
Examples of new towns where teams of sociologists,
educationists and urbanists have attempted global
animation.

FEATURES OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING
AND LAY-OUT OR PREMISES

Belgium Flanders
Westrand Centre
An architecturally pertuasive. juxtaposition of
facilities on the outskirt of Brussels designed like
a village around a focal street that',scrves as a,
concourse from Which run tempting faCilities
bar, creche, play centre, common rooms, interest
studios and seminar rooms.

Denmark
Musholm Gade
An example of road planning which takes account
of people's wishes ; the creation of through traffic
system while preserving;children'e play facilities.

4
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Taastrup Leisure Centre
A building of a flexible, polyvalent hind around
an attractive atriuFa; designed to serve the needs
of existing clubs and associations in a favourable
suburban area. It includes a kindergarten.

Fiance
Gren Villeneuve
This celebrated example of total planning by
educatienists, urbanists, sociologists and anima-
teurs: It provides a new habitat complete with all
,educationar and cocio-cultural facilities and corn- .

mercial provision. All the workers and teachers
are involved in an overall policy with special
duties 'end qualifications. The lay-out is such th&t
there: is a natural flow: of populace from one fa-
cility to another and there is great freedom of
access. It is an outstanding.example Of the co-ope-
ration in .a consortium of a numbei of central and-
local government agencies.
Montbeliard -- Use i)f promisee
This very well Imo 'centre is quoted here for
its example in er. ral -work using makeshift
premises, includ' cols, in the evenings in
peripheral areas o e city.

Federal Republic of Germany
Frankftirt am IVIain Arya centres
These are interesting as_ marking recognition of
the need to decentralise pi:ovision; and also, in such
cases as-that of the Riederwald 'and the Nordwest-
stadt centres; because of the flexibility of usage
which the architecture has secured.
Hamburg Urban and Community. Living'

0 A public housing projet planned to overcome the
isolated life style ,of he small family unit. It in-
volves shared leisure rooms, kitchen and domestic
work facilities, and there, is an auto-gestion com-
mittee. Other examples, Lichtenrade, Berlin and
Kuppershof, Aachen.
Pore am Rhein
Demonstration building project of a new "humane"
town aimed at showing how planning and archi-
tecture can raise the quality of community life.

The Netherlands
Dronten De Meerpal (or de Agora)
This celebrated building in a new town on reclaim-
ed land realises the ideas of van Klhrgeren in
niarrimising public life as contrasted with private
life. The Agora is one large roofed in rectangle
which could hold 25,000 when movable internal
wills are put aside. It contains the city market, a
circular theatre, sports felicities and bar and
restaurant. It is open from 8.00 h to 24 h.

Sweden, A.

Brickebacken:-.- The Centre
It is set airrene leaf of, a clover-leaf pattern includ-
ing old people's housing and student accornodation.,
In the planning and construction there Ives- an
excellent example of resident participation. 1%11 of
the. facilities 'get dual usage. There is a restau ,ant
and swim -poet as well as library.

United Kingcbrm

Newbury and,ttrietol Premises
Examples of derelict buildings successfully recto
ed and convetted to cultural uses. The first is an
old water mill at Newbury now a Theatre: The
Other, the Arnolfini Gallery at Bristol, formerly
a warehouse.

CONTRIBUTIONS -THROUGH SCHOOLS AND
t'ARENTAL INTEREST

'Austria
Salzburg Parent Groups'
A project by the agencies for adult education
to promote -short courses in 34 communities and
form groups with the common interest of parent-
hoo& The coursed deal with the normal crises of
childhood and adolescence, common difficulties,
career, schoolwork etc. They are well advertised
and' in the hands of tutors qualified for animation,

Federal Republic of Germany
Berlin Max Planck. Institute
Training of pare its, along with nurses and teachers,
in behavioural therapy. .

Schuleladen Movement
This has manifestations inmost of the great cities.
It represents an effort by voluntary actibn, sup-
ported by goVernment, to involve parents in the
etrategy ,and tdeti s of the education of their
children and the`l mplification and creation of
facilities for this .g. the creation of pre-school
provision or supple. entary Creative experiences
to the school curricul Action'also as a pressure
group on education authorities,

Italy
Bologna Quartiere frnerio
Animation by co-ordinated work of museum,
schools and animqteurs.
Briganza The Circle /
This organisation starts with people's interest in
social security and rwelfare services, and also with
the interest of parents in the schooling of their
children.
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Soutliern regions FORMEZ
An aspeiation 4or development and\Jearning in
the southern parts of the country.. One starting
point is Common action to meet the concealed
demand of schoolchildren for experiences hot
covered by the school curriculum arts, sport etc.

Switzerland

Canton de Vaud, Lausanne Centre d'initiation au,
cinema
Children come from school in groups to maize their
own films and TV. programmes. Area animation is
effected by arousing interest in the effect of the
mass media on "your children".

United Kingdom

Bristol Area animation startling in the schools
Entitled "The Social Education Project" this,, was
Bristol's method of providing a curriculum for
older secondary pupils when the school-leaving age
was raised to. 16. Teams of university staff and
sludents from the social science department intro-
duced groups of c. 20 school pupils to such social
work as building adventure playgrounds, lit
retarded, children. etc. all as part of the school
curriculum. The work thus started influenced the
parents of the pupils and other adults in the com-
munity.

Deptford, Birmingham, Liverpool Educational
priority areas ;

These are areas 'designated to break a cycle of de-
privation. The action is 'alimony upon school
children but ha4 side-effects on the whole tom-
munityr Extra re*.irces are made available to
build tip hOme-schOol liaison, found play-groups,
bring parents into the school, hold exhibitions in
shops, afid pubs, and strengthen adult education.

Flamborough -- Animation of an area through the /

school

A mathematical project in the school has touch d
off a general interest' in the area in the envir n7.
inent and the statistics and 'social facts of their Own
community.

LiVerpool, Edgehill,pollege of Education o

An early exatnple of the dual training of teachers
for teaching and. social" work which may prove
relevant to the training of animateur.s.

Shipston on Stour .,-Q-.The High School
A staff of threp dedicated t9 the promotion of
community frzetivities in scattered villages served
by the schtiol. Thir work is peripatetic telling
facilities, out to the\ villages. Not an example of
integrated facilities:

Sidmouth and Watford
Examples of the contribution of . a progressive
school curriculum to the community life of two
areas. In the former girls from the secondary
school run play-groups for small children as part
of their 'school work: In the second the pupils of
the secondary school undertake social work In
association with the Young Volunteer Force.

LIBRARIES

The Nethdifands
Apeldoorn Public Library

.
proviraon

A thorough attempt through enqiiete participatiofl
to build up library Services in, accordance with
public needs and wishes,

Sweden '
Kirseberg, Oiehagen and three other towns --
Libraries
Animation through the build up of public library
services, Aznplification of';',Ileadquarters service
into a place for seminars, tiles ings; record library
etc. And also extra-mural vt.vzrli by' side -walk
libraries, mini-libraries in factories. Sunday open-
ing for the library.

COURSES AND CAUSES

Belgium Flanders
Project POM
In this case animation has been a ,side-effect of a
campaign to activate public 'opinion about the
career and other disabilities of women. The pro- ,
cess of street questionnaire 'and polls and publicity
brought great access of social awareness.

Belgium. Wai/onia

National movement: "Le camping vivant"
An attempt to take advantage of people's maximum
leisure for enriching their range of activities.

Piedra! Republic of Germany
Bonn The Emancipation Game
An example of street propagandist animation in
the cause of women's liberation. Large plastic dice
and a large pavement lay-out like a snakes and
ladders board, with such instructions as "univer-
dty' degree return to base and wait for hus-
band".
Dusseldorf Housewives
This is the early stage of the introduction of educa-
tional leave for housewives in. North Rhine-West-
phalia. Mothers can come. with their. children for



one or 4wo weeks' education in political, economic,
educational, medical or environmental matters.
AU without loss of cash to the family..

Ray
Civic Centres for Pedagogic Expertmentation.
This is .a form Of adult ...education presented in
novel and attractive ways in a setting ,which con-
tains a pleasant reading room and dicdutheque.
Italian Centres for Women
A movement to develog the position of women in
the communities, making an initial contact through
film and television and going on into area surveys

. of needs and asprations:
,Cosenza, Action on women

Starting from Abe . common problems and cir-A
cumstances of theAwives of emigrant men.

General Social'- centres of permanent educajion
TO meet special sepia' :problems, especially in the,
south, the former.. reading centres have been
widened .. out to rejnvigorate the social life of' de-.
pleted areas and to bring knowledge and incentive
which will lead to economic and cultural. personal
development. for indiVidualsi COursesoof a variety
of types, including vocational, are associated with
music, sociability- anki. the; interest of 'Parents in
the education of theirehildren. .

Milan ---- The Ambrosian Social Institute
This depends upon the motivation of more favour..-
ed beople to equip themselves with the know-
ledge and shill to improve the lot _of the less -for-
tunate.

The Netherlands
i?ollthigh schools at Bergen, Bekkeveeri. and Beare.
These are quoted as exaMples of .animation not in\
connection with their function as residential adult
:education centres, but' bbcause the resident staff
have tried' to make these, courses...relate to devel-
opment projects in, the surrounding area of the
nigh, schools. Examples have been aid to a fishing
community to know more 'about the economics of
the industry and to purchase their own gear; aid
to a run-down sea-side community to develop a
higher quality of life and better amenities; aid to
teachers who are bewildered by the shifting de-
mands of curriculum refOrm; aid to male nurses 40.
a difficult. work situation.

Sweden 3'

Anational outreach plan, FOVUX
Strictly speaking this concerns adult education
courses only, but its methodology is of interest,
and its secio-cultural effects have been calculated.

O
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The aim is for touch people hitherto unreached
women working at home", hospitalised. people,
handicapped, deaf, people in scattered areas or in
-industries with awkward times for cultural activi-
ties.

e
United Kingdo'nt

Kidlington, Ozford (Headquarters only) The Alter-
native Society,
A communication centre for all those striving to
create new forms of social organisation, habitat,
architecture, 'education and creativity. TheOacso-
dation is financed by donations and its own acti-
vities. /t has support from continental Europeans
and Americans. It runs a substantial programme.
of "seminars and workshops in various parts of the
United Kingdom and summer camps anc'courses.
These include missionary prOjects to animate mar-
ginal or disadvantaged sections,of he population.

STREET AND NEIGHBOURHOOD ANIMATION.

Belgium Flanders

Galgenberg Neighbourhood work
Animateurs taking advantage of the increase of
leisure. in this run-down urban area. Contacts
made through cookery demonstrations, savings
facilities,' Sports interests, excursions, care for the
distressed mid a neighbourhood newsppper.

13elgiunt Wattonia

Brus sels Foyer Culturerde Schaerbeek
Animation of an apathetic ,area by socio-political
prise de Conscience. AdVaritab taken of. a threat

- to the area from p moto way; newsletter distribut-
ed in'a demonstrative w y asking such'questions ha
"Who owes Sdiaerbeelv.". Attempts 'to create a
self-picture at street and small neighbourhood
level.

Denmark
Copenhagen ,--.EmdruP,
The influence on. an are
children's. play leadera
are open. all day.

France
Belfort The Alsthon-B lffat:tory
An example of the animation carried on by the
team of animateurs fro , Montboliard. A variety
of techniques and used this rootless; working
class area to foster -dram tic' self -expression-fes6-
vals specially. written' p ays .and dialogue, role-
playing, house-to-house v siting all designed to
widen participation in an - appreciation of drama

uilding Site
of a group of full-time

rho man facilities which
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among . working people. An essential' feature
of the work- is the identification. of quite small
r.';u13-'culturee and catering distindively for each.

Bourg en.Eracce Locaux r6sicientiels
Tirece are good examples of realisation Of the
French cocio-Cultural stipulations of housing legiS-
lation. The premises are used for animation from
a subliminal level but include dance, cinema,
library and course's as well as simple club meetings
and sociability. - v

Marne-la-Wide .Neighbourhoodand area deyel-
opinent
A ,team of. animateurs including actor, architect,

34 sine - expert and -painter concentrates on stimulat-
ing people to create small neighbourhood facilities,
and to form groups to advise local authorities. On

wider. scale the team has set up a teachers'
centre and cineniOrorkehop.

]Jiffs -Burgs cl'Orcay -- Early stage animation
This is a ecattered al.rea with few existing facilities.
The technique has been 6zperimental pre-anima-
tion in each 'neighbourhood to discover -needs and
re-Sources. Secondly the association' of all existing
agencies. 'nip staging of a festival as a step towards
area price de conscience. Creation of facilities will

-corns later.

United Kingdom

Birmingham Small Heath end Little Green.
Two deprived urban areas with high proportions
Of 'disabled, elderly and immigrants being."animat-
ad" by a .governmdutal and. municipal joint plan.
Techniques development .of . awareness
among schoolchildren; creation of pre-school and .

leisure 'play facilities . for children; and Acbrice
Centre and a Family Seprice unit, both to be pro-
grecsively manned'. by reeidento; street meetings,
block meetings, neWeletters and. fact sheets ;.
creased expenditure on youth clubs and community

.'eentres; detailed study with participation of reel-'
. dente '4,f factors of deprivation; anti-litter cairn

'signs i,i improvement plans for designated streets
lawns laid, trees planted, paving repaired; ArtS"

Play Van contains, video-tape, film-making
apparatus, material for introdirction of -arts and
crafts; portable rostrum for improvised drama;
-polystyrene shapes for creative play; inflatables.

Liverpool The Granby Festival
Held in 2974 this .exemplifies . animation of a run -..

'down area full of deprivation and :racial discord
by enlisting the aid (sometirneo paid) of commu-
nity arts groups, pop groups, sports. organisations,
churches, benevolent and welfare organisations,

. 'the sop, public bodied like road -safety committee, .

112.
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Bed Cross n ci the home 01.1/m11r:16-As :Of racial
minorities all providing something, including
money, to e rich the life of the area and promote
social Contot, identity and solidarity and responsi'
bility., St4tings with street, parties, street games;
inter - street competitions it passed on to larger and

4 more .- anibitious events % bringing :street music,
&him; .4ailee, -poetry and displays. There was a '
week 'ofifeotival as a culmination: There has been..
permanent followrup, including the formation of
a- Gavin clbank bs:sodaticon and a credj association.
The w node .conception owes very much to a per-
merlon worker in the area Mr. C. Mollie. .

Liverpool T Vauxhall Community Project.
1

,

-Animation of a variety- of kinds with streer; on the
coMmunit, 'arta in ,a run-down urban area. This
.i,' One of muee'r of :projects in the Merseyside

.arch . which have ,takert place within the frame-
work Of . the UrbanJlenewal:Programme. In Vaux-
liallAnuch .has been done at street and Small
neighbourhood lei/el with street parties, festivals,
credit-purchase, - .

London-4-.-,InteF-action
- ,

. .4.'eprOlviknoive range of .actiliities for the people
of .; deprived area, Play and drama ate strongly
mar . ed;,_ and there are new devices for street
even such as "the kinetic box" and the use of
close - circuit felevision. However, there are also
crafts, writing and film-making all depigned to,..
bring out latent 'creativity.- Initiative from a dyna-
mic ',cultural missionary" who has gained the
.support of local authorities.

THE COlkitRI13"ION OF ARTISTS, ACTORS'
AND DI*14. GE/klER.A,LLY

Deka! rtl WfatOnia

SerajnoTh6atre e la, communauto
Action by a teary of five full-time animateura and
voluntary helpers to censibilise an area through

°drama mainly through :the schools, communes,
and voluntary organisations and ad hoc groups. The
whale is under the guidance of a democratic local
cultural committee.

Cyprus
Music 'workshop in which people- are familiarised
with the processes behind concert performances
and recordings.

Paphos Visual Arts Workshop
ists, at work at this historic site use animatory-

techniques to involve people, to teach and induct
them. 'As well as Cypriots many summer visitors
benefit.



F.iaand

Various Festivals
A substantial pi,rt of Finland's. care for socid-
cultural development is exprecced ire a policy of

Organised chiefly in holiday
areas they exert a cultural influence upon people
who are receptively arIcicure,' arfd they .decentra-
Ike cultural facilities from the capital. The atten-
dance of foreign tourists makes a significant con-
tribution to the finance. Some of the festivals have
a dominant tlwme such as "The Future of Man"
at .Tyc!.iskylti in 1070. Others are Kuopio Dance
and Music Festival; Vaasa Festival; Savonlinna
Opera Festival; Pori Jazz Festival; Kaufinen Volk
Music Featival; Tampere Theatre Festival; Turku
Music-Festival; Turku International, Rock Festival;
Helsinki Festival: .

Fthnce .

Cergy Pontoice
Community workShiips manned by a team of ani-.
-Mateurs drawn from artists, actors and :architects
proinoteo bricolagelor personal and domestic use
bitt at the same time gets peOple to take a critical
ldok at their., environment and way of life. A good
deal of -"role-playing, imaginative discussion and
attempt to formulate ,ideal style of life.t

Tourdoing ThAre de-Lambrequin

l
Quality drama (Corneille, Marivatix, Brecht, Btich-

i nor) put over a wide area in such centres as
Calais Ari s etc. Plays 'chosen for relevance to
our ti es and publicised- by lively street parades,

. spectacles and happenings, and prepared.
also. b propaganda in schools and colleges.- .

Federal Republic of Germany

' Munich Rote Raba
A drama group bringing live theatre to the young
and the working class through work in pubs,
streets and schools.

Italy

Bologna Area animation
Examples of lively animation in working class
quartieri; stress participation in the arts, particu-
lady drama with suitable programmes, times and
prices. Teatro Stabile del Burratini; or by informal
open fora accompanied by music Quartiera
coni.

Monticchielo Teatro Povero
Animation motivated by interest in drama
'revival of folk plays as a tourist attraction.

e'
Malta
General animation policy
This includes the Organisation: of .cultural tours,
travelling exhibitions cent to villages, mobile libra-
ries and a travelling tneatre producing plays in
Maltese.

The netherlande
Amsterdam Melkweg
A discused -dairy reftinisitbd as fa youth centre.
Emphasis is on artistic 'creativity around a succes-
SIMI of themes eg death, with drama, mime, music,
film, video. It has recreative facilities and barbut
is chiefly a Contact point for creative young people..

Barcelona The loan Mire) Foundation
This .ia a rare example of -a great artist's contri-
bution to the cultural development of ethers. The
foundation is entirely self-financing. It-, maintains
a superb exhibition centre, with libraes-7 and pro-
jecton room, auditorium and meeting -,rooms. The
foundation seeks to take account of increased lei-
sure and standards in popular education to foster
creative art, help young artists and 'promote .the
culture of the people.

United Xingdom,
Birmingham . Arts Laboratory
An example of public support through the Art's.
Council for facilities for "counter culture"
provided by a group of young intellectuals and
artists in revolt against prevailing concepts and
patterns in the arts, entertainment, and style' of
life.
Bishops Stortford ..7. Triad
Similar to COMPAS, Minnesota USA. At Bishops

7 Stortford a disused brewery as a, centre -Where
practising artists may share their experience with
beginners and where all participate in the conver-
sion' work. The centre runs its own bar.

Derbyshire Stainsby Arts Centred
Enthusiast .professional dramatist and =treed' wife
have

are
a centre where the people of a mining

area are artimatedthrough the arts.
Exeter Barnfi6ld Theatre
A disused municipal building reconditioned as a
theatre in the city centre to provide, with munici-
pal support, a regional headquarters for drama
movements in the area. The amateur productions
are interspersed with professional performances.
London The New Arts Laboratory

and This centre makes a communication between
artists and a local community. Contact points
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around the .malting of graphics, inflatables and
the use of .electronics and video- tape,, and offset
litho. Some of the enthusiastshehind it are Weal-
thy. dnd famouS. They regard it as a social duty
of artists to. sensitise others. . 'X
Rotherham.... The Civic Theatre,
Conversion of a disused church for use as a theatre*.
by amateur_ groups and by professional ,touring
companies.. A drama centre for the community.

Salford = Inroads
A group of youth workers widening out play pro-.
grammes by holiday street arts, crafts and genies
and by social work witirt6ants associations. Group.
therapy, --street theatre and -video animation. An
eXaniple of .the of the community arts.

South `Western Planning. Council Medium Pair
In :essence this is. a van with portable; equipment
and manned by a company of young. professional
actors to take theatre to. the small communities of
this predominantly rural region. Stress is placed
upon Wrama which has socio- economic relevance
to .1ife 4ii' the kind lived in the area. There is a
grant from the Arts Council.

York Theatre Royal Annexe
The creation adjacent to the theatre of a social fo-
cal point for cafe relaxation, .poetry, discussion, jazz
reditals, A special animateur organises all this.

SOCIAL SERVICE TO THOSE IN NEED

Denmark
Copenhagen -- Project It .us
Youth movements have undertaken the conversion
of a ruin -down house to provide a hostel and lod-
gings bureau 'for young people, together with a

:A.centre of political and cultural activities which
emphasise the young idea. All participants share.

0in the building work.

Vcclerat Republic of Germany

Bonn The Day Mother Project
An example of a scheme by the Federal Ministry
of Health whereby mothers of families are given
induction training into giving a day ,of experience-.
of family life to deprived children.

-- Cologne =Social work 6y citizens .

This is d. shop for the sale of clOnated second-hand
clothes run by a' group of citizens in premises
given free, and with prcifits devoted to social work.
Duisburg .

Care for Migrant workers. Mobile library with
boolts'in five languages: Greek, Turk, Serbo-Croat,
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Spanish and Italian, together w th newspapers
discs, slides and film-shows.
Frankfurt am Main Zuflucht
An organisation springing from the initiative of
the citizens..It is an advice centre 1;) rticularly for
desperate cases. It seeks to cut out the red tape
and slowness of the social welfare .,.,riervices, and
while manned by the citizens themselves it can
count upon the voluntary participatio of lawyers
and doctors. .

Munich Centres for young pedple V\ o have cut
themselves off from families
These are advisory centres of a non-a Ithoritarian
kind to which such young paple may ha, a recourse
there is complete confidentiality even fr m parents.
There is liaison with voluntary organisat ons.

Sweden
Gothenburg.= Hagahurst
-An- old' central building, originally a library, r
ditioned for social work and Children's agtiv
The participation of the neighbourhood led ;to
grammes of .mass-mcetingb, committees, a \cof
house, a workshop, film and music groups. `Un
timately the project ended- because" of poo co
munications between the managing committ e a
the public authority.

United Kinngdom
London, Camden Accommodation Scheme
Animation arising from responSe to -a basic nee :
housing. The scheme has 'been absisted by tl e n
tidnal Urban Renewal Policy
Landon, Camden Consumer Aid 'Centre
Service by the citizens themselves, assisted _b.
some professional workers, to their, fellow citizens
on shopping problems- of all kinds. in this disad-
vantaged area.
London, Catfor Welfare rights stalls ..-

Voluntary service in street stalls to apprise fellow.,
citizens of their rights in matters such as housing,
social benefits etc. The use of the service has been
so great that a mobile service; .using'a converted
bus iscontemplated.
London Islington Law Centre
A service offered to residents by lawyers and com-
munity workers from-the area Working volinitarily.
It is animatory in that the centre gives not merely
neutral inforination but identifies with' just causes
and stimulates active participation in tpc"nal action.
It is in liaison with Inter-Action q.v.
London, New Ham = Durning Hall
A Christian Community Centre in a ,working class
area. Wide range of sectional interests immi-

o
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grants, handicapped service; clinics; meal service;
discusbion; :Torts; paid t rh for retirbd people.
Surrey . The Oval Tclouse
Starting as a traditional m s.,,;ionary settlementloy

° an Oxford °college to help a,, \ slum area, this alas
recently turned to emphasise the need for creati-
vity through the practice of the arts, and the use
of phonic media.
London, 'Wapping Warehouse D. l'Acct
This has a programme similar to thabf theft.
Georges Project in Liverpool based on c'Oering to
ludic interests in a culturally uriderdevel4ed pc).
pulation. This one is, ho.vever, run entirc1 * by an
independent trust without public support. '74.7-
peal has been mainly to the young.
Liverpool Elfrida Rathbone.Scheme
A project for inducing youth groups adult centres
to take charge of welfare and induction into ems
ployment oipub-normal children.

-

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Youth Volunteer Force
In this manifestation of a riational organisation
which has central government support teams of ..

young people are introduced into areas to 'initiate
local community projects using funds raised in the
area by animator fund-raising techniques. The
communities. all in a run-down urban area and
the teams have headquarters- in a disused college
building. So far the work has consisted of finding
job", for the elderly and the hoisebouncl, play
schenies for the young,, manning a hdusing and
welfare bureau, the holding of street iikeetings and
events to promote commUnity awareness%

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INCLUDING
IMPROVED EMPL de-JtMENT AND WELFARE

,France
k Chatillon Malakoff Socio-cultural Centre

A good example of the association of animation
with provision for family health and social ser-
vice needs. The programme i very wide from
conventional educational cour es' and common hob-
bies to bridge and yoga.

Ra/2/

Centro di .-Cbnflente
Ah attempt to involire the young. through sport and
film and lead. them to participation in the solution
of local problems such as fruanc3c-

BaH -

Area animation by a team of animateurs either
part - tithe, or unemployed primary school teachers
trained over six months by four day seminars. Work.

directed by a' committee representing all political
parties and all. agencies. Steering committee on
Which' onlivateurs induce residents-. to serve. Pre-

enquP.te, to identify needs. Main technique
the transformation of reading centres into centres
of permanent education. Their' programmes include
vocational training in viticulture, horticulture:, tou-
rist service, English and -French. Also courses" and
event around hobbies, civics, family Pr6blems, film
and TV clubb with disCussion,piscofora, exhibitions,
amateur`drama, a yOuth orchestra.and sports. Great
reliance placed upon certain dynarnic personalitied
both among the- animateur.Tandothe residents.

Other projects
Crsiele rption was given, to the methods ot the
follcTing projects all of which unite economic
with community development... ..

Abrozzi Pilot Project

Sardirga Project

,Centre for Educational an
`operation, Trevigliano

i3erina Project

Agricultural Co-

Canavece Community Moyement

Cornmuniirl Development Centre, Palma di
Montichiai6

,Shell prajects,-Borgo and Monzano.

Unite4 Kingdoin

Cove47,1--1111fiehl, "
This is a Community development project among
a'popuiation which.has a high proportion of =lour-
ed and Irish immigrants.
ltorkshire Batley ,

Community developmentin a difficult area with
a large majority of 'imu-Ogrants. and 50 % of the
population working outt4de the town which is a
legacy ,of nineteenth century industrialisation. An
example of effective wort; under adverse condi-
tions. ,

ANIMATION INVOKING A COMMERCIAL OR
FINANCIAL MOTIVATION

Belgium, Flanders

Heuvelland
"Animation globale' in a decayed ruxal area beset
by leisure problems. An econonfitfi incentive is
provided by work which will enhanee-,'/the tourist
attractiveness of the area; there isMiO atress upon
creating a community sense through common poli-
tical pressure.
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Franco. Examples of animation with the co-
operation of of commercial interests ,

La Rochelle
introduction to popular arts and crafts located in
one of the big department stores.

Orleans
Co-operation between the Director of the Maicon
de Culture and the managers of various stores.
Paris Las Mille Soleils
This is an example of commercially based anima-
tion. A large sales area in the rue de S&vres is for
artistic productions. At the same, time there are
adjacent "ateliers d'initiation" fck the promotion
of individual creativity. The venture marks a 'new,
relationship between the professional artist and
the man in the street, with the general philosophy
of improving the quality of life by increased sen-
sitivity and expressiveness.

Italy ,
Santulusurgio Area development
"Animation globale" starting from a project to im-
port machinery which would improve earnings in
the chief industry. Pressure brought on regional
government.

United Kingdom

Exeter Greenhalgh's
This is a frankly commercial firm for the sale and',
service of musical instruments, scores etc. It is a
family concern and they and staff show a . real
concern for the musical development of their clien-
tele. Without any avowed anirnatory intention it
does._ a very. great deal ler the cultural life of the
city and is samething, of a focal..point. A useful
examPie.of benign, commercial contribution..

General self - financing animation
This is exemplified in 'Old Woking Surrey '1i)here
artistic. creativity is financed from local football
pools; also at Debden Community Association q.v.
by the letting of loch-up. garages; 'at Lymington
Community Association q.v. by a second -hand
both-shop.
London, Hackney Centerprise- P

Neighbourhood scope animation. It is a book-shop,
coffee7bar and with community facilities such as
a neighbourhood newspaper, record :player and
chess. In the coffee-bar there are no small tables
only two -large communal tables. Local artists'
work is exhibited, and local groups give entertain-
ment. In a room upstairs community activities are
helped by a full-time worker and there are typing
and duplicating facilities.. There are six
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and six part-time workers. It is financed' from pro-
fits and a grant from the Education Authority.
Yorkshire, Leeds The Leisure Card
This is a system Whereby at 'a tempting price the
public may purchase an entry card to a wide pro-
gramme of evento ranging from pop concerts,
dance displays, sport events to educational courses,
symphony concerts, lectures and exhibitions.

RADIO, TELEVISION, VIDEO AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

Belgium
Verviers Videoption
This is an example of participatory electronic
video communication (magnetoscope) between
groups in the community. There is multi-purpose
usage of .a wide range of techniques, and anima -
teurs in this special field are being frailied.

Prance

cergy- Pontoise Video-bus
This is one feature of animation over a number of
'adjacent communities. It is portable TV equipment
operable by two.,persons with the co- operation of
memtierp of the community.
Grenoble, Echirollet Video-antmdtion
A team of five animateurs working with new
audio-visual techniques to pulp a tpopulation of
10,000 find UR own identity.
There Peuple et Culture d'Isere
An organisation to promote community and area ."
awareness with a marked stress on video-animation.

The Netherlands
General: NecieVands Omroep Stiffing
A foundation working for greater access of the
public 'to .the mass media arid particularly tele-
vision. Experiment and research into techniques for
associating voluntary. organisation with telecasting.

United Kingdom
BBC Radio 1 11.30 am Saturdayb (1972)
An example, which -has been followed by -Others, .
of the use of a routine pop music programme by,
the well-known di Se jockey and compere to make

maps audience aware of environmental problems.
Cwmbran Coniniunity video
This is a new town of some 45,000. Video equip-
ment has been made .available to aid individual
and group development in the area, to show the
example of successful community development
elsewhere; to heighten the sense of community,



solidarity and dentity in the area; to assist Com-
munications between the citizens and local govern-

71ment; and as an area news and information channel.

Liverpool and surroundings Merseyside visual
communications unit
A centre of expertise and equipment for com-
munities to record' and, thereby, master their life
and culture visually. Activities include film:
making, video-recording, film archive, information
service for individuals and groups, exhibitions,
film nhOwings.

EXAMPLES OF SELF-GOVERNING,
GRASS ROOTS INITIATION, AND
PARTICIPATION .

Belgium
Briissels and Charleroi Institut de Formation
Socio-culturelle
This is a grads-roots otanisation with an unusually
high degree of -self-governing by the people them-
selves and of diUrence to their wishes by the
academic experts, al-Amateurs etc. The programmes
are built-.around courses of-study but involve much
group work and inter-visiting organised by the
people themselves who have real control of
programmes, choice of tutor and content and
method of work.

Belgium-Wallonia

Florennes Foyer cultUrcl
Follnerly a "iVlaison ,des Jeunes" this is now a
seIf-goVerning centre for all age groups. It is an
example of the progress which can be achieved by
the appointment of a full-time worker.

Namur Civic participation
In the project "Quelleentre vine?" the people at
large hive been encouraged to associate them-
selves with the team of sociologists, urbanists and
administrators considering the plans for rebuilding
the centre in .1980. This,participation has already
caused modifications in the-plans.

"(1

Be/giumfrica/onia Luxembourg
Centre &animation globale
A well-documented '513roject to involve young
people in starting a cogestive programme of
developfnent. Very lucid auto-evaluation.

Federal Republic of Germany

'Merzig iouth Centre
One of some 15 similar centres *which are mani-
festations of the Youth. Centre Movement in Saar-;

land. Merzig makes a serious and carefully studied
attempt to meet the creative, expressive and social
commitment needs of youth, as well as catering
for their recreation. It is an open centre in which
the young people learn to take on responsibility
for their own programmes and the management of
their centre. °

The Netiterlande

General
The Thousand Clubs Project envisages, clubs
designed by the users themselves in accordance
with their needs and tastes.

Sweden

Kiruna
A housing estate in a harsh climate area where
community initiative has created children's play-
ground with adjoining cultural facilities.

Switgeriand

Chaux-de-Fonds Centre de Rencontre de Serre
Through participation in the planning and stage by
stage evaluation of the users there has been an
attempt to create the right kind of centre mainly
for younger people.

United Kingdom

Ashford, Kent Associate House
A centre for the people of the community financed
largely by the local authority. It represents amide
variety of interests and, is an eminent example of
the participation of the users in the management
and programming.

Birmingham Sparbrook Asbociation
.One ekample of eight housing :estates where the
civic authorities provide facilities and professional
and amateur staff in response to' spontaneous
demand' for community .action.

London Nottilig Hill Housing Association
A voluntary group in .cidecayect urban area which
has "involved the people in communal action: to

.act as a pressure group:. '

Liverpool Earle Housewlves' Club
A well- documented example of the gibwth from a
simple social group of working class women with
a cup of tea, into an interest in keep-fit, and thence
into an active community educative force which
co-operates with local radio in making programmes
called "Living Today".

It
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RESEARCH, INFORVIATION, EXPE IMENT AND
PUBLICIV

Austria
The Vitamin t advertisements
A method of publicity for soci --Cultural self-

, development and auto-didactic c gees and adult
education. Details and illustratio is in Neuc Vo/ho-
bildung, January 1975.

Belginm Wanonia

Ministry of Culture Policy statement
A codification td guidelines for the building of
foyers culture's with emphasis on ma: drown attrac-
tion at modest cost. It gees into detail orarchitec-
ture, fitting and furniture. Already there are
realisations in Brussels and at Haine-St. Pierre.

Relevant university research
Three significant publications by "thb-. M of
sociologists Mrs. A. .Mdrtynow-Rennche, Mrs.
C. Wiry and Mr. P. 'Delooz published Inr the
Ministry of Culture: Le ref= ouvrier, Velit6
th62trale et aspirations popu/aires and Le mused
interdit.

France

Paris Antenna ALFA
0

This is a documentation and information centre
concerned with the cocio-cultural development
processes, problems and techniques in new urban
living areas. Its conspectus is on a general and
strategical plane, but it is also concerned with
details of method in Preanimation, animation and
co-ordination of agencies.

Rennes The cocio-cultural office
A mod'el for the co-ordination of research and
experimental work and the documentation of
results in the field of animation cocio-culturelle.

.federal Republic of Germany

Dilsceldorf KIFAA
A culture-eeplogical institute for reeearch and
dnimation. The emphasis is strongly upon setting
the, artist in 0 framework of social commitment,
and upon efforts to widen municipal concepts of
cultural, development from a narrow concern with
the traditional arts.

Baden-Wiirttemberg (Land) ICunstvereiii
Valuable research and documentation by.,a study
of the shop window an anixnatory factor as
exemplified by twentieth century Stuttgart.

Wuppertal Kommunikationszentrum
A manifestation of project " orse." initiated by a
team of seven social Ixorken and social psycho-
logistc. The aim is the stimulation of group fdrma-
tion and the formation of opinion by interchange

:-of views between all sections and groups in society.
It publishes a broadsheet and invites the parti-
cipation of all even by marginal comment on the
print. Particular attention to the community arts
through film-grouP, theatre group. There is strict
regard to the economics of socio-culture, including
the costs of subsidised state opera etc. There is
constant study of animation techniques and an
auto-critique of workdone.

a
The Netherlands

Arnster,:dam The Dr. E. Boejunanstichting
This is an -animation research centre for art and

. culture in the Nethehands. It is the product of
ce-operation between the government, the Arts
Council and Artists Federation. Research into the
best Methods of animation, disincentives and
barriers. Publications in Dutch and English.
Amsterdam, Learn at the Lantern
The annexe to an avent-gaide theatre facilities
for music, drama, film, literary production. It
originated from a survey of artistic needs and
aspirations which is of gredt - value as research
material for animation and the community arts.'
Ministry'of Culture, Recreation and Social Welfare
A documentation of thorough and scientific
research into the socit-cultural needs of developing
areas alongside existing 'provision. A sophisticated
methodology established for identifying aspirations
`bf the population. This has been followed up by a
further: stage -2-- the setting up bf experimental
facilities at. Eindhoven and East Groningen.

United Kingdom

Manchester Commercial type advertisement for
the arts
In 1974 a special advertisement campaign press,
walls, buses, trains, lamp-posts and mass media
for the George Rouault Exhibition at the City Art

. Ghllery. Attendance over normal was more than
'doubled and thirty-five per cent were visitors to a
gallerx for the first time. (Similar results followed
from. &project "Eyesites" in the Tower Hamlets
area of London for -nn exhibition by indigenous
artists.)

Leigh Park, HaVant New cornmunities.,project
This is a three-year project catering ?Sr growing
but scattered communities totalling 150,000: Its 'aim
is genera' animation and improvement in the



quality of life. It is supported by central and
munieipal government and aided by adult educa-
tion agencies and universities. It has a centre which
is chiefly a headquarters for the project workers.
Essentially it is a research and fact-finding project.

414:E ..CO- ORDINATION" OF AGENCIES

Be/pium allontia Lu.Tembourg

Proyincial Youth Service
This is an example of government service to
existing voluntaiy organisations loan of
meat, training of leaders, organisation og festivals
and regional events. Stress is placed on the need
to enrich leisure, and a special provincial project
thereto has been mounted 9 operation Loisirs
Vivants.

London Arts Council
The'Arts Council is a "juridical person" through
Which the government makes its math contribution
to the arts. The present reference is to its recent
development The Community Arts. This has
been defined as leading to "opportunity for the
majority of the population, participating in She
creative process, and controlling the means and

4
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resources necessary". There is now a Coinmunity
Arts 'Committee concerned with "grass-roots wor-
kers" (';animateuris", "community artists") who will
workin a speCific community for come years, and
helped by visiting teams. There is to be a national
movement to bring all such workers,and initiatives
into'contact with each other.

LiVeriool
This note merely, records in broad terms that
Litterpool, which contains some of the most spec-
taCularly disadvantaged communities in Europe,
has been the scene of two national projects the
Educational Priority Progitimine and the Urban
Renewal Programme. Many nevi techniques of
animation have been evolved, and the experience
gained has ,mod to" the establishment there of a
centre for stlitiaan Community Studies wider the
direction of E, Midwinter,

Sunderland, Stoke-on-Trent, South W leo and
Dumbarton
Governrrient' experiment in the co-ordination of
leisure facilities and organisations in an attempt to
improve the quality of life by focussing on an area,
all the agencies for arts, Sport and recreation, This
programme is not only operational but exparitnen-
tal, its achievements being recorded for future use.

2.2
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